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The Universality of Intrinsic FO of Vowels*

D. H. Whalen and Andrea G. Levittt

The tendency for high vowels such as [i] and [u] to have higher fundamental
frequencies (FOs) than low vowels such as [a] has been found in every language so far
in which it has been sought. These include 31 languages representing 11 of the
world's 29 major language families (as defined by Crystal, 1987). While the size of the
intrinsic FO (IFO) effect varies from study to study, the differences seem to derive from
differences in the study design, especially in the number of subjects. The effect
appears larger for female speakers when expressed in Hz. but it is, instead, larger for
males when the results are expressed in semitones. The size of the language's vowel
inventory did not significantly affect the size of IFO. One other universal, though, is
that the effect disappears at the low end of a speaker's FO range. The consistency of
intrinsic FO across languages argues that the effect is truly intrinsic; that is, it is not
a deliberate enhancement of the signal but rather a consequence of successfully
forming a vowel.

1. INTRODUCTION
Although all spoken human languages make

use of sounds produced by the vocal tract, there is
a great deal of latitude in the sounds selected.
Every language uses vowel sounds, for example,
but the number of distinctive vowels ranges from
a low of 2 for Margi or Ubykh (Ladefoged &
Maddieson, 1990) to a high of 24 (for !Xii) in the
UCLA database of 317 languages (Maddieson,
1984). For languages with the same number of
vowels, there is a great range of combinations of
vowel qualities selected. These vowels are also
the primary locus for lexical suprasegmental
distinctions which exist in many languages,
such as stress, pitch accent, and tones. Such
differences are among the features that make
languages distinct.

This project was supported by NIH grants DC-00403 and
HD-01994 to Haskins Laboratories. Ken deJong contributed a
significant amount of work in extracting the Navaho FOB, for
which we are extremely grateful. Julie Lavoie also kindly
provided her raw data. We are also grateful to the respondents
from the LINGUIST list: Jan-Olaf Svantesson, Jurika Bakran,
Ocke Bohn, Michael Jessen, Hartmut Traunmiiller, Conrad
Ouel Ion, Florien Koopmans-van Beinum, and Iinegerd
Eklund. John Ohala and Harmut Traunmuller were especially
helpful in ferreting out ever more references. We thank Carol
A. Fowler, Ilse Lehiste, Kiyoshi Honda and John Ohala for
helpful comments.
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One phonetic feature that has been found to
accompany vowels is "intrinsic FO" or "intrinsic
pitch" (IFO, from here on). This is the tendency
for the high vowels, such as [i] and [u], to have a
higher fundamental frequency than the low
vowels, such as [a] and [i]. IFO was firot noticed
for German (Meyer, 1896-7) and has since been
found in every language that has been examined
for it. Our goal in the present paper is to examine
the size of the effect in all the languages reported
so far to see whether there is any difference that
does not seem to be due to the factors of
experimental procedure. The features we will
study will include not just language but also
speaker sex and the size of the language's vowel
inventory. The survey will also provide an
estimate of the range of variability that can be
expected in measuring IFO.

The mechanism behind this effect is the object
of considerable debate. We will not give a full
history of the different explanations, since such
surveys exist elsewhere (Di Cristo, Hirst, &
Nishinuma, 1979; Shad le, 1985; Silverman, 1987;
Sapir, 1989; Fischer-Jorgensen, 1990). All of the
explanations surveyed there have assumed that
IFO is an automatic consequence of articulation,
most likely the pull of the tongue on the laryngeal
system, or acoustics. (Steele (1986) argues that
there must be a contribution of subglottal

0



2 Whalen and Levitt

pressure.) However, more recently there have
been proposals that IFO is simply another
deliberate change in FO that is introduced in
the signal to enhance the differences between
vowel categories (Diehl & Kluender, 1989b;
Diehl & Kluender, 1989a; Diehl, 1991; Kingston,
1993).

The consistency of the effect across the world's
languages can provide us with some indication
of whether an automatic or deliberate process is
more likely. If we find differences among the
different languages, it would be likely that the
degree of IFO is another variable that languages
choose, just as they choose their inventory or their
suprasegmental category. If, on the other hand,
there seems to be little change in the size of IFO,
then we would expect that, whatever mechanism
is responsible, it is truly intrinsic, and occurs as

part of the production of vowels in any language.
Such a conclusion can only be provisional, of
course, since it is (in the statistical sense) the
null hypothesis. Nonetheless, a failure to observe
a difference in the magnitude of the IFO effect
would pose a challenge for any enhancement
explanation of the phenomenon.

2. The Published Results
Our data come from various published sources,

listed along with the IFO values in Table 1. These
include all of the articles published in journals,
proceedings and working papers that we were
able to locate. In many cases, IFO is not directly
assessed in the work cited, but the numbers from
which IFO could be calculated were given. Table
2 lists information about the languages,
including the size of the vowel inventory.

Table 1. Values for intrinsic FO from published sources. All FO values are in Hz. Values in italics were not used in
the statistical test. Those studies that lacked values for [u] were also not used for the statistical test, but are included in
Figure I. If results were combined for males and females, the sex is listed as "B." In the "Context," "V" stands for
vowel and "S" for sentence.

Language, Source #, Sex Context FO FO FO
of S's for for for

[u] [1] [a]

English
Crandall, 1925 4 M Isolated V's 140 136 113

4 F Isolated V's 270 252 234
Taylor, 1933 8 M Isolated real words 152 149 132

9 F Isolated real words 323 320 298
Black, 1949 16 M Isolated CVC 153 146 133
Peterson & Barney, 1952 33 M Isolated hVd 141 136 124

28 F Isolated hVd 231 235 212
House & Fairbanks, 1953 10 ? 130 128 118
Lehiste & Peterson, 1961 5 M 124 129 120
Peterson, 1961 4 M Isolated V 128 124 119

3 F Isolated V 253 250 212
Atkinson, 1973 5 M Sentences 128 132 114
Fox, 1982 8 F Isolated hVd 240 242 234

8 M Isolated hVd 145 148 140
Shadle, 1985 2 F Sentence, first 3 positions 225 225 215

Sentence, last position 175 174 175
2 M Sentence, first 3 positions 116 115 108

Sentence, last position 93 93 90
Zawadzski & Gilbert, 1989 5 M 208 206 188
Nittrouer, McGowan, Milenkovic,

& Beehler, 1990 4 M Nonsense CV in S 139 138 132
4 F Nonsense CV in S 215 210 197

Higgins et al., 1994 11 M Isolated [pa] or [pi] 125 120
Sentences w/ [pap] or [pip] 126 121

10 F Isolated [pa] or [pi] 206 196
Sentences w/ [pap] or [pip] 212 194

Hillenbrand et al., 1995 45 M Isolated hVd 143 138 123
48 F Isolated hVd 235 227 215

Dutch
Koopmans-van Beinum, 1980 2 M Monosyllabic words 153 149 126

2 F Monosyllabic words 217 229 205
van Son, 1993 1 M Running text (+accent only) 197 193 18()
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Table 1. continued
German
Meyer, 1896-7 1 M Isolated V's 121 108 87
Mohr, 1971 1 M initial V 122 121 116
Neweklowsky, 1975 M Isolated pVp (short V) 139 137 124

(all are Viennese) 1 F Isolated pVp (short V) 219 222 210
Antoniadis & S'rube, 1981 3 M CVCa (long V) 132 131 125

CVCa (short V) 1.3.5 133 129
TraunmUller, 1982 12 M Nonsense CV in S 126 133 105
Mdbius, Zimmermann, & Hess, 1987 1 M Real words in carrier S (long V) 116 123 107
Iivonen, 1989 5 M Isolated words (long V) 95 9 0 82
livonen, 1989 (Viennese) 5 M Isolated word& (lonEt V) 140 138 106
Fischer-Jorgensen, 1990 5 M dVda in carrier S (long V) --- 125 112

I F dVda in carrier S (long V) 184 167
Danish
Reinholt Petersen, 1978 2 F CVCV:CV in S (middle syll) 220 212 182

3 M CVCV:CV in S (middle syll) 122 120 104
Swedish
Fant, 1959 7 M Isolated Vs 127 128 124

7 F Isolated Vs 222 218 215
French
Rossi & Autesserre, 1981 4 M Isolated V's 142 140 131
Di Cristo, 1982 I F 243 235 226

3 M 134 132 124
Lavoie, 1994 (Quebecois) 2 M Short phrases 198 199 185

2 F Short phrases 300 289 266
Italian
Pettorino, 1987 1 M? Isolated real words 158 159 143
Greek
Samaras, 1972 2 M CVC 148 149 137
Russian
Mohr, 1971 1 M Initial V 127 126 121
Bo Ila, 1981 1 M Isolated real words 135 136 116
Polish
Steffen-Bat6g, 1970 6 M Isolated VCV 153 153 150
Serbo-Croatian
Ivic & Lehiste, 1965 12 B Words in initial and medial

position in S, beg. of syll 183 217 194
Final S position, beg. of syll 129 138 159

Standard Croatian
Bakran & StamenkoviC, 1990 3 M 108 110 9 8

3 F 177 197 165
Lithuanian
Pakerys, 1982 7 M? Isolated words - stressed 149 152 139

- unstressed 128 126 125
Hindi
Schiefer, 1987 1 F Isolated real words 252 238 205
Gujarati
Dave, 1967 3 M Isolated Vs, words, phrases 136 145 128
Finnish
Vilkman, et al , 1989 1 M Isolated Vs 119 118 114
Hungarian
Tamas, 1976 ? M stressed vowels 137 144 120

unstressed vowels 103 90 85
?F stressed vowels 231 235 205

unstressed vowels 195 185 170
Korean
Ilan & Weitzman, 1967 1 M Nonsense CV 185 183 166

1 F Nonsense CV, CVC 329 316 317
Kim, 1968 ?F 279 277 268

1 ,2



4 Whalen and Levitt

Table 1. continued

Japanese
Homma, 1973 1 F Words? 342 350 328
Nishinuma, 1979 5 M 2nd syll of 4 syll words 148 142 136
"Chinese"
Mohr. 1971 1 M Initial V 148 150 147
Mandarin
Shi & Zhang, 1987 5 M Tone 1 (= high FO) 181 175 154

Beg. of Tone 2 (= low FO) 117 118 111
End of Tone 2 (= high FO) 168 167 151
Beg. of Tone 3 mid FO) 112 113 108
End of Tone 3 (= low FO) 90 89 83
Beg. of Tone 4 (= high FO) 206 197 175
End of Tone 4 (= low FO) 105 97 97

Shi & Zhang. 1987 5 F Tone 1 (= high FO) 307 297 276
Beg. of Tone 2 (= low FO) 209 205 198
End of Tone 2 (= high FO) 289 265 255
Beg. of Tone 3 (= mid FO) 218 219 227
End of Tone 3 (= low FO) 172 169 171
Beg. of Tone 4 (= high FO) 335 312 302
End of Tone 4 (= low FO) 184 180 187

Taiwanese
Zee, 1980 3 M Sentences, High Tone 157 157 143

Sentences. Low Tone 100 99 102
Shanghai
King, Ramming, Schiefer,

& Tillmann, 1987 M Isolated words, Tone 2, end 156 163 142
Kammu
Svantesson, 1988 1 M Words in S: High tone 150 148 129

: Low tone 115 116 104
Paraok
Svantesson, 1993 1 M Isolated words 159 156 142

1 F Isolated words 293 305 250
Vietnamese
Han. 1969 1 F. Vs in carrier S: High tone 308 309 288

End of falling tone 185 189 194
1 M Vs in carrier S: High tone 143 141 136

End of falling tone 116 118 107
Thai
Gandour & Maddiesq, 1976 1 M Isolated nonsense CV,

middle of high tone 148 147 138
Malagasy
Rakotofiringa, 1968 1? M? 124 123 122
Rakotofiringa, 1982 18 M Isolated words 122 119 116

11 F Isolated words 238 233 225
Yoruba
Hombert, 1977 2 ? Isolated V, high tone 177 179 170

Isolated V, mid tone 152 153 147
Isolated V, low tone 121 119 120

Itsekiri
Ladefoged, 1968 1 M (reports a 5 Hz difference)

Hausa
Pilszczikowa-Chodak, 1972 1 M Isolated words 122 141 117
Navaho
delong & McDonough, 1993 4 F Words, High tone 209 188

Words, Low tone 181 180
M Words, High tone 133 138

sec footnote 1

Words, Low tone 129 129

1 3



The Universality of Intrinsic FO of Vowels 5

Table 2. Information about the languages. Family affiliation is taken from Crystal (1987). The number of vowels
represents the number of distinctive vowel qualities in the articulatory space (tongue height, front/back, rounding).
Thus vowels that differed distinctively in duration but had the same quality were considered to represent one vowel, not
nyo. Distinctive nasality was also ignored. See text for the rationale for this decision.

Language Family Sub-Family # of Vs

English Indo-European W.Germanic 12
Dutch Indo-European W.Germanic 12

German Indo-European Germanic 14

Danish Indo-European N.Cermanic 12

Swedish Indo-European N.Germanic 18

French Indo-European Italic 12

Italian Indo-European Italic 7

Greek Indo-European Greek 5

Russian Indo-European Slavic
Polish Indo-European Slavic 6

Serbo-Croatian Indo-European Slavic 5

Standard Croatian Indo-European Slavic 5

Lithuanian Indo-European Balto-Slavic 11

Hindi Indo-European Indo-Iranian 14

Gujarati Indo-European Indo-lranian 8

Finnish Uralic Finno-Ugric 16

Hungarian Uralic Finno-Ugric 10

K..rean Korean 18

"Japanese Japanese 5

"Chinese" Sino-Tibetan Sinitic 5?

Mandarin Sino-Tibetan Sinitic 5?

Taiwanese Sino-Tibetan Sinitic 6

Shanghai Sino-Tibetan Sinitic 12

Kammu Austro-Asiatic Mon-Khmer 10

Paraok Austro-Asiatic Mon-Khmer 9

Vietnamese Austro-Asiatic Mon-Khmer 11

Thai Tai S.-Western 9

Malagasy Austronesian Western 4

Yoruba Niger-Congo Kwa 7

Itsekiri Niger-Congo Kwa

Hausa Afro-Asiatic Chadic 5

Navaho Na-Dené Athabaskan 4

Some of the descriptions are incomplete, and so
question marks appear in some places. In some
cases, it was difficult to find the appropriate
measures. For example, the Serbo-Croatian
results (Ivic & Lehiste, 1965) have been cited a
number of times as showing IFO, and yet there is
no condition in which each of the vowels appears
with the same pitch accent. We have tried to
minimize the effect of accent for this study of
Serbo-Croatian by averaging the values at the
beginning of the vowel, a point at which the FO
excursion for the pitch accent should not be as
advanced as later. Only four words were
measured (brStu, gradu, Mari, sèlu), which is a
smaller set than would be best. Any perturbation
due to consonant voicing should be minimal,
since voicing is different for only one of the

syllables. These Serbo-Croatian values would be
more comparable to the others if we had instances
of the different vowels with the same accent.
Because of these difficulties, these numbers are
not included in the statistical tests reported
below. The numbers for Navaho (deJong &
McDonough, 1993) are not represented directly in
that paper and have been rupplied by the authors.
Similarly, the FO values for Quebecois French
were not in the published version and were
supplied by the author (Lavoie, 1994). The
"Chinese" of Mohr (1971) is presumably
Mandarin (and is so treated in the analysis of
variance), but has been listed as "Chinese" in the
table.

We restricted our analysis to the vowels RI, [ul,
and [a] (or [op. These include the two dimensions
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that have been examined most, vowel height and
front/back. They are present in about 80% of the
world's languages (Maddieson, 1984), and occur
in almost all the languages examined: Only
Navaho lacked one of the vowels, namely [u].
However, the high back vowel in the Tokyo
dialect of Japanese (the one studied in both
references here) is an [w] rather than fa There
were two other studies that lacked [u] values,
simply because they were not measured. One was
for English (Higgins, Netsell, & Schulte, 1994)
and one for German (Fischer-Jorgensen, 1990).
Our focus on these three vowels is not intended to
deny that there is gradation between high and
low or that the other dimensions of rounding,
tense/lax, nasalization, advanced tongue root,
etc., might not play a part in IFO. The selection
was made solely to equate the language samples
as far as was possible.

The numbers come from published studies, and
usually there is no individual data given, so it is
not possible to perform ordinary statistics on
these numbers. We performed an ANOVA on the
averaged results for most of the numbers in
Table 1. Italicized numbers were not used, since
they represent different phonetic environments.
They are included as comparisons to the main
environment studied in the statistical analysis.
We also excluded from the statistical analysis
the studies which did not have measurements for
[u]. Each study was weighted by the nnmber of
subjects measured, so that they contributed to the
means in proportion to the amount of data
represented. We performed separate tests for a
number of factors: vowel ail versus Eul versus
[a]), front/back ([i] versus ful), sex, language,
English versus the other languages, and
languages compared by vowel inventory size.
Separate analyses were conducted because there
were not enough studies to have anything like
equal cell sizes if we included more than one
factor. We also performed each test twice, once
on the Hz values and once on the values
expressed in semitones. The use of semitones
helps equate the differences found for the males
and females. Since the semitone scale relates
one frequency to another, we needed to have a
reference frequency. We chose 1 Hz, so that the
denominator would fall out, and the simple
formula:

semitone = 1/log(2) * 12 * log(Hz)

could be used. The values that we were able to use
are somewhat less than optimal, since they are
semitone transforms from the mean expressed

in Hz, rather than a mean of the values expressed
as semitones. But since the majority of studies
did not give individual values, this was our only
choice.

Our first analysis looked at a single factor
with three levels, namely, a vowel effect
comparing [u]/[i]/[a]. The vowel effect was
highly significant (F(2,150) = 246.67; p < .0001).
Overall, the means were 177.4 Hz for [u], 174.9 Hz
for Ei1, and 160.9 Hz for [a]. This translates into a
15.3 Hz difference for IFO across all the
languages. The semitone analysis was also
highly significant (F(2,150) = 231.51; p < .0001).
Those means were 88.90, 88.66, and 87.13
semitones for Eu1, Ii) and [a] respectively. That
difference is 1.65 semitones. As expected, then,
IFO is a highly significant effect.

Front hack (comparing just [i] and [up was not
a significant factor, either in the Hz analysis
(F(1,76) = 2.48, n.s.) or the semitone analysis
(F(1,76) = 3.16, p < .10). As can be seen from the
means in the previous paragraph, there is a 2.5
Hz (0.24 semitone) difference between the front
and back vowels across all the languages.
Inspection of Table 1 will show that some
languages seem to have large differences
between the front and back vowels. For example,
English Eu] is reliably higher in FO than [i] as
measured across the studies. The 184.7 Hz of Eu]
is reliably (3.6 Hz) higher than the 181.1 of [i]
(F(1,20) = 12.73, p < .01) as is the .36 semitone
difference in the semitone analysis (F(1,20) =
15.19, p < .001). While this may indicate that
there is a genuine difference in the front and
back vowels for English, this analysis would be
more reliable if done with the individual
measurements rather than the means across
experiments. The amount of variability that is
present within experiments is not carried across
when only the means are used. A comparison
case is German, for which we have the next
largest data set. In Table 1, six of the nine entries
for German also show a higher value for Eul than
[i], but one of the studies that has higher values for
53 than Eul also had a large number of subjects
(Traumntiller, 1982), and so the overall effect is
not significant and, in fact, shows [i] being 0.6
Hz higher than Eli]. Again, it does not seem
impossible that a language could adopt an
articulation for one vowel or another that would
modify its IFO, but there is no indication of a
universal difference between EU and Eu1. It is
possible that the English differences are real,
and therefore that some languages have effects
that other languages lack, indeed, that other
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languages have in the other direction. The effect
in English is one fourth the size of the height
effect and will consequently be harder to verify.
It is also likely that some of the apparent
differences are simply the result of the inevitable
sampling error.

For the remainder of the analyses, we will
collapse across [i] and [u] and subtract the value
for [a], giving us a simple test for the
significance of the difference in height. The test
for the means (i.e., whether there was an IFO
effect) was always significant, and so we will
not report the numbers. In this way, the factors
that we examine from here on out will directly
indicate whether there was an effect of that factor
on the size of the IFO difference.

For the analysis by sex, we excluded the three
studies that did not separate out the two sexes
(House & Fairbanks, 1953; Ivic & Lehiste, 1965;
Hombert, 1977). The overall IFO effects were 13.9
Hz for the males and 15.4 for the females. This
difference in magnitude was significant
(F(1,72) = 5.87, p < .05). It would appear from
these numbers that women have a larger effect
than men. But they also have a higher overall FO,
so the greater magnitude of their effect
represents, in fact, a smaller percent increase.
This fact is accounted for in the semitone
analysis. That analysis, though, also shows an
effect (F(1,72) = 6.53, p < .05), but now the
difference is larger for the males than the
females (1.84 semitones for the males and 1.34
for the females). It appears that there is a
difference in the size of IFO by the sex of the
speaker. As with the front/back difference,
though, this indication must be treated with
caution since it was, of necessity, based on the
means across experiments and not, as would be
optimal, on the individual results. Thus the lack
of a contribution of individual variability may
have made a small, random difference appear
significant. This aspect of the data will require
further elaboration before we can decide whether
there is anything that needs explaining.
However, the study with the largest number of
subjects (Hillenbrand et al., 1995) had a sizable
difference between males and females, so it may
simply be a factor that requires substantial
evidence before it is apparent. While it is
conceivable that the lowering of the male larynx
during puberty could be a factor in such a
difference, no explanation is immediately
obvious.

The analysis by language did not reveal an
IFO difference for any one language that was

statistically different from the others (F(27,48) =
1.27, n.s. for the Hz analysis; F(27,48) = 1.61,
n.s. for the semitone analysis). Since
approximately half of our results came from
English, it was of interest to see whether the
English results patterned with the others. We did
this by classifying each IFO measurement as
being either English or non-English. This also
showed no difference (F(1,74) = 2.39, n.s. for the
Hz analysis; F(1,74) < 1, n.s. for the semitone
analysis). Thus there is no evidence that
English stands out from the others in terms of the
size of the IFO effect. This test, besides its
weakness as accepting the null hypothesis, must
also be treated with caution because so many of
the languages were poorly represented. If there
were just one language that showed an effect of a
different size, it would be very hard to detect
without measuring many more subjects. The one
language (English) that we do have many
measurements for, though, seems to be typical.

Finally, we separated the languages by the size
of their vowel inventory. Since we have such a
large amount of data on English, the 12-vowel
systems are automatically overrepresented. We
thus classed them by themselves. For the rest, we
divided them into small (4-5) medium (6-11) and
large (13 or more) vowel inventories. The
inventory size is taken as the number of
monophthongal distinctive vowels that differ in
quality. In many cases, these same vowels could
also differ in length or nasalization, but that was
not considered to make a different vowel for this
analysis. If length makes a distinction without
changing quality, then the long and short were
counted as one vowel, while long and short
vowels that did differ (such those in German)
were counted as two vowels. This form of
counting vowels was adopted under the
assumption that any enhancement that might be
introduced deliberately would be likely to depend
on how crowded the vowel space is. Even if such
separable dimensions as length and
nasalization are distinctively for a language,
they should nct influence any use of FO in
perception, since FO is posited to affect primarily
the height dimension.

The size of the IFO effect was 11.6, 12.6, 16.3 and
15.1 Hz for the small, medium, 12-vowel and
large inventories respectively. These did not
differ significantly (F(3,72) = 1.56, n.s.). The
size of the IFO effect in semitones was 1.17, 1.33,
1.70 and 1.64 for the small, medium, 12-vowel
and large inventories respectively. These also
did not differ significantly (F(3,72) = 2.47, n.s.).
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Again, we need a more balanced set of results
before we can be sure that these statistics do not
hide a small effect, but the current indication is
that vowel inventory size also does not affect the
size of IFO.

For some of the 10 tone languages in the survey,
there is an additional observation that can be
made: The low tones fail to show IFO. While this
is true of all but one of the tone languages in
Table 1, perhaps the most striking case is the
Tone 4 data of Shi and Zhang (1987). There,
within one syllable, the IFO effect was present at
the onset (the high portion of the FO contour) and
then absent at the offset (the low frequency). Such
results match up with the findings of Shadle
(1985) and Ladd and Silverman (1984) for spon-
taneous speech (for English and German respec-
tively). In fact, Ladd and Silverman claim that
"low pitch, rather than low-stress or phrase-final
position per se, is the relevant factor" (1984:36).
Of course, this statement is slightly misleading,
since what is important is the relative frequency
within a speaker's range rat.her than absolute FO.
Still, the main point is borne out by the tone lan-
guages, that in the lower part of the frequency
range, IFO disappears. The one case where it does
not is Kammu. The high tone has an effect of 20
Hz while the low has an effect of 12 Hz. This is a
fairly substantial difference, but the 12 Hz on the
low tone is certainly within the range of values
found for other studies with just one speaker.
Although this language may constitute an excep-
tion to the disappearance of IFO at the lower part of
the FO range, it is also possible that the "low" tone
is simply low in relation to the high tone, and that
a mid-range pitch is used for it. In that case, we
would expect to fmd an IFO effect. Further study
is needed before deciding this issue, but it is in-
teresting to compare the Kammu results with the
Yoruba in Table 1. Yoruba has three tones, high,
mid and low. The IFO effect is 8, 6 and 0 Hz for
those, respectively. So the existence of an IFO ef-
fect for a "lower" (i.e., mid) tone is not out of the
question.

The range of variability shown by these studies
appears rather large, but there is a tendency,
noted above, for the larger studies to approach
more closely the mean across studies (without
being weighted by number of subjects). Such an
outcome is to be expected if the measurements
come from a single distribution, but it is not a
necessary outcome if some languages differ
from the rest. The measured IFO does differ
across studies, but this appears to be due to typical
distributional factors. There are three sources of

variability in the published results. The first
source is the distribution of IFO values for
different languages. Since speech is a natural
system, we have to expect some variation in even
its most consistent aspects. If we analyzed a
large number of speakers fer each language
(and languages truly do not differ), the
distribution of IFO velues would be extremely
tight. If languages \iv are selecting from a small
range of choices (e.g., either the typical IFO or
none at all), then we might find a bimodal
distribution. The second source of a distribution
is in the individual IFO values. If we looked
closely at values for individual speakers within
a language, we would expect to see somewhat
larger variability than for the languages
themselves, since it is easier for an individual to
be extreme than for a whole language
community. These first two are sources of
variability in the real world. A final source of
variability is in our measures of the world.
These will also be distributed around the true
mean, since any measurement is inherently
fallible. This measure will also tend to form
tighter distributions as the number of subjects
increases.

As a way of judging the combined effects of
these three distributions, we have plotted in
Figure 1 the difference between the value for [a)
and the average for [i] and [u] from Table 1.
These include all the lines from Table 1 that
were used in the analysis of variance, along with
the values from the studies lacking an [u]. The
top panel shows the results for the Hz analysis,
and the bottom, for the semitone analysis. The
number of subjects in each study is shown on the
y-axis. We have plotted the data this way rather
than doing a more typical histogram because
there are so many gaps in our distribution, in
terms of the number of subjects per study. While
we certainly do not have a large enough sample
to show that the values are distributed normally,
there is a tendency for the larger studies to show
values close to the overall mean difference of
15.3 Hz . The semitone analysis shows an even
tighter distribution, with both ends of the
distribution pulling in towards the mean of 1.65
semitones. Again, only a much larger set of
results for all of the languages in this set would
allow us to test for this tendency statistically, but
the distributions shown in Figure 1 are
consistent with an absence of any difference
across languages. It is also easy to find where a
new set of results would fit in to see whether it
conforms to the current pattern.

17
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Figure 1. Distribution of the differences between the two high vowels and the low vowel for the studies in Table
1. The top panel represents the differences between the values expressed in Hz, and the lower panel, between
the values expressed as semitones.

3. IFO as Enhancement?

Diehl and colleagues (Diehl & Kluender,
1989b; Diehl & Kluender, 1989a; Diehl, 1991)
have claimed that IFO is an enhancement of the
speech signal. Enhancements, in their view, are
deliberate attempts by the speaker to make the
auditory aspects of speech more salient for the
hearer. Perception of vowel height is claimed to

be influenced by the difference between Fl and
FO. IFO, then, enhances this difference, since a
high vowel will have a low Fl. If this low Fl is
accompanied by a high FO, the difference will be
even smaller than before, and thus even more
distinct from the large difference for low vowels.

One aspect of other proposed enhancements is
that they are optional. For example, the typical
vowel systems of the world combine rounding

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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with back vowels, to increase the proximity of F2
and Fl (Lindblom, 1986). Yet there are
languages, such as the Iroquoian languages,
which avoid the use of lip rounding (e.g.,
Oneida: Lounsbury, 1953:27). If IFO is truly
universal and unmodified, it is less likely to be
under voluntary control. Of course, even if we
had data on every language of the world, it still
might be the case that they all happened to choose
to enhance the vowels this way, and that the next
human language to evolve would dispense with
IFO. In the agsence of even one example of a
language doing without, however, the
enhancement view is tenuous.

The magnitude of the shift in vowel identity
that we might expect from the IFO differences is
rather small. In a survey of such studies, Nearey
(1989) found the following size of shifts in the
frequency of Fl for an octave shift in FO: 16%,
6%, 14%, 21%, and 26-30% (see his page 2093). As
a rough estimate, then, we might expect a 17%
shift in effective Fl for an octave shift in FO. The
IFO effect, however, is much smaller than an
octave, approximately one seventh that size
(around 1.7 semitones), which would lead us to
expect about a 2.4% shift in the effective Fl. This
value is below the difference limen (of 3-5%) for
changes in single formants of vowels
(Flanagan, 1955). It is difficult to see why such a
complicated change in vowel articulation would
be deliberately introduced for such a modest
reward, especially for those languages with 4-5
vowels. The enhancement account would seem
more likely if there were an effect of vowel
inventory size on the size of IFO, so that more
vowels would lead to a greater use of IFO. The
present results showed no such effect, however.

It is also hard to see why tone languages would
want to use FO, which is critical for tone, to
enhance vowel identification, especially in a
system like Mandarin's in which the vowel
system is quite simple (5 vowels). The tones
occur with every vowel, and therefore the tonal
differences of over 100 Hz appear with each
vowel, yet the 5-10 Hz IFO effect remains.
Perhaps a parsing of the FO into its tone and IFO
components would make this work, but such an
effect is indicative of a perceptual system
operating on the signal, not the low-level
auditory effect that the enhancement theory
presupposes. It seems more likely that Mandarin
and other tone languages exhibit IFO because it is
a natural consequence of producing vowels of
different heights: Even when speakers change
the FO of a vowel (within the upper part of the FO

range, at least), there is a contribution of IFO
present.

One other aspect of IFO that appears to favor a
deliberate component is the fact that IFO appears
in some laryngectomized patients who use a flap
over the esophagus to voice their sounds
(Gandour & Weinberg, 1980; Pettorino, 1987), but
there is a problem with claiming that such
evidence means that IFO in normal speech is
deliberately produced. Even if we assume that
these speakers are introducing IFO deliberately,
we would not know anything more about the
normal case: The esophageal speakers could
simply be recreating what used to come to them
naturally. If they monitor their own productions
and find that their [irs, for example, are
consistently too low in frequency to sound right,
then they may deliberately raise the FO. The IFO
of esophageal vowels does not indicate that
normal IFO is deliberate.

If it is important that the vowel judgment be
enhanced, it is not clear why speakers would
choose not to exhibit IFO in the lower portion of
their frequency range. While it is certainly the
case for English that words that end up in the low
range are unstressed and therefore perhaps
dispensable, the low tones of tone languages can
occur with any word, perhaps the most important
one in the sentence. Kingston (1993) has claimed
that the lack of an IFO effect in the lower
frequency ranges constitutes evidence in favor
of the enhancement account, but only because the
automatic account does not have a ready
explanation for it. Conceivably, the
arrangement of the larynx makes it very
difficult to introduce these differences at low
frequencies, and thus the gain from
enhancement is judged not to be worth the
physiological cost. We will propose below that
there is, indeed, something physiologically
different about the lower portion of the FO range.
Certainly, other muscles become involved in the
lower frequency range (Halle, 1994). It would be
easier to judge whether this lack of an effect in
the low frequencies is also automatic or just a
cost decision if we could make quantitative
predictions about just how much energy is
involved. Unfortunately, to make such estimates
would require that we would know enough about
the laryngeal system that we would know the
answer already--we would already know
whether IFO was a necessary consequence of the
way the larynx is employed in speech.

The most direct piece of evidence for the en-
hancement theory is the fact that cricothyroid
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(CT) activity increases for high vowels
(Autesserre, Roubeau, Di Cristo, Chevrie-Muller,
Hirst, Lacau, & Maton, 1987; Vilkman,
Aaltonen, Raimo, Arajarvi, & Oksanen, 1989;
Honda & Fujimura, 1991). Increasing CT activ-
ity generally increases FO. Thus it appears that
these subjects were intentionally increasing 110
for the high vowels. However, the laryngeal sys-
tem is quite complex, and the increase in CT ac-
tivity may not be exclusively associated with
higher FO. Vilkman et al. (1989), in fact, con-
sider the intentional explanation and reject it in
favor of one in which the CT activity is increased
to "avoid opening of the cricothyroid visor during
increased vertical pull in the laryngeal region"
(page 202). We are currently developing an EMG
study to further examine this issue.

In sum, the proposal that IFO is a deliberate
enhancement of the speech signal seems
somewhat tenuous. Even when FO is used
extensively for other purposes and vowels occur
with the whole range of F0s, as in tone
languages, IFO persists. It would seem that only a
perceptual parsing of the FO signal could
disentangle these effects, and this stage is later
than the proposed enhancement effect, which is
meant to be a low-level one. IFO disappears at the
lower range of F0s, a fact that is difficult to
encompass in an enhancement account. Other
enhancements of speech occasionally fail to be
adopted by one language or another, while IFO
seems to be universal. All of these facts together
make it appear that IFO is truly "intrinsic" and
not a deliberate enhancement of the speech
signal.

4. Toward the Source of IFO
Our survey has provided some useful

limitations on what a theory of IFO must
accommodate. First is its universality. We
found no evidence of unusual languages in our
survey, and we have examined data from
languages belonging to More than a third of the
world's language families. Any theory that
explains IFO must deal with the difference
between the effect in the non-low portion of the FO
range and the low. In the low region, IFO
disappears. We believe that this is the difference
between the changes in FO that can be
accomplished via subglottal air pressure and CT
activity versus the changes that need active
lowering via the strap muscles. If the strap
muscles completely counteract the effect of the
tongue on the hyoid bone, then we would expect for
low FO vowels to have no IFO. Similar

speculations appear in Pettorino (1987). Much
more work remains to be done before this theory
can be fully tested.

While our survey has not revealed any
language that seems to have an especially
exaggerated IFO effect, there are some
articulatory sources for an exaggerated effect. In
one experimental paradigm, if a speaker's jaw is
fixed to a more open position than is normal for a
vowel, then she will compensate with an
exaggerated tongue movement. A stronger pull
of the tongue should result in a larger IFO
difference. This is what was found in an
experiment by Ohala and Eukel (1987). While
this experiment does not fully determine the
mechanism involved, it does indicate that the
action of the tongue is critically involved.

Another instance of an exaggerated effect is
found in the speech of the deaf. Bush (1981) found
larger IFO differences for deaf children
compared with normal controls. Clearly, the
source of this difference cannot be due to an
auditorily based enhancement of the height
difference. Part of the effect may have been the
use of a higher FO (which may by itself increase
IFO; see above). But there seems to be an element
of exaggerated articulation that by itself also
increases the IFO effect. Perkell, Lane, Svirsky
and Webster (1992) also found an exaggerated
difference for subjects prior to receiving a
cochlear implant, and this exaggeration
disappeared after the implantation. The finding
has not been universal, however. Lane and
Webster (1991), studying some of the same
subjects as Perkell et al. (1992), found no
evidence of IFO at all in their deaf subjects. Lane
and Webster measured productions of a full text
(the Rainbow Passage), while Perkell et al.
examined keywords in a carrier sentence.
Perhaps the greater variability in the text
production washed out any vowel effect that there
might have been. But it does seem that certain
forms of production can affect the IFO.

There does not appear to be a developmental
trend in IFO. In another paper (Whalen, Levitt,
Hsiao, & Smorodinsky, 1995), we show that even
infants babbling at 6 months show IFO. While it
is true that, since every language has IFO,
infants could be imitating IFO, it is hard to see
how they could do this intentionally, since the
infants do not have any vowel categories to
enhance. Similarly, the data of Peterson and
Barney (1952), Peterson (1961), Sorenson (1989),
Glaze, Bless and Susser (1990) and Hillenbrand,
Getty, Clark and Wheeler (1995) also do not show

r
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any change in the size of the effect in the range
from 5 to 11 years of age. If enhancements are
something to be learned after the major
components of a category are mastered, then the
case for enhancement status of IFO is again
weakened.

The difference between males and females is
in need of verification and an explanation.
Since many of the studies examined here
involved only one sex or the other, it is difficult to
fully accept the difference that appeared. If it
holds up in further studies, it seems that the
changes in male voices at puberty is likely to be
responsible.

IFO appears to be universal. Our sampling of 31
languages, while far short of the 6000 or so total
languages, covers a fairly wide range of
families (11 of 29) and language types (tone, pitch
accent, and stress). If languages that have no IFO
constitute some small percentage of languages,
then we might yet discover a language that
makes no use of IFO at all. Although such
propositions can never be fully tested, we feel that
the results so far justify the assumption that IFO
is universal. We can, then, for the moment,
conclude that IFO is not a deliberate
enhancement of the signal but rather a direct
result of vowel articulation.
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Intrinsic FO of Vowels in the Babbling of 6-, 9- and 12-
month-old French- and English-learning Infants*

D. H. Whalen, Andrea G. Levitt,t Pai-Ling Hsiao, and Iris Smorodinskyttt

In every language so far examined, high vowels such as [i] and [u] tend to have higher
fundamental frequencies (FOs) than low vowels such as [al. This intrinsic FO effect (IFO)
has been found in the speech of children at various stages of development, except in the
one previous study of babbling. The present study is based on a larger set of utterances
from more subjects (six French- and six English-learning infants), at the ages 6, 9 and 12
months. We find, instead, that IFO appears even in babbling. There is no indication in our
data of a developmental trend for the effect, and no indication of a difference due to the
target language. These results support the claim that IFO is an automatic consequence of
producing vowels.

INTRODUCTION
The relationship between vowel height and

fundamental frequency (FO) has been noted for at
least 60 years (Taylor, 1933). High vowels such as
fi] and [u] tend to have higher FOs than low
vowels such as [a] and [i]. The mechanism for this
"intrinsic FO" (IFO) or "intrinsic pitch" has been
the subject of great dispute (see the reviews in
Ohala & Eukel, 1987; Sapir, 1989; Fischer-
Jorgensen, 1990), but the consistency of the effect
is not in question (Whalen & Levitt, in press).
Every language that has been examined for IFO
(31 are listed in that work) has been found to have
it, and these languages represent 11 of the world's
29 major language families. IFO has been found
not only in languages such as English (Peterson &
Barney, 1952) and French (DiCristo, 1982) that

This research was supported by NIH grant DC-00403 to
Haskins Laboratories and Catherine Best. Portions of this
research were presented at thP 126th Meeting of the Acoustical
Society of America, Denver, Co!orado, October, 1993, and the
9th International Conference on Infant Studies, Paris, June,
1994. Additional help with the stimuli was provided by Michele
Sancier, Winifred McGowan, and Julia Irwin. We thank
Arthur S. Abramson, Catherine T. Best, Hartmut
Traunmiiller, Keith Johnson, and an al,onymous reviewer for
helpful comments.
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use FO primarily for stress and intonation, but
also in tone languages such as Mandarin (Shi &
Zhang, 1987) that use FO changes to distinguish
words. IFO seems to be insensitive to the size of
the vowel inventory as well, since both small (e.g.,
Japanese with 5 vowels) and large (e.g., German
with 14) systems show similar effects (Whalen &
Levitt, 1995).

With such universality, IFO has typically been
assumed to be an automatic consequence of vowel
articulation. Indeed, the theories reviewed in
Sapir (1989) take this as a given. Under that
assumption, it is of great interest whether the
vowels of babbling will show this effect, since the
babbling child presumably has no vowel categories
per se, but simply vocalic articulations. If the
child's vocal apparatus already has the
interconnections that produce the IFO effect in
adults, then we should see IFO in babbling. If
there are significant anatomical or coordinative
differences between infants and adults, perhaps
IFO will not appear in babbling.

Only one study that we have found has
examined this question (Bauer, 1988). Bauer
examined 3 infants at 9 and 13 months. There
were 201 vowels measured at 13 months and an
unreported number for the earlier age. Vowels
were put into on e of four broad classifications:

ts-
O.. -I
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high front, high back, low front or low back. Bauer
found no effect of height, but did find an effect of
front/back. He attributed this to the high position
of the larynx in the infant (Crelin, 1987). This
high position also leads to a more vertical
orientation, which might lead to more influence of
the tongue pulling in the front/back dimension.

As a note of caution, though, the number of sub-
jects and the number of tokens in Bauer's study
were both rather small. The size of the study can
greatly affect the outcome, as can be seen in a
similar failure to find a vowel height effect, this
time in running speech. Umeda (1981) measured
approximately 200 vowels from two speakers in
spontaneous conversation. She found no evidence
of IFO and concluded that it was not present in
running speech. However, there are a great many
factors that influence FO in speech, and these
were not controlled for in her study. To counteract
this variability, it is necessary either to increase
the number of observations, or to control the con-
text. When factors such as sentence focus and
segmental environment are properly controlled,
even running speech shows the effect (Ladd &
Silverman, 1984; Shad le, 1985). We can presume,
then, that a larger sample of unrestricted text
would show the effect. And, of course, it is not
possible with babbling to restrict the context, so
an increase in sample size is our only alternative.
Thus the issue of IFO in babbling cannot be con-
sidered to be settled, and the present study
attempts to increase our understanding of this is-
sue.

Although most researchers assume that IFO is
an automatic consequence of vowel production,
others hold that IFO is a deliberate enhancement
of the speech signal by the speaker (Diehl &
Kluender, 1989; Diehl, 1991). This account
assumes that the perception of vowel height is a
function not only of Fl frequency but of the
difference between FO and Fl (Traunmiiller, 1981)
and that speakers intentionally increase their FO
with high vowels to make this difference larger
than it would otherwise have been. The
universality of IFO, on this account, only argues
for the usefulness of this particular enhancement.
In babbling, however, there is no communicative
intent and thus no distinctions to enhance. So the
enhancement account should predict that IFO will
not appear in babbling. Even Bauer's (1988)
finding, r it is correct, would be inconsistent with
the enhancement account, since it implies an
automatic (though different) mechanism for IFO. If
IFO were not found for babbling, the enhancement
account would seem to be supported, with the

assumption that IFO would be an enhancement
acquired later in development.

If IFO is found for babbling, the most likely
explanation is that it is not only universal but
automatic. For the enhancement account to
accommodate such a result, it would seem that an
imitative explanation would be necessary. That is,
since children hear this vowel height/FO
correlation in whatever adult language they hear,
they include it in their babbling. Enhancement
per se should not be an issue, since there are
(presumably) no categories to enhance, but the
imitation might be complex enough to include
small FO changes. This issue will be addressed
further in the Discussion.

If enhancement is operative, we might expect
there to be a developmental tre,,g, toward
increased usage of the enhancement. Previous
studies of IFO in older children, with ages ranging
from 5 to 11 years, show no indication of a
developmental trend in ff0. Table 1 presents
results from five published studies (Peterson &
Barney, 1952; Peterson, 1961; Sorenson, 1989;
Glaze, Bless, & Susser, 1990; Hillenbrand, Getty,
Clark, & Wheeler, in press). We have averaged the
two high vowels and (u) and the two low vowels
[a] and [m]. As can be seen in the difference
column of Table 1, there is variability, especially
in the Sorenson values where the N was small
(only 3 per cell). But there is no indication of an
overall trend toward larger (or smaller) effects.

If IFO is universal, then we would expect to find
similar patterns in the babbling of infants from
any language environment. If IFO is deliberate
enhancement, we might expect that diff-rent
languages would use the enhancement to different
degrees. This difference might then appear as a
difference in the babbling behavior of children in
different language communities. The present
study takes a first step in assessing the
universality of IFO in babbling by examining
infants in two language environments, English
and French. We have already found intonational
differences between these two language groups in
an earlier study (Whalen, Levitt, & Wang, 1991).
That study included 10 of the 12 subjects analyzed
here. Since these children are using FO in
different ways in their babbling, it is certainly
possible that they would treat IFO differently if
they were producing IFO deliberately.

in babbling, then, needs further
examination. The present study examines the
babbling of 12 infants, 6 each in English and
French environments. The infants were recorded
in the home at 6, 9 and 12 months of age.
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Table 1. Average FO values for high versus low vowels for five studies that include children. Adult values for English
(Peterson and Barney, 1952) and French (DiCristo, 1982) are given for comparison. Age is in years. FO is in Hz. The
difference is given both as a Hz value and (in parentheses) as a percentage of the aix value.

Study Age (yrs) N Sex FO for i/u FO for a/x Difference

DiCristo, 1982 adult 1 fern 139 226 13 (5.8)
adult 3 male 133 124 9 (7.3)

Peterson and Barney, 1952 adult 33 male 139 126 13 (10.3)
adult 28 fern 233 211 22 (10.4)
"child" 15 both 274 253 21 (8.3)

Peterson, 1961 "child" 3 both 294 262 32 (12.2)
Glaze c al., 1990 5-11 97 both 250 229 21 (9.2)
Hillenbrand et al., in press 10-12 46 both 248 229 19 (8.3)
Sorenson, 1989 6 3 male 290 258 32 (12.4)

6 3 fern 324 301 23 (7.6)
7 3 male 307 288 19 (6.6)
7 3 fern 288 279 9 (3.2)
8 3 male 267 255 12 (4.7)
8 3 fem 286 264 22 (8.3)
9 3 male 272 229 43 (18.8)
9 3 fern 300 275 25 (9.1)
10 3 male 263 243 20 (8.2)
10 3 fern 273 279 -6 (-2.1)

(average) 6-10 30 both 287 267 20 (7.5)

We measured all the vowels except for the central
(e.g., [a]) and lower-mid (e.g., [e] and [o]). This
resulted in 7,325 tokens to analyze. With a larger
set of results, we can more confidently address the
issue of whether IFO is automatic or under the
speaker's control.

II. Methods
A. Subjects. The speakers were 12 infants, 6

learning French as their native language and 6
learning American English. The French infants
were all living in Paris or its environs. The
American infants lived in various cities on the
northeast coast of the United States.

B. Stimuli. The utterances for the present study
were selected from recordings made at weekly
intervals by the parents of the children. Each
infant was recorded in the home on a cassette tape
recorder (Panasunic RQ 3145 or Marantz PMD
430) using a high quality microphone (Realisitc
supercardioid 33992A). Individual recording
sessions lasted apprmdmately 10-20 minutes. The
parents were asked to choose a time when the
child was likely to be alert and unlikely to cry. As
far as possible, the microphone was held 20 cm
from the baby. If necessary, the parent could
attempt to induce babbling by speaking to the
child (stopping, of course, when the infant began

vocalizing). Additional comments about the
session were recorded by the parent on a form
provided with each tape.

All utterances from the 6, 9 and 12 month tapes
were digitized onto the Haskins Laboratories VAX
computer system. They were low-pass filtered at
9.6 kHz and sampled at 20 kHz, with pre-
emphasis (Whalen, Wiley, Rubin, & Cooper, 1990).
We excluded cries, whispers, and various
vegetative sounds. If an utterance contained a
combination of speech and nonspeech, we would
try to transcribe the speech.

All the utterances were transcribed by the third
author, a native speaker of Mandarin Chinese. He
is phonetically trained, and has experience with a
wide variuty of languages. Transcriptions were
made from the digitized waveform, with the help
either of the Haskins Laboratories program
HADES (Rubin, 1995) or Signalyze® (Keller,
1990). With these programs, the wl ole utterance
could be heard repeatedly, as could any selected
portion of the utterance. The overall character of
the waveform also gave indications of possible
syllables. The symbols of the International
Phonetic .(4. 'iabet were used, with the under-
standing that some of the utterances would be
very difficult to transcribe. We felt that obtaining
a more detailed transcription was worth the effort

A. 'EST COPY AVAILABa.
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involved, since this allows us to make more com-
parisons than Bauer's (1988) four-way classifica-
tion.

Once the transcriptions were made, we selected
the following vowels for analysis: high front (ti y

yl), mid front (fe ap, low front am a (ED, high back
( fa ax up, mid back (10 irf) ana low back (fa D
(Strictly speaking, fef is low central, but there
were few enough members of this group anyway,
so we included it.) While we did want to have the
most accurate traLacription possible, it was not
possible to analyze the results any more finely
than this, primarily because of the small number
of instances of many of the vowels. There were a
handful of tokens that were nasalized; these were
simply included without any indication of the
nasalization. We also treated all vowels without
regard to their consonantal environment.

C. Ana/ysis. All fundamental frequencies were
measured from the speech waveform, by hand, us-
ing either HADES or Signalyza. The following
procedure was used: For each syllable containing
one of the vowels of interest, the main period of
vowel activity was delimited. Then, a location 40%
of the way into this segment was found. In the
best case, we would then measure five pitch
periods to the left of the point and five to the
right. The duration of this ten pitch period
segment was then translated into an average FO
for that measurement point. In some cases, the
pitch periods immediately around the 40% point
were not measurable, either because tha
waveform was noisy or low in amplitude, or
otherwise unclear. In those cases, the nearest 10
measurable pitch periods within that syllable
were chosen. Some tokens that had been
transcribed proved to lie tio noisy or too faint to
measure. Table 2 presents the number of
measured tokens for the 12 subjects at the three
ages. Two of the subjects lacked recordings at
some cif the months: JZ was missing the 9 and 12
month recordings, and MB was missing the 12
month recording. Both were French subjects.
Another French subject, YC, lacked 12 month
recordings but had 11 month ones. The 11 month

Table 2. Number of tokens analyzed for the 12 subjects.
had none at 12 months.

recordings were used for the 12 month data for
her. 'I`i,vo other subjects had sparse data at one or
two months, so these were supplemented with
recordings from an adjacent month. For English
subject MA, 25.8% of the 6 month data was from
the 6 month recordings, while the remaining
74.2% came from the 7 month recordings. Also for
this subject, 37.7% of the 12 month data was from
the 12 month recording, while the remaining
62.3% was from the 11 month recordings. Finally,
for French subject MB, 35.0% of the 6 month data
came from the 6 month recordings, while the
remaining 65.0% came from the 7 month
recordings.

All of the target vowels were measured, with an
exception for one subject. American subject NG
had a large corpus, but the vast majority of her
vowels were fel. At six months, Eel was approxi-
mately 45 times as frequent as the next vowel. At
nine months, the ratio was around 17 to 1. By 12
months, fel outnumbered its nearest rival by a
mere factor of 10. In order both to keep the repre-
sentations of the vowels relatively similar, and to
cut down on the amount of work required for this
subject, only selected Eel's were analyzed for her.
For each age, a number of Eel's was counted out
(45, 17 or 10, for the three ages). The utterance
containing that fel was analyzed for all its Eel's.
Thus if there was only one Eel, then that would be
the only one analyzed. If that utterance happened
to have several [es, all of them were analyzed. In
this way, [e] was still the most frequent vowel, but
only by an overall factor of 2.3.

The distribution of these vowels is similar to
those found in previous studies. In one cross
language study (Boysson-Bardies, Hallé, Sagart,
& Durand, 1989), back vowels were found to
be relatively rare (6.6% of the utterances in
French and English), though the low back vowels
were the most common of those. In the present
study, by contrast, the high back vowels accounted
for a higher proportion of the back vowels than
was the case for the other study. (The proportion
of front vowels overall would be higher if we
had not excluded many of NG's Le] vowels.)

Speaker JZ had no recordings at 9 and 12 months, and MB

Language French English
Initials MS NM YC JZ EC MB MM VB MA AB CR NG
Sex M F F M M F M F M F M F
# at 6 mo. 197 10 161 278 72 95 28 293 61 1250 80 130
# at 9 mo. 105 33 353 37 83 38 123 30 708 130 337
# at 12 mo. 147 29 850 171 48 205 226 647 136 234

27
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Our proportions are more in agreement with
Buhr's (1980) one English-learning infant. The
selection criteria used here were too different to
allow a direct comparison with the de Boysson-
Bardies et al. (1989) study, but the distribution of
vowels analyzed here is at least qualitatively
similar to that found in other studies.

FOs larger than 700 Hz were excluded from the
analysis. These represented 4.3% of the .7651
tokens measured. Such extreme values, while
common in babbling, distort the means for those
cells with small Ns. It is also possible that a
different phonation type is involved in such high
F0s, which would be a second reason to exclude
these values. The selection process resulted in
7,325 tokens being measured for the 12 subjects.

II. Results
Means for the six vowel types for the twelve

subjects are given in Table 3. Also given are the
number of tokens that went into each value. Table
4 gives the size of the IFO effect, both for height
and front/back. The front/back difference is given
as the front vowel mean minus the back vowel
mean. In this way, any difference that matches
the results of Bauer (1988) will be positive in
value, while contrary results will be negative. As
can be seen, there is a positive difference for
height for 10 of the 12 subjects. For front/back,
only five of the 12 subjects match Bauer's results.

For an analysis of variance, we operated on the
means for each of the 'six cells for the 12 subjects.

An analysis that used each observation was
attempted, but the enormously large degree of
freedom for the error term meant that almost any
difference, however trivial, appeared significant.
Using the means also gives the subjects with
fewer productions a stronger say in the analysis..
Since the differences among speakers, not tokens,
are of primary importance, this result is to be
desired.

The analysis, then, included the grouping vari-
able Language (English or French), and two
within factors, Height and Front/Back (with 3 and
2 levels, respectively). Three of the subjects (MM,
NM, and MB) have missing cells, due to the lack
of any instances of the mid back vowel category.
Rather than reject these subjects from the
analysis, these cells were replaced with the means
of the five other cells for these subjects. This is a
conservative approach to data replacement, since
it will tend to minimize differences that actually
exist. Language was not a significant main effect
(F(1,10) < 1, n.s.), indicating that the babblers had
roughly equivalent overall FOs. Height was a
significant factor (F(2,20) = 16.62, p < .001), while
the interaction with language was not (F(2,20) =
2.09, n.s.). Front/Back was also not a significant
factor (F(1,10) < 1, n.s.); neither was the
interaction with language (F(1,10) < 1, n.s.). The
two-way interaction of Height and Front/Back was
significant (F(2,20) =4.48, p < .05), but the three-
way interaction with Language was not (F(1,10) =
1.09, n.s.).

Table 3. FO values for the six vowel categories for the 12 subjects.

Front Back

Mean FO % of total Mean FO % of total
High 405.7 519 7.1 381.8 302 4.1
Mid 364.6 5254 71.7 359.9 89 1.2

Low 332.2 808 11.0 330.6 353 4.8

Table 4. Size of the high/low difference and the front/back difference in FO for the 12 subjects. The first and third rows
are in Hz. the middle row is the high/low difference expressed as a percentage of the low vowel FO.

French English
Initials MS NM YC .12 EC MB MM VB MA AB CR NG

High - Low 56.0 94.3 40 4 18.4 -9.3 -26.7 15.6 70.9 15.1 93.8 101.3 81.4

(as %) 16.8 23.9 12.6 5.1 -2.7 -6.4 3.7 21.0 4.2 27.0 35.8 26.0

Front - Back -11.1 -19.5 -16.7 -13.9 19.3 -35.7 20.1 -28.7 -15.4 34.3 7.0 54.9
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For the analysis by age, it was necessary to
restrict the number of cells. By the time we break
the results down into the six categories and the
three ages for the twelve subjects, 45 of the 216
cells are empty. Most of these are for the low back
and mid back vowels. Therefore, we analyzed the
four other cells, as a single factor of Vowel Quality
with four levels, so that only differences among
the four cells can be tested, not the front/back and
high/low dimensions. Eighteen of the 45 empty
cells come from the two subjects who lacked
certain months, as mentioned before: JZ had no 9
or 12 month data, and MB had no 12 month data.
These two subjects were excluded from this
analysis, so that the remaining subjects had no
missing cells. The ANOVA factors were Vowel,
with four levels, Language, with two levels
(English and French), and Age, with three levels
(6, 9 and 12 months).

In this analysis, as before, Language was not a
significant factor (F(1,8) < 1, n.s.). It did not enter
into any significant interactions either. Age was
not a significant main effect (F(2,16) < 1, n.s.),
which is to be expected: Even though FO lowers
throughout development (see Table 1), the time
elapsed here is too short to show this effect. Vowel
is a significant main effect (F(3,24) = 8.22, p <
.001), again showing the height effect. The critical
interaction, Age by Vowel, is not significant
(F(6,48) = 1.97, n.s.), giving no indication of a dif-
ference in the effect over the six months involved
here (see Table 5). Even if we analyze each month
separately (despite the lack of an interaction), the
IFO effect is present at each age. The separate
analyses are strong for the 6 month (F(3,27) =
9.61, p < .001) and 12 month (F(3,27) = 5.05, p <
.01) measurements, and somewhat less robust for
the 9 month (F(3,27) = 2.94, p = .0512). There is
no evidence of change in IFO over this time span.

Since we relied on our transcriptions to separate
the vowels into categories, we need to be sure that

we can do this independently of FO. In adult
speech, it is certainly clear that different vowels
can be produced with a wide range of FOs without
losing the vowel's identity. With babbling,
however, it is not possible to ask the speaker to
reproduce a particular vowel. One way of avoiding
the vowel identity problem would be to correlate
FO with Fl. Since Fl is lower with the high vowels
and higher with the low vowels, there should be a
negative correlation between FO and Fl when IFO
is present. In the Peterson and Barney (1952)
data, in fact, there is such a correlation if we
examine the three speaker groups (the 33 adult
males, the 28 adult females, the 15 children)
separately. When we correlate each individual
production (there were two per vowel) for
each vowel for all the speakers, we obtain the
following correlations: males, r = -.16 (p < .001),
females, r = -.20 (p < .001), children, r = -.10 (p <
.10). The correlation does not reach significance
for the children either because of greater
variability of their values or the smaller number
of subjects.

When we examined our babbling data, however,
there was a positive correlation between FO and
Fl, but this was due to the fact that the formants
were almost invariably excited by a single har-
monic. With a mean FO of 370 Hz, the formants in
our set of babbles are poorly represented. If a
harmonic happens to be at the center frequency of
a formant, the two nearest harmonics would be
approrimately 15 db lower in amplitude even with
a bandwidth of 100 Hz. (For adults, bandwidths
typically remain in the range 50-60 Hz for for-
mant values up to 2000 Hz (Dunn, 1961).)
Harmonics with such low amplitudes are too close
to the background level to contribute to the mea-
surement of the formant. Occasionally in our mea-
surements, we found two harmonics of equal am-
plitude, and it was possible to assume that the
center frequency of the formant was between them.

Table S. Mean FOs for four of the six vowel categories for the 10 subjects that had measurements at each of the
months analyzed. The mid-back and low-back categories were missing for many of the subjects for one month or
another. The last row shows the difference between the mean of the two high vowel categories and the low vowels
category.

Age in Months
Mean FO

6 9 12

N Mean FO Mean FO

High Back 373.5 88 369.8 71 394.6 125
High Front 402.3 115 412.5 171 403.0 221
Mid Front 350.4 1757 381.8 1311 364.1 1838
Low Front 313.6 227 336.7 190 336.9 327
Diff. between 74.3 54.5 61.9
Highs and Low
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(With such limited measurements of the formant
frequencies, it was, of course, impossible to
measure the bandwidth with any confidence.) The
appearance of two harmonics was uncommon, so
the formant value was much more likely to be
identical to one of the harmonics, resulting in the
positive correlation between FO and formant
frequency.

As a final check on the possible misperception of
FO as vowel quality, we examined the distribution
of the vowel categories by FO. If FO were the only
factor, then the distributions should be distinct. If
any vowel can occur on any FO, then the distribu-
tions should be greatly overlapped. Figure 1 shows
a highly overlapped pattern. For that figure, the
number of tokens of a particular vowel in an FO
range or "bin" of approximately 16 Hz was
counted. The top panel shows the proportion of all
the vowels in the six categories. Because the mid
front category is so disproportionately
represented, it is hard to see the other
distributions. Thus the lower panel shows the
same data with a ceiling on the mid fronts. As is
clear, there are vowels of each category at every
level of FO. Certainly the distributions are
different, since that is what the IFO effect consists
of. But it is not the case that a high FO was
enough to cause a perception of a high vowel. The
identifiability of the vowels was apparent
throughout the FO range. Thus there is no
evidence of any large perceptual bias in the
transcriptions.

It is impossible to rule out smaller perceptual bi-
ases which might have influenced the results.
Indeed, small effects of FO on the identification of
ambiguous vowels have been found in one study
by Reinholt Petersen (1986). Using synthetic
vowels ranging from [u] to [o], he found that the
most ambiguous vowel received more [u]
responses with a high FO compared with the low
FO. The effects were quite small and never enough
to change the majority decision. In addition, it was
only possible to shift an ambiguous vowel from
one category to a neighboring category. The
results of Gottfried and Chew (1986), in which a
wide range of FOs for sung vowels was used, also
show extremely few instances in which the height
of the perceived vowel differs by more than one
level. Thus even if there were bias effects in the
present transcriptions, such biases would not
account for the FO difference between the low
vowels and the high vowels. Despite the
impossibility of completely ruling out small bias
effects, then, the pattern of results strongly
suggests that the effects we have found are due to

the vowel articulation and not to the
transcription.

III. Discussion
Our analysis of the babbling of 12 infants, six

each from English- and French-learning
situations, indicates that the intrinsic FO (IFO)
associated with vowels appears even in babbling.
There was no evidence of a change in the effect
across the three ages examined (6, 9 and 12
months). There was also no evidence of any
difference between the two languages. These
results are most compatible with the hypothesis
that IFO is an automatic consequence of vowel
production.

The previous study that examined this question
(Bauer, 1988) did not find a height difference, but
instead found a front/back difference. That author
attributed the fact that infants differ from adults
to the relatively high position of the larynx in the
vocal trat.t of young children (Crelin, 1987).
However, we believe that his results differ from
ours because of the scope of the studies. Bauer
examined three children, and only 201 tokens at
age 13 months. (He does not report the number of
tokens for the 9-12 month portion.) This is too
small a number to use for an unconstrained
situation such as babbling. If we could have
infants give us multiple repetitions with the same
intonation, then a smaller number would be
enough. But infants are constantly exploring the
FO range as they babble, and the placement of
vowels of different qualities is random in this
distribution. Thus it is very easy to have several
utterances with high, even squealy pitch with a
low vowel. It takes a large sample for this to
average out. As can be seen in Table 4, there were
two subjects who showed higher FOs for low
vowels, and they were two among those with the
smallest number of tokens to analyze.

The differences between front and back vowels
were not consistent from subject to subject in the
present study. This is unlike Bauer's (1988)
results but like the adult studies (Whalen &
Levitt, in press). Given that Bauer's explanation
of the front/back effect as due to the high larynx
position is a plausible one, we need to explain why
this high position does not change the IFO effect.
In fact, the high position seen in Crelin's x-ray
images is somewhat misleading, since most of
those were taken at rest. As Crelin himself notes
(1987:96), the larynx is pulled down into a much
more adult-like position during speech (and
screaming). That is, infants must work to make
their vocal tracts appear more adult-like, and

t,
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doing so seems to bring their larynx into the same
relationship with the tongue that adults have.
Since they show the same IFO as adults, it seems
likely that the same mechanism is involved as
well. One might still suppose that different
children might adopt different strategies, but even

the two subjects who showed a contrary effect for
height were inconsistent for front/back: Subject
EC had the difference that Bauer found, while MB
went in the other direction. So, as with the adults,
there is no consistent effect of the front/back
dimension on FO.
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Figure 1. Distribution of the six vowel categories by FO. Top panel: all vowels analyzed. Lower panel: the same data
truncated at 250 occurrences, giving better resolution for the less well represented categories.
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The present study also found no evidence of a
developmental change over the six month span
examined. This is consistent with the universality
of IFO (Whalen and Levitt, in press) and with the
lack of any evidence of a developmental change
later in life (Table 1). The overall percentage of
difference found for the babblers was 13.9% (as
calculated from Table 3). This is slightly higher
than that found for other studies (Table 1), but a
statistical artifact is probably the cause. If we had
transformed the measured FOs into a semitone
scale before averaging, the effect of the very high
FOs would have been reduced, and the difference
between high and low vowels would probably have
been much more similar, too. Certainly, if there is
any developmental trend, it is for less IFO rather
than more. This does not fit with the enhancement
hypothesis.

The present results are at odds with the one
previous study (Bauer, 1988) and call into
question the explanation given there. The
difference is most likely due to the difference in
sample size (200+ tokens versus the present
7,000+). In addition, his developmental change
was based on a comparison of the size of two
different F ratios, which is not a reliable method
of comparing results across data sets. It is also
risky to assume that the absence of a significant
difference means that there is no effect. However,
the measurements here are sufficiently strong to
show the IFO effect at each of the three ages
analyzed, so at least we.know that the effect is not
absent at any of the ages. It seems likeliest.that
there is no developmental change in IFO.

These results also cast doubt on the description
of IFO as a deliberate enhancement of the speech
signal (Diehl & Kluender, 1989; Diehl, 1991), for
three reasons. First, while infants may begin to
perceive the vowel categories of their target
language at an early age (Kuhl, Williams,
Lacerda, Stevens, & Lindblom, 1992), the evidence
from vowel productions in babbling shows only a
tendency toward the target language formant
space (Boysson-Bardies et al., 1989) or intonation
(Whalen et al., 1991), not toward specific
categories If the infants have no categories to
enhance, why should they use IFO? It is true that
infants will hear vowels with IFO, since every
language shows IFO (Whalen and Levitt, in press).
So if they are imitating what they hear, then they
might imitate IFO differences. Infants do not
imitate just the native vowel categories, though.
They produce some nonnative vowels and seldom
if ever produce some of the native vowels. It is
hard to see why they should imitate the IFO

feature, nor indeed how they might abstract away
from the individual vowels to the more general
principle that vowel height is what is important.
Second, the IFO effect disappears at the lower
portion of adult speakers' ranges (Whalen &
Levitt, in press). The explanation for this
phenomenon is likely to come from the different
mechanisms for raising and lowering FO. Unless
the infants have already understood this
difference, the lack of IFO at low values would
seem to add uncertainty to the generalization that
imitative IFO would have to be based on. Finally,
the task of detecting IFO in the course of running
speech would seem especially difficult in the case
of learners of a tone language, since they certainly
hear a great deal of FO variation that is important
(the tones) that is completely unrelated to IFO.
However, IFO also occurs in tone languages like
Mandarin (Shi & Zhang, 1987). We might expect
that infants who are learning Mandarin as their
native language would fail to use IFO if any
babblers would. Given the importance of tone in
Mandarin and its independence from IFO,
Mandarin-learning infants might not easily
produce IFO if it had to be learned. On the other
hand, if IFO is automatic, then even the
Mandarin-learning infants would show IFO. This
remains to be tested.

The present study shows IFO in babbling. The
effect is independent of which of the two target
languages (French or English) were involved.
There does not seem to be a developmental trend
for the 6 to 12 month range examined. So, despite
the fact that vowels can be produced with a wide
range of F0s, it appears that IFO is an automatic
consequence of vowel articulation.
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Knowledge from Speech Production Used in Speech
Technology: Articulatory Synthesis*

Richard S. McGowan

INTRODUCTION
There appears to be a continuing trend toward

incorporating knowledge of speech production into
speech technologytext-to-speech synthesis (e.g.,
Bickley, Stevens, & Williams, 1994; Parthasarthy
& Coker, 1992), low bit rate coding (see Schroeter
& Sondhi, 1992), and automatic speech
recognition (e.g., Rose, Schroeter, & Sondhi, 1994;
Shirai & Kobayashi, 1986). For automatic speech
recognition, using knowledge of the coordination
of the vocal tract articulators and the resulting
acoustics can reduce apparent token-to-token
variability so that general pattern recognition
algorithms have less work to do. Using
articulatory representations in speech coding has
the potential of greatly reducing bit rate because
the articulators move relatively slowly and may be
described by a few parameters by using an
underlying dynamical model or by using simple
curve fitting. Finally, text-to-speech synthesis can
be improved using articulator control parameters,
because the laws of physics can be used to produce
the correct bundle of acoustic features with a
comparatively limited parameterizationthe
acoustic output is constrained by the laws of
physics. All these applications that depend on
articulatory representation of speech production,
can be grounded in what is called an articulatory
synthesizer. An articulatory synthesizer is a
device that produces speech output from a set of
articulatory parameters (an articulatory
representation). These devices are usually
implemented in software on a digital computer.

This work was supported by grant NIH grant DC-01247 to
Haskins Laboratories. The description of task dynamics has
benefited by discussions the author has had with Elliot
Saltzman. Thanks to Phil Rubin and Doug Whalen for
reviewing this work.
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The production of speech using an articulatory
synthesizer (the "forward" mapping) can be
divided into two major components: that of finding
the mapping from the linguistic units to the artic-
ulatory movement, and that of finding the map-
ping from the articulatory movement to the aero-
dynamic state and acoustic output. The forward
problem is solved with the composite mapping.
The first mapping is the domain of people inter-
ested in the control of human movement and coor-
dination as it relates to the vocal tract during
speech, which includes some linguists and some
experimental psychologists. The second mapping
from articulatory movement to aerodynamic state
and acoustics is the domain of acousticians. It is
easily seen that both components of the forward
mapping are important for the named technical
applications. To perform text-to-speech synthesis
from an articulatory point-of-view, the composite
mapping is constructed, and to perform low bit
rate coding or automatic speech recognition, one
would need to find the inverse of the composite
mapping, if the approach is to use articulatory in-
formation. If an analysis-by-synthesis procedure is
used to construct the inverse composite mapping,
then it is necessary to construct each component
forward mapping.

TASK DYNAMICS
Only one example of one part of mapping from

linguistic units to articulatory movement will be
discussed here. This example is the model of
articulatory coordination for articulators in
performing speech gestures used at Haskins
Laboratories, known as task dynamics (Saltzman
& Munhall, 1989). This model describes the
formation and breaking of constrictions in the
vocal tract using a set of independent, linear,
second-order differential equations: one equation
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for each constriction (e.g., labial, tongue body, or
tongue tip). Because constrictions can be made
with the coordinated activity of vocal tract
articulators, such as lips, jaw and tongue, these
equations are transformed into a model for
articulator geometry. In the articulator coordinate
system, the equations for constriction dynamics
become coupled and nonlinear, and the pseudo-
inverse of the Jacobian is used in their solution,
because there are more articulator than
constriction degrees-of-freedom. This means that
several articulators can be used to attain the same
constriction target (upper lip, lower lip, or jaw can
be used to attain lip closure).

Task dynamics models phenomena that are
observed in real speech behavior. This includes
articulatory compensation, where one articulator
compensates for another that cannot move. (e.g.,
the lips can increase their total movement to close
the mouth when the jaw cannot move.) The other
pervasive phenomenon in speech that task
dynamics models is that of coarticulation. For
instance the jaw can be used to close the mouth or
it can be used to lower the body of the tongue for
certain vowels, such as /a/. When there is mouth
closure, say for /b/, followed by an lal both goals
influence the jaw, so that the mouth closure is
probably attained by more lip involvement than
would be without the presence of the /a/. This is so
the jaw can be lower for the following /a/.

There are some real advantages to using task
dynamics in the technical applications to be
considered. The first is that constrictions of the
vocal tract and the output acoustics are closely
related so that the analysis-by-synthesis that
recovers task dynamic parameters from speech is
facilitated. Further,: phonology based on
articulatory gestures and instantiated in task
dynamics is being constructed by linguists
(Browmaii & Goldstein, 1990). This kind of work
is necessary to map the task-dynamic parameters,
such as the natural frequency of a lip closure,
finally to linguistic units. This, of course, is
required if automatic speech recognition is to be
done using an articulatory representation.

Task dynamics takes the approach of finding the
appropriate coordinate system to defme speech
behaviors (currently, constriction dynamics) and a
means of transforming this coordinate system into
a physical coordinate system (vocal tract articula-
tors). This approach is extremely valuable in at-
tempting the man-machine applications that are
named above. However, there is room for an evo-
lution in the details of this approach. For instance,
the aerodynamics of the vocal tract appear to be

controlled in a task specific way, and thus these
must be included in some way (McGowan &
Saltzman, in press). It is not clear whether all vo-
cal tract gestures use constriction targets, and, in
particular, vowels may need a more spatially
global specification (Mattingly, 1990). Also, even
where constriction targets are appropriate, there
may be a region of targets rather than a point tar-
get (Guenther, 1994). The extension of this model
should be undertaken to account for a variety of
individual vocal tract shapes and for the sequenc-
ing of gestures, which is important for the rhythm
mechanisms for rate and stress.

ARTICULATION-TO-ACOUSTICS
Where are we now in terms of the mapping from

articulation to acoustics in articulatory synthesis,
which is the second mapping that has to be
constructed? What is the relation between the
physics of fluid flow in the vocal tract and the
propagation models that we are currently using?
All the articulatory synthesizers known to the
author use one-dimensional models of wave
propagation (some with corrections for large area
changes). The voice source is generated in a
variety of ways, including simulations of self-
oscillating vocal folds. The noise sources in the
vocal tract are modeled as point sources, aud their
amplitude and frequency characteristics depend
on aerodynamics in various degrees of
sophistication.

Some synthesizers are time-domain synthesizers
(e.g., Maeda, 1982), so that the waves created by
the sources are propagated on a space-time grid.
Other synthesizers use a frequency-domain
transfer function to represent the wave propaga-
tion in the vocal tract (e.g., Sondhi & Schroeter,
1987; Davies, McGowan, & Shadle, 1993). The
output speech can be calculated by mapping, the
transfer function to the corresponding time-do-
main transfer function via an inverse discrete
Fourier transform (DFT). An alternative is to find
the poles and zeros of the transfer function and to
use a formant synthesizer to produce the output
speech (e.g., Lin, 1994). The remainder of the pa-
per will suggest two research directions for articu-
lation-to-acoustics mapping. The first is a proposal
to use a set of orthonormal bases functions, other
than circular functions, to represent the vocal
tract transfer function. These bases functions are
from what Coifman (1991, p. 881) calls a "library
of wavelet packets", including wavelets, used in
multiresolution analyses. The other proposal is to
provide a four-parameter, articulatory model for
the control of the voice source.
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MULTIRESOLUTION SYNTHESIS
When a frequency domain transfer function is

used to represent vocal tract wave propagation, a
time domain transfer function is calculated as an
inverse discrete Fourier transform (DFT), and the
sources convolved with the resulting transfer
function. To obtain reasonable frequency resolu-
tion, it is necessary that the transform window be
of reasonable duration (25.6 ms for Sondhi &
Schroeter [1987] for a 20kHz sampling rate).
However, in performing the inverse transform, the
vocal tract is assumed to be unchanging within
the duration of the transform window; thus invok-
ing the quasisteady (stationarity) approximation.
There are speech environments for which this ap-
proximation may be inappropriate, including the
closure and release of stops, fricatives, affricates,
and approximants. Specifically, there are two pos-
sible problems in these speech environments.
First, the filtering properties of the vocal tract
may be rapidly varying, and, second, the source
properties may be changing rapidly because of vo-
cal tract changes. The voice source is affected by
the configuration of the upper vocal tract in what
is known as source-tract interaction. Also, the
aerodynamic noise source properties of amplitude
and spectral content are directly affected by the
vocal tract configuration because of changes in
constriction areas and pressure distributions.
Thus, the quasisteady assumption is suspect in
certain phonetic environments. In fact, this has
been a problem in using DFTs for the analysis of
speech.

A multiresolution decomposition may help in
this regard (Meyer, 1993). In such a decomposi-
tion, the high-frequency components can be more
localized in time than the low-frequency compo-
nents. Thus, the high-frequency components can
change more rapidly than the low-frequency com-
ponents without violating stationarity. Recent
work has been done in multiresolution decomposi-
tion and its generalizations for analysis and com-
pression of speech signals (e.g., Wickerhauser,
1993). These decompositions make use of
wavelets, wavelet packets, and other orthonormal
bases to find decompositions suitable for a given
application. In the case of data compression
Shannon entropy can be minimized (Coifman &
Wickerhauser, 1993). For purposes of speech
analysis, the multiresolution decompositions allow
the analyst to tile the time-frequency plane tai-
lored to the physical situation. While there is still
a trade between frequency and time resolution be-
cause of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, the
duration of the time window can be tailored to the

analysis frequency. Thus, a spectrogram would
consist of time slices depending, not only on the
time coordinate, but also the frequency coordinate.
In the particular case of a wavelet transform, one
obtains an octave-band decomposition. However,
there are more general orthonormal bases that al-
low a more irregular tiling of the time-frequency
plane, with a lower bound set on the area of a tile
by the Heisenberg =certainty principle.

It is proposed here that a multiresolution form
of decomposition be used for articulatory
synthesis, as well as, analysis. This would involve
decomposing the time-dependent part of the
equations of motion for air in the vocal tract into a
general orthonormal basis. The vocal tract could
still be divided into small tube sections for the
spatial discretization, if desired. The matrices
describing the transformation of pressure and
volume velocities from one section to another
(Sondhi and Schroeter's chain matrices) would be
written in new orthonormal coordinates. In one
possible implementation of a multiresolution
synthesis area functions would be sampled at a
fast rate, and this area function averaged over
different intervals depending on the frequency
scale of interest, with the higher frequencies
requiring less duration for quasisteady conditions
than the low frequencies. The time derivatives,
including fractional derivatives, would be written
in terms of the chosen orthonormal basis. While
Fourier analysis transforms the derivative
operator to a diagonal operator, the wavelet
decomposition transforms the derivative into a
sparse matrix. This sparse matrix can be used for
fast computation of derivatives in the wavelet
basis (Beylkin, 1993). Further, any noise sources
can be can be shaped by bandpass filters
composed of wavelets.

FOUR PARAMETER VOICE SOURCE
Articulatory synthesizers can have voice sources

that are controlled using parameters other than
articulatory parameters (e.g., Rubin, Baer, &
Mermelstein, 1981). Or they have voice sources
that are continuum mechanical models of the self-
oscillating folds and air flow in the laryngeal
region (Ishizaka & Flanagan, 1972). The latter
simulations can require too much computation
time or produce poor voice quality in running
speech. While the former voice sources can
produce natural sounding voice, they are not
controlled by articulatory parameters.

The cover-body model of the vocal folds is the
starting place for a four parameter model of the
voice source (Hirano, 1974). It is supposed that all
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aspects of voice quality having to do with solid
structure can be determined by "...the relationship
between the body and cover of the vocal cord"
(Hirano, 1974, p. 91). The cover-body picture of
phonation has been expanded by others, most no-
tably Titze (1994), who has constructed muscle
activation plots (MAPs) for fundamental fre-
quency control. (While these MAPs have largely
been based on canine data, Titze's group has re-
cently measured stress-strain relations for the
human vocal ligament (Titze, Min, & Alipour-
Haghighi, 1994.) In these plots isofrequency con-
tours are plotted against cricothyroid (CT) muscle
activation and thyroarytenoid (TA) activation.
However, for purposes of controlling the proper-
ties of the of the cover and body of the folds, the
CT activation could be thought to represent any
factor, intrinsic or extrinsic that controls the
length of the cover and body, and stiffening both
structures when they are lengthened. This change
could be due to factors such as raising and lower-
ing the larynx so that the larynx changes position
along the spine, thus rotating the thyroid and
cricoid relative to one another (Honda, 1995). Also,
muscles who's primary effect is thought to be ab-
ductory and adductory motion of the folds can
have an effect the length of the cover-body in ways
analogous to the CT. On the other hand, TA activ-
ity, reduces the length of the cover-body complex,
but by stiffening the body and relaxing the cover.
There are many ways of attaining the same fun-
damental frequency using different combinations
of CT and TA activation. However, these different
combinations can often, if not always, be distin-
guished in other acoustic dimensions, including
source amplitude and spectral content.

There are other ways to control fundamental
frequency, source amplitude and spectral content.
These include the degree of adduction and the
transglottal pressure. The latter parameter is
partly determined by what is happening in the
upper vocal tract independent of the larynx. A
tight constriction in the upper vocal tract and an
open glottis will mean that transglottal pressure
decreases. Thus, the four parameters in the
proposed model of voice source control are the
transglottal pressure, degree of abduction,
(generalized) CT activity, and TA activity. These
parameters should provide enough degrees of
freedom to produce just about any voice quality.
This would not be true if one of these parameters
were omitted, and so this set could be considered
minimal. Also, while it is not a detailed
anatomical model of the larynx and its vibratory

modes, it is sufficiently articulatory given the
state of the art in articulatory synthesis.
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Nonsegmental Influences on Velum Movement Patterns:
Syllables, Sentences, Stress, and Speaking Rate*

Rena A. Krakowt

I. INTRODUCTION
Investigations of the motor organization of

speech show that if we can identify individual
segmental requirements, we can begin to predict
the manner in which segments will influence each
other in fluent speech. That is, we can model
coarticulation as the outcome of temporal overlap
(coproduction) among characteristic six, ach
movements for successive segments (e.g., Bell-
Berti & Harris, 1981; Fowler, 1980; Munhall &
Lofqvist, 1992; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989).
Support for a coproduction model has largely been
drawn from studies of articulators that shape the
oral tract (the lips, jaw, tongue) or of formant
frequencies that reflect oral tract shape (cf. Bell-
Berti & Harris, 1981; Boyce, 1988; Fowler, 1980;
Ohman, 1966; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989).
However, recent work on the velum provides
additional strong support for this framework
(Bell-Berti & Krakow, 1991a).

Studies of velic movement patterns provide evi-
dence for a segmental level of organization, with
n-ary values of velic height ranging from extreme
low to extreme high positions. These differences in
intrinsic velic height are attributable not only to
whether a segment is nasal or not, and whether it
is a vowel or a consonant, but to such factors as
vowel height, consonant place, manner, and voic-
ing (cf. Bell-Berti, 1980, 1993; Bell-Berti & Hirose,
1975; Clumeck, 1976; Henderson, 1984; Mattisoff,
1975; Moll, 1965; Ohala, 1971, 1975; Ushijima &

The research reported in thiu chapter was supported by NIH
Grants DC-00121 and HD-01994 to Haskins Laboratories. I
thank Ignatius Mattingly and Fredericka Bell-Berti for
comments on an earlier draft of the article and for many
stimulating discussions on speech motor organization and the
role of the velum.

Sawashima, 1972). Velic gestural patterns in
sequences of segments also show that there is
temporal overlap among the characteristic
movements for adjacent segments (Bell-Berti,
1980; Bell-Berti & Krakow, 1991a).

In a number of studies of velum movement, a
failure to recognize that oral segments could vary
in their intrinsic velic requirements resulted in
the identification of the earliest onset of velic
lowering in a CVn N sequence (C=an oral
consonant; Vn = any number of phonemically oral
vowels; and N = a nasal consonant) as the onset of
velic coarticulation for the nasal consonant (e.g.,
Benguerel, Hirose, Sawashima, & Ushijima, 1977;
Bladon & Al-Bamerni, 1982; Kent, Carney, &
Severeid, 1974; Moll & Daniloff, 1971). However,
further research showed that velic lowering is also
observed in the transition from a consonant to a
vowel in phonemically oral C VnC sequences,
because oral vowels have intrinsically lower velic
positions than oral consonants (e.g., Bell-Berti,
1980; Clumeck, 1976; Henderson, 1984; Ushijima
& Sawashima, 1972). Still, it is often the case that
velic lowering for a phonemically oral vowel or
vowels in a CVnN sequence is temporally
overlapped with the larger lowering gesture for
the nasal consonant, rendering t' e discrete
movement components indistinguishable. Adding
time between the oral consonant and the nasal
consonant, by inserting additional vocalic
segments and/or by slowing the rate of speech,
reduces the overlap between the shallow velic
lowering gesture for the vowel(s) and the more
extreme lowering for the nasal consonant (Bell-
Berti & Krakow, 1991a).

Identification of a segmental level of gestural
organization and an understanding of the manner
in which gestures for successive segments combine
provide only a partial understanding of the nature
of speech motor organization, however, because
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there are a number of other sources of influence.
These include (but are not limited to) variations in
syllable structure, syllable location in a phrase or
sentence, stress, and speaking rate. Hence, a more
complete model of speech motor organization
would specify the various nonsegmental as well as
segmental influences on the articulators (cf.
Fujimura, 1990; Kent & Minifie, 1977; Macchi,
1988; Nittrouer, Munhall, Kelso, Tuller, & Harris,
1988; Vaissière, 1988). Research on the velum
shows that the nonsegmental influences are
robust and provide additional evidence that the
phonetic and phonological functions of the velum
are varied and in portant (Bell-Berti & Krakow,
1991a; Fujimura, 1990; Krakow, 1987, 1989;
Vaissiere, 1988).

A number of specific examples help to illustrate
this point: First, patterns of coordination among
velic and labial gestures distinguish syllables with
final, from those with initial, bilabial nasal
consonants (Krakow, 1989). Second, velic
movement patterns provide support for the notion
that declination over the course of a phrase or
sentence is not limited to laryngeal-respiratory
behavior; similar patterns to those reported for FO
and acoustic amplitude have been found for the
jaw, vowel formant frequencies, and for the velum
(cf. Bell-Berti & Krakow, 1991b; Gelfer, 1987;
Krakow, Bell-Berti, & Wang, 1991; Vatikiotis-
Bateson & Fowler, 1988; Vayra & Fowler, 1992).
Third, velic movements provide support for the
hypothesis raised by Schourup (1973), based on
cross-language phonological data, that stress
enhances the likelihood of assimilatory
nasalization on low vowels (Krakow, 1987;
Vaissière, 1988). And fourth, velic movement
patterns add to our knowledge about how
speakers reorganize their gestures to produce
speech at a faster rate (Bell-Berti & Krakow,
1991a; Kent et al., 1974; Kuehn, 1976).

This article focuses on nonsegmental influences
(syllable organization, syllable position in a
sentence, stress, and speaking rate) on velic
movements, describing them in terms of
characteristic articulatory patterns. The data also
indicate a need to incorporate the notion of
variable strategies in speech production models,
since the evidence suggests that speakers may
vary in the manner in which they implement some
of these nonsegmental changes (cf. Kent et al.,
1974; Kuehn, 1976; Vaissière, 1988). The research
described here, combined with studies on the
segmental organization of velic gestures
(described in Bell-Berti, 1993), call for a much
enriched model of velic control (see also Bell-Berti,

1980; Bell-Berti, 1993; Fujimura, 1990; Vassiere,
1988).

II. SYLLABLES
The notion that syllables are units of motor or-

ganization goes back at least to 1928, when
Stetson proposed that pulses of expiratory muscle
activity divide the speech stream into syllable-
sized units. Stetson's own data on pulmonary air
pressure and his observations of chest wall move-
ment appeared to support this hypothesis (see
Stetson, 1951). P.owever, subsequent electromyo-
graphic research by Draper, Ladefoged, and
Whitteridge (1960) showed that 'here was no sys-
tematic relation between respiratory muscle activ-
ity and the syllable. In later studies, the focus
shifted from respiratory to articulatory patterns
that might correlate with syllable organization.
For example, Kozhevnikov and Chistovich (1965)
proposed that the articulatory syllable was coex-
tensive with the domain of anticipatory
coarticulation and studies of lip protrusion
activity provided preliminary support for this
hypothesis (e.g., Daniloff & Moll, 1968;
Kozhevnikov & Chistovich, 1965; Tatham, 1970).
But subsequent work, showing asynchronous
coarticulatory domains for different articulators,
established the fundamental flaw of this hypothe-
sis (cf. Kent et aL, 1974; Kent & Minifie, 1977;
Ohman, 1966). That the proposed syllable-based
temporal patterns were not generalizable across
articulators prompted the question of whether the
regularities might rather be found in the patterns
of coordination among the articulators (see
Krakow, 1989), a suggestion that is consistent
with current approaches to characterizing lin-
guistic units in terms of stable patterns of gestu-
ral coordination (Browman & Goldstein, 1988;
Macchi, 1988; Nittrouer et al., 1988).

The timing of velic gestures relative to gestures
that shape the oral tract provides a particularly
interesting domain in which to seek stable
syllable-based patterns for several reasons: First,
the phonetic and phonological evidence suggests
that patterns of velic lowering and nasal
assimilation are affected by the position of a nasal
consonant in a word and hence, possibly in a
syllable. Word-final nasal consonants are
produced with greater and earlier velic lowering
than word-initial nasal consonants, and
correspondingly, nasal assimilation is more likely
to affect vowels preceding word-final nasals than
those preceding or following word-initial nasals
(cf. Clurieck, 1976; Fujimura, 1990; Fujimura,
Miller, & Kiritani, 1975, 1977; Henderson, 1984;
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Ohala, 1971; Schourup, 1973; Vaissière, 1988).
Second, a conflict between studies showing that
word boundaries inhibit anticipatory velic
lowering and studies showing no word boundary
effect can be resolved in favor of an argument for
syllable-based patterning (see Krakow, 1989).
That is, the studies claiming to find a word
boundary effect compared sequences of the forms
CV#NV and CVN#V (e.g., J. Ohala, 1971; M.
Ohala, 1975), and those that found no effect
compared forms such as CVVN and CV#VN (e.g.,
Moll & Daniloff, 1971). If syllables, rather than
words, are relevant and if anticipatory velic
lowering is more extensive for syllable-final than
syllable-initial nasals, then one would expect to
see precisely the patterns reported: that is, less of
an effect on the vowel before the nasal consonant
in CV#NV than CVN#V (where a sequence with a
syllable-initial nasal is compared to one with a
syllable-final nasal) but no diffe..ence between
CVVN and CV#VN (where two sequences with
syllable-final nasals are compared). Third,
because the velum functions as an independent
articulatory subsystem (see Browman &
Goldstein, 1986), the velic lowering gesture for a
nasal consonant can, at least theoretically, shift in
time relative to the tongue (for /DJ) or lip gesture
(for /rn/) to signal different syllable organizations.

The hypothesis that oral-velic timing patterns
for nasal consonants would reveal syllable
organization was explored by Krakow (1989).
Table 1 shows the utterance list that was used to
investigate syllable- and word-based patterns of
labio-velic coordination for bilabial nasal
consonants.1 The stimuli were designed to control
segmental influences while providing for the
following comparisons: word-initial vs. word-final
nasals (columns 2 and 3); syllable-final nasals in
word-final vs. word-medial positions (columns 4
and 5); word-medial nasals of unclear syllable
affiliation s.s. word-initial and word-final nasals
(column 1 vs. columns 2 and 3). For the purposes
of this study, no a priori assumptions were made
about the syllable affiliation of a nasal consonant
in word-medial intervocalic position (or in a
CV1NVC sequence).

Two speakers produced 12 repetitions of each
sequence in a brief carrier phrase. Vertical velic
movements were tracked with the Velotrace
(Horiguchi & Bell-Berti, 1987) and an
optoelectronic tracking system (see Krakow &
Huffman, 1993). The tracking system was also
used to monitor the time-varying vertical lower lip
position, which is influenced by both lower lip and
jaw activity. The movement traces were aligned

with reference to the onset of bilabial contact for
the nasal consonant, a measure derived with the
use of an Electrolabiograph.2

Table 1. Stimuli for experiment on syllables.

NASAL CONSONANT POSITION

1 2 3 4 5

Word- Word- Word- Word- Word-
Medial Initial Final Final Medial

homey hce me home E home Lee homely
Seymour see more seam ore seam lore
seamy see me seam E seam Lee seemly
helmet hell mitt helm it hem lit hemlette
pomade pa made palm aid

Movement onsets and offsets of the lower lip
and velum were determined with the use of the
corresponding instantaneous velocity traces. A
noiseband around zero velocity (determined for
each subject and each articulator) was used for
the purpose of eliminating from the measured
movements those portions of the movement
trajectories that appeared as drift, with velocity
values hovering around zero (Krakow, 1989).

Figure 1 provides sample movement patterns for
comparison pairs with word-initial vs. word-final
nasal consonants. Data from different phonetic
sequences and different subjects are used to illus-
trate the stability of the gestural differences in the
two conditions. The vertical line in the middle of
each panel marks the onset of bilabial contact.
(Lip raising following bilabial contact represents
compression of the lower lip against the upper lip.)
As shown, the lip movements associated with the
bilabial nasal were quite similar for the corre-
sponding word-inital and word-final nasals. In
contrast, the velic movements were remarkably
different across the woru-position manipulation;
most obvious, perhaps, is the presence of the long
low plateau in the sequences with final nasals,
and the absence of such a plateau in the words
with initial nasals. The velum typically reached a
lower minimum position for the word-final meals
as well. Considering the coordination between the
lip and velum, it can be seen that, regardless of
the effects of segmental context and/or speaker,
there were two distinct and stable patterns, one
associated with word-initial nasals, and the other,
with word-final nasals. That is, the achievement
of the velic target co-occurred with completion of
lip raising for initial nasals, but with initiation of
lip raising for final nasals. As a result of this dif-
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ference, the vowel preceding the fmal nasal was
associated with considerably lower velic height
than the vowel preceding the initial nasal. This
pattern is clearly consistent with phonological ev-
idence that vowels before word-final nasals are
more likely to be nasalized than are vowels before
word-initial nasals.

To see whether the patterns described reflected
syllable organization, word organization, or some
combination, labio-velic movement patterns were
compared for sequences having syllable-final
nasals in word-medial and word-final positions.
Figure 2 provides sample comparisons for the two
subjects' productions of home Lee vs. homely, and
seam Lee vs. seemly. The patterns bear a clear
resemblance to those shown in Figure 1 for home
`.0 and seam 'E': A low velic plateau is evident in
all sequences with syllable-final nasals, although
the plateau is somewhat shorter for those nasals
in word-medial position, reflecting the shorter
vocalic duration of the first syllable of the
bisyllabic single word than the first word of the
matched bisyllabic two-word sequence.
Nonetheless, velic lowering offset and lip raising
onset continued to be temporally linked for

0.

SI

hoe me

vd um A

lip

home E

vdum A

lip

-6 .4 .2 I 2 4 6

time (in units of 100 ms.)

syllable-final nasals, despite the change in word
position. This inter-articulator pattern was
therefore taken to be an indicator of the presence
of a syllable-final nasal consonant.

Similarly, the pattern described for word-initial
nasals was found to be syllable-based. The pair,
pygmypig me, was used by Krakow (1989) to
ensure a syllable break before the word-medial /m/
to contrast a word-medial syllable-initial nasal
and a word-initial nasal. The sequence Igil/ is not,
however, compatible with any alternative
placement of the syllable boundary, limiting its
use to this comparison alone. Velum lowering
offset was timed to lip raising offset in both of
these sequences for the two subjects, consistent
with the pattern described for the word-initial
nasals above.

It is possible, therefore, to describe a bi-stable
pattern of labio-velic coordination that
distinguishes syllables with initial bilabial nasal
consonants from those with final nasal
consonants: The end of velum lowering aligns
either with the beginning or the end of lip raising
toward the position required for the bilabial nasal
consonant.

$2 $ I

seam E

hell tnitt

helm it

-6 .4 -2 S 2 4 6

time (in units of 100 ms.)
-4 ^2 II 1 4

time (in units of 100 ms.)

Figure 1. Sample velum and lower lip movements (in the form of ensemble averages) for sequences with word-initial
(top panels) and word-final (bottom panels) nasal consonants from S1 and S2. The vertical line in the middle of each
pan0 marks the onset of bilabial contact for the /m/. The triangles in the panels mark velum lowering offset and the
coordinated event in the lower lip movement.
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seemly

..

seam Lee
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Figure 2. Sample velum and lower lip movements (in tut ;.,,soi of ensemble averages) for sequences with syllable-final
nasals in word-medial (top panels) and word-final positions (bottom panels) from S1 and S2. The vertical line in the
middle of each panel marks the onset of bilabial contact for the /m/. The hiangles in the panels mark velum lowering
offset and the coordinated event in the lower lip movement.

The distinct patterns of labio-velic coordination
observed for syllable-initial vs. syllable-final
nasals made it possible to compare the gestural
patterns for word-medial nasals whose affiliation
is unclear, i.e., phonotactic constraints do not de-
cide between syllabification with the preceding vs.
the following vowel (Table 1, column 1). It has
been proposed that, in some instances, such a con-
sonant might be "ambisyllabic," i.e., a member of
both syllables (For further discussion of ambisyl-
labicity, see Kahn, 1976; Selkirk, 1982). However,
the movement patterns for the sequences in
Column 1 indicated that the nasal consonant was
typically affiliated with the preceding or the fol-
lowing vowel, but not simultaneously with both.
In most cases, syllabification was determined by
the stress pattern, with primary stressed syllables
attracting the nasal consonant. Thus, for example,
the nasal consonants in seamy and homey ap-
peared to be syllable final (velic lowering offset
timed to lip raising onset), whereas the nasal con-

sonant in pomade appeared to be syllable initial
(velic lowering offset timed to lip raising offset),
for both speakers. Figure 3 provides sample
movement patterns showing stress-based syllabi-
fication of medial nasals.

The remaining two sequences of this type,
helmet and Seymour, showed more variable
patterning. The movement patterns of one subject
(S1) showed syllable-final organization of the
nasal consonant for both of these words, linking
the nasal with the primary stressed syllable.
However, the patterns of the second subject (S2)
varied from token to token for these sequences.
Some tokens of helmet showed syllable-final or-
ganization of the nasal consonant, and some
showed syllable-initial organization (Figure 4).
Similarly, some tokens of Seymour showed syl-
lable-final, and some, syllable-initial, organization
of the nasal consonant. Still other tokens of
Seymour were hard to characterize as one or the
other type.

3
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Figure 3. Sample velum and lower lip movements for sequences with word-medial intervocalic nasals, from S2. Three
tokens are displayed in each panel with different line types. The vertical lines in the panels mark the onset of bilabial
contact for the Imi. The triangles mark velum lowering offset and the coordinated event in the lower lip movement.
The nasal consonant in pomade shows syllable-initial organization whereas the nasal consonant in seamy shows
syllable-final organization.

SI
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helm it
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Figure 4. Labio-velic coordinative patterns for tokens of helmet (top panels) shown above tokens of nelm it or hell mitt,
depending upon whether the patterns for helmet resemble those for helm it or hell mitt. The verfical line in the middle
of each panel marks the onset of bilabial contact for the /mi. The triangles mark velum lowering offset and the
coordinated event in the lower lip movement. Three tokens are displayed in each panel. S1 had a consistent pattern
while 52 alternated between two patterns.
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It seems clear that the question of ambisyllabic-
ity and of variation in the production of sequences
of this sort requires a larger data set, with addi-
tional subjects, sequences, and tokens. However,
some preliminary observations can be made. First,
despite some evidence of variability in patterning,
the vast majority of the tokens in this set (column
1, Table 1) were organized such that the nasal
consonant appeared syllable-final or syllable-ini-
tial, but mt a combination. And, generally the
nasal consonant affiliated with the syllable that
received primary stress. Hence, these data provide
little support for the notion of ambisyllabicity as a
combinatien of syllable-initial and syllable-final
attributes but the data do suggest that some
v,ord-medial consonants are likely to show free
variation with respect to syllable affiliation.
Considering the two that varied here, i.e., the
nasal consonants in helmet and Seymour, the
following observations can be made: A speaker
may affiliate a medial consonant with the upcom-
ing syllable instead of the preceding syllable
which bears primary stress, (a) when the stressed
syllable already contains a post-vocalic consonant,
as in the case of helmet, or (b) when the following
syllable receives secondary stress, as in the case of
Seymour. Further study is necessary to determine,
with greater certainty, the kinds of sequences that
are likely to vary in this way.

Returning, however, to cases in which the nasal
consonant is unambiguously syllabified (e.g., those
in Columns 2, 3, 4, and 5 of Table 1), much
stronger claims can be made. For such sequences,
there are characteristic patterns of inter-articula-
tor timing associated with bilabial nasal conso-
nants in different syllable positions. A consistent
pattern of bi-stability distinguished sequences
with syllable-initial vs. syllable-final nasals: the
end of velic lowering coincided with the end of lip
raising for the syllable-initial nasals (whether
word-medial or -initial), but with the beginning of
lip raising for the syllable-final nasals (whether
word-medial or -fmal). These results strongly sup-
port the notion of the syllable as an articulatory
unit, and suggest as well that additional insight
into the question of ambisyllabicity is likely to be
found in speech production data.

III. SENTENCES
Recent work on velic movements shows that, in

addition to the effects of a segment's position in a
syllable, there are effects of a segment's position
in larger domainssuch as a phrase or sentence
(the span of a breath group). Over the course of
such domains, one observes an overall decline in

peak velic position for obstruents (Bell-Berti &
Krakow, 1991b; Krakow, Bell-Berti, & Wang,
1991). This pattern is similar to the declination of
fundamental frequency over the course of a phrase
or sentence, long noted in the phonetics literature
(see Breckenridge, 1977; Cooper & Sorenson,
1981; Gelfer, 1987; Maeda, 1976). While FO
declination has been treated by some as resulting
from intentional control of muscles affecting FO
(Breckenridge, 1977; Cooper & Sorenson, 1981),
Gelfer's (1987) acoustic and physiological research
shows that FO declination, along with a
concomitant decline in acoustic amplitude, is
largely the passive consequence of declining
subglottal pressure over the coursc; of a sentence.

Recent findings of declination in measures of the
jaw (Vatikiotis-Bateson & Fowler, 1988; Vayra &
Fowler, 1992), the velum (Bell-Berti & Krakow,
1991b), and vowel formant-frequency patterns
(reflecting tongue-jaw positions) (Vayra & Fowler,
1992) lend support to the notion that declination..
is a general phenomenon, with effects on
laryngeal-respiratory and supralaryngeal events
in the production of spoken sentences (Fowler,
1980). For example, kinematic data collected by
Vatikiotis-Bateson and Fowler (1988) showed
weak, but consistent, declination in the extent,
peak velocity, and duration of jaw opening and
closing gestures over the course of reiterant
speech utteranceE Vayra and Fowler (1992)
examined measures of Fl and F2 for the vowels in
isolated trisyllabic Italian pseudowords. The
results showed that the vowels became more
centralized from early to late: open vowels became
less open (F1 decreased) and closed vowels became
less closed (F1 increased), results consistent with
increased relaxation or reduced energy later in the
utterance. The F2 measures indicated that there
was also centralization along the front-back
dimension.

These results, along with informal observations
of what appeared to be declination patterns in
velic data collected for other purposes, prompted a
systematic investigation of possible velic
declination (Bell-Berti & Krakow, 1991b; Krakow,
Bell-Berti, & Wang, 1991). The set of seven
utterances constructed for the study, ranging in
length from three to nine syllables, is listed in
Table 2. Each natural sequence was paired with a
reiterant sequence consisting of the appropriate
number of repetitions of the syllable ten. The
natural sentence was produced first, followed by,
and functioning as a model for, the reiterant
version. The natural sequences were designed to
minimize phonetic context effects on the velum
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(and still be meaningful); the reiterant sequences
were designed to eliminate such effects entirely.
Each of the subjects produced 12 randomized
repetitions of each natural-reiterant sentence
pair. Velum movement was monitored with the
Velotrace and a modified Selspot system.
Measurements were made of peak velic positions
for each /t/ in the reiterant sentences and for the
first and last /s/ in the natural sentences (i.e., the
/s/ in Sue and the /s/ in Sid).

Table 2. Stimuli for velum declination experiment.

Natural Sentences Reiterant Sentences

Sue saw Sid.

Suzy saw Sid.
Suzy saw sad Sid.

Suzy saw sexy Sid.

Suzy saw sad sexy Sid.
Suzy saw sexy sassy Sid.
Suzy saw sad sexy sassy Sid.

Ten ten ten.

Tenten ten ten.
Tenten ten ten ten.

Tenten ten tenten ten.
Tenten ten ten tenten ten.
Tenten ten tenten tenten ten.
Tenten ten ten tenten tenten ten.

Figure 5 provides sample movement patterns for
some of the reiterant sequences, 'showing that the
velum is consistently lower at the last, than at the
first, peak of each sentence. A lower velic peak at
the end than at the beginning of the sentences
was observed for all sequence types (whether
natural or reiterant, short or long) and for all
subjects. A reduction in the height of velic pesks
over the course of a sentence is consistent with a
notion of decreasing energy over its time course,
as higher velic positions are normally associated
with increased activity of the levator palatini (see
Bell-Berti, 1993, for a review of muscle activity in
velopharyngeal function).3 The patterns shown in
Figure 5, however, indicate that while there was a
general decline, there were also some local
increases and decreases, similar to patterns
observed for FO and acoustic amplitude (Gelfer,
1987).

To determine the nature of such local effects on
the velic movements, it was necessary to examine
changes in velic measures in the middle of the
utterances and to control for possible stress effects
or effects of syllable position within a word. For
this purpose, the reiterant syllables corresponding
to the bisyllabic words (Suzy, sexy, and sassy) in
the natural sequences were examined. Peak velic
position was obtained for the reiterant syllables
corresponding to the stressed and unstressed
syllables in each bisyllabic word. In this way, it
was possible to compare velic peaks for stressed
syllables occurring earlier and later, and for

unstressed syllables occurring earlier and later.
Comparisons were made in a pair-wise fashion
because some sentences had only two of the three
bisyllabic wards (see Table 2).

S3 ten ten ten ...
s4e

04 SI°

0
time -ON* 2.5 secs

Figure 5. Sample velum movements for tokens of
reiterant sentences of varying length from a subject in
the declination study. The natural sentences that served
as models appear above the movements for the reiterant
sentences. Each peak in the movements is associated
with a /t/ from one of the reiterant syllables.

The mean peak velic positions in the reiterant
syllables corresponding to the bisyllabic word
pairs are plotted in the panels of Figure 6 for
each subject. The measures were obtained only
from those sentences which contained both
members of a given comparison pair. The earlier
wora of the pair occurs at the left of each panel
and the later word at the right. The following
effects were observed. First, there was a
consistent decline in peak velic position
from earlier to later stressed syllables. Second,
more often than not, unstressed syllables also
showed a decline, but when present, it was always
weaker than the decline in the stressed syllables.
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Figure 6. Means for peak velum position associated with the /t/ of the reiterant syllables in earlier and later positions in
the sentences. "Earlier" and "later" measures are, respectively, at the left and right of each panel. Panels at the left
compare peaks in reiterant versions of suzy and sexy, those in the middle compare peaks in reiterant versions of suzy
and sassy, and those at the right compare peaks in reiterant versions of sexy and sassy. Measures of stressed syllables
are represented with filled circles, measures of unstressed syllables, with open circles. Data are shown for the three
subjects.
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Stronger declination effects for stressed syllables
were also reported by Vayra and Fowler (1992),
based on their measures of jaw position and of Fl
formant values for the vowel /a/ produced by
Italian speakers.

Third, in all but two comparisons between
earlier and later means, velic peaks were higher
for stressed than for unstressed syllables.
Whether these effects are attributable to stress or
to within-word declination, or to a combination of
the two, is unclear because stressed syllables were
always first syllables and unstressed syllables
were always second syllables. However, there are
data that indicate that stress probably played an
important role in these velic patterns. For
example, Vaissière (1988) showed that velic peaks
for the oral consonants in CVN sequences were
higher in stressed than in unstressed syllables
just the pattern that was observed in the velic
declination data. There is also evidence to suggest
that supralaryngeal declination is largely a
phrasal, rather than a word-level phenomenon.
According to Vayra and Fowler (1992), declination
patterns of the jaw and formant frequencies
observed in isolated trisyllables are weakened or
disappear when the trisyllables are embedded in
carrier phrases. Given Vayra and Fowler's results
and those of Vaissière (1988), the present fmdings
suggest that there is a reduction in the contrast
between velic peaks in stressed and unstressed
syllables as they occur later in a sentence.

In general, there is evidence of declination of
velic height over the course of a sentence from the
first to the last syllable of a sentence and also over
the medial regions of a sentence, with local
perturbations due to stress, and possibly also to
syllable position in a word. Taken together with
the recent studies of formant frequency and jaw
declination, the velic data provide support for the
notion of declination as a more general
phenomenon in speech production than was
previously assumed. To date, declination patterns
have been observed in respiratory-laryngeal
behavior, in velic and mandibular movements,
and in vowel formant frequencies. All are
compatible with a notion of decreasing energy
later in a sentence.

IV. STRESS
The preceding section prompts the question of

whether there are manifestations of stress on velic
movement patterns, apart from the higher peaks
observed for oral consonants in stressed syllables
(Vaissière, 1988). In his cross-language survey of
nasalization, Schourup (1973) reported a relation

between stress and nasalization: stressed vowels
appeared more likely than unstressed vowels to
become nasalized by assimilation. Although very
few experimental studies have addressed stress
effects on the velum, the results appear to be gen-
erally consistent with Schourup's report.
Vaissière's (1988) subjects showed not only higher
velic peaks for oral consonants in stressed sylla-
bles, but also lower velic valleys for nasal conso-
nants in the stressed syllables. And Krakow's
(1987, 1989) subjects kept the velum lowered for a
longer time in stressed than in unstressed sylla-
bles beginning or ending with a nasal consonant.

Schourup was also interested in the relation
between vowel height and nasalization, noting
like others before and after him (e.g., Beddor,
1982; Chen, 1975; Henderson, 1984; Lightner,
1970) that low vowels are more likely to become
nasalized than high or mid vowels. Taking the
vowel height patterns together with his
observations on the effects of stress, Schourup
concluded that stressed low vowels are
particularly susceptible to contextual nasalization.
This raises the question of whether velic
movements for all vowels are similarly affected by
stress, a question that has not been systematically
addressed in any of the studies in the literature.

Vaissière's work shows that for consonants (at
least for obstruents and nasals), adding stress
enhances intrinsic velic positional differences: the
high velic positions associated with obstruents
become higher, whereas the low velic positions
associated with nasal consonants become lower.
Although vowels tend to have velic positions
intermediate between those of obstruents and
nasal consonants, high vowels have intrinsically
higher velic positions than low vowels. The
difference is so robust that it affects velic positions
for adjacent obstruents or nasal consonants (Bell-
Berti, Baer, Harris, & Niimi, 1981; Henderson,
1984). Thus, it is possible that adding stress will
merely enhance the intrinsic vocalic contrast by
raising velic positions for high vowels, but
lowering them for low vowels.

To address this question, Velotrace data were
collected as two subjects produced 12 tokens of the
sequences/mábab/, /mabdb/, /mbab/, /mibdbl,
/bdbam/, /babdm/, /bdbim/, /bablm/in a brief carrier
phrase. This set of sequences provided comparisons
between velic positions for stressed and unstressed
li/ and /a/ following an initial nasal and preceding
a final nasal. Positional measures, designed to
span the duration of each vowel adjacent to a
nasal consonant, were obtained for a number of
acoustically-based reference points: for words with
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initial nasal consonants, velic height was measured
at first vowel onset, midpoint, and offset; for
words with final nasals, velic height was
measured at second vowel onset, midpoint, and
offset.

The results for syllables with initial nasals are
shown in Figure 7, which displays, for each
subject, the velic height measures obtained for the
three measurement points averaged over the
twelve tokens of each subject's productions.
Intrinsic differences in velic height between /a/
and /i/ were evident for both subjects in stressed
and unstressed syllables: the velum was lower for
/a/ than for /i/ at all corresponding measurement
positions. For Si, stress enhanced these intrinsic
differences: In syllables beginning with a nasal
consonant, the velum was higher for /i/ when
stressed than when unstressed, but lower for /a/
when stressed than when unstressed, for most of
the vowel's duration. For S2, however, the velum
was lower for both stressed /ars and stressed /ifs
following the initial nasal than for unstressed /afs
and /ifs, respectively.

mab
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2-
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SI

onset mid offset onset mid

vowel measurement
offset

Ftgure 7. Mean velum position at the onset, the middle,
and the offset of stressed (squares) and unstressed
(triangles) vowels following an initial nasal consonant.
The vowels /a/ and /i/ are represented in the left and
right panels, respectively. Data are shown for the two
subjects.

Figure 8 shows the corresponding data for
vowels preceding final nasals in /bam/ and /bim/.
Again, it can be seen that there were intrinsic
differences in velic height between the two vowels,
with lower positions for /a/ than for Ai; for these
sequences, the differences were evident at the
vowel midpoint and offset for both subjects. And,
as with the vowels following a nasal consonant,
stress effects on vowels preceding a nasal
consonant were different for the two subjects. For
SI., the velum was high& for stressed than for
unstressed /i/, but lower for stressed than for
unstressed /a/. For S2, however, the velum was
lower in stressed than in unstressed syllables for
both /a/ and /V.

Clearly, the two subjects used two different
strategies for stressing syllables, at least with
respect to velic movements. For one subject, stress
enhanced the already existing contrast between
the high and low vowels by increasing velic height
in the former case and decreasing height in
the latter. For the other subject, stress resulted in
a lower velum, regardless of vowel height.
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Figure 8. Mean velutn position at the onset, the middle,
and the offset of stressed (squares) and unstressed
(triangles) vowels preceding a final nasal consonant. The
vowels /a/ and A/ are represented in the left and right
panels, respectively. Data are shown for the two
subjects.
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Similar variability in the effects of stress has been
found for the tongue. For example, Kent and
Netsell (1971) found that stress enhanced the in-
trinsic differences in tongue position for different
segments for their two speakers. That is, /i/ had a
higherfronter tongue position and IJ had a
lower-fronter tongue position when stressed than
when unstressed. These data parallel the present
findings for Sl. In contrast, Houde (1967) reported
that, for his speaker, the tongue positions for high
and low vowels (/i/, /u/, /a/) were consistently lower
in stressed than in unstressed syllables. These
data parallel the current findings for S2. It would
be interesting to know whether the two subjects
whose velic movements were examined here and
showed differing effects of stress would show par-
allel differences in their tongue movements.

As for Schourup's claim that stress increases the
likelihood of assimilatory nasalization on vowels,
the present data suggest that this may not hold
for both high and low vowels for all speakers.
However, a more specific claim of Schourup that
vowels most likely to be contextually nasalized are
low, stressed, and precede a final nasal consonant
does find support in these data. For both subjects
in this study, the velum was lowest for stressed
Ial's preceding a final nasal consonant (cf. Figures
7 and 8).

V. SPEAKING RATE
Another nonsegmental variable affecting velic

movement patterns is speaking rate. Studies

normal
rate

rapid
rate

(A)

NASAL a lansal

-4 -2 0 2 4

time (in units of 100 m5.)

6

of the velum (Bell-Berti & Krakow, 1991a; Moll &
Shriner, 1967), like those of other articulators
(cf. Browman & Goldstein, 1991; Hardcastle, 1985;
Munhall & Lofqvist, 1992; Saltzman & Munhall,
1989), indicate that as the rate increases, there
is greater overlap among articulatory gestures for
adjacent and near-adjacent segments. For
example, Bell-Berti and Krakow (1991a) showed
that, at a speaker's self-selected normal rate,
the velic movement pattern for a sequence like
"It's z lansal again" contains a small lowering
movement from the peak for the obstruent /s/
of /its/ toward a somewhat lower position for the
/310/ sequence, followed by a more extreme
lowering movement for the nasal consonant. At a
rapid rate, however, the small movement for the
vocalic portion (including the /1/, which behaves
much like a vowel in intrinsic velic positioning) is
usually overlapped with, and visually
indistinguishable from, the large movement for
the nasal consonant (Figure 9a). That the vocalic
portion is associated with a small lowering gesture
underlyingly is supported not only by the normal
rate data but also by corresponding minimal
contrasts containing no nasal consonant, at the
normal and rapid speaking rates (Figure 9b).
Thus, the evidence supports the view that an
increase in speaking rate is associated with
greater overlap of gestures for adjacent (and
near-adjacent) segments. Furthermore, cross-
speaker comparisons showed a relation
between speaking rate and extent of overlap.

normal
rate

rapid
rate

(B)

ORAL a lasal

-4 -2 0 2 4 6

time (in units of 100 ins.)
Figure 9. (A) Sample velum movements for tokens of It's a lansal again, showing two-stage lowering between the /s/ of
It's and the /n/ of lansal at a normal speaking rate (top panel) and single-stage lowering at a rapid rate (bottom panel).
The vertical line in the middle of each panel marks the release of the /s/ of It's, as determined from the acoustic
waveform. (B) Sample velic movements for tokens of It's a lasal again, showing velic lowering for the vocalic
sequence following the /s/ of It's at both normal and rapid speaking rates. The velum rises again for the /s/ of /basal/ atboth rates. The vertical line in the middle of each panel marks the release of the /s/ of It's, as determined from theacoustic waveform. (The same speaker is represented in both A and B).
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That is, the speaker with the fastest self-selected
"normal" rate in Bell-Berti and Krakow (1991a)
produced most utterances with single-stage velic
lowering (overlapping vocalic and nasal
consonantal gestures), whereas the speaker with
the slowest "normal" rate produced many more ut-
terances in which two or more stages of lowering
were evident.

Other studies on the effects of speaking rate
show a reduction in the magnitude of velic move-
ments at faster rates (e.g., Kent et al., 1974;
Kuehn, 1976). Both types of observation (i.e., a
decrease in multi-stage gestures and a reduction
in positional extremes) are predicted by the copro-
duction model, as both are outcomes of increased
temporal overlap of gestures, although no single
study has looked for both in the same data. A re-
analysis of the sequences with nasal consonants
examined in Bell-Berti and Krakow (1991a), and
listed in Table 3, supports the claim that the two
types of observation are related effects of increas-
ing gestural overlap. The position of the velum at
the release of the /s/ of It's or It's say was mea-
sured for each sequence containing a nasal conso-
nant in that study (Figure 10). The results show
that the velic peak was consistently higher in the
normal than in the fast rate productions, indicat-
ing that there was less overlap between the ges-
ture for the nasal consonant (In/) and that for the
obstruent (1st) at the normal than at the fast rate.
In addition, the velic peak was higher when more
vocalic segments intervened between the /s/ and
the 1111, as shown in Figure 10. That is, increasing
the duration of the vocalic string by slowing the
rate or by adding segments, results in a larger
separation between the extreme (opposite)
positional requirements of the /s/ and of the /n/.
The same manipulations have been shown by Bell-
Berti and Krakow (1991a) to increase the
likelihood that separate vocalic and nasal
consonantal lowering movements will be seen
(Figure 11).

Table 3. Stimuli for rate experiment.
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2. Its lansal
3. its o ansal
4. its a lansal
5. Its ansal
6. Its se, lansal

long

1. its ansal
2. its lansal
3. its a ansal
4. its a lonsal
5. its se, ansal
6. Its se, lansal
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Figure10. Mean velum position at the release of the /s/ of
It's or It's say obtained from 12 tokens of each of the
sequences shown along the x-axis at each of two
speaking rates. Normal rate sequences are represented
with solid bars, rapid rate sequences, with striped bars.
(The same speaker is represented here as in Figures 9 (A)
and (B).

The effects of rate manipulations on velic
positional extremes have also been addressed in
studies by Kent et al. (1974) and Kuehn (1976).
Both of these studies suggest that subjects may
vary in the manner in which they implement a
rate change and lead to the conclusion that
speaker-related differences are so robust and
interesting that additional larger-scale studies of
this issue are called for. For example, Kent et al.
reported that both subjects in their study reduced
the time taken to produce the sentence Soon the
snow begrza to melt by about half when they
switched from a moderate, conversational rate to a
maximum, rapid rate (Figure 12). Although both
also maintained the relative timing of velic peaks
and valleys, the rate change was accomplished in
different ways by the two speakers: One speaker
(S1) increased the velocity of his faster utterances
considerably, and showed a minimal change in
movement extent. The other speaker (S2) showed
little change in the velocity of his movements, but
a considerable reduction in the movement ex-
tremes. Since the time taken to produce a sen-
tence may be reduced by an increase in the veloc-
ity of movement, a decrease in movement extent,
or by some combination of these changes, speakers
may vary in their strategy. Similar differences
among subjects are reported in studies of the ef-
fects of rate changes on lip and tongue movements
(see, for example, Kuehn & Moll, 1976). Perhaps
some speakers (or some speakers in particular
situations) feel more constrained to maintain or
approximate positional extremes than others;
such speakers may be concerned with the effects
of the rate change on intelligibility.

1.)
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Figure 11. Sample velum movements for sequences produced at normal (left panels) and rapid rates (right panels). The
number of segments intervening between the /s/ of /t's or It's say and the following /n/ increases from the top to the
bottom panels of the figure. The arrows mark the emergence of a second stage of velic lowering.
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Figure 12. Vertical velum movement patterns obtained from a cinefluorographic study as two subjects produced Soon
the snow began to melt at moderate (thin lines) and rapid (thick lines) speaking rate . The rapid movements, which
took about half the time of the normal rate movements, are time-normalized and overlaid on the normal rate
movements. Two time scales are provided. Adapted, with permission, from Kent et al. (1974, Figure 9, p. 17).
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Another speaker-to-speaker difference in how
rate affects velic movements was reported by
Kuehn (1976), who showed that a reduction of
positional extremes at rapid rates might, for some
speakers, be observed only at the peaks or the
valleys. The two subjects in Kuehn's study showed
reduced range and duration of velic movement in
rapid utterances that required opposite extreme
velic positions in succession (e.g., VCNV or VNCV
sequences). One subject (S1) reduced the range of
movement by producing less extreme high
positions (leaving low positions unaffected)
whereas the other subject (S2) reduced the range
by producing less extreme low positions (leaving
high positions unaffected) (Figure 13).

Kuehn's account of the difference between the
two subjects suggests that it is important to bear
in mind that different speakers might use
different parts of the total range of velic
movement available at their normal rates.
That is, Kuehn had noted that the speaker (S1)
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who reduced peak velic height in the faster
condition had, at the normal rate, raised the
velum beyond the level necessary to obtain
sufficient velopharyngeal closure; the other
speaker (52) raised the velum just high enough to
achieve adequate closure of the port at his normal
rate. Hence, Kuehn's point is that, when asked to
speak more quickly, S1 had raising to spare (so to
speak), whereas S2 did not. For S2, the high peak
could not be reduced without undesired acoustic
consequences.

The studies done to date on velic movements at
different speaking rates indicate that speakers
may vary in the extent to which their fast
productions approximate the extreme positions of
their normal rate productions, since a rate change
may be achieved by increasing the velocity and/or
decreasing the range of movement. And, when a
movement reduction occurs, it may affect both
extremes of the normal range of movement, or just
one.
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Figure 13. Vertical velum movement patterns obtained from a cinefluorographic study for two utterances (*ma/ and
/ampei) produced by two subjects at a rapid speaking rate. The horizontal lines at the right of each graph mark the
verfical range of velic displacement during the same sequences produced at a normal rate. Adapted, with permission,
from Kuehn (1976, Figure 7, p. 101).
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VI. DISCUS SION

Recent research has helped to elucidate the
segmental organization of velic gestures, and to
highlight the fact that differences between oral
and nasal consonants are only one aspect of this
organization; that is, there are also differences
related to vowel height and to consonant place,
manner, and voicing (see Bell-Berti, 1993, for a
review). Furthermore, the research described in
this chapter shows that, in addition te such
segmental influences, there are influences of
syllable organization, syllable position in a
sentence, stress, and speaking rate.

Each of these nonsegmental influences was ex-
amined here in turn, but it was possible to see
that velic movement patterns are affected simul-
taneously by a variety of segmental and nonseg-
mental influences. For example, the sequences ex-
amined in the section on stress (NVC, NVC, CVN,
CVN) showed the combined effects of stress, nasal
consonant position, and vowel height. The highest
velic positions were found in A/ following initial
nasalsstressed /i/ for Si, but unstressed B./ for
S2. The lowest velic positions for both subjects
were found in stressed lal preceding fmal nasals.
Despite subject-based differences in how stress af-
fected velic height for /i/, the two subjects system-
atically distinguished the two vowels (tal vs. hi) in
stressed vs. unstressed syllables in the contexts of
initial vs. fmal nasal consonants.

Similarly, the declination data showed the
overlapping effects of word stress and syllable
position within a sentence. That is, although there
was a general decline in the height of velic peaks
over the course of a sentence, the decline was
greater for stressed than unstressed syllables. In
most cases, stressed syllables were characterized
by higher velic peaks (for /t/) than unstressed
syllables, but the greater decline in the stressed
peaks meant that the contrast between stressed
and unstressed syllables was reduced in later
sentence positions. It can also be assumed that
there are constraints on declination that are
segment related. That is, reduction in the peak
positions for /t/ over the course of a sentence must
have limits: a certain minimum height is required
to produce an obstruent.

Thus, identification of different nonsegmental
influences on velic movements makes it possible to
consider how the different segmental and non-
segmental influences combine to shape the
movement patterns. However, a larger scope of
investigation is still necessary because the rela-
tion between velic activity and the activities of

other articulators must also be considered. As de-
scribed in the sections on stress, declination, and
speaking rate, it is important to note that certain
patterns of velum movement have parallels in the
patterns of other articulators. Such patterns may
reflect general characteristics of the speech pro-
duction mechanism. For example, the declination
pattern observed in velic positions over the course
of a sentence adds to a growing body of literature
showing that a reduction in energy at later posi-
tions in a sentence occurs in laryngeal-respiratory
behavior (from measures of FO, acoustic ampli-
tude, and subglottal pressure) and in the activities
of the articulators (from measures of the jaw, the
velum, and vowel formant frequencies). Another
example of a general pattern was found in the sec-
tion on stress. That is, one subject increased the
height of the velum for stressed /ifs as compared
to unstressed /ifs, but decreased the height of the
velum for stressed /afs as compared to unstressed
/aPs. This subject enhanced the intrinsic differ-
ences in velic height between the high and low
vowels. The other subject, however, consistently
lowered the velum in stressed syllables relative ta
the corresponding unstressed syllables, regardless
of vowel height. It was noted that similar cross-
speaker differences have been reported for tongue
movements. Some speakers use higher positions
for stressed than unstressed /i/, but lower
positions for stressed than unstressed /a/. These
speakers are enhancing the intrinsic contrast
between the tongue positions for high and low
vowels. Other speakers use lower tongue positions
for stressed vowels, regardless of height.

In addition to examining the combined effects of
different segmental and nonsegmental influences
on the velum, and to finding parallel patterns
across articulators, it is also crucial to investigate
those patterns which are specified by the
coordination among articulators. For example, the
coordination of velum lowering offset to the lip
raising movement for a bilabial nasal consonant
distinguished syllables with initial nasal
consonants from those with final nasal
consonantsacross subjects, sequences, and
tokens, regardless of whether the nasal
consonants were at the midcila or at the margins
of a word. For syllable-initial bilabial nasals, the
achievement of the low velum target and the high
lower lip target coincided. For syllable-final
bilabial nasals, however, the achievement of the
low velum target was timed to the beginning of
lower lip raising toward its target position.

This chapter, coupled with the chapter by Bell-
Berti (1993), shows how much has been learned

5 4
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about velic movement patterns in recent years. In
contrast to earlier views of the velum as a
functionally simple articulator, it is clear today
that a variety of segmental and nonsegmental
influences interact to shape velic movements. An
understanding of these influences is critical to our
understanding of the nature of speech motor
organization and of the relation between speech
motor organization and language sound structure.
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1The location of primary stress in these utterances was based on
its fixed location in the single-syllable words of each set (i.e.,
each row in the table). The location of primary stress in the two-
word items was matched to the one-word item in the same set.
Thus, for example, because homey and homely have primary
stress on the first syllable, so did hoe me, home E, and home Lee in
this experiment. Since most of the items had primary stress on
the first of the two syllables, a secoad set of utterances was
constructed in Krakow (1989) to balance the position of stress.
The results confirmed the findings of a bi-stable gestural
organization for the syllable-initial vs. syllable-final nasals that is
reported here, despite the presence of stress effects on other
aspects of the movement.

2Lip contact data during /m/ were obtained with the use of an
Electrolabiograph, a modified Electro-Glottograph, which
supplied contact information on the lips, raiher than the vocal
cords. (For additional information, see Krakow, 1989).

3This velic declination study was limited to measures of peaks for
obstruents. However, additional measures, including peak-to-
valley displacements, ought to be examined in future studies.
Such measures should shed light on whether there is
centralization of both peaks and valleys in later sentence
positions or whether there is some other pattern.
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Articulatory Organization of Mandibular, Labial, and
Velar Movements During Speech*

H. Betty Kollia,t Vincent L. Gracco, and Katherine S. Harrist

It has been shown that articulator movements during speech are adjusted along a number
of spatiotemporal dimensions. For example, variations In the extent of lip, jaw, or tongue
motion are associated with proportional changes in the respective articulators' peak
velocity. Modifications in the timing of lip and jaw actions are apparently constrained,
exhibiting relative timing covariation. Syllable prominence systematically affects some
combination of the articulator motion parameters, i.e., extent, speed, and duration. The
present investigation is an attempt to extend observations of the speiotemporal properties
of articulator movement to include the velum. Lip, jaw, and velar kinematics were
recorded optoelectronically and simultaneously with the acoustic signal during
productions of the utterance /m olxiab/. The spatial and temporal relations between the
lips, the jaw, and the velum were examined and compared across articulators. For
movements associated with each syllable, the velum displayed scaling patterns
qualitatively similar to those of the lips and jaw. Moreover, velocity-displacement relations
were more robust for the lowering than for the raising movements of the velum. There was
evidence of interarticulator coupling between the velum and the jaw, and between the
velum and the upper lip, although this coupling was not as strong as that observed among
the oral articulators. Articulator specific differences in velocity-displacement correlations
and degree of interarticulator cohesion for the various movement phases may be related to
a combination of aerodynamic and phonetic factors, such as the phonologically non-
contrastive nature of nasalization in English.

INTRODUCTION
A number of investigations have shown that lip,

jaw, and tongue movements during speech are
modified systematically across segmental and
suprasegmental variations. One of the more ro-
bust movement characteristics is the positive lin-
ear relationship of an articulator's peak displace-
ment with its associated peak velocity. During
speaking, reliable correlations have been observed
in the kinematic parameters of various articula-
tors, such as the jaw and the lip (Ohala et al.,
1968; Kelso et al., 1985), the vocal folds (Munhall
& Ostry, 1985), and the tongue dorsum (Parush,
Ostry, & Munhall, 1983; Ostry, Keller, & Parush,
1983), to indicate that movement velocity is pro-
portionally scaled to changes in movement extent.

This work is supported by NIH Grant DC-00121, and DC-
00594 to Haskins Laboratories.
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Further, this relationship between peak velocity
and displacement is reliably observed regardless
of movement direction (i.e., raising vs. lowering;
Kelso et al., 1985; Munhall, Ostry & Parush 1985;
Parush et al., 1983; Vatikiotis-Bateson, 1988;
Vatikiotis-Bateson & Kelso, 1993). One of the
aims of the present study was to examine the re-
lationship between peak velocity and displace-
ment in the velum.

No consistent direction-dependent trends have
been noted in these relations in the literature. In
a kinematic study of tongue dorsum movement,
the peak velocity-displacement correlation for the
raising movement toward closure was about the
same as that for the lowering movement from the
stop release (Parush et al.., 1983). For one of the
three subjects in that study, the raising
movements were slightly faster than the lowering
movements, and for another subject the raising
movements were slightly larger than the lowering
movements. In an analysis of speech kinematics of
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the jaw and the lower lip, Kelso et al. (1985) found
that both opening and closing movements showed
high correlations between peak velocity and
displacement with a trend for the closing
movements to display higher (steeper) velocity-
displacement slopes than the opening movements.
The same fmding was also reported by Vatikiotis-
Bateson and Kelso (1993), who concluded that,
when viewed as a second order dynamical system,
the peak velocity-displacement relationship can
provide a sufficient spatial and temporal
description of the overall movement behavior. A
further aim of the present study was to explore
direction-dependent trends in the relations
between peak velocity and displacement in the
velum, as well as in the jaw and the upper lip.

Stress assignment has been found to produce
systematic changes in kinematic variables.
Movements associated with stressed syllables are
generally of greater displacement, higher velocity
and longer duration than their unstressed coun-
terparts (Gay 1968; Kelso et al., 1985; Kent &
Netsell, 1971; MacNeilage, 1970; Ostry et al.,
1983; Ostry & Cooke, 1987; Vatikiotis-Bateson,
1988; Vatikiotis-Bateson & Kelso, 1993). However,
examination of the velocity-displacement relation-
ships for various articulators reveals that the scal-
ing of these two kinematic variables displays a
consistent pattern in stressed versus unstressed
syllables, that appears to reflect the varying
movement durations. As the movement duration
increases for the stressed element compared to the
unstressed, there is a notable tendency for the ve-
locity-displacement ratio to decrease (Munhall &
Ostry, 1985; Ostry & Cooke, 1987). This trend has
been observed for tongue dorsum movements
(Ostry et al., 1983; Ostry & Cooke, 1987) as well
as for jaw and lip movements (Edwards, Beckman,
& Fletcher 1991; Kelso et al., 1985; Stone, 1981;
Vayra & Fowler, 1992).

In contrast to the numerous studies of the jaw,
lip, and tongue movement, relatively little re-
search has focused on the movement characteris-
tics of the velum. It is not known, for example,
whether peak displacement and peak velocity
scale in a similar manner for the velum as for the
oral and laryngeal articulators, or whether stress
prominence effects are reflected on velar raising
movements. There is, however, a body of empirical
evidence regarding, certain determinants of velar
position and velar movement. For example, Bell-
Berti et al. (1979) found velar position to be influ-
enced by vowel quality during adjacent nasal and
oral consonants in utterances such as /fipmip/ or
/fapmap/, and /fimpip/ or /fampap/. Velar position

was lower in the environment of the low, open
vowel /a/, than in that of the high, closed vowel hi
Further, after a nasal consonant the velum was
found to rise sooner and faster for a high vowel
than for a low one. Similar findings have been re-
ported by Moll (1962), Kent et al. (1974), and
Clumeck (1976). Recently, Krakow (1993) reported
stress and rate effects on movements of the velum,
indicating that the velum may have an active role
in the prosodic organization for speech. It was of
interest, then, to cast a further glance on nonseg-
mental variables, such as stress prominence and
utterance position, to determine whether their
global effect on the kinematic parameters of the
raising movements of the velum is comparable to
that on lip and jaw kinematics.

In terms of interarticulator cohesion, Krakow
(1989) examined the patterns of activity of the
lower lip raising and of velum lowering, varying
syllable position and word affiliation. She
observed strong effects of syllable structure on the
velum, but not on the lower lip. Velar movements
showed consistent effects of syllable affiliation,
and were generally amplified in syllable-final
position. For syllable-initial /m/ the end of the
lower lip raising movement preceded the end of
the velar lowering movement, whereas for
syllable-final nasals, the beginning of the Iower lip
raising movement preceded the end of the velar
lowering movement. Thus, Krakow (1989)
presented evidence of coordination between the
movements of the lower lip and the lowering
movements of the velum. McClean (1973) provided
comparable observations of velar movements at
junctural boundaries using cineradiography. To
date there has been no detailed kinematic timing
examination of the raising action of the velum
with respect to the movements of other
articulators. It is not clear whether and to what
degree the velar raising movement is coupled to
the movements of the jaw or the lips, when all
articulators are actively involved in producing
sound sequences. The present study aims to
investigate these interarticulator timing relations.

Information about interarticulator cohesion has
potential importance for understanding correlates
of neuromotor organization for speech in
theoretical questions that may be summarized as
follows. If the previously observed (Gracco & Abbs,
1986; Gracco, 1988, 1994) consistency in
articulator timing among the lips and jaw is found
in movements of only that closely coupled group of
articulators and did not include more distal
articulators such as the velum, this might suggest
an articulator organization reflecting local
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constriction-producing events (i.e., oral, velar,
laryngeal). Alternatively and more plausibly, if
velar movements are found to demonstrate a
degree of coupling with other articulators similar
to the coupling observed between the lips and the
jaw, that would suggest a control structure
reflecting the functional demands of the system
for speech production (Gracco, 1991, 1994).
However, although a recent finding suggesting
tightly coupled timing among the lips, jaw, and
larynx during oral opening and oral closing
provides some support for the latter position
(Gracco & LOfqvist, in press), no comparable
studies extending to the velum currently exist.

In the present experiment we investigated the
functional linkages among the jaw, the lips and
the velum, by examining the relative timing rela-
tions among raising and lowering actions of the
velum, upper lip, and jaw. The hypothesis was
that velar movement timing will be adjusted in
conjunction with variations in lip and jaw move-
ment timing. In sum, this study focused on the
characteristics of velar movements within and
across syllables in comparison to concomitant lip
and jaw movements, and on the degree of tempo-
ral coupling among the velar and oral articulators.

Methods and Procedures
I. Subjects

The subjects were six females ranging in age
from 25 to 50 years, with no known history of
neurologic, hearing, or speech disorder. Except for
BK, the first author, all subjects were native
speakers of English and naive to the exact
purposes of the experiment. All, BK, CB, JP, and
FE had had formal phonetic training, while LW
had no formal phonetic training, but is a fb nt
speaker of a foreign language. The stimulus
utterance obeys English phonotactic constraints.
BK is a fluent speaker of English, and her
productions were judged appropriate by
phonetically tained native speakers of English.
II. Speech stimuli

The stimulus utterance used, /mabnab/, was
selected because, for its production, the velum is
expected to reach extremes of its range of
movement (low for the nasal consonants and high
for the stop consonant; Bell-Berti, 1973, 1976,
Krakow, 1989). The velum begins rising from a
lowered position for /rn/ toward a high position for
/b/, followed by rapid velar lowering for /n/, and a
final rise for /b/. The vowel /a/ was selected for
maximal jaw and lip movements, as well as for
maximal velar lowering since the coarticulatory
effects of /a/ on the nasal consonant result in a

lower velar position than do the coarticulatory
effects of other vowels. That is, the velum is at a
lower position for /m/ in /ma/ than it is for kn/ in
/mil (Bell-Berti et al., 1979).

The utterance was spoken at a self-selected
conversational rate and subjects were instructed
to place the primary stress of the utterance on the
first syllable. The utterance was modeled for the
subjects by the experimenter. As the structure of
the utterance was possibly conducive to placement
of almost equal stress on both syllables, any of the
subjects' productions not conforming to the
experimental specifications were discarded. The
subjects were then alerted to the required stress
pattern and were asked to repeat the token.
M. Instrumentation

III.a. The Velotrace
Velar movements were tracked using the

Velotrace, a device developed for this purpose by
Horiguchi and Bell-Berti (1987). The Velotrace
consists of an internal lever connected to an ex-
ternal lever via a push-rod, which rides on a sup-
port rod, and is encased in a stainless steel tube.
Part of the support rod rests on the floor of the
nose, and part extends outside the nose. The tip of
the curved internal lever rides on the nasal sur-
face of the velum, moving with it; the movements
of the internal lever are transmitted to the exter-
nal lever through the push-rod. The external lever
is nearly twice as long as the internal lever, and
therefore the movements traced from the external
lever are about twice as large as the actual velar
movements that they reflect. The absolute magni-
tude of the Velotrace movements may vary across
speakers; anatomical differences among subjects
may result in differentially optimal positioning of
the internal lever of the Velotrace, and, conse-
quently, in different absolute displacements of the
external lever. Speakers may also differ in the ab-
solute extent of velar movement. The Velotrace is
sensitive to even the very rapid movements of
consecutive oral-nasal sequences.

III.b. The jaw splint
A custom fitted jaw splint was produced for each

subject. A mandibular dental impression was
taken and a plaster cast of the subject's
mandibular dentition was made and used to mold
the jaw splint. An acrylic resin casing of the lower
teeth was made. The casing had two wide,
stainless steel wires embedded in its outer edges.
The wires were bent to exit the acrylic casing
upward, at 45 degree angles, at the level of the
cuspids, so as to not interfere with bilabial
closure. One of the wires was then bent in a Z-
shape, close to the chin to allow monitoring of the
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jaw movement in the midsagittal plane. The other
wire was bent horizontally and cut short, in order
not to obscure monitoring of the upper lip
movements. The jaw splint was kept in place with
the help of a commercial dental adhesive.

The experimental set-up consisted of an
adjustable dental chair, enclosed in an aluminum
tubular beam framework, onto which a
cephalostat was fixed. (For a more detailed
description of this set-up see Kelso et al. 1984, pp.
814-815.) The Velotrace was then fastened to the
stable parts of the cephalostat.

III.c. The LEDs
Infrared light emitting diodes (LEDs) were

attached to the subject's lips, jaw splint and the
external lever of the Velotrace in the midsagittal
plane, and were tracked optoelectronically using a
modified Selspot system.

IV. Procedure

The Velotrace was coated with 2% Xylocaine
(Lidocaine HC1, a topical anesthetic) gel, and the
subject's nasal cavity was sprayed with 4%
Xylocaine spray. Even though no studies
addressing the specific effect of topical anesthetic
on movements of the velum exist, studies of the
normal behavior of the larynx have revealed no
discernible effect of topical anesthesia (Shipp,
1968 and Zemlin, 1969) on laryngeal activity. (See
also Hardcastle, 1975 for the effects of topical
anesthesia on the tongue.) The LEDs were placed
on each subject at the following locations: the
bridge of the nose (reference LED), the center of
the verinilion border of the upper lip (upper lip
LED), the tip of the external lever of the Velotrace
(Velotrace LED), the external stable portion of the
support rod of the Velotrace (Velotrace reference
LED), and the point on the arm of the jaw splint
closest to the subject's jaw (jaw LED).

The subjects repeated the stimulus utterance at
a self-selected, comfortable speech rate following a
cueing tone. Each subject produced a minimum of
50 tokens, as follows:

AH: 85, BK: 69, CB: 78,
FE: 78, JP: 137, LW: 50.

In the beginning and end of the experiment
sustained /s/ and /m/ productions were obtained to
view the maximum range of the velar
displacement in order to ascertain optimal and
functional positioning of the Velotrace. Each
subject's data were analyzed separately.
V. Data Acquisition

The data were recorded on a multichannel
instrumentation recorder at a speed of 3.75 inches

per second for storage and subsequent analysis. A
highly directional microphone (Sennheiser model
MKH816T) was used for audio recording during
the experiment. After the experiment, all
movement signals were sampled from the tape
using a laboratory computer with 12 bit resolution
at a rate of 500 Hz per channel; the acoustic signal
was low pass filtered at 4.8 kHz and sampled
at 10 kHz. The horizontal and vertical positions of
the two reference LEDs and the LEDs placed
on the jaw splint and Velotrace were recorded
along with the vertical position of the upper
lip. For one subject (BK) the signal from the upper
lip LED could not be used because the LED
was intermittently obscured by one of the
outer steel wires of the jaw splint. As a result, no
upper lip kinematics were obtained for this
subject.

The movement signals were smoothed using a
42 ms triangular window. The reference channels
were subtracted from the appropriate kinematic
channels to correct for any vertical head
movement during the experiment. The resulting
upper lip, jaw, and velum signals were then
differentiated using a central difference algorithm
to obtain the corresponding instantaneous
velocities, which were subsequently smoothed
using the same 42 ms triangular window.
VI. Data Analysis

The local maxima and minima of the movement
and velocity signals for each token were marked
automatically and individually inspected. The
onset and offset of the movements were marked
based on the zero-crossing values of the
corresponding velocity signals. The coordinative
timing of the velum, jaw, and lips were also
examined. For these measures the time of
occurrence for each articulator's peak velocity was
identified for each movement phase and
referenced to a common line-up point depending
on the specific movement phase. For the first oral
closing movement timing was referenced to the
vowel onset in the first syllable; for the
subsequent velar lowering/oral opening the
occurrence of peak velocity was referenced to the
peak jaw closing associated with the first /b/ in
/mabnab/; for the final oral closing the oral
articulators were referenced to the second jaw
opening peak velocity associated with the onset of
the vowel in the second syllable. Shown in Figure
1 are the acoustic signal for the utterance, along
with the kinematic traces for the velum, the upper
lip, the lower lip, and the jaw. The different
movement phases are indicated by the shaded
areas, and the vowel onset is marked.

0
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Velum

Upper Lip

Lower Lip

200 msec

Jaw

Figure 1. Acoustic signal for /mabnab/, with the corresponding velar and oral movement kinematics. The
velopharyngeal port is open during production of the nasal consonants /m/ and Int, and is closed for the production of
the bilabial stop MI. For nasal sounds the velum is at a low position, while for oral sounds the velum is elevated. The
first vowel onset is marked (thin vertical line), and shown are the corresponding averaged kinematic traces of the
velum, the upper lip, the lower lip, and the jaw for tokens from subject AK The shaded areas 1 and 2 indicate the first
and second closing movements, and shaded area 3 indicates the intervening opening movements.

RESULTS
In the present study, we examined the lip, jaw

and velum movement characteristics associated
with two contiguous syllables for a group of six
subjects.

I. Movement characteristics:
Velocity-Displacement relations

/.a. First closing
The velar movement for the first syllable was

morphologically different from that of the lips and
jaw, and different from that of the velar move-
ment for the second syllable. As shown in Figure
1, the velar motion for the first syllable was a
unidirectional movement (raising from a low to a
high position, from /m/ to /b/), whereas tbe lip and
jaw movements were composed of two distinct

phases (an oral opening for the vowel, /m/ to Ad,
and an oral closing for the consonant, /a/ to /b/).
For the jaw and the lips, each opening and closing
movement had a single associated peak velocity.
However, this was not the case for some instances
of the velar closing movement. Specifically, even
though the velum was raised from /m/ to /b/, the
velocity trace sometimes presented two distinct
peaks. For all subjects some instances of two dis-
tinct velar raising movements were observed; one
associated with the raising from the nasal to the
vowel /a/, and a subsequent raising for the conso-
nant /b/. These multi-step movements were incon-
sistently present and generally occurred on the
longer syllables, i.e., on the slower tokens. Similar
multi-step movements were observed for velum
lowering by Bell-Berti and Krakow (1991; see also
Boyce et al., 1990).
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Each velar raising step had its associated peak
velocity. Since the first raising movement and its
associated peak velocity correspond to the raising
of the velum from the /m/ to the /a/, and were not
identifiable in all of the tokens analyzed, they
were not used in the analyses presented here.
Instead, the peak velocity associated with the
raising of the velum from /a/ to /b/ was used. This
second velocity peak was comparable to the
velocity peak of the jaw and lip movements for /b/
closure.

However, in these single-step velar raising
movements the single velocity peak did not always
occur at the same time in the velocity trace as the
second velocity peak of the two-step jaw raising
movement. Consequently, the temporal interval
containing the velar peak velocity was longer than
its oral counterpart, and, in fact, longer than the
analogous interval for the second velar raising
movement, which was invariably achieved in one
step.
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The first analysis focused on lip and jaw closing
and velar raising for /b/. The velocity-displacement
characteristics of the jaw closing and velar raising
movements in the first stressed syllable were
examined. On the left side of Figure 2 the jaw
peak closing velocity and associated maximum
closing displacement are presented for two of the
six subjects. It can be seen that the peak velocity
and displacement covary systematically. The velar
peak velocity-displacement relations from the
same context are presented on the right side of
Figure 2 for the same two subjects. It is evident
that, although the general relationship between
velar raising movement velocity and displacement
was comparable to that of the jaw, these variables
were not as highly correlated for the velum as
they were for the jaw. The same was true for the
upper lip: movement velocity-displacement
correlations were somewhat lower for the velum
than for the upper lip, whose kinematic relations
were comparable to the jaw's.
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Figure 2. Peak dosing velocity - maximum displacement correlations for the 1st closing movement (Imob/), for the jaw
and the velum for two of the six subjects. Peak closing velocity is plotted as a function of the displacement of the
closing movement. Movement displacement is in mm and peak velocity in mm/sec.
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The increased variability in the velocity-
displacement relations observed in the velum may
be specific to the morphology of the first velar
raising movement as discussed above. The trend
for more variable velar velocity-displacement
relations for the velum compared to the lip or jaw
was seen in the data for all subjects. Presented in
Table 1 are the velocity-displacement correlations
for the upper lip, jaw, and velum for all subjects.
The correlations for the upper lip and jaw ranged
from r = .734 to r = .940. For velar raising, the
correlations between peak velocity and peak
displacement for the six subjects ranged from r =
.138 to r = .773. All lip, jaw, and velar correlations
were significant at the .011evel with the exception
of the correlations in the velar movement for
subject BK (see Table 1).

Table 1. Velocity displacement correlations for the
1st closing movement. (p<.0I)

SUBJECT VELUM JAW UPPER LIP

AH .625 .827 .734
BK .138 NS .881 --
CB .350 .770 .800
FE .773 .891 .746
JP .494 .748 .940
LW .305 .925 .753

mean .485 .853 .815
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I.b. Second closing
We next examined the correlation between the

peak velocity and displacement for the second
closing movement of the jaw, the velum, and the
upper lip. The second syllable and, hence, closing
movement differed from the first in terms of ut-
terance position, phonetic context (/mab/ vs. /nab!),
and stress prominence. Unlike the velum move-
ments of the first syllable, the kinematic profile of
the velum for the second syllable included both a
lowering and a raising movement, thus rendering
its morphology comparable to that of the jaw and
lip. Moreover, in contrast with the first syllable,
the velum raising movement in the second syllable
was always achieved in a single step movement,
even though this movement too involved raising of
the velum for two separate "targets": from /m/ to
/a/, and from /a/ to /b/. However, as a result of the
single-step movement, only one evident velocity
peak was associated with velar raising.

Figure 3 shows the peak closing jaw and
velar velocity plotted as a function of the
displacement of the closing movement for the /b/
in the syllable (/nab/) for two subjects. As shown in
the figure and summarized for all subjects in
Table 2, the velocity-displacement correlations for
the velum were higher for the second
closing than for the first closing. All correla-
tions were significant (p<.01) except as noted.
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Figure 3. Peak closing velocity - maximum displacement correlations for the 2nd closing movement (Mob°, for the jaw
and the velum for two of the six subjects. Movement displacement is in mm and peak velocity in mm/sec.
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Table 2. Velocity - displacement correlations for the
2nd closing movement. (p<.01 except where marked).

Table 3. Velocity - displacement correlations for the
opening movement /bnal. (p<.01 for all correlation
coefficients.)

SUBJECT VELUM JAW UPPER LIP SUBJECT VELUM JAW UPPER LIP

AH .627 .772 .835 AH .942 .884 .462
BK .308 p<.02 .916 BK .695 .906 .734
CB .634 .761 .753 CB .851 .762 .781
FE .885 .916 .601 FE .934 .914 .775
JP .621 .857 .900 JP .891 .866 .611
LW .875 .887 .341 p<.02 LW .895 .945 .565

mean .707 .865 .735 mean .885 .890 .670

The upper lip and jaw velocity-displacement
correlations for the second oral closing movement
were comparable to those for the first closing
movement except for LW's upper lip second
closing movement. In this respect, and unlike the
velum, the upper lip and the jaw showed similar
velocity-displacenient relations for the two closing
movements, regardless of utterance position,
phonetic context, or stress prominence.

I.c. Comparisons of the two closing movements.
Consistent with previous studies, in all articula-

tors the closing movements for the stressed first
syllable were larger compared to those of the sec-
ond syllable. Figure 4 shows the average dis-
placements for the first and second closing move-
ments. For five of the six subjects, the movement
displacements for the first syllable were signifi-
cantly greater than those for the second syllable
for the jaw and the velum (p<.01). For the upper
lip, the results were less consistent. As shown in
Figure 4 , the peak velocities also differed between
the first and second closing movements for the jaw
and the upper lip, and less consistently for the
velum. The jaw and upper lip closing peak veloci-
ties were generally higher for the first syllable.
For the velum, the trend was for the raising veloc-
ity to be equal or higher in the second syllable.

I.d. Opening movement
As mentioned above, for the first syllable (/mabl)

the utterance began with the velum at a low
position. For this reason we could examine only
one velar lowering movement flanked by the first
and second raising movements. Figure 5 presents
plots of the peak velocity-peak displacement for
the jaw and the velum lowering movements for
two subjects. The jaw and velum lowering
movements behave quite similarly as evidenced by
the magnitude of their respective correlations. The
peak opening velocity-displacement correlations
for the jaw, the velum, and the upper lip for all
subjects are presented in Table 3. All correlations
were significant (p<.01).

To evaluate the possibility that the high peak
velocity-displacement correlations observed in the
velar lowering movement might reflect a mechani-
cal effect related to the mass of the Velotrace
rather than an active lowering action, we obtained
the coefficients of variation for the lowering
movement of the jaw and the velum. The reason-
ing was ai follows: if the mass of the Velotrace
were the major determinant of the lowering
movement, then the characteristics of that
movement (duration or velocity) would be
extremely consistent, and, unlike the jaw lowering
movement, would exhibit only a small degree of
variability. We found, however, that the
coefficients of variation (CV) for the lowering
movements of the two articulators were relatively
large. Moreover, the duration and velocity of the
velar lowering movement was more variable than
that of the jaw. The CV for the opening movement
displacement ranged from 9.5 to 17.2 mm (mean
13.1) for the jaw, and 13.2 to 23.4 mm (mean 18.3)
for the velum; peak velocity CV's ranged from 15.5
to 33.8 mm (mean 26.4) for the jaw, and 12.4 to
40.3 mm (mean 27.4) for the velum. It appears
then, that the systematicity observed in the
lowering movement characteristics of the velum is
not an artifact of the presence of the transduction
device.

I.e. Comparisons of movements in sequence
The velocity-displacement relations of the two

closing movements were next compared to the
velocity-displacement relations for the intervening
opening action. Regression slopes were obtained
from a simple least squares analysis relating the
peak velocity and the displacement for each of the
movement phases for the jaw, the velum, and the
upper lip. In a simple sense, the slope
measurements can be viewed as indicators of each
articulator's movement frequency (see also Kelso
et al., 1985). As such, it was possible to examine
the global effects of variables such as utterance
position, stress prominence, and movement

Cl
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direction by comparing the slope changes within
and across articulators. Table 4 presents the slopes
obtained from the regression analysis. The velum
showed the most consistent pattern across subjects,
with the first closing movement having the lowest
frequency, and the opening movement having the
highest. The second closing movement was faster
than the first, but slower than the opening.

For the jaw the opposite was true, the first
closing was the fastest, and the opening
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movement was the slowest; the slope for the
second closing tended to be lower than for the first
closing, but this was not consistent across
subjects. Tor the upper lip the results were not as
systematic across subjects as they were for the jaw
and the velum. For three of the five subjects the
slopes of the closing movements were reduced
from the first to the second syllable, while for the
remaining two subjects (AH, JP) the slopes
increased in the second syllable.

Velocity (mm/sec)

First Closing Maement
Ei Second Closing Movement
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Subject

Figure 4. Mean /13/ closing displacements and velocities of articulator movements for the two syllables of /mabnab/ for
the six subjects. The darker bars indicate the values for the first syllable, and the lighter bats the values for the second.
The upper lip movement values are on the top panels, the jaw values in the middle, and the velum ones on the bottom
panels. For the jaw, the first syllable is /mob/ and the second /nab!, while for the velum, the first syllable begins at the
acoustic onset of the first vowel (labh, and the second begins at the offset of the stop closure (i.e., onset of the nasal:
/bnab/). Displacements are in mm and velocities are in mm/sec.
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Figure 5. Peak lowering velocity - maximum displacement correlations for the opening movement for the jaw (/bna/)
and the velum (/bn/) for two of the six subjects. Movement displacement is in mm and peak velocity in nun/sec.

Interarticulator timing: Jaw-Velum-Upper Lip
coordination

The second analysis focused on the relative
timing relations among the velum, the jaw, and
the upper lip for the first and second closing
movements, as well as for the intPrvening opening
movement.

II.a. Articulatory ordering
It is known that articulators cooperating in the

same motor task demonstrate a high degree of
temporal coupling to each other. As a first step to
establishing whether there is any degree of tem-
poral coupling between the velum and the jaw, we
looked at the order with which the upper lip, the
lower lip, the jaw, and the velum achieve peak
position for ..dosure. Generally the lips attained
peak closing position first and the jaw and the
velum followed. Beyond that, however, a more
specific or stable ordering of the closure events
was not observed. Regarding the order with which
the same articulators arrived at peak position in
the subsequent (/bna/) opening movement, the
only consistent observation was that the jaw
reached peak opening position last, while the

other articulators showed no systematic ordering
pattern.

II.b. Relative timing: Comparisons between
velar-oral and oral-oral articulator pairs

Previous studies have revealed a number of con-
sistent kinematic relations among the movements
of functionally related articulators. It has been
shown, for example, that the lips and the jaw are
coupled in their relative timing for oral closing
(Gracco & Abbs, 1986; Gracco, 1988; McClean,
Kroll, & Loftus, 1990; cf. also DeNil & Abbs,
1991). By analogy, we expected that, in the
present study, the upper lip and jaw would
demonstrate consistent relative timing of their
kinematic landmarks and that the velum might
assume a consistent relationship to them. Thus, in
order to explore interarticulator cohesion, we
examined the patterns of covariation exhibited in
the kinematic behavior of the three articulators.
The specific variables we examined were the times
of attainment of peak velocity and peak position
for the jaw, the upper lip, and the velum for the
different movement phases. The degree of
correlation between these variables was

G
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considered an indicator of interarticulator
cohesion.

II.b.1. First closing movement
For the first /b/ closing movement, the times of

arrival at peak velocity and peak position were
measured relative to the acoustic onset of first
vowel in lmabnab/. As expected, a high degree of
correlation between the timing of the jaw and the
upper lip for the attainment of peak velocity was
observed (see Table 5). The relation between the
corresponding intervals for the velum and jaw
showed greater variability than between the
upper lip and jaw. One possibility for the
apparently reduced cohesion among the velum
and the jaw may relate to the particular velocity
trace of the first raising movement, as was
discussed in section I.a., earlier. A second
possibility is that the relative timing for
attainment of peak velocity for closure is not an

important coordinating variable. Instead, a
different temporal variable for the three
articulators might demonstrate greater stability
as an indicator of interarticulator coordination.

In order to examine this latter possibility, the
relative timing of peak jaw, upper lip and velar
positions were obtained for the first closing
movement. Overall, the relative times of peak
position rather than the times of peak velocity
showed a higher correlation for the velum-jaw and
the velum-upper lip closing movements.
Interestingly, this was not the case for the upper
lip-jaw relations. The relative timing results using
peak position and peak velocity are presented in
Table 5. In general, it seems that the relative
timing of the closing events for the velum with the
jaw and with the upper lip are related, but not as
consistently as for the oral articulators with each
other (i.e., the upper lip with the jaw).

Table 4. Slopes of the regression equation of x on y, x=Displacement and y=Peak Velocity. Regressions were
significant at the .01 level unless marked otherwise.

SUBJECT
Closing 1

Velum Jaw Upper Lip
Opening 1

Velum Jaw Upper Lip Velum
Closing 2

Jaw Upper Lip

AH 3.7 8.8 9.7 10.4 6.4 6.5 4.4 7.9 10.5
BK 1.1 NS 10.2 --- 13.6 8.3 --- 4.4 6.7 ---
CB 1.5 6.3 11.1 11.5 7.1 10.4 6.4 4.5 8.0
FE 5.9 10.4 9.0 12.2 9.5 14.7 5.5 10.7 6.1

JP 3.1 8.6 19.4 16.0 9.9 8.5 5.2 9.8 20.4
LW 1.3 12.4 11.4 13.2 6.2 9.4 6.0 9.1 5.3
mean 2.8 9.5 12.1 12.7 7.9 9.9 5.3 8.1 10.1

Table 5. Times of peak position and peak velocity for the first /b/ closing movement: Correlations for Velum-Jaw and
Upper Lip-Jaw. Correlations were significant at the .01 level. The /b/ closing time is measured from the time of the 1st
vowel onset.

SUBJECT
Time of peak position

Upper Lip -
Velum - Jaw Jaw

Velum - Upper
Lip Velum - Jaw

Time of peak velocity
Upper Lip -
Jaw

Velum - Upper
Lip

AH .85 .62 .78 .32 .97 .30
BK .78 .54
CB .77 .87 .71 .13 NS .94 .13 NS
FE .59 .74 .69 -.01 NS .91 .03 NS
JP .36 .67 .51 .43 .91 .50
LW .65 .89 .73 .37 .95 .41

mean .695 .781 .694 .306 .941 .284

G.?
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Second closing movement.
For the second closing movement, the referent

used for measuring the times to peak velocity and
peak position was the time of jaw peak velocity at
Ail opening for /nab/. Examination of the closing
movements for the second syllable showed a high
correlation between the times of the attainment of
peak closing velocity for the jaw and the iipper lip
(see Table 6). We found that the relative timing
based on the attainment of peak position was
somewhat better for the velum-upper lip pair than
for the velum-jaw pair.

For subjects AH, BK, and FE the relative times
of peak position for closure between velum-jaw
and velum-upper lip were found to be more highly
correlated than the relative times of their
respective peak velocities. This was also true for
subject CB in the timing relations between velum
and upper lip. However, in the case of the velum-
jaw relative timing the opposite was true for CB.
Similarly, subject JP exhibited a higher degree of
correlation in the relative timing between
articulator peak velocities than between peak
positions for velum-jaw and for velum-upper lip.
For subject LW the timing of peak position for the
velum did not correlate with either the time of
peak position of the jaw, or with that of the upper
lip. The relative timing results for peak position
and peak velocity are presented in Table 6.

Overall, it seems that the relative timing of the
velum for the second closing movement demon-
strates some degree of temporal coupling with the
oral articulators, particularly with the upper lip.
For the second /b/ closing movement, the degree of

coupling (as indicated by the correlations in the
peak velocity times) among velar-oral articulators
was not as high as that observed among the oral
articulators (upper lip and jaw). HowevE r, the de-
gree of coupling in the peak position times among
velar-oral articulators was comparable to that ob-
served among the oral articulators.

II.b.3. Opening movement
The relative timing between the velum and the

jaw for the oral and velar opening movement in
the second syllable was examined next. The inter-
vals to peak position and peak velocity were mea-
sured from the peak jaw position at /b/ closure in
/mab/. As noted earlier, velar lowering appears to
be an actively controlled gesture. Therefore, the
time of the peak velar lowering movement from /b/
to kJ should covary with that of the jaw lowering
from /b/ to /a/ in the /nab/ context. Here, it was the
timing of peak velocity across articulators (rather
than of peak position as in the first syllable) that
resulted in higher correlations. Moreover, the
velum and jaw displayed the most consistent re-
lations across the six subjects with all correlations
being significant (p<.01). The correlation of the
time of peak velocity between the velum and the
jaw averaged r=.61 across subjects, ranging from
r=.40 to r=.83. However, only two upper lip-velum
correlations reached our significance criterion
(p<.01) and another approximated it (p<.02). The
times of peak velocifry for the jaw and the upper
lip were quite variable, with correlation coeffi-
cients ranging from 1=-12 to r=.67 across subjects
(see Table 7). Similar findings have been reported
previously (e.g., Gracco, 1988).

Table 6. Times of peak position and peak velocity for the second /b/ closing movement (for Inab/). Correlations for
Velum-Jaw, Upper Lip-Jaw and Velum-Upper Lip. /b/ closing time is with respect to the time of Jaw peak velocity for
/a/ opening in /nab/. Correlations are significant at the .01 level, unless otherwise indicated.

SUBJECT'
Time of peak position

Upper Lip -
Velum - Jaw Jaw

Velum -
Upper Lip Velum - Jaw

Time of peak velocity
Upper Lip -
Jaw

Velum - Upper
Lip

AH .47 .40 .86 .35 .92 .30
BK .63 .56
CB .33 .54 .72 .46 .91 .44
FE .29 p<.05 .61 .64 .28 p<.05 .95 .30
JP .51 .70 .76 .73 .90 .82
LW .13 NS .67 .24 NS .69 .73 .48
mean .405 .592 .685 .531 .900 .505
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Table 7. Times of peak position and peak velocity for the /bna/ open:ng movement: Correlations for Jaw-Veluni and
Jaw-Upper Lip. /bna/ opening re: time of Jaw peak position for /b/ closing for Imab/. p.01 except where marked
othenvise.

WOW

SUBJECT
Time of peak position

Velum - Jaw Upper Lip -
Jaw

Velum -
Upper Lip._

Velum - Jaw
Time of peak velocity

Upper Lip -
Jaw

Velum
Upper Lip

AH .74 .45 .53 .83 .67 .62

BK .51 .59 --
0) .42 .06 NS .10 NS .40 .13 NS .05 NS
FE .13 NS -.14 NS .12 NS .42 -.12 NS .27 p<02
JP .53 .64 .56 .78 .37 .47

W .39 .40 .16 NS .46 .36 .21 NS
mean .475 .306 .310 .614 .306 .340

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The purpose of this investigation was to

examine the movement characteristics of the
velum in a specific phonetic environment, across
syllables and across concurrently active oral
articulators, and to assess oral-velar
interarticulator cohesion. Overall, the movement
and relative timing characteristics of the velum
were found to be similar to those of the jaw and
the upper lip, althotigh some consistent
differences were seen in the velar raising motion.
As has been previously observed for jaw and lip
movement, the correlations between peak velocity
and peak displacement were consistently high.
For the velum, the peak velocity-displacement
correlations for the two raising movements were
statistically significant, but lower than the
correlations observed in the oral articulators. In
contrast to the raising inovemer t, the lowering
movement of the velum displayed higher velocity-
displacement correlations than did the
corresponding lowering movements of the lip and
jaw. In terms of interarticulator cohesion, lip and
jaw timing were found to covaiy as in previous
studies of oral articulator coordination. In terms of
remote articulators' intergestural cohesion, oral-
velar closing movements showed a different
pattern than oral-velar opening movements. The
relative timing between the velar raising
movements and the lip or jaw closing movements
indicated less tight coupling than either oral-oral
closing movements or oral-velar opening
movements. The velar lowering movement, which
displayed the most robust velo'.ity-displacement
correlations, also showed tight temporal coupling
to the jaw lowering movement. The significance of
these findings is discussed below.

I. Movement characteristics

La. Experimental considerations
Before addressing the results of the present

study certain issues regarding the transduction
technique and the methods used in the present
study should be discussed. One of the findings of
this investigation indicates that the movement
and relative timing of the velum can be considered
qualitatively similar to those of oral articulators
such as the lips and jaw. In contrast to previous
studies of lip and jaw movement and of relative
timing, the movement characteristics of the velum
were less consistent. One possibility accounting
for the observed difference is that the presence of
the device (the Velotrace) modified the velar
movement patterns in a significant manner.
Previous investigation of the characteristics of the
device, however, suggests otherwise (Horiguchi &
Bell-Berti, 1987). Horiguchi and Bell-Berti (1987)
showed, for example, that the movements of the
velum obtained with the Velotrace are qualita-
tively similar to comparable data obtained endo-
scopically from various subjects using the same
speech material and that movement data obtained
from simultaneous Velotrace and cineradiographic
recordings are quantitatively similar. Specifically,
they compared vertical velar movement measure-
ments obtained cineradiographically to movement
measurements of the tip of the internal level of
the Velotrace. These movements were highly cor-
related (r=.90 and higher).

Another possibility is that the device, which
only transduces velar motion in a plane, may not
be capturing the complexity of the changes in
velopharyngeal port area. While linear motion
does not allow for accurate extrapolation to area
measures due to the nonlinear relationship be-

M
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tween planar movement and changes in area, it is
improbable that measures of velar movement and
area measures are unrelated. In fact, the dis-
placement of the velum and fiberoptic measures of
changes in port size have been shown to be highly
correlated (Zimmermann, Dalston, Brown,
Folkins, Linville, & Seaver, 1987). Specifically,
Zimmerman.n et al. (1987) found correlations of
r=.78 and r=.89 between photodetector output, in-
dicating changes in port size, and displacement of
the velum from the pharyngeal wall, measured
cineradiographically. By analogy, a single point
transduced at the midline of the lips or jaw does
not allow for direct information on the position of
all parts of either structure. Admittedly, reduced
kinematic descriptions have certain limitations,
yet results based on such simplified descriptions
may, nonetheless, provide important information
on articulator control principles.

l.b. Context effects
Despite the observed intra- and inter-subject

variability, several generally consistent trends
were evident in the data. Perhaps one of the most
significant factors pertaining to velar and oral ar-
ticulator differences is related to the morphology
of the observed movements. For the oral articula-
tors, the pattern of movement alternated as a
function of the phonetic composition of the utter-
ance. That is, the jaw started at a relatively high
position for /m/, lowered for :the first vowel, raised
for the in/ and /n/, lowered for the second vowel
and raised for the final /b/. As detailed in the pre-
vious section, the velum started low for the /m/
and raised continuously through the first vowel,
reached a peak for /b/, lowered for the /n/ and
raised again for the second vowel and the final
consonant. For the lip:and jaw movements, the
oral closing motion was always achieved in a sin-
gle step, and was associated with a single phonetic
segment. In contrast, the velar motion during the
same interval progressed through two contiguous
phonetic units.

The movement characteristics associated with
velar raising were more variable than those
observed for the lip and jaw, since the velar
raising movement reflected a compound motion
combining two velar gestures associated with two
phonetic segments. Each segment was associated
with a distinct velar position, with the position for
the bilabial stop being higher than the position for
the preceding vowel. This explanation is
consistent with data and interpretations offered
by previous investigators (Bell-Berti, 1976; Bell-
Berti & Hirose, 1975; Bell-Berti, Baer, Harris, &
Niimi, 1979; Boyce et al., 1990; Fritzell, 1969;

Kent, Carney, & Severeid, 1974; Lubker, 1968;
Krakow, 1989) that position of the velum is not
specified simply in a binary manner (open vs.
closed port); but in a continuous one, with the
intermediate positions between maximally open
(low) and maximally closed (high) being
dependent on phonetic identity. Moreover, for the
velar lowering movement associated with the
single phonetic segment /n/, the velocity-
displacement relations of the velum were
comparable to those of the oral articulators. These
findings underscore the contributions of
contextual manipulations to investigations of
articulatory characteristics.

Examination of effects such as utterance
position and stress prominence on the articulators'
closing movements indicated that they affected
not only lip and jaw movements, as was expected,
but also velar raising movements. As shown in
Table 4, the slopes of the velocity-displacement
correlations for the velar raising movements
differed across syllables, apparently reflecting the
degree to which the two steps of the raising
movement are uncovered. In the first syllable,
movement durations were somewhat longer,
uncovering the two raising steps and resulting in
weaker velocity-displacement correlations. In the
second syllable, the raising movement was
invariably achieved in one step, and the velocity-
displacement correlations were higher than those
seen in the first raising movement.

Certain direction-dependent trends were
observed in the relations between peak velocity
and displacement in the velum, as well as in the
jaw and the upper lip. The movement frequency,
as indexed by the slope of the velocity-
displacement correlation, was higher in the
closing movements than in the opening one for the
jaw. The opposite was true for the velum: the
movement frequency was higher in the opening
movement than in the closing ones. It is possible
that the difference observed between the jaw and
velum trends is related to the morphology of the
velar raising movements outlined earlier. As
noted, the velocity-displacement correlations for
velar lowering were generally higher than for the
velar raising. While it seems possible that the
velum motion was influenced by the mass of the
lever of the Veletrace, subsequent analyses
indicate that a mechanical interpretation of the
findings is not tenable. The conclusion is, then,
that velar lowering, like velar raising, is the result
of controlled neuromuscular action, purposefully
adjusted to the requirements of the phonetic
eiwironment and velar activity timing is regulated
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along with other concomitant articulatory actions.
This is consistent with interpretations offered by
Bell-Berti and Krakow (1991).

II. Interarticulator timing: Upper Lip-jaw,
Velum-jaw

The relative timing between upper lip and jaw
movements for oral closure was highly consistent.
This result is cimilar to findings of previous
studies of lip and jaw temporal coordination
(Gracco & Abbs, 1986; Gracco, 1994). The
variations observed in vowel duration during the
first and second syllables effected proportional
changes in the timing of the two oral articulators.
These changes, apparently aimed at maintaining
a high degree of interarticulator cohesion, were
observed only in the closing movement; the
opening movement displayed no evidence of strong
interarticulator coupling for lip and jaw timing
(see also Gracco, 1988; 1994). Several findings
regarding the coordination of the velum with the
oral articulators are discussed below.

The relative timing relations of the velum with
either of the oral articulators (lip or jaw) were
somewhat weaker than those among the oral
articulators. As outlined earlier, for the raising
movements of the velum, the low velar-oral
interarticulator correlations most likely reflect the
differences in the movement pattern for the
specific phonetic configuration. Given that the
raising movement was a blending of two adjacent
movements, the resultant velocity profile was not
necessarily associated with a single segment.
Instead, the velocity profile reflected the combined
movement trajectory. Perhaps as a result, the
time of peak velocity showed greater variability
than the time of peak position, reducing the
strength of the interarticulator correlations.
Support for this explanation comes from the
observation that, for the velar raising movements,
higher correlations were found for the attainment
of peak positions (rather than peak velocities)
across the contributing articulators. In the case of
peak positions, the intervals of interest were
associated with the same phonetic target.

Overall, the velar-oral (velum-upper lip, as well
as velum-jaw) correlations were somewhat lower
than those found among the lip and jaw in this
and previous studies. Comparisons of time of peak
position vs. time of peak velocity across articula-
tors demonstrated certain articulator- and param-
eter-specific differences. Velar-oral comparisons
showed higher correlations for the timing of peak
position than for the timing of the peak velocity.
In contrast, for oral-oral (upper lip-jaw) compar-

isons higher correlations were found in the timing
of peak velocities than in the timing of peak posi-
tions. Within the oral-oral closure framework, one
explanation that may account for the relaxed oral-
oral peak position timing relations compared to
the peak velocity timing relations is that, for local
constriction-producing events, like oral closing,
the timing of lip and jaw movement toward clo-
sure (better indexed by the timing of peak veloc-
ity) is more critical than the timing of movement
offset (or release, better indexed by the timing of
peak position). In that case, the time of peak ve-
locity is the measure more critically associated
with the coordination of multiple articulators. For
phonetic events such as velar-oral closuregiven
the morphological differences of the articulatory
movementsthe relative timing conditions may
allow for a broader critical time frame of action
constraint than for local events, thus providing an
explanation of the observed patterns.

Consistent with this notion are the results from
the oral-velar opening interactions for fbno/; the
stop closure is followed by a nasal consonant and
low vowel requiring velum lowering and oral
opening. It is reasonable to assume that the velar
lowering for the nasal and the jaw lowering for the
vowel should be tightly coupled in this context.
For this portion of the second syllable the oral-
velar interactions were indeed very strong. This
was further evidenced in the higher correlations
found in the times of peak lowering velocity
compared to the times of peak lowering position.
Recent fmdings from a study of the relative timing
of the lips and larynx provide additional support
for this notion (Gracco & Laqvist, in press).
Therefore, as interarticulator timing becomes
more or less critical, the parameters that are
indicative of coupling may also adjust: peak
velocity relations may be more illustrative of
critical or constrained timing relations while peak
position timing relations may reflect a less
constrained coordinative coupling.

In terms of contextual influences, a possible
account for the somewhat relaxed peak position
timing across velar-oral articulators is that vowel
nasalization is not phonologically contrastive for
any of the languages spoken by the subjects. Had
vowel nasalization been controlled as a
phonologically contrastive variable, the temporal
interactions between velar and oral articulators
would have been more highly constrained in order
to maintain the contrast.

Examining these effects across syllables, it
appears that oral-oral timing decreases from the
first to the second closing movement, to the
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intervening opening movement, with respect to
peak position and peak velocity times. The oral-
velar correlation pattern in peak position was
nearly the reverse from that seen in peak velocity.
Oral-velar peak velocity timing was less tightly
constrained for the first than for the second
closure, where the velum-lip and velum-jaw
relative timing relations were more robust. Again,
the reduced oral-velar peak velocity temporal
cohesion for the first syllable is most likely related
to the difference in the movement pattern for the
first compared to the second syllable. For the
opening movement, the oral-velar timing
correlations were rather variable, but they were at
least as high as the oral-oral timing correlations.

The general direction-dependent trends of
interarticulator cohesion found in the data
indicated that for closure events oral-oral cohesion
was higher than oral-velar cohesion. For opening
actions, however, oral-velar temporal coordination
was better than oral-oral coherence.

In summary, the present investigation
demonstrated that the kinematic characteristics of
the velum are similar to those of the lips and the
jaw. Velar velocity was scaled with velar
displacement and the relative timing of velar
actions showed adherence to the actions of the lips
and the jaw. While there was a tendency for the
timing covariation in the kinematic variables for
the velar closing action to be less robust than that
observed for the lips and jaw, the significance of
this difference should be further explored in
varying phonetic contexts.
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An Acoustic and Electropalatographic Study of Lexical and
Post-lexical Palatalization in American English*

Elizabeth C. Zsigat

1 INTRODUCTION
In American English, alveolar obstruents (/t, d,

s, z/) become palatoalveolars (tkr, d3, f , V) before
the (palatal) glide /j/. Palatalization is obligatory
at the lexical level, as illustrated by pairs such as
habit I habitual, grade I gradual, confess 1 confes-
sion, and please I pleasure. Palatalization also ap-
pears to apply, optionally, at the post-lexical level,
as in the phrases hit you, made you, press your
point, and please yourself. This paper argues,
however, that lexical and post-lexical palataliza-
tion are two different processes, requiring two dif-
ferent representations.

Other investigators have noted that a similar
process, palatalization of /s/ before 4/, may be
gradient when it applies across word boundaries
(Catford, 1977; Shattuck-Huffnagel, Zue, &
Bernstein, 1978; Zue & Shattuck-Huffnagel, 1980;
see also Hulst & Nolan, in press, for British
English). In the experiment reported here,
acoustic and electropalatographic (EPG) data
contrasting lexical and post-lexical palatalization
of /5/ before /j/ were Collected. The data show that
palatalization of /s/ before /j/ is also gradient when
it applies across word boundaries, while lexical
palatalization is categorical. It is argued here
that the articulatory patterns found in post-lexical
palatalization suggest overlapping gestures, as
in the theory of Articulatory Phonology (Browman
& Goldstein, 1986, 1990, 1992). In a departure
from Articulatory Phonology, however, it is
further argued that lexical palatalization is best
described in terms of features, and a mapping
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stages of this research; and Ken de Jong, Carol Fowler,
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between features and gestures is suggested.
Sections 2 and 3 discuss the methods and results
of the experiment. Section 4 turns to the question
of how the categorical and gradient rules should
be represented.

2 Methods
2.1 Stimuli. Stimuli for this experiment con-

trasted underlying alveolars and palatoalveolars
with both lexically-derived palatoalveolars and
alveolar + /j/ sequences occurring across a word
boundary (Table 1A). Data for /tJ, /d/, /s/, and /z/
were collected, but only the data for /s/ are ana-
lyzed here. In the alveolar + /j/ sequences, /j/-ini-
tial pronouns and content words were contrasted,
and the boundary between alveolar and glide was
varied (phrase break vs. none). Each condition
was represented by two different lexical items,
divided into sets 1 and 2. In order to obtain infor-
mation on the articulation of /j/, data from a sec-
ond set of lexical items was also collected, in
which the first consonant in the sequence was a
labial (Table 1B). Within each set, the preceding
vowel and the stress pattern remained constant
across conditions.

Each lexical item was placed in a sentence. For
presentation to the subjects, sentences were
randomized within sets, over all consonants. For
each subject five different randomizations of each
set were created.

2.2 Data collection and analysis. Three native
speakers of American English participated.
Acoustic and EPG data were recorded simultane-
ously, using the Rion pa' atography system
(Shibata, Ino, Yamashita, Hiki, Hiritani, &,
Sawashima, 1978). In this system, palates are not
custom made; rather, the best fit is chosen from
six available sizes. The arrangement of electrodes
on the palate is shown in Figure 1. One data
frame (the 63 electrodes sampled in sequence) is
recorded every 15.6 ms.

,

I 4
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Table 1. Stimuli contrasting underlying /s/, /f/, and /f/ with lexically-derived If/ and /sky sequences.

A. Fricatives:

I. underlying If/
2. underlying !s/ + It/
3. underlying /s/ + It!, phrase break
4. lexically-derived 4/
5. underlying /s/ + /i/
6. /s/ + you
7. /s/ + you, phrase break
8. /s/ + your
9. /s/ + your, phrase break

10. s/ + /j/-initial content word
11. /s/ + /j/-initial content word, phr. break

B. Palatal glide:

I. /b/ + you
2. /b/ + you, phrase break
3. /b/ + /j/-initial content, word
4. /b/ + /j/-initial content word, phrase break

SET I SET 2

mesh on
confess to
confess, to
confession
messy
confess you
confess, you
confess your
confess, your
confess unitedly
confess, uniting

stab you
stab, you
stab Eugene
stab, Eugene

fresh analysis
press together
impress, to get
impression
dressy
press you
press, you
press your
press, your
press uranium
press, uranium

0 0

0 o

.......

0 0 0

o 0 0

o 0 0

0

0 0

0

front region

0 0 0
.....

.,...
'' .. ... .-.... .-- ...0.

.00. 00 0 mid region0 0 0

0o 0 0
o 0

0 o o o 0
0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 o back region

0 0 0 0 0
0 0

Figure 1. Arrangement of electrodes on the palate, showing the divi8ion into front, mid, and back regions.

In the acoustic analysis of the fricative tokens,
the centroid of the fricative noise was computed
for each EPG frame. (The centroid is the weighted
average, based on amplitude, of all the frequencies
present in the spectrum of fricative noise.) The
times indicating the beginning and end of each
EPG frame were marked in the acoustic signal,

which was digitized at 20,000 samples/second. For
each token, the spectrum of the fricative noise was
computed from the first EPG frame showing full
frication to the last, using a 12.8 ms Hamming
window at 1 ms intervals. Centroid values over a
range of 500 to 10,000 Hz were then computed for
the window in the center of each EPG frame.
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In the EPG analysis, patterns of palate contact
for lexically-derived If/ and for the /s#j/ sequences
were compared with patterns of contact in
utterances containing underlying /s/, /j/, and /j/.
The series of EPG frames that made up each
fricative or glide articulation was isolated on the
basis of the articulatory patterns. For each control
utterance (underlying /s/, /j/, and /j/: 1 - 3 in Table
1A for the fricatives and 1 - 4 in Table 1B for /j/),
an empirically-determined target pattern for the
articulation was then located. Target was deemed
to have been reached when the pattern of
articulation remained stable over several frames
(see Zsiga, 1993 for details). These target patterns
formed the basis of templates, to which the other
articulatory patterns were compared in terms of
front, mid, and back contact.

3 Results
3.1 Acoustic results. Clear differences in the

centroid values for the different fricatives were
found. Figure 2 displays data for several sample
utterances. These figures show the centroid values
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Figure 2. Centroid values for several sample utterances.

at each frame for five repetitions of underlying Is/,
underlying IfI, derived If/, and an /s#j/ sequence,
aligned at the last frame of frication.

Figure 2A displays the centroid values for /s/ (in
press together) and If / (in fresh) for subject 1.
The two fricatives are clearly distinct, and divide
the figure into two regions, above 5200 Hz for /s/
and below 5200 Hz for /j/. Lexically-derived
4/ (Figure 2B) falls completely within the /j/
region. The pattern is different, however, for /s#j/
(Figure 2C). In the phrase press your, the centroid
values begin like /s/, but fall into the /j/ region by
the end.

Figure 2D-F shows the same contrasts for
subject 2. As can be seen in Figure 2D, this subject
shows evbn greater separation between /s/ (in
confess to) and If/ (in mesh). Figure 2E shows that
the If/ in confession is not different from the /j/ in
mesh. The /s#j/ tokens, however, show a lot of
variation, and often a large change over time.
While all are fully in the If/ range by the end of
the fricative, at the beginning tokens are either
Is/-like, or in between /s/ and /j/.
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For statistical analysis, centroid values for all of
the fricatives were compared at three points: the
first frame of frication (onset), the last frame of
frication (end) and the third to last frame of
frication (-3 frames). The third from last, rather
than the middle, frame was chosen for analysis
because, as Figure 2 shows, the effect of a
following articulation begins to be evident near
the end of the fricative, but not necessarily half-
way through. The hypotheses to be tested were (1)
that lexically-derived /f/ does not differ from
underlying /f/ and (2) that the kV sequences
show partial palatalization, evidenced by falling
centroid values over the course of the fricative.

These hypotheses were tested by comparing /s#j/
and lexically-derived If/ to underlying /s/ and If/ at
the three measurement points. The two under-
lying fricatives are predicted to differ at each
measurement point. It is predicted that lexically-
derived If/ will not be distinct at any point from
underlying /f/, while the Ist/ sequences will show
a gradient change, with values not distinct from
/s/ at the first frame, not distinct from /f/ at the
last frame, and possibly distinct from both Is/ and
If/ at the third from last frame. Figure 3 shows the
mean values for each subject for underlying /s/ (in

7000
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5500

4500
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Sutiect

onset -3 frames end

L

Sutiect 36

5

4

onse -i flames

Figure 3. Mean centroid vahes for four fricative types.

dressy and messy), underlying If/ (fresh, mesh),
derived If/ (impression, confession), and At/
(averaged across all conditions with no phrase
break). The /si/ rather than /s#t/ sequences were
used in these comparisons to control for differ-
ences at the end of the fricative that might be due
to the effect of a following stop rather than a more
open articulation.

As is evident in Figure 3, the fricative types
were different overall, and they differed in the
way their values changed over time. In a repeated
measures analysis of variance, with factors set,
fricative type, and frame, each subject showed a
highly significant effect of fricative type, and of
the interaction between fricative type and frame.
(No subject showed a significant 3-way interaction
of fricativeXsetXframe.) As there was a significant
effect of fricative for each subject at each frame, a
Tukey test was used to analyze which fricatives
differed from which at each of the three points.
The predicted and actual contrasts among the
different fricative types are shown in Table 2. In
the table, conditions not significantly different at
the .05 level are separated by an = sign, and
where relevant (subject 3, end) are enclosed in
identical bracketing.
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Table 2. Predicted and actual contrasts in centroid values at onset, -3 frames, and end for four fricative types.

onset -3 frames end

predicted:
Subject I:
Subject 2:
Subject 3:

s = s#j > f-derived = f
s = st > f -derived = f
s > s#j > f-derived = f
s = s#j > f-derived = f

s > s#j > f -derived = f
s > s#j > f-derived =f
s > ski > f-derived = f
s = s#j > f -derived = f

s > s#j = f-derived = f
s > s#j > f -derived = f
s > s#j = f-derived = f
(s= [s#j = f-derived) = f)

Underlying /s/ and underlying If/ were distinct
at all three points for all three subjects.
Underlying /5/ and derived /5/ were not distinct at
any point for any of the subjects. The centroid
values of these fricatives tended to be lower at
onset and end (where amplitude was also lower)
than at -3 frames.

In the /st/ sequences, subjects 1 and 2 fit the
predicted pattern almost perfectly. For both
subjects, although the centroid value for /s/ is
lower at the end of the fricat, than at -3 frames,
the value for the /s#j/ sequences is lower still. For
subject 1, there is substantial change over the
course of the fricative in a /s#j/ sequence: at onset,
/s#j/ is not significantly different from IsI; at -3
frames, /s#j/ falls in between /s/ and /11, and is
significantly different from both; and at the end
frame, Is#j/ is much closer to /5/ than to /s/,
although a significant difference remains between
the sequence and underlying /5/. Subject 2 also
shows a large change over time. The /s#j/ sequence
falls in between /s/ and If/ at both onset and -3
frames, although it is closer to Is/ at onset. At the
end of the fricative, /s#j/ is not distinct from /5/.

Results for subject 3 are less clear. Centroid
values for underlying /s/ and /5/ were more similar
for this subject than for the other two, and
overlapped to a greater extant. While the /st/
sequence shows lower value. than Is/ throughout,
it is not significantly different from underlying /s/
at any of the three points. At the end frame /s#j/
fell in between /s/ and If/, but is not significantly
different from either. Note, however, that derived
/5/ is also not significantly different from /s/ at the
end of the fricative. Derived /5/ and Is#j/ have
nearly identical values at this point, and even the
difference between /s/ and underlying /5/ was
significant at the .05, but not the .01, level. This
convergence of values at the end of the fricative
makes the results for this subject difficult to
interpret. He does show a tendency for /s#j/
centroid values to become /5/-like at the very end
of the fricative, but because the values for /s/ and
/5/ at this point are so close, Ist/ and /s/ are not
significantly different. It may be that placement of

the palate interfered with articulation for this
subject (see section 3.2).

Overall, these acoustic results show that lexical
palatalization is categorical. There is no acoustic
difference between underlying and derived If/. For
/s#j/, palatalization is gradient, in two senses.
First, Ist/ shows substantial change over time,
from /s/-like at the beginning to /f/-like at the end.
Second, the acoustics for the /s#j/ utterances may
show centroid values intermediate between /s/ and
/5/ throughout the fricative. As could be seen in
Figure 2, there is considerable token to token
variation in the /s#j/ sequences. Some begin like Is/
and fall over time, some are IP-like throughout,
others are in between the two. While lexical
palatalization is categorical and obligatory, post-
lexical palatalization is both gradient and variable
in its application.

The next section turns to the patterns of
articulation, and how these patterns nre
correlated with changes in the acoustics.

3.2 EPG results. Contact patterns at target for
/s/, /5/, and /j/ for each subject are shown in Figure
4. For /5/, patterns are based on the steady state
portion of the articulation in mesh and fresh, for
/s/ in confess to and press together with no phrase
break, and for /j/, in stab you both with and
without phrase break. The number of times each
electrode was activated at target over ten tokens
is shown. Electrodes activated in 80% or more of
the tokens are outlined. For the most part, the
patterns shown here are qualitatively similar to
those reported in earlier studies (e.g. Recasens,
1984, 1990; Hardcastle & Clark, 1981; Hardcastle,
Gibbons & Nicolaidis, 1991). Some differences are
discussed below.

For quantitative comparison, the palate was
divided into three regions: front, comprising the
first two rows; mid, comprising the middle three
rows; and back, comprising the back three rows
(see Figure 1). A one-way analysis of variance was
performed on the target frames for each subject
and region, with utterance as the independent
variable and the number of electrodes activated
within each region for each token as the
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dependent. The utterance effect was highly
significant (p < .001) for all subjects and regions,
except for front contact for subject 3, where the
effect just reached significance (p = .036). A Tukey
test was then performed to determine which
articulations were significantly different in each
region. Very few differences were found due to the
presence or absence of a phrase break, or to set.
The /j/ in eugene, however, was found to show
substantial coarticulation with the following
affricate, and so is not used as a template (see

/s/

Zsiga, 1993 for discussion). Differences between
underlying /s/, underlying /f/, and /j/ in you are
summarized in Table 3. Differences not significant
at the .05 level are separated by an = sign.

For subject 1, the target patterns are as ex-
pected for alveolars, palatoalveolars, and a palatal
glide. The /s/ articulation shows more front con-
tact and less back contact than any other: it is the
only articulation showing contact in the frontmost
row. /f/ differs from /s/ in having less front contact,
and from /j/ in having less back contact.

/j/

Figure 4. Target
articulation.

patterns for underlying Is!, /j/, and /j/ for each subject, based on a steady-state portion of

Table 3. Differences in the number of electrodes activated at target in each region of the palate for each subject.

the

SI S2 S3

front region s>f =j f>s=j s =f =j
mid region s=f=j f>s=j s =1 = j
back region s=f <j s=f <j s<f <j
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For subject 2, while /s/ and /5/ show a significant
difference in the amount of front contact,
unexpectedly /5/ shows the greater contact in this
area. For this subject, the artificial palate was
probably set slightly too far back, and failed to
record contact at the frontmost edges of the
subject's palate. (Recall that this subject showed
the greatest acoustic difference between the two
fricatives.) Due to the reversal in the amount of
front contact for /s/ and /5/ for this subject, and the
fact that the two articulations do not differ in the
amount of back contact, it is not clear that the
patterns for /s/ and /5/ can be reliably
distinguished, nor is it clear how a /s#j/ sequence
is predicted to differ from an underlying /5/.

Subject 3 showed the least consistent patterns of
articulation. As discussed above, his acoustic pat-
terns were also problematic. Many electrodes are
activated in fewer than half of the articulations.
Several isolated electrodes, particularly in the
center of the palate, appear to remain activated
after release. (This can occur when the mouth is
too dry.) For this subject, the articulations are
clearly distinguished only in the back region.

Because of the difficulties in distinguishing the
patterns in the control utterances for subjects 2
and 3, the rest of this discussion will focus on the
articulatory data for subject 1. See Zsiga (1993) for
a full discussion of all three subjects.

The patterns for underlying /s/, /5/, and /j/ serve
as templates for examining /st/ and derived /5/.
Figure 5 illustrates, for subject 1, how the
patterns of activated electrodes in derived /5/ (from
confession and impression) and /st/ (from press

f derivd

s + you

onset

Oo.
. ..0 SO

00.

you and confess you) change over time. Filled dots
indicate those electrodes activated in at least 8 of
10 repetitions at the first fram..7: of frication, the
third to last frame, and the last frame. (Grayed
electrodes were on 7/10 times.) Just
as the acoustics do not change over time for de-
rived /f/, the pattern of palate contact remains
stable throughout the whole fricative. The pattern
for /s#j/, however, does not follow that for /5/. At
the onset of frication, there is very little contact at
the back and center of the palate, but over the
course of the fricative central and back contact
fills in.

Figure 6 shows the pattern of electrodes for
derived /5/ and s+you at one point in time: -3
frames (the middle column in Figure 5). In each
column of Figure 6, templates from the /s/, /5/, and
/j/ control utterances (corresponding to the
outlined areas in Figure 4) are overlaid on the
palate patterns. In the first column the template
for underlying /5/ is overlaid. This template cor-
responds almost exactly to the pattern for derived
/5/. For s+you, however, the /5/ template is not a
good fit: there is too much contact at the front and
center of the palate. This poor fit illustrates that
although the acoustics in the s+you sequence at
this point in time may be /5/-like, the articulation
is not. Rather, as the set of template patterns in
the second column shows, the pattern in the s+you
sequence is what would be expected from an
and /j/ being articulated at the same time. While
the /s/ and /j/ templates do not fit the derived
/f/ articulation, they do account well for the
front and central contact in the s+you sequence.

-3 frames

41..
. .

III. ..
.

. . .

end

. .
o

.

me
-oo .05

Figure 5. Change in contact patterns over time, subject 1. Electrodes shown were activated in at least 8 of ten
repetitions.
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f derived
at -3 frames

s + you
at -3 frames/,/,.,

P-4-1

0

0 .

6,

f template

f template

Illillifi s template

j template

.

s template +
j template

Figure 6. Templates from underlying /s/, /11, and /j/ overlaid on the patterns for s+you and derived /11 at -3 frames.

Although not all the s+you electrodes are covered
by the templates, it is likely that the tongue, if it
made contact at both the front and back regions at
the same time, would cover the areas of those
electrodes as well. In the third column, the /f/ and
/j/ templates are overlaid on the s+you pattern. It
might have been the case that /s/ did undergo a
categorical change to /11, and that the difference in
the patterns seen in Figure 5 was due only to the
fact that the following consonant is /j/ in one case
but In/ in the other. However, the combination of
the If/ and /j/ templates could not account for the
pattern of front contact seen for s+you. It is the
pattern produced by the overlap of /s/ and /j/ that
fits the s+you articulation at -3 frames most
closely.

Finally, a significant correlation was found be-
tween the acoustic and articulatory measures. The
centroid values at onset, -3 frames, and end were
correlated with the total number of electrodes
activated in the front and back regions at those
points. For subject 1, the amount of back contact
accounts for 28% of the variance in the centroid
values, and front and back contact, taken
together, account for 45% of the variance (both
significant at p < .01). Back contact, not front con-
tact, better determines the centroid value. As
contact in the back region increases, the centroid
value falls. These findings are consistent with the
hypothesis that in the /s#j/ sequences, increased
overlap of the /s/ and /j/ gestures, and therefore

more pack contact during the fricative, leads to
the lower centroid values.

4 Discussion
This experiment has shown a clear difference

between lexical and post-lexical palatalization in
American English. Post-lexical palatalization is
gradient and variable. Lexical palatalization, on
the other hand, involves a categorical alternation
between Is/ and /j/: underlying and derived /j/ were
not found to differ either acoustically or ar-
ticulatorily. (The data presented here is consistent
with the view that the coronal fricative in
confession in fact is an underlying /f/. It will be
assumed here, however, that the regular lexical
alternations relating words such as confess and
confession should be expressed in the grammar as
phonological rules.) This section examines the
question of how the two different kinds of
palatalization should be represented.
Representations using autosegmental features
and articulatory gestures are compared. It will be
argued that both representations are needed:
phonological features best capture categorical
alternations, articulatory gestures best capture
gradient processes.

Consider first the featural representation. The
featural representation of American English
palatalization is bound up with the question of the
best way to represent palatal consonants and
glides. In the feature geometries argued for in
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Sagey (1986) and McCarthy (1988), /s/ and /11 are
represented with the feature [ant] as a dependent
of the [coronal] node (la, lb). The glide /j/ is
represented with the features [+high] and [-back]
as dependents of the dorsal node (lc).

I -son
L +consJ

place

[cor]

[-ant]

b. /s/

r -son
+consJ

place

1

[cor]

C.

r +son
L -cons J

place

[dors]

[+ant] [+high] [-back]

Borowsky (1986) formalizes /s#j/ palatalization
as spreading of [+high] from the glide to the
alveolar. In this formalization, a dorsal node to
which the feature can attach must be interpolated,
and then a special implementation rule must be
invoked to interpret the resulting configuration as
phonetically identical to that in (1a).

However, recent studies, both phonological
(Clements, 1976, 1991; Hume, 1990, 1992;
Broselow & Niyondagara, in press; Ni Chiosdin,
1991) and phonetic (Keating, 1988), have argued
that /j/ should be analyzed as having a coronal
component. (For an opposing point of view, see
Recasens, 1990, this volume.) The representation
of palatalization in (2) follows Keating in
representing /j/ as a complex segment with both
coronal and dorsal components. The [-ant] coronal
component spreads froth the glide to the alveolar,
effecting a categorical change from /s/ to /5/.

(2)

r -son 1 r +son 1
L. +cons .1 L -cons -I

1

place place

[cor] [cor] [dors]

[+ant] [-ant] [+high]
As will be argued below, however, this

representation is not appropriate for gradient
palatalization.

Consider instead the gestural representation.
The articulatory evidence presented here (at least

for the subject for whom clear results can be ob-
tained) suggests that gradient palatalization can
be represented in terms of gestural overlap
(following Browman & Goldstein, 1986, 1990,
1992). The palatal constriction for /j/ overlaps in
time with the alveolar constriction for /s/ when /s/
and /j/ are adjacent at a word boundary. The com-
bination of front contact due to the /s/ gesture and
increasing back contact due to the /j/ gesture re-
sults in centroid values that fall over the course of
the fricative.

The gestural representation captures the gradi-
ence and variability seen in post-lexical palatal-
ization. For the period of time before the /j/ ges-
ture begins, the articulation and acoustics will be
that of a simple /s/. As overlap with the /j/ in-
creases, the articulatory and acoustic influence of
this gesture also increase. Many instrumental
studies have demonstrated overlap among speech
gestures (e.g. Hardcastle, 1985; Hardcastle &
Roach, 1977; Oilman, 1966; Perkell, 1969; and
Marchal, 1988). Zsiga (1994) provides evidence for
substantial overlap between consonant gestures at
word boundaries in English. It may be that the
pattern of overlap seen here is just that typical of
the overlap between any two consonants at a word
boundary. If so, then no post-lexical rule of
palatalization is required. The effect of palatal-
ization would simply be the acoustic consequence
of the normal pattern of overlap.

Both categorical and gradient palatalization can
be seen as the imposition of the high tongue posi-
tion for the glide onto the consonant. In categori-
cal palatalization, the [-ant] coronal feature
spreads from one root node to the next. In gradi-
ent palatalization, the /j/ gesture overlaps in time
with the lei gesture.

The featural and gestural representations in
fact correspond very closely. Compare the
autosegmental representation in (3), argued for in
McCarthy (1988), with (4), the "functional
anatomy of the vocal tract" presented in Browman
and Goldstein (1989). Both representations are
based on articulators: the lips, the tongue tip, the
tongue body, and possibly the tongue root. (See
Browman & Goldstein, 1989; McCarthy, in press
tui discussion of the representation of pharyngeal
articulations.) In both the gestural and the
autosegmental representations, the nasal,
laryngeal, and oral subsystems are separated.
Browman and Goldstein (1989) have pointed out
that the convergence on a single geometry from
the direction of phonological patterning and from
the direction of phonetic function provides strong
support for the geometry's essential correctness.
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There is an even more striking similarity to the
feature geometry proposed in Padgett (1991).
Padgett argues, on the basis of patterns of
assimilation, that [continuant] and [consonantal]
should be specified for each articulator, in an
"articulator group", as shown in (5). These two
features then correspond directly to the
constriction degree and stiffness specified for each

r son
L cons.]

(3)

(4)

( 5

gesture. (In Articulatory Phonology, stiffness
encodes the difference between vowels, glides, and
consonants.) While smaller differences between
the two geometries remain to be resolved (see
Zsiga, 1993), a straightforward correspondence
between the feature [labial] and a labial closing
gesture, between the feature [nasal] and a velum
opening gesture, etc., is evident.

Laryngeal Nasal Cont

I \
cg sg stf slk

Place

Labial Coronal Dorsal Pharyngeal

/ \
round dist ant lat

Vocal Tract/ I \
Laryngeal Oral Nasal[CD] / \ [CD]

Lips Tongue

CL = constriction location
CD = constriction degree

Tongue Tip Tongue Body Tongue Root (?)
CLi [ CLrnlrnJ

[son]

Laryngeal Place [nasal]

I[voice]
r Labial
I cons J

[cont]

1Coronal " t Dorsal 1
-cons i I. cons i

I I

[cont] [cont]

L;
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Despite this close correspondence, the
representations can not be collapsed. The different
way that timing is exp-essed in the two
representations makes features approPriate for
expressing lexical contrasts and categorical
alternations, and gestures appropriate for
expressing gradient processes. Consider two
simple examples that illustrate this point: the
first example deals with lexical contrasts, the
second with phonological rules.

Compare the gestural and autosegmental repre-
sentations of a labiovelar stop in Figure 7. Figure
7A shows an autosegmental representation,
Figure 7B a gestural representation. Both repre-
sentations involve two articulators: lips and
tongue body (labial and dorsal). The most basic
difference in the representations is how temporal
organization is expressed. Features do not have
specific durations, and the only temporal relations
that can be defined in this representation are lin-
ear precedence and an unspecified amount of
overlap (see Bird & Klein, 1990; Sagey, 1988).
Association among features is expressed by link-
ings to abstract hierarchical nodes. Features as-
sociated to a given hierarchical node (and not on
the same tier) are assumed by the phonology to
overlap in time, but the degree of overlap remains
unspecified. Thus, there can he no contrast be-

foot

Ivce
r\ilace

labial dorsal

tween two kinds of labiovelars that differ only in
timing: labial closure followed by dorsal (/15W) and
dorsal closure followed by labial (103/).

In contrast, gestures have inherent extent in
time. Precise overlap relations can and must be
specified, and are crucial for describing articula-
tory patterns. Organization among gestures is ex-
pressed through the direct specification of timing
relations (phasing) between two or more gestures,
not through linkings to abstract nodes. In the the-
ory of Articulatory Phonology, phase relations can
in themselves serve as the basis of phonological
contrast: for example, the difference between aspi-
rated and unaspirated stops is encoded in the
phase relations between the glottal and oral ges-
tures (Goldstein & Browman, 1986). Given that
several different phasings are possible between
the labial and tongue body gestures in a labiovelar
stop, there is no reason the phase differences
could not serve as the basis of lexical contrast.
Thus Articulatory Phonology predicts a possible
contrast between Ng/ and /gb/. The same holds
true (as Clements, 1992 points out) of phasings
between glottal opening and oral gestures. A ges-
tural representation predicts many possible con-
trasts, for example between pre-aspirated, unaspi-
rated, and post-aspirated stops, when in fact no
language has more than a two-way contrast.

Tc)ot

Ivce
e

labialdorsal

A. bg does not contrast with a

tongue body

lips

B.

LL closed.

time -0.

17g could contra t with

Figure 7. Representations of a labio-veln stop. A. Featural. B. Gestural.
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closed --I
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In fa^t, /eV (dorsal closure first, labial closure
second) is almost invariably chosen as the articu-
latory organization (Connell, 1991; Maddieson &
Ladefoged, 1989). As Connell (1991) points out,
the phase relations among the different compo-
nent gestures are crucial for understanding the
phonetic behavior of these stops, as well as their
diachronic development. Therefore, a phonetic
representation must be able to express the asym-
metry of the dorsal and labial gestures. But any
phonological representation that has the power to
express that timing relationship makes wrong
predictions about possible synchronic phonological
contrasts. It also makes wrong predictions about
possible phonological rules.

Consider two rules of nasalization, one categori-
cal, the other gradient. Categorical nasalization
can be represented as spreading of the feature
[rills] from consonant to vowel (Figure 8A).
Because there is no way for a feature to spread
only part way from one root node to another, the
result is categorical assimilation. To express par-
tial nasalization, explicit timing must be taken
into account.

Figure 8B shows a gestural representation of
partial nasalization. Because gestures have extent
in time, specific points in one gesture are timed
with respect to specific points in another gesture.
In this gestural score, maximum velic opening is
timed to occur at the beginning of the tongue tip
gesture for the fmal In/. (Krakow, 1989 found this
timing relation to hold of nasalized vowels in
American English.) In order to achieve this timing
with respect to the consonant, the velum opening
gesture must begin during the vowel, resulting in
partial nasalization. A gestural representation can
also capture complete nasalization, by specifying a

root

nasal

labial

corona!

dorsal

A. B.

Figure 8. Two rules of nasalization. A. Categorical. B. Gestural.

different timing relation. The vowel and the velum
opening could begin at the same time, so that
nasalization extends throughout the vowel.

The gestural approach thus uses the relation of
overlap in time to describe complete as well as
partial processes. Yet specific timing is
unnecessary for the description of synchronic
phonological rules. In the lexical component,
where all rules are categorical, and where
reference to abstract hierarchical nodes like the
root node is necessary, a theory that allows
specific temporal relations to be manipulated is
too powerful. While specifying timing relations
among gestures is appropriate for gradient rules,
categorical rules require the all-or-nothing, plus-
or-minus specification that feature spreading
provides. However, because the two
representations are so similar in respects other
than timing, the mapping between them is
straightforward. Gestural scores can be seen as
feature trees with elaborated timing information,
or feature trees can be seen as gestural scores un-
derspecified for temporal relations.

This paper has argued for two different repre-
sentations for lexical and post-lexical palataliza-
tion: an autosegmental featural representation for
the categorical lexical rule and a gestural repre-
sentation for the gradient post-lexical rule.
Articulators form the basis for both representa-
tions. They differ principally in the kind of tempo-
ral information that is available for manipulation:
specific extent in time for gestures, only simul-
taneity and precedence, expressed in terms of
linking to hierarchical nodes, for features. This
simple correspondence between features and ges-
tures leads to a simple correspondence between
categorical and gradient rules.

velum

lips

tongue tip

tongue body

closed

time

open

dosed

S5
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The Discriminability of Nearly Merged Sounds*

Alice Faber and Maria ma Di Paolot

In a near merger, speakers produce two contrasting words differently without being able
to reliably discern the contrast in their own speech or in the speech of others. Acoustic
measurements typically reveal small differences between the elements of near merged
minimal pairs, along several acoustic dimensions. This paper argues that statistical
evaluation of the potential distinctiveness of these near merged elements must take
simultaneous account of all these dimensions. For that reason, discriminant analysis was
used to assess the differences between near merged /el-ell, and hil-ul/ for five Utah
speakers. In contrast with independent uni.iariate Analyses of Variance of Fl, F2, fo, and
spectral slope, the multivariate discriminant analyses suggest that all three contrasts are
preserved by all five speakers. However, homophones like heel and heal were not
distinguished by the discriminant analyses. Discriminant analysis is thus a powerful
technique for assessing whether a reliable basis exists for Cie claim that two potentially
contrastive items are in fact distinctive.

1 INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of near merger in language

change has gained increasing attention in recent
years but it is still not very well-understood. In
near mergers, two sounds which were originally
distinct appear at one synchronic language stage
to have merged completely; however, at a later
stage the two sounds are again distinct.
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The paradigm case of such a near merger is that
of Early Modern English reflexes of Middle
English */E/ as in meat, which first appears to
have merged with reflexes of *tal as in mate, but
which in Modern English has merged instead with
reflexes of *MI as in meet (Labov, 1974; Harris,
1985; Faber, Di Paolo, & Best, 1994). The most
plausible diachronic account, then, is that the
original merger was an illusion (similarly,
Nunberg, 1980). Indeed, in present-day near
mergers, as reviewed by Labov, Karen, & Miller
(1991) and, more recently, Labov (1994: Part C), it
is often the case that speakers are demonstrably
unaware of small but reliabie acoustic differences
that they equally demonstrably produce. As Labov
notes, near mergers present a challenge for
linguistic theory, in that it is unclear how such
seemingly imperceptible differences could be
learned. Yet, if such differences are learnedand
if they are observed, it must be that the speakers
fox whom they are observed did in fact learn
themthey must have been perceptible to these
speakers at some point in the process of language
acquisition (see Faber, Di Paolo, & Best Ems] for
details). In the present paper, our interest lies in
development of an appropriate framework to
describe the small but reliable differences among
speech sounds of the sort that characterize near
mergers.
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In an earlier study (Di Paolo & Faber, 1990), we
examined the near-merger of tense and lax vowels
before /1/ in younger speakers in the Salt Lake
Valley of Utah.1 For many, although not for all,
speakers in this area, formant differences between
the vowels in, for example, heel and hill are at
best minimal, at least in formal word list style
(laboratory speech).2 Neither are there consistent
differences in duration or in To. There are, how-
ever, consistent albeit small differences in spectral
slope (amplitude level of fo (LO) minus amplitude
level of Fl (L1)), which we also refer to as VQI).
The tense vowels have more prominent fo relative
to F1 than do the lax vowels. Just as differences in
formant frequency reflect articulatory differences
in the configuration of the supralaryngeal vocal
tract, differences in spectral slope in vowels with
the same formant frequencies reflect differences in
laryngeal configuration (Ladefoged, 1983; Stevens,
1988, 1989). The tense vowels are breathy and the
lax vowels are creaky. In other words, the glottis
is open for a larger proportion of the duty cycle in
the tense vowels than in the lax vowels. Our sug-
gestion was that these differences in spectral slope
suffice to distinguish tense from lax vowels before
N in Utah.

Like most studies of vowel acoustics, our previ-
ous study simply equated vowel distinctiveness
with distinctiveness along a single measurable
dimension. This is not a necessary equation. If we
posit a multidimensional vowel space whose axes
represent, perhaps, Fl, F2, fo, spectral slope, and
duration, it is possible to imagine two vowel nuclei
occupying distinct regions of this space but not
being well separated along any one of its axes. In
such a case, the two vowels would be distinct;
however, ordinary ana'ysis techniques, techniques
which treat the multiple dimensions of the vowel
space in quasi-independent fashion, would not un-
cover this distinctiveness. In the current study, we
use discriminant analysis, a statistical technique

assessing the extent to which multiple param-
eters serve to distinguish groups of items (Klecka,
1980). This technique has previously been applied
to linguistic data by Port and Crawford (1989), in
a study of German final devoicing; Sussman
(1991), Sussman, McCaffrey, and Matthews
(1991), and Fowler (1994) in studies of English
stop consonant place of articulation; and, Johnson,
Ladefoged, and Lindau (1993) in a study of vowel
production. Port & Crawford measured vowel du-
ration, final stop closure duration, stop burst du-
ration, and number of glottal pulses in the final
stop closure in three minimal pairs differing in
underlying stop voicing produced by five German

speakers. In separate ANOVAs for each measure,
only stop burst duration varied significantly ac-
cording to underlying stop voicing. Nevertheless,
the optimal discriminant function utilized all of
the measured variables with the exception of
number of glottal pi 'Ises in the fmal stop closure.
That is, variables that by themselves do not dif-
ferentiate the two categoriesfinal "voiced" and
"voiceless" stopsdo contribute to a multidimen-
sional differentiation of the categories. As Port &
Crawford stress, this simultaneous reference to
multiple weak cues may provide a better analog to
actual speech perception than does traditicnal
analysis in terms of single strong cues.

In the present study we extend our previous
research on the distinction between tense and lax
vowels before /1/ in Utah English. In our previous
research (Di Paolo & Faber, 1990), we had
suggested, on the basis of acoustic measurements
and a perceptual labeling study, that small
differences in spectral slope suffice to distinguish
cognate tense and lax vowels before /I/. In the
present study, we assess multidimensional vowel
contrast by means of discriminant analysis. In the
earlier study we had included nu cases in which
contrast was not expected; we therefore had no
way of determining whether our techniques were
too sensitive. In the present study, we therefore
include a number of pairs of homophones, in order
to provide a baseline of clear lark of contrast.3
This inclusion of homophones will provide us with
a criterion for assessing phonetic.distance. If heel
and hill are acoustically more distinct than heel
and hecd,4 this will lend support to a model of
sound change in which small but significant
differences serve to preserve a contrast while
some acoustic parameters are changing. If, on the
other hand, the distinction between heel and hill
is comparable to that between heel and heal, such
a view of sound change is not supported.

In addition, our previous study had treated Fl,
F2, fo, and spectral slope as independently con-
trolled acoustic parameters, when, of course, they
are not. ,While Fl and F2 may each reflect differ-
ent aspects of the vocal tract configuration during
the articulation of a vowel, a single set of articula-
tory maneuvers, involving tongue and lip position,
controls both, simultaneously. Likewise, the am-
plitude of Fl (L1) may depend both on its fre-
quency and on the frequency of higher formants
(Fant, 1956), so a finding of sigii;ficant variation
in both Fl frequency and in spectral slope (LO-L1)
may reflect this dependency rather than variation
in the amplitude of fo (LO) resulting from variation
in laryngeal configuration. If laryngeal configura-

U
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tion is of interest, as it is in the present study, two
solutions to this non-independence problem are
available. The first involves attempting an inde-
pendent measure of glottal configuration, either
through inverse filtering of the speech signal
(Javkin, Antofianzas-Barroso, & Maddieson, 1987;
Lofqvist, 1991) or electroglottography. These tech-
niques are most often used to study speaker-char-
acteristic, pervasive voice qualities rather than
time-varying phonological characteristics. In par-
ticular, inverse filtering is inappropriate for vow-
els in which the Fl resonance is low enough in
frequency to include the fundamental, and, as a
result, inappropriate for study of potential laryn-
geal configuration differences in high vowels.
Likewise, electroglottography (measurement of
the changing rate of electrical current transmis-
sion across the glottis as the vocal folds open and
close) is very sensitive to correct electrode place-
ment, which is easiest to achieve in adult males
with very little neck fat (Colton & Conture, 1990);
in addition, it is potentially sensitive to variation
among vowels in overall larynx height. The second
solution to the non-independence problem is a
statistical one. Rather than analyzing each
parameter independently, discriminant analysis
provides a global treatment. The independent
contribution of -Itch variable to the overall set of
discriminant functions can be assessed. If two
variables are perfectly correlated, the second
variable makes no independent contribution to the
discriminant functions, over and above that made
by the first. Thus, to the extent that both Fl. and
spectral slope contribute to a set of discriminant
functions, it can be assumed that some component
of the variance in spectral slope is not correlated
with Fl, and ex hypothesis reflects underlying
laryngeal configuration.

2 Methods

Eight subjects, five from Utah, and, for purposes
of comparison, three from Connecticut, read eight
randomizations of the word list in Table 1. Utah
subjects were recruited from introductory
Linguistics classes at the University of Utah, and
were paid $10.00 for their participation.
Connecticut subjects were recruited through
acquaintance networks at Yale and Wesleyan
Universities; Wesleyan subjects wcre paid $6.00
for their participation, but the Yale subject, a
research colleague, was not paid. For the Utah
subjects (but not the Connecticut subjects)
laryngeal vibration was recorded directly, via a
small accelerometer attached with adhesive on the
external neck surface opposite the thyroid lamina.

These laryngeal signals were not analyzed in the
present investigation. Further demographic
details about the subjects are given in Table 2.
Filler words were used at the beginning and end
of each column, and subjects were instructed to
read slowly, with a two-beat pause after each
word. All material was recorded in sound-treated
rooms on a cassette tape recorder. In all, each
speaker produced 440 tokens. Tokens for four
Utah subjects and for all three Connecticut
subjects were digitized at a 10 kHz sampling rate
(12 bit quantization, with preemphasis) using the
Haskins Laboratories PCM system. Tokens for the
fifth Utah subject were digitized at a 8 kHz
sampling rate (16 bits quantization, with
preemphasis) using an Audiomedia A-to-D board
on a Macintosh IIsi microcomputer at the
University of Utah.5 Acoustic measurements were
made at three points during each vowel: an early
point, the approximate midpoint, and a late point.
An effort was made to avoid formant transitions
out of and into the adjacent consonants, insofar as
possible. With the /1/-final words, this was, of
course, impossible, since the influence of the /1/
may extend through the entire vowel; all third
measurements in /1/-final words were made in the
vocalic portion of the word, and not in the /I/. In
addition, one of the Connecticut speakers, C4, had
extremely long transitions into /d/; these
transitions started in some instances as early as
the vowel midpoint, so many of his late
measurements reflect the influence of the
following /d/. We measured four parameters: Fl.,
F2, To, and VQI (spectral slope: LO-L1), for a total
of 5280 data points per speaker.6

Table 1. Words used in current study.

heed heal food fool
he'd heel Pool) pool
Peel) he'll hood full

Peal cook pull
peel hoed hole

hid hill PoPe whole
Pip pill pole
hayed hale poll
tape hail HUD hull

pail PuP cull
pale hawcd hall

head hell talk haul
PeP pell pall
pap Pal Paul
had Hal cod Col

Pop Poi
Sol
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Table 2. Subject characteristics.

CI:
C2:

C4:
U5:
U6:

U8:

U9:

U12:

female, late teens; Middletown (central Connecticut)
female, late 20's; Stratford (southwest Connecticut)
male, early 20's; Branford (south central Connecticut)
male, late 20's; Ephraim (Central Utah)
female, early 20's; Salt Lake City
female, mid 30's; Davis County (north of Salt Lake

City)
female, late teens; Salt Lake City
male, early 20's; Salt Lake City

For each speaker, the following analyses took
place. Each parameter served in tu-..n as the
dependent variable for an Analysis of Variance,
with Vowel Identity and Final Consonant serving
as independent, between-tokens factors and
Measurement Location as a repeated, within-
token factor. (In these analyses, all factors were
fixed, except, of course, for token.) Given the
highly significant main effects for Final
Consonant and Measurement Location, and the
particular interest of this study in vowel
distinctions before /1/, separate ANOVAs were '
then performed on the subset of /1/-final words at
each measurement location, using Vowel Identity
as the independent variable. Then, each
parameter was standardized, using z-transforms.7
The transformed parameter values served as
input to three separate discriminant analyses for
each speaker, the Single Speaker analyses. In the
first of these analyses, target Word was the
grouping variable, and the 12 acoustic measures
(4 parameters x 3 measurement locations) were
the dependent variables. In the second analysis,
VC Rhyme (e.g., /id/, lull, /op/, etc.) was the
grouping variable, and the 12 acoustic measures
were, as in the first analysis, the dependent
variables. The third analysis was like the second,
except that discriminant functions were calculated
for the /1/-final words only. Finally, additional
Word and VC Rhyme analyses were performed in
which productions by each of the Utah female
subjects U6, U8, and U9 were classified according
to discriminant functions derived from
productions by the other two Utan females and
productions by C2, the Connecticut female from
whom we have complete data; these are the Two
Speaker analyses. The Two Speaker analyses
were restricted to the female subjects because of
suggestions (e.g., Henton, 1992; Johnson, 1989)
that female speakers' vowel spaces are
proportionally larger than males', even when
formant frequencies are normalized to the same

range of the frequency scale. All discriminant
analyses were done using BMDP program 7M
(Dixon, 1988), with all dependent variables forced
into the discriminant function.8

Discriminant analysis constructs an >t-dimen-
sional coordinate space, corresponding to the in-
put variables (see Klecka 11980] for details).8 This
space is rotated so as to maximize the amount of
variation on a minimum number of axes, and form
a space of smaller dimension than the original.
These den ved axes are referred to as canonical
variables or discriminant functions. The mean
coordinates for each group within the rotated
coordinate space are calculated.10 The overall
significance of the discriminant analysis reflects
the extent to which the input groups occupy
disparate regions of the coordinate space. Thus,
the more distinct and non-overlapping the input
groups actually are, the higher the significance
level. The geometric distance in the coordinate
space between each token and every group mean
is calculated, and the token is assigned to the
group to which it is closest, regardless of its
original group membership. In this calculation,
the token being classified is excluded from the
group means to which it is being compared; thus,
our classifications are made by the jackknife
method. The extent to which specific tokens are
classified into their original groups allows, in the
present instance, assessment of homophony, and
even potential sound change. Secondly, for each
pair of group means, a partial F-value is
calculated, on the basis of which the likelihood can
be computed that given pairs of groups are
distinct in the derived coordinate space. This
assessment complements the one arrived at
through examination of the classification
matrices. In cases like the present, in which the
number of pairwise comparisons proliferates (1485
in the case of the Word analyses, 508 in the case of
the VC Rhyme analyses, and 55 in the case of the
Rhyme, /1/ words only analysis), extreme caution
must be exercised in interpreting these partial F
values, due to the increased likelihood of Type T
error. Finally, it provides partial F-values for each
of the input variables on the basis of which the
relative strengths of their contributions to the
detivation of the canonical variables can be
ranked.

3 Results
Prior to presenting the results of the main anal-

yses, we will first describe the speakers' produc-
tions in fairly conventional terms, in section 3.1.
In section 3.1 we also present the results of our
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univariate analyses of variance. After outlining
the sorts of results that might be expected in the
Single Speaker discriminant analyses, in section
3.2 we present the results of these analyses. The
results of the analyses with target word as the
grouping factor (section 3.2.1) show that the
acoustic measures that we made are in the aggre-
gate sufficient to distinguish among words with
different vowel nuclei, even though they do not
distinguish between homophones. They also dif-
ferentiate words with nearly merged nuclei. The
analyses with VC Rhyme as the grouping factor
(section 3.2.2) confirm that our acoustic measures
distinguish among different vowels in general,
and between the nearly merged Rhymes li1/411/,
lull-lull, and /el/-/eI/ in particular. In addition, ex-
amination of the canonical variables derived by
these discriminant analyses provides some indica-
tion of how these contrasts are implemented.
Then, in section 3.3, we discuss the Two Speaker
analyses, which show that, in general, the Utah
speakers' productions are better classified by
discriminant analyses trained on the other Utah

300

speakers' productions than by analyses trained on
the Connecticut speaker's productions.

3.1 Univariate Analyses
Figure 1 shows the vowels before Id/ for Cl in

F1/F2 space, and Figure 2 shows the same vowels
for U6. Several features of these vowel spaces are
worth noting. For both of these young female
speakers, hil and /u/ have much higher F2 than
would be expected on the basis of Peterson and
Barney (1952) and other similar studies.11 For
both speakers, F2 decreases throughout much of
/u/ and increases throughout /u/. And for both
speakers, /o/ decreases throughout in both Fl and
F2, although there is more formant movement for
the Connecticut speaker than for the Utah
speake--. The single most salient difference
between the two speakers lies in the low vowels.
For the Connecticut speaker in Figure 1, Id, /0/,
and In/ are quite distinct, whereas for the Utah
speaker in Figure 2, /a/ and /o/ have similar but
not overlapping formant tracks12 and Id starts in
the same region, rising to approach Id.

1000
3000

>a

491) 3

Figure 1. Formant tracks for Cl's vowels before /c1/.

700
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Figure 2. Formant tracks for U6's vowels before /d/.

Figures 3 and 4 show the same speakers' vowels
before /1/. Here again, there are several features
common to the two dialect areas, namely the ten-
dency to lower F2 for vowels before /1/ and the fact
that /u/ and /u/ have much lower F2 before /I/ than
in other contexts. The overlap of /A1/ and lul/ in
Figure 3 is less typical, and may be a conservative
feature.13 The three-way approximation of loll, /A1/
and /ul/ in Figure 4 is typical of some younger
speakers in the Salt Lake Valley (see below, sec-
tion 4.2, for further discussion). Similarly, the fact
that fill starts with higher F2 than does /i1/ is not
uncommon in younger Utah speakers. Like many
of the speakers described in Di Paolo & Faber
(1990), this speaker has fairly parallel formant
tracks for /i1/ and /11/. She differs from other
younger speakers in maintaining a clear distinc-
tion between lull and lull, perhaps because /ul/ has
an unusually high F2 for this context. She is un-
usual also in having /ell in the same area as fill
and /11/: some speakers have /el/ in the same area
as /E1/; others have kW lower than hi/ and /ill, but

still distinct from /cl/, which in turn heavily over-
laps with /m1/.

Overall, our ANOVAs for all subjects show
significant differences among vowels in all of the
parameters measured. In addition to the formant
differences already discussed, all speakers clearly
have vowel-related differences in fp, regardless of
following consonant. The speakers differ, however,
in the range of fo variation and in the relative
ranking of vowels in fo. There are also significant
differences among vowels in VQI, but it is unclear
how to interpret these differences, since, as
already noted, the amplitude of Fl (L1) in a
particular instance depends partly on Fl
frequency, and so VQI (LO-L1) will depend on Fl
frequency as well as on underlying laryngeal
configuration. However, when the speakers'
vowels before /c1/ are ranked from breathy to
creaky, the order does not match the order
predictable on the basis of Fant's (1956) Ll levels.
Thus, our variation in VQI results from variation
in LO as well as from variation in Ll.

o.;.,
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Figure 3. Formant tracks for Cl's vowels before /1/.
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Figure 4. Formant tracks for U6's vowels before /1/.
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Table 3. Summary of Bonferroni/Dunn test for selected contrasts from ANOVA's for /1/-final words at three
measurement points. Squares left blank indicate p > .05. The first row in each cell reports on the early measurement
point, the second row on the middle measurement point, and the third row on the late measurement point. Because of
recording problems, only formant analysis is available for C 1 .

U5 U6 U8 U9 U12 C2 C4 C 1

IiNd Fl <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001
<.0001 <.0001 .0002 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001
<.0001

F2 <.000 I <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.000 I <.0001 <.0001
<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001
<.000 I .0003

10

<.0001
VQI <.0001 .0005 <.0001

<.0001 <.000 I

/eNe./ Fl <.000 I <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.000 1 <.0001
<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001
<.0001 .0004

F2 <.0001 <.000 I <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001
<.000 I <.0001 .0002 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.000 I <.000 I
<.0001 <.0001 .0002

10

<.000 1
VQI

<.0001
/uNui Fl <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001

<.0001 <.0001 <.000 1 <.0001 <.0001
<.0001

F2 <.cloo 1 <.coo 1 <.000 1 <.000 1 <.000 1
<.000 1 <.000l <.cloo 1 <.000 1
<.0001

10 <.0001. <.0001
<.0001

VQI <.0001 <.0001
<.000 1 <.0001

The separate ANOVAs on the vowels in N-final
words at each Measurement Point, with target
Vowel identity as the independent variable
likewise show highly significant (p .0001)
differences among vowels on all four dimensions,
but post hoc comparisons (Bonferroni/Dunn) of the
specific contrasts of interest, summarized in Table
3, reveal a rather murky picture. For the
Connecticut speakers, all three contrasts are
maintained. Likewise in Utah, for U5, all 3
contrasts are maintained, and for U8, the oldest
speaker in our sample, /111-/Ill and /e1/-/E1/ are only
distinct in one parameter at one measurement

point; lull-lul/ are not at all distinct. For U6, U9,
and U12, all three are maintained, but in some
cases in only one parameter at one measurement
point. So, U6's fill-/11/ are distinct only in F2 at the
early measurement point, and her lull-lull are only
distinct in F2 at all measurement points. U12's
lull-/u1/ are distinct only in Fl, and only at the first
measurement point. In virtually all of these cases,
the contrasting vowel pairs differ only in Fl
and/or F2. VQI and fp systematically differentiate
tense-lax cognates before N only for C2, U8, and
U5, and the relevant pairs (with the exception of
U8's /0./-/11/) also differ in Fl and/or F2.
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3.2 Multivariate analyses: Discriminant
analysis

Before we describe the results of the discrimi-
nant analyses, we must lay out the sorts of results
that we should expect. First of all, unambiguous
misreadings should be classified in accord with
listeners' perceptions. For example, one subject
fairly consistently read peep as pep. These tokens
should be classified by the discriminant analysis
as pep or head rather than as peep or heed.
Secondly, we would expect homophones like peal
and peel to be confused with each other as often as
they are classified correctly. A priori predictions
regarding non-homophones with the 'same' vowel
are less clear; while our measurements aimed at
avoiding formant transitions out of and into adja-
cent consonants, we may not always have been
successful. Furthermore, it is not clear that the
influence of context consonants on vowels is re-
stricted to the transitions (e.g., Sussman, 1991).
As a result, it is not clear to what extent heel and
peel will be confused. However, they should be
confused with each other more than with other
words. In addition, words with different vowels
should have different patterns of confusion. Thus,
if two words have different patterns of confusion,
we can infer that they have different vowel tar-
gets. And, given that there is a considerable
amount of variation among speakers in the posi-
tion of vowels before /1/ in formant space, we
should not be surprised to find inter-speaker vari-
ation in patterns of distinctiveness.

3.2.1 Analyses with word as the grouping factor
All of the above predictions are clearly borne out

by the Single Speaker analyses using Word as the
grouping factor. All Misreadings were classified in
accord with listeners' perception, and were ex-
cluded from subsequent analyses. Furthermore,
on the basis of the unexpected classification of one
token of Hal as hill, we were able to identify and
correct a measurement error. Table 4 shows the
discriminant analyses' classifications of N-final
homophones.14 Overall, tokens of hail and hale,
for example, were classified as hail or hale ("self"
or "homophone") more often than they were classi-
fied s pale or pail ("same rhyme"); they were, in
addition, classified as pail or pale more often than
they were classified as hayed, head, hill, pip, or
food ("different rhyme"). The "different rhyme"
category includes classification of heel as heed or
as hill. In spite of the fact that discriminant anal-
ysis shows cognate tense-lax vowel pairs before /1/
to be distinct in both dialect areas, there are dif-
ferent classification patterns for speakers in the

area undergoing sound change than in the area
not undergoing change. In particular, the larger
number of "different rhyme" classifications for
Utah speakers than for Connecticut speakers re-
flects the fact that some Utah tokens of heel were
classified as hill, and vice versa.

Table 4. Summary of Single Speaker target Word
discriminant analyses' classifications of members of /I/-
final homophone sets, expressed in percent of words in
homophone sets receiving a particular classification.
Clear speaker misreadings have been excluded.

Subj N Same Rhyme Dif.
Rhyme

Self Homo- Same Total
phone Rhyme Same

U5 134 21.64 19.40 44.78 85.82 14.18
U6 136 25.74 20.59 32.35 78.68 21.32
U8 135 25.19 28.89 28.15 82.23 17.79
U9 129 34.88 23.26 23.26 81.40 18.60
U12 133 24.06 26.31 34.59 84.96 15.04
C2 136 28.68 38.24 29.41 96.33 3.68
C4 120 37.50 22.50 32.50 92.50 6.67

Examination of the patterns of classification for
individual words reveals that there are, indeed
different patterns of confusion for cognate tense
and lax vowels. For example, as shown in Table 5,
three tokens each of U8's fool and pool were
identified as full or pull, compared with five
tokens eah of full and pull: despite the
substantial confusion, tlie patterns of confusion
remain distinct. (The complete classification
summaries are presentL d in Appendices A-C.)
For all three vowel locations, the Connecticut
speakers' words are somewhat more accurately
classified than the Utah speakers' words, and
the sorts of "misclassifications" are different.

Table 5. Classification of words with high back vowels
before /1/ from Single Speaker target Word discriminant
analyses, for subject U8. Figures represent the number
of tokens (out of 8) for which eteh classification
occurred. Rows represent U8's target4, and columns
the classifications by the discriminant analysis.

Classification/
Target fool pool full pull other

fool 1 1 2 1

pool 2 3 2
full 1 2 3

pull 1 2 2
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For example, both the Connecticut speakers have
tokens that are classified at a different general
location (for example, high front classified as mid
front); however, for Connecticut speakers, tense
vowels are always classified as trmse, and lax
vowels as lax, while for the Utah speakers, there
are some instances of tense vowels classified as lax
and vice versa. For the Utahns, there appears to
be 710 difference among heel, heal, and he'll; all are
equally likely to be confused with hill, pill, or pip,
as shown in Table 6. However, for one of the
Connecticut speakers, C4, he'll alone is confused
with hill and pill, perhaps under the influence of
will in the uncontracted form he wi1l.15

3.2.2 Analyses with VC rhyme as the grouping
factor

Only in the case of U8's hi/ and h1/ do the confu-
sion patterns from the Word analyses illustrated
in Table 6 suggest a possible lack of contrast: as
many cases of heel, heal, he'll, peel, and peal as
cases of pill and hill are classified as having Id.
However, the patterns of homophone classification
suggest that the question of vowel contrast can
better be addressed through the Rhyme discrimi-
nant analyses. The Single Speaker analysis by VC
Rhymes clearly shows different patterns of confu-
sion for U8's /EMU (Table 7), as for all other con-
trasts before /I/ for all four subjects (The complete
analyses are summarized in Appendices D and

E.). The partial F matrices from the VC Rhyme
(/11-final words) discriminant analyses, paint a
similar picture. For both Connecticut subjects and
four of the five Utah subjects, the partial F scores
show significant contrasts between all three cog-
nate tense-lax pairs kp .0009).16 For the fifth
subject, U8, the contrasts between Will/ and le1/-
Id/ are also significant (p.0009), while the con-
trast between /WNW/ is not (F[12,220]=8.13; p =
.0301 > .0009). Nonetheless, the discriminant
analyses are compatible with the ANOVAs
summarized in Table 3 (Page 88, above); the two
analys (3s agree in suggesting that U8 may
preserve fewer contrasts than do the other
subjects. We can then conclude that, for our five
Utah subjects, contrast is generally maintained
between the pairs of cognate tense and lax vowels
before /I/. Near homophones, like heel and hill,
have qualitatively different patterns of contrast
then do true homophones like heel and heal . Even
though the pairs of near-homophones are
acoustically similar enough that they often cannot
be distinguished by English speakers from other
dialect areas, and even though they may not be
distinct on any single dimension, they nonetheless
occupy acoustically distinct and perceptually
distinguishable regions of a multi-dimensional
vowel space. These differences preserve the
phonological contrast between the cognate tense-
lax pairs before /1/.

Table 6. Classification of words with high front vowds before /1/ from Single Speaker target Word discriminant
analyses, for selected subjects. Rows represent the speaker's targets, and columns the classifications applied by the
discriminant analyses.

Speaker Classification/
Taget heal heel hell peal peel hill pill other

C4 heal 2 2 2 1

heel 2 5 1

he'll 1 3 3
peal fi 1

peel 4 3
hill 2
pill 2 6

U8 heal 2 3 2
heel 4 2 1

he'll 3 3 1 1

peal 1 1 1 2 2
peel 2 5 1

hill 1 4
11 2 2

U9 heal 2 2 2 1
heel 1 3 2
hell 1 3 a
peal 3 2 3
peel 1 1

hill
2

pill
3 5

( 0
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Table 7. Classification of words with front vowels
before /I/ from Single Speaker VC Rhyme discriminant
analyses for subject U8. Rows represent the speaker's
target, columns represent the classifications applied by
the discriminant analysis, and numbers represent the
percentage of tokens of a given category that were
classified in the way indicated.

Classification
Tag!. et N lil/ /II/ /el/ /Ell Im11 lxV /31/

lil/ 40 ,61 .40
16 .38

/ell 31 . 35

/el/ 16 .06 .25 .,¢2
/m1/ 16 .06 .13

Besides indicating which potential vowel
contrasts our speakers implement, discriminant
analysis can also provide indirect hints about
which of the acoustic parameters that we
measured are used to implement these contrasts.
The partial F scores just summarized suggest only

that the tense-lax pairs for the most part occupy
distinct regions of a multidimensional space
defined by the measured variables. However, it is
relatively straightforward to assess the contri-
butio,is uf the different measured variables to the
overall definition of this multidimensional space.
These contributions for each of the speakers are
ranked in the rows labeled "vars" in Table 8.17 For
each speaker, only the six input variables with the
highest F-to-remove values in the Single Speaker
VC Rhyme /1/-fmal words analyses (that is, those
variables that in the aggregate make the strongest
contributions to the discriminant functions) are
listed.18 The numbers that appear in Table 8 are
the coefficients (standardized by group means) by
which the first two canonical variables are derived
from the input variables. Standardized coefficients
are based on standard deviations and tend to
range from -1.5 to +1.5. An input variable with a
coefficient that has a relatively high absolute
value makes a greater contribution to derivation
of a canonical variable than does an input variable
whose coefficient is closer to zero (Klecka, 1980).

Table 8. Variables entering into Single Speaker VC Rhyme discriminant functions (N-final words only), ranked by F-
to-remove score at final step, together with coefficients (standardized by group means) for each input variable in first
two canonical variables produced by discriminant analyses. Numbers in parentheses represent, respectively, the
proportion of the total dispersion of the data accounted for by the first canonical variable (dl ) and the first and second
canonical variables (dl & d2) together. Letters after variables code measurement locations: early, middle, and fate.

C2 var Fl -rn F2-rn F2-e Fl-e F1-I V I-rn
(.80593) dl
(.94963) d2

.13 -.79 -.67 .31 .08 .25

.69 .16 -.01 .41 .33 -.17

C4 var F2-e F2-rn Fl-e Fl-rn VQI-rn F1-1

(.74621) d 1

(.94225) d2
-1.21 .20 .39 -.12 -.28 .20
-.38 .52 .73 .45 .34 .16

U5 var Fl -e F2-1 F2-e F 1 -rn VQI-e F1-I

(.82634) dl .18 -.55 -.73 -.05 -.10 .05
(.97757) d2 -.69 -.19 -.06 -.35 -.22 -.29
U6 var F2-e F2-In VQI-e F1-e VQI-rn Fl-rn
(.75376) dl -.71 -.66 .29 .86 -.32 -.01
(.90924) d2 .11 -.23 -.02 -.59 -.21 -.42
U8 var F2-e Fl -e V I-e F2-1 F1-1 Fl-rn
(.86243) d 1 -1.20 .89 -.57 -.17 .26 -.26
(.98598) d2 -.03 -.68 .24 .04 -.07 -.36
U9 I var F2-e Fl -e Fl-In F2-rn VQI-e VQI-m
(.81907) d 1 -1.04 .54 -.01 -.15 .29 -.04
(.97470) d2 -.01 -.53 -.64 -.26 -.33 -.23

_U12 I var F2-e Fl -e F2-rn Fl -in f0-e VQI-e
(.74501) d I -.94 -.28 -.23 -.11 .30 -.15
(.95537) d2 .15 -.73 -.26 -.41 .24 .08

S 7
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It is clear from the coefficients that U6, U9, and
U12 only differentiate among vowels before /I/ at
the first and second measurement locations. In
contrast, U5 and U8, both of whom are relatively
cons,:rvative with regard to other features (e.g.,
they both have relatively low F2 for /ud/), have
differences throughout the vowels. (These two
speakers are also, unlike the other Utah speakers,
from outside the Salt Lake Valley.) The two
Connecticut speakers, C2 and C4, likewise have
differences throughout the vowels. For the
Connecticut speakers, only the frequency of Fl
late in the vowel (F1-1) contributes to the discrim-
inant functions, whereas for U5 and U8 both Fl
and F2 late in the vowel (F1-1 and F2-1) make a
contribution.

However, the values of the coefficients for these
variables in derivation of the first two canonical
variables (the first two axes of the coordinate
space derived by the discriminant analysis) in
Table 8 are not straightforwardly related to the
rankings, which are based on the overall analysis.
As is evident from the coefficients in Table 8, in-
terpretation of the canonical variables is ex-
tremely difficult. There is no straightforward rela-
tionship between individual canonical variables
and measured acoustic parameters. Nor is a
straightforward relationship imaginable between
the canonical variables and distinctive feature
specifications, either articulatory or acoustic. This
difficulty arises in part because measurements of
the same parameter at different points in time are
treated as independent parameters. Furthermore,
the articulatory gestures that produce each par-
ticular VC nucleus may each have multiple
acoustic consequences.

Table 9 recapitulates the panel from Table 8
concerning subject U9, with the actual coefficients
replaced by an indication of their sign and of the
rank of the absolute magnitude of each coefficient.
Because of the nature of the standardization pro-
cess, high values for each raw rieoustic parameter
are positive, and low valu2s are negeive; in the
-...ase of VQI, values representing relatively
breathy phonation are positive and values repre-
senting relatively creaky phonation are negative.
For subject U9, the input variables that will
maximize dl, the first canonical variable, are neg-
ative (that is to say, low) F2 at the early and mid-
dle measurement points, positive (that is to say,
high) FI. early in the vowel, and positive (that is to
say, breathy) VQI. D1 will be maximally negative
for vowels with high F2, low Fl, and creaky VQI.

Table 9. Variables entering into Single Speaker VC
Rhyme discriminant functions for /1/-final words for
speaker U9, ranked by F-to-remove score at final step.
The sign of the standardized coefficient by which each
of the input variables is multiplied in derivation of the
first two canonical variables (dl and d2) is given in the
columns headed "sign," and the relative rankings of the
magnitudes of the absolute values of the coefficients is
given in the columns headed "rank."

U9
sign

d 1 d2
rank sign rank

F2-early neg 1

Fl -early
Fl -middle

pos 2 neg
neg

2

F2-middle neg 4 neg 4 (tic)
VQI-early Pos 3 neg 3
VQI-middle neg 4 (tie)

Thus canonical variable dl defines a vector rang-
ing from high, front, creaky vowels at the negative
end to low, back, breathy vowels at the positive
end (as shown for U9 in Table 10). Similarly, d2 is
maximized by low Fl at the early and middle
measurement points, by negative (creaky) VQI at
the early and middle measurement points, and by
low F2 at the middle measurement point. And it is
maximally negative for vowels with high Fl,
breathy VQI, and high F2. So d2 defines a vector
ranging from low, front, breathy vowels at the
negative end to high, back, creaky vowels at the
positive end.19 Thus, for U9, dl involves moving
the tongue up and front or down and back from its
neutral position, and d2 involves moving the
tongue down and front or up and back from its
neutral position. These interpretations can be
verified with reference to the display of U9's vow-
els in the bottom left panel of Figure 5. By similar
reasoning, the canonical variables for the other
subjects can be interpreted. These interpretations
are summarized in Table 10.

The differences among subjects reduce to two: 1)
Speakers differ as to whether breathiness is asso-
ciated with the high, front or the low, back range
of dl; and, 2) U5's and U8's d2 are qualitatively
different from those of the other speakers in that
they do not involve the front-back dimension at
all. The first difference simply means that for
some speakers VQI varies in such a way that it
necessarily reflects phonation differences rather
than artifacts of Fl frequency variation; for other
speakers, however, VQI, as measured here, may
or may not reflect phonation differences.20
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Table 10. Summary of vectors defined by first two canonical variables (d1 and d2) from Single Speaker VC Rhyme
discriminant analyses (/1/-final words only) for all speakers.

dl d2

negative positive negative positive

C2 hi fro creaky lo back breathy lo fro creaky hi back breathy

C4 hi fro breathy lo back creaky lo fro breathy hi back creaky

U5 hi fro lo back lo creaky hi breathy

1J6 hi fro crea > brca lo back brea > crea lo back > fro brea hi fro > back crea

U8 hi fro breathy lo back creaky lo creaky hi breathy

U9 hi fro creaky lo back breathy lo fro breathy hi back creaky

U12 hi fro brea lowfa lo ba crea high h lo fro > ba 1owio hi ba > fro high fo
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Figure 5. First two canonical variables from Single Speaker VC Rhyme discriminant analyses for Ill-final words for all
Utah subjects. Each plot utilizes a different coordinate system.
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It is worth stressing also that speakers who
produce two vowels contrastively may differ as to
which parts of the vowels contrast. Our more
conservative speakers, whether from Connecticut
or Utah, distinguish tense-lax cognate vowels
before /I/ at all three measurement locations, while
our more innovative speakers distinguish them
only at the early and middle measurement
locations. Furthermore, our results suggest that
the dichotomy between conservative and
innovative speakers may need some refinement.
According to the ANOVAs summarized in Table 3,
U8 makes virtually no distinction between
cognate tense and lax vowels before III and, hence,
would be classified as innovative with regard to
the linguistic phenomenon being studied here.
However, as just noted, the discriminant analyses
suggest that she dc,es distinguish these pairs, and
furthermore, that she distinguishes them in a
conservative fashion, in that the distinctiveness is
spread throughout the vowel instead of being
concentrated in one portion of it.

Returning to the cognate tense-lax pairs, Figure
5 shows the locations of all vowel nuclei before /1/
for each Utah speaker in the Cartesian space de-
fined by the first two canonical variables, d1 and
d2 in the VC Rhyme N-final analyses, and Table
11 summarizes which canonical variables differ-
entiate which tense-lax vowel pairs. Despite the
similarities outlined above, the canonical vari-
ables for each speaker are different, and so five
different coordinate systems are represented,
since each speaker's canonical variables are based
on a separate analysis. Each speaker's dl repre-
sents the vector through the point cloud repre-
senting that speaker's tokens along which the
maximum spread is observed. It is evident from
Figure 5 and Table 11 that the subjects differ as to
which canonical variables differentiate which
tense-lax pair. For C2 and C4, all three pairs are
distinguished along both dimensions, di. and d2,
but for none of the Utah speakers is this the case.
U5's /i1/411/ and lell-kl/ are distinguished by dl and
d2 together, while lull-lull are distinct only in d2.
U6's /e1/-/e1/ are distinct on both dimensions, while
her lilt-/d/ and lull-lull are distinct only in dl. For
U9 and U12, /111-/ill are distinguished by both dl
and d2, while le1/-/e1/ are distinguished only by dl,
and lull-Ail/ only by d2. Finally, for U8 all three of
the relevant pairs are distinct only in dl, and
minimally so at that. In summary, then, Fl, F2,
and VQI contribute to maintenance of the
contrasts between cognate tense-lax vowel pairs
before /1/ for both the Utah and the Connecticut
speakers, although there are qualitative

differences between the Utah and the Connecticut
implementations of the contrasts.

Table 11. Implementation of tense-lax vowel contrasts
before /1/ by first and second canonical variables from
Single Speaker VC Rhyme discriminant analyses of /I/-
final words. dl : first canonical variable; d2: second
canonical variable.

Subject /kJ

C2 dl>d2
C4 dl>d2
US dl>d2
U6 dl
U8 dl
U9 dl>d2
U12 dl>d2

/e-c/

dl>d2
dl>d2
dl>d2
dl>d2

dl
dl
dl

/u-u/

d2>d1
dl>d2

d2
dl
dl
d2
d2

3.2.3 Cross-Speaker Analyses
As already noted, inspection of Tables 8 and 9

above reveals differences between the Connecticut
and Utah speakers in the results of the
discriminant analyses. Restricting ourselves to the
first two canonical variables, dl and d2, for both
Connecticut speakers these variables are derived
from F1 throughout the vowel, F2 early in the
vowel and mid-vowel, and VQI in mid-vowel. (The
two speakers differ, of course, in exactly how the
canonical variables are derived from these input
variables.) For both Connecticut speakers, the
three cognate tense-lax vowel pairs are each
distinguished by both of the canonical variables.

The Utah speakers differ from the Connecticut
speakers in that for each Utah speaker at least
one cognate tense-lax pair is only distinct in one of
the canonical variables. Furthermore, different
acoustic variables enter into the derivation of the
first two canonical variables for the Utah speakers
than for the Connecticut speakers. As already
noted, these canonical variables are derived only
from variables measured early in the vowel or at
mid-vowel for U6, U9, and U12. In addition, VQI
at mid-vowel is supplemented in derivation of the
canonical variables by early VQI for U6 and U9
and replaced altogether by early VQI for U5, U8,
and U12.

These differences suggest that discriminant
functions based on the Connecticut corpora should
be less accurate at classifying the Utahns' words
than were the discriminant functions based on the
Utahns' own productions. For these reasons, the
Two Speaker discriminant analyses were
performed for the female Utah speakers, U6, U8,
and U9. For each of these analyses, discriminant
functions were derived based on Connecticut
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female C2's productions, and then the Utah
speakers' productions were classified based on
these discriminant functions.21 Because any Two
Speaker analysis can be expected to be less
accurate than its corresponding Single Speaker
analysis, regardless of the dialect(s) of the
speakers, additional Two Speaker analyses were
performed in which each of the female Utah
speakers' productions were classified according to

the vowel systems of the other two Utah females.
These Utah-Utah analyses serve as a control for
the Connecticut-Utah analyses.

In the Single-Speaker analyses for these
speakers (Section 3.2.1), the individual words
with lu 11 el el ul ul/ had, for the most part,
been classified differentially. However, as shown
in Table 12, the situation is different for
the Connecticut Two Speaker Word analyses.

Table 12. Pooled classification of Utah females' (U6, U8, and U9) selected /1/-final words from Two .Speaker target
Word discriminant analyses. The top part of each panel represents the average of classifications based on the other
two Utah speakers and the bottom part classifications based on the Connecticut speaker.

A. li1/-h1/

< Utah
Subjs.

< C2

B. le1/.-/c1/

< Utah
Subjs.

< C2

heal heel he'll al hill ill other
heal J. .06 .21 .08 .13 .19 .06 .12
heel .13 .2.1. .31 .04 .06 .06 .10 .09
he'll .13 .19 2,2 .04 .10 .04 .08 .13
peal .08 .08 .06 .S22 .16 .21 .21 .18
peel .06 .06 .04 .10 d.ft .27 .16 .15
hill .04 .02 .13 .19 .23 .12 .04 .16
pill .02 .04 .06 .06 .27 .31 .22

1 hill ill hail

heal .21 .71 .04 .04
heel .12 .50 .04 .04
he'll .35 .43 .13 .09
peal .08 .88 .04
peel 1.00

hill .08 jia .04
pill 1.00

C. lul/-/u1/

hail hale ail ale hell ell 1 other
hail Z .08 .17 .17 .02 .02 .04 .15
hale .20 ,Q2 .09 .35 .04 .07 .02 .14
pail .19 .04 12 .31 .02 .13 .14
pale .20 .02 .30 ,22 .02 .02 .05
hell .04 .10 .02 1,2 .46 .06 .07
pell .06 .06 .21 ,54 .02 .11

hail ale hell 11 heel hill ill other
hail J. .04 .04 .21 .54 .04
hale .13 .09 .04 .61 .13
pail .13 .04 .71 .08 .04
pale .09 ,.(2/ .09 .09 .64 .04
hell .3..a .08 .42 .12
pell .50 ,17. .21 .04 .08

pool full hull hoed hole whole le cook
< Utah pool a .10 .15 .04 .06 .04 .08 .33 .10
Subjs. fool .10 .13 .08 .19 .17 .04 .15 .14

pull .08 .06 .10 .06 .15 .15 .25 .15
full .13 .01 .13 .17 .13 .21 .17

pull full hood whole othur
< C2 pool .04 .21 .50 .08 .17

fool .13 .58 .08 .21

pull ,I,3. .17 .17 .29 .24
full .08 38 .04 .33 .17
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The Utah speakers' heal, peal, peel, hill, and pill
are overwhelmingly classified with C2's hill; heel
and he'll are predominantly classified as C2's hill,
but with a substantial number of heel classifica-
tions (Table 12A). Utah hail, hale, pail, and pale
are overwhelmingly classified with C2's hill; hell
and pell are also generally classified with C2's
hell, but with a substantial number of hill classifi-
cations (Table 12B). Finally, the Utah speakers'
pool and fool are classified with C2's hood or full,
while Utah pull and full are, for the most part,
classified with C2's whole or full (Table 1.2C). In
the Utah Two Speaker analyses, heal, heel, and
he'll tend to be classified as heal, heel, or he'll; peal
and peel tend to be classified as hill, pill, or peel;
and hill and pill tend to be classified as hill, peal,
or peel (Table 12A). Utah hail, hale, pail, and pale
tend to be classified as pale, pail, or hail; hell and
pell tend to be classified as pell or hell (Table

12B). And pool tends to be classified as cook; fool
as hoed, hole, or pole; and pull and full tend to be
classified as pole, hole, or whole (Table 12C).

Direct comparison of the Single Speaker
analyses with both sets of Two Speaker analyses
is revealing. Such a comparison involves not only
the patterns of distinctiveness but also the specific
confusions observed. Hail, hale, pail, and pale are
classified differently from hell and pell in all three
sets of analyses. In the Single Speaker analyses,
each word tends to be classified correctly
(Appendix B). In the Utah Two Speaker analyses,
the words are not necessarily classified correctly,
but most incorrect classifications involve the same
VC Rhyme. But in the Connecticut Two Speaker
analyses, hail, hale, pail, and pale differ from hell
and pell primarily in the likelihood that they will
be classified as hill; the /el/ words are classified as
hill more often than the /el/ words are.

Table 13. Comparison of Single Speaker (SS) and Two Speaker VC Rhyme discriminant analyses' classifications of /I/-
final words. Only classifications assigned to 30% or more of the tokens with a particular Rhyme are listed. Full data
for the Single Speaker analyses appears in Appendices D and E, and for the Two Speaker analyses in Appendices F
and G.

/Al/ lol/ /el/ /all
U6
SS

ul .94 ul .44
ol .44

ol .56 ol .45
ul .35

al .38 al .72 11.80 tl .81 el .91 el .81 al .69

< U8 uk .50 ul .88 ol .69 ol .88 al .33 al .34 el .55 11.50 el .81 e1 .63 al .75
< U9 csk .50

od .44
ol .63 ol .44

Al .38
ol .63
ul .31

01.46 al .44 11 .65

11.33
11.81 el .91 el .81 ml .50

< C2 ud .50 ol .69 ol .50 ol .75 t (11.50 11 1.00 11 1.00 11 .63 il .44
e1 .38

ml .75

U8
SS

ul .62
ul .38

ul .31
ul .69

Al .75 ol .81 (11.33 al .94 11.60
d .40

11.38
il .62

el .65
1.35

el .69 al .81

< U6 ul .62
ul .38

A1.81 01.38 Al .66
ul .34

al .50 al .59
al .31

11 .68 11 .81 11.61 il .44
el .56

Lel .75

< U9 ul .50 ul .94 A1.94 ul .56 al .52 411.53 il .90 11.69
11 .31

el .55 el .63 ml .63

< C2 ud .75 ul .50
ud .44

Al .63 ol .53 Al .48 Al .63 11 1.00 -11 .88 11 .74 el .69 ml .81

U9
SS

ul .87 ul .38 A1.81 ol .56 al .50
ol .50

al .30
al .66

11.98 11 1.00 el .93 el .94 al .93

< U6 Al .69 ol .31 A1.38 ol .38 al .83 al .81 il .70 11.94 el .53
il .43

el .75 el .53

< U8 ul .69 ol .63 op .50 op .63 al .54 al .81 11.48
d .43

el .56
el .38

el .87 el .75 ml 1.00

< C2 ul .38
ol .31

ul .56 ol .44
ul .31

ol .59 Al .63 Al .67 il 1.00 il 1.00 ;I .67
el .30

el .69 al .93

tNlo one classification was assigned to at least 30% of the tokens, and six different VC classifications (with four different nuclei)
were assigned to 10-24% of the tokens each.
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Likewise, the Single Speaker analyses tend to
classify hEal , heel , he'll, peal, and peel and hill and
pill as having the correct VC Rhyme (Appendix C).
In both sets of Two Speaker analyses, peal and
peel are classified with hill and pill, and this
tendency is stronger in the Connecticut Two
Speaker analyses. Finally, in the Single Speaker
analyses, fool and pool are generally classified as
having the correct VC (Appendix A), while full and
pull are often classified as hull, cull, or a word
containing kW. In the Utah Two Speaker analyses,
pool tends to be classified as cook, hull, pool, or
full; fool as hoed, hole, pole, or full; and full and
pull as hull or a word containing MI/. In the
Connecticut Two Speaker analyses, pool and fool
are classified as hood, and full and pull as whole
or full.

The Two Speaker analyses are always less
accurate than the Single Speaker analyses.
However, direct comparison of the Utah and
Connecticut Two Speaker analyses is not as
straightforward. For the high and mid front
vowels, the Connecticut analyses are worse than
the Utah analyses. However, the Connecticut
analyses are somewhat better than the Utah
analyses for the high back vowels.

This picture is confirmed by the Two Speaker
VC Rhyme analyses, as compared with the
corresponding Single Speaker analyses for U6,
U8, and U9. These comparisons are summarized
in Table 13, which contains classifications
received by 30% or more of the tokens with a
particular Rhyme in the two sets of analyses;22
the location of selected Utah VC Rhymes in C2's
derived vowel space is illustrated in Figure 6.
With regard to the, contrasts of interest,
the distinctions are always strongest in the Single
Speaker analyses, as would be expected. Overall,
lul/-/u1/ are more distinct in the Utah Two Speaker
analyses than in Connecticut Two Speaker
analyses. For /el / /, the Connecticut
Two Speaker analyses outperform the Utah
analyses for U8, but the Utah analyses better
preserve the contrast for U6 and U9; for U6, both
/el/ and kl/ tend to be classified as C2's /114
although the tendency is stronger for /ell. Finally,
Utah /11/ and /Ill, clearly distinct in the Single
Speaker analyses, are not classified differently in
the Two Speaker analyses, despite different mean
coordinates for dl and d2; while differences
between /11/ and /Ill are evident in the Utah Two
Speaker analyses, their classifications are
substantially less accurate than those in the
Single Speaker analyses.

The basis for these classifications is evident in
the canonical variable values plotted in Figure 6.
In thl three Utah panels of this figure, raw values
for each speaker's vowels have been converted to
values for the canonical variables based on C2's
vowel space alone. Thus, in contrast with Figure
5, a single coordinate space is represented in all
four panels of Figure 6. For all three Utah
speakers, the front vowel combinations /i1/, /11/, /eY,
when classified according to C2's vowels, are
closer to her /11/ than to her /il/ or /e1/, and are so
classified in the Two Speaker analyses. In
interpreting Figure 6, it is important to bear in
mind that only the first two canonical variables
are plotted. So, even though U8's /ii/ appears to be
closer to C2's /el/ than /11/ in Figure 6, the actual
distance may be much greater on axes defined by
higher order canonical variables.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Univariate vs. Multivariate Approaches
It is important to note that the picture of how

contrasts are maintained derived from
multivariate discriminant analysisin Utah as in
Connecticutdiffers from the picture derived from
consideration of the pairwise comparisons of vowel
pairs along the raw acoustic dimensions in the
univariate analyses summarized in Table 3. These
differences are summarized in Table 14. In
particular, at the third measurement point, none
of C2's tense-lax vowel pairs before /1/ differs
significantly in any parameter but fo and VQI.
Yet it is F1 measured late in the vowel and not fo
or VQI measured late in the vowel that makes the
larger contribution to derivation of the canonical
variables and to the discriminant analyses'
distinction between the cognate tense-lax vowel
pairs. Likewise, C4's vowel pairs can be
distinguished at the third measurement point only
in F2 (for /e1/-k1/). Nonetheless, Fl at the third
measurement point contributes tc the overall
maintenance of the contrasts, as reflected in the
discriminant analysis. Similarly, for all of the
Utah subjects except U5, there are at least two
parameters that contribute to the derivation of
one or both canonical variables while themselves
distinguishing at most one cognate tense-lax pair.
The multivariate approach, we feel, corresponds
better to ordinary language use, in which
individuals produce and perceive complex sounds
that vary simultaneously along a number of
dimensions rather than producing or perceiving
any one dimension independently of the others.
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Table 14. Variables used in Single Speaker
discriminant functions (/1/ words only) that, based on
the Post-hoc tests summarized in Table 3, serve to
distinguish one or no cognate tense-lax pairs before /1/.

Subject Parameter Location
Pairs

Distinguished

C2 Fl Late 0
C4 Fl Late 0

VQI Middle 0
U6 VQ1 Early 0

Middle 0
Fl Early 1

Middle 1

U8 F2 Early 0
Middle 1

Fl Early 0
Middle 0

Late 0
VQI Early 1

U9 VQI Early 0
Middle 0

U12 Fl Middle 1

fO Early 0
VQI Early 0

One additional surprising result of our multi-
variate approach is worth noting: fo makes almost
no contribution to any of the discriminant func-
tions, despite the well-known intrinsic fo differ-
ences among vowels (e.g., Lehiste & Peterson,
1961). That is, despite the fact that vowels differ
systematically in fundamental frequency, these
differences do not contribute to maintaining vowel
contrasts. This is true of the VC Rhyme /1/-only
analyses discussed here as well as of the general
VC Rhyme analyses. Despite the ubiquity of in-
trinsic fo variation; in the literature as in the pre-
sent corpus (Section 3.1 above), there is extensive
inter-speaker variation in the relative ranking of
vowels in fo. In particular, speakers tend to differ
as to whether /i/, /1/, /u/, or /u/ has the highest fp,
and, as a result, fo is unlikely to provide a consis-
tent cue to vowel identity in English.

An additional feature of the single-speaker VC
Rhyme analyses (both general and /1/ only) that is
worthy of note is the essential congruence of the
canonical variables isolated. For all speakers,
Utah and Connecticut, the first canonical variable
defines a vector ranging from high, front vowels to
low, back vowels. For four out of the seven
speakers, the second canonical variable defines a
vector from low, front to high, back vowels; for two
additional speakers, d2 is a vector from low to
high vowels; and for the last speaker, it is a vector
from low, fronting to high, backing vowels. Where
speakers differ is in which end of a canonical

variable vector, if any, is associated with breathy
phonation and which with creaky phonation.
(They also differ as to whether fo contributes to
derivation of the canonical variables and in the
exact weight given to the input variables in
derivation of the canonical variables.)

In order to understand the congruence of the VC
Rhyme discriminant analyses, it is necessary to
review how discriminant analysis derives the
canonical variables. Given the 12 input variables
in these analyses, it constructs a 12-dimensional
coordinate space within which all of the tokens
can be situated. It then finds the single longest
vector through the point cloud(s) representing the
tokens. This is the first canonical variable. In
effect, it is the vector through the coordinate space
along which the largest spread in the data is
observed. The second canonical variable is the
vector along which the maximum remaining range
of variation is observed, and so on.

The traditional vowel quadrilateral, illustrated
in Figure 7, can be defined in terms of subjective
tongue position or in terms of the first two
formants. Because it is a quadrilateral and not a
square, its two diagonals are not equal in length.
Assuming that a speaker's vowels are distributed
equally throughout the vowel space, the longest
vector through the space is likely to correspond to
the high, front to low, back dimension. Given that
all of the data for each speaker were standardized,
the heavy contribution of F2 to the first canonical
variable is unrelated to the fact that F2 typically
ranges over c. 2500 Hz, as compared with c. 700
Hz for Fl; because of the larger standard
deviation for F2, z -scores for F1 and F2 are
comparably distributed.

Figure 7. Stylized vowel trapezoid, showing the
relationship between the cells defined by the traditional
division into high, mid, and low vowels, and front,
central, and back vowels and the two diagonals.
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Assuming that phonation differences are indeed
relevant in describing English vowels, we would
expect breathy phonation to be associated with the
high, front end of dl and with the high, back end
of d2. In both cases, the association of breathiness
with one end of the vector or the other would max-
imize variation along that vector. However, since
the association of breathiness with particular
supra-laryngeal configurations is based on other
factors than the geometry of the vowel trapezoid,
it is less rigid. Thus, differences among speakers
can be expected. In the present sample, it appears
that association of creakiness rather than
breathiness with the high, front end of d1 may be
indicative of change in progress. U6, one of the
speakers with this pattern (see Table 10), has a
vowel space in which 111/ has substantially higher
F2 than does fill (see Figure 4, p. 87). Thus, the
different role of breathiness in derivation of her
canonical variables reflects this reversal of nuclei
in formant space rather than changes in the rela-
tive breathiness of /II/ and /iV.

4.2 Patterns of Change
Our results to this point give rise to a question

that can only be answered speculatively: How did
the patterns that we have described come about?
We know that a series of changes began at least
25-30 years ago, with hill and lul/. Labov, Yaeger,
and Steiner (1972) report a similar phenomenon
in Albuquerque, NM, and in Salt Lake City, and
confusion between Ail/ and /o1/ in transcription ex-
ercises by University of Utah students began c. 25
yrs. ago (Wick Miller, personal communication).
Our data reflect two expansions of that original
approximation of /ul/ and loll. The first is the ex-
pansion to the other tense-lax vowel pairs before
/1/, and the second is the development of imple-
mentations of the tense-lax contrast before /I/ that
have not been reported for other dialects of
English. This second expansion may be related to
the approximation of /A1/, lull, and &I/ for some of
our speakers. The first expansion does not pre-
suppose maintenance of the tense-lax contrast de-
spite the close approximation of the contrasting
elements, but the second expansion does. There
are two possible bases for maintenance of the con-
trast. Either it is a reimportation from other di-
alects of English, or there is something in Utah
speech maintaining the contrast, despite the ap-
proximation. It is worth noting that, given the
original close approximation of and
/e1/-/E1/, morphological support for associating lull,
fill, fel/ with /u/, /i/, lel, comes from the pronominal
system, in which you'll, he'll, she'll, we'll, they'll

are derivational variants of you, he, she, we,
they.23 In fact, it is conceivable that vowel quality
variations in -// contractions, as observed, for ex-
ample, in subject 04 in the present sample, pro-
vide the original basis for the approximation of
tense and lax vowels before 11/, as well as for the
maintenance of the contrast.

We have previously argued (Di Paolo & Faber,
1990), and continue to believe, that spectral slope
differences contribute to maintenance of the con-
trast between tense and lax vowels before /I/ in
Utah. Faber (1992) suggests a basis for reinter-
pretation of the contrast between tense and lax
vowels as one based on phonation. As noted above,
in vowels with low Fl like /i/ and /u/, the fimda-
mental is likely to fall within the Fl resonance,
and thus these vowels will be characterized by
spectrally prominent To. Breathy phonation like-
wise increases the spectral prominence of To. That
is, both raising the tongue body sufficiently to
produce a very low Fl and producing a vowel with
breathy phonation have similar effects on spectral
profile. Given such a contrast, language learners
might impute it to tongue position differences, to
phonation differences, or to both, covarying.24
Indeed, some subjects in the perception study de-
scribed in Di Paolo & Faber (1990) responded dif-
ferentially to vowel nuclei differing only in VQI,
while others did not, suggesting that to some
speakers, but not others, phonatir,n differences
play a crucial role in the tense-lax contrast before
/1/. U8 may be one of those speakers. In her sys-
tem, tense and lax vowels before /II are only mini-
mally distinguished, if at all, by a subtle combina-
tion of formant and phonation differences.

There are three possible outgrowths )f such a
vowel system, two of which are exhibited in the
present corpus. The first possibility is that, under
the influence of other dialects of English, formant
differences will once again become widespread, so
that Utah English will cease to differ from other
dialects in this respect. This pattern is manifested
by the two male subjects, U5 and U12, both of
whom were, subjectively, extremely careful speak-
ers. U5 is also the only Utah subject in the present
sample with substantial exposure to other vari-
eties of English, both as a two-year resident of
Toronto and as a teacher of English as a Second
Language in Taiwan for three years. Secondly, it
is possible that at some point a true merger will
take place, making whatever observable differ-
ences there still might be between heel and hill
qualitatively as well as quantitatively comparable
to those between heel and heal. This is the pattern
that U8 appears at first blush to have, although
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analysis in greater depth reveals, as we have
shown, that she does indeed maintain the con-
trasts. Finally, it is possible that additional
acoustic differences will be associated with the
tense-lax contrast before 11/, so that the contrast
ultimately will be phonetically different in the
near merger area than in other parts of the
English speaking world. Two related phenomena
suggest to us that the latter is the case. Both are
evid,tit in U6's data (Figure 4). The first phe-
nomenon suggesting an on-going reimplementa-
tion of the tense-lax contrast is the apparent re-
versal of Ill/ and /11/ in Fl, F2, or both. The second
is the increase of F2 for lull, substantially lagging
behind this change in other phonological contexts;
U9 has a similar, albeit smaller magnitude, in-
crease in F2 for hi/. In both cases, the original lax
vowel is now more peripheral in the vowel space
than is the original tense vowel.

Another phenomenon regarding vowels before /1/
that we have already alluded to in our discussion
is the approximation of IAII, kV, and /u1/. Aside
from the general United States pattern in which
all three nuclei are clearly distinct, and an alter-
native pattern in which /All and /ul/ are at best
marginally distinct from each other but both are
clearly distinct from /o1/ exhibited by Cl (Figure
3), we observe all logically possible combina-
tions:25 for two of the speakers described in Di
Paolo & Faber (1990), /A1/ and loll appear to over-
lap but are clearly distinct from /u1/; for four of the
speakers, /ui/ and loll overlap but are distinct from
/A1/; and for an additional six subjects, all three
nuclei appear to overlap.26 In the present sample,
C2, C4, and U8 have the general pattern, Cl and
U5 have the alternative pattern, U9 has /01/-/oW
distinct from /All, U6 ha's closely approximated luY,
/A1/, and /o1/, and U12 apparently has three over-
lapping nuclei.

The speakers described in Di Paolo and Faber
(1990) came from two socioeconomically and
geographically distinct regions in the Salt Lake
Valley, the predominantly white collar Eastside
and the predominantly blue collar Westside. Of
the three speakers from the Salt Lake Valley in
the present sample, US and U9 are from the
Eastside, and U12 is from the Westside. In the
earlier study, we found that the tendency for
formant reversals in cognate tense-lax pairs
before /1/ was predominantly a Westside tendency.
In terms of the current study, all of the speakers
showing full overlap of /A11, loll, and lull, six from
the Di Paolo & Faber (1990) sample as well as
U12, are from the Westside, while the other four
patterns are evenly divided between the Eastside

and the Westside. U5 and U8 of course are not
from the Salt Lake Valley, and, like the Eastside
speakers, are not participating in the Westside
pattern.
. The structural relationship between the

phenomena under discussion is clear: AA/ can, in
principle, merge with /u1/, or it can merge with /A1/
and/or kW. However, on purely functional grounds,
a four-way merger seems less likely, and, indeed,
does not occur in any of our corpora. At present,
any scenario relating the two systematic changes
must remain speculative, due to insufficient data
regarding /Al/ and /o1/. It may be that the three-
way approximation of /A1/, lull, and /oU represents
the most recent stage in a series of diachronic
developments in which /u1Mul/ approximated, their
approximation was generalized to /i1/411/ and /eV-
/ell, and then /u1/-lull (and possibly /i1/111/ and /e1/-
/d/) diverged again. Alternatively, both the lull-lul/
and /A1/-/u1/4o1/ approximations may be competing
resolutions to a perceived instability of lull. Full
evaluation of these competing possibilities must
await fuller investigation of vowel systems in
which comparable approximations of vowels
before /1/ have been reported. Only such an
investigation will enable a determination of
whether the precise phenomena observed in Utah
are unique to Utah or whether they are
characteristic responses to perceived dialect
conflict in cases of urbanization in wl*-11 dialects
with southern admixture come into closer contact
with dialects without such admixture. In any case,
these approximations of vowels before /1/ are
similar to, and perhaps related to, the general
approximation of /u/,27 lcd and Itt/ before Id, which
also appears to be moving toward merger. The
vowels /o/, /o/, and /a / before /r/ have also been
participating in various reported approximations
and mergers in the Western United States (e.g.,
Labov, Yaeger, & Steiner, 1972; Yaeger, 1974;
Stanley, 1936; Norman, 1971).

5 CONCLUSION
In summary, we have found that discriminant

analysis is a worthwhile technique with which to
study potential linguistic contrast. In particular,
our analyses show that vowel pairs that are not
distinct along any one measurabk dimensionF1,
F2, fo or spectral slopemay be distinct when all
dimensions are considered simultaneously. This
result underlines the importance of describing
vowels in terms of as many dimensions as
possible, not merely those dimensions that, like
the first and second formant frequen ies, are a
priori assumed to distinguish among vowels. We
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have not addressed in this paper whether or not
Utah listeners actively discriminate the elements
of these near-merged contrasts. (See Di Paolo &
Faber [1990] and Faber, Best, & Di Pa.,lo [1993,
1994] for evidence that at least some Utahns do
perceive the difference.) What we have shown is
that by and large Utah speech contains sufficient
information to enable Utah listeners to perceive
the contrasts. Our emphasis has been on potential
distinctiveness, which, after all, is logically prior
to actual discrimination by listeners. This
emphasis differs from that of Labov, et al. (1991)
who suggest that listeners may not make use of
minimal distinctions in actual language use.

Our goal in this paper has been to describe
vowel contrast in terms of a multi-dimensional
acoustic space, and, indirectly, the articulatory
space therein reflected. The statistical technique
that we used, discriminant analysis, distinguishes
among pairs of wcrds that are acoustically very.
similar (and, perhaps, indistinguishable to
outsiders). These small differences in vowel
location in a multi-dimensional acoustic space
(reflecting small articulatory differences) suffice to
preserve phonological contrasts that may not be
evident to the naked introspective ear, and thus
provide the basis for possible future enhancement
of the cont sts.

Given that there are speakers with near
mergers of of /el/-/e1/, and of lull-/u1/, if these
facts were presented in purely phonological terms,
the latter developments would appear to reflect
reversal of an absolute merger, of the sort that has
been appealed to as an account of the meat-mate
facts in the past (Labov, 1974; Milroy & Harris,
1980; Faber, Di Paolo, & Best, 1994), and as an
account of the apparent loss of a rule of final
devoicmg in most (if not all) dialects of Yiddish
(King, 1980; Faber, Di Paolo, & Best, ms). But this
is not what is happening in. Utah. By providing a
detailed mechanism by which contrast can be
preserved and enhanced in the case of one near
merger, we hope to have cast further suspicion ori
the notion of "reversal" of merger.
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FOOTNOTES
*Language Variation & Change, in press (1995).
t University of Utah.
1Scattered survey work, informal observations and anecdotal
evidence in the Southern and Western United States report
similar phenomena of unknown geographical extent. To our
knowle.lge, the first examination of this sound change
appeared in Labov, Yaeger, and Steiner (1972). Subsequently,
Caere have been a number of other reports. For example,
Hartman (1984) reports near mergers before /I/ from
California to Kansas. Bailey, Winkle, Tillery, and Sand (1991)
observe mergers of tense and lax vowels before /1/ in younger
urban Texas speakers. Tom Clark (Personal Communication)
has also reported confusions between /el/ and /el / in, e.g.,
bail-bell in the Las Vegas, NV area. Orthographic confusion
between Iel/-/e1/ is common in the Salt Lake Valley (e.g., Bake
Sell), and we have also received second and third-hand reports
of similar confusions in Taos, NM (over a plate of free samples
in a supermarket Fill free to taste) and Florida (from an
undergraduate essay She feels the air with joy and happiness); we
thank Nicole Kikowski and David Johns for these examples.
The eye-dialect form rilly, widely used to characterize so-called
Valley Girl speech, may also reflect a similar phenomenon.
Outside the US, merger of and / u-u / before /1/ is
reported in London vernacular (Wells, 1982). In addition, the
Survey of English Dialects (Orton, et al., 1969-) includes scattered
instances that may reflect merger or near merger (e.g., nail [nd),
meal [mil]) in the Midlands and the North Counties. We do not
know how general these phenomena are or to what extent they
are acoustically and perceptually comparable with the Utah
phenomenon to which we have devoted our attention. There
has been relatively little systematic dialect survey west of the
Mississippi comparable to that done east of the Mississippi
(e.g., Kurath & McDavid, 1961; Allen, 1973-76; Pederson,
McDaniel, Bailey, & Bassett, 1986) so the apparent merger of
cognate tense and lax vowels before /1/ might be much more
widespread in the Western United States than this scattered
evidence would suggest.

2The categorization task reported in Di Paolo (1988) and Di
Paolo & Faber (1990) likewise represents a relatively formal
style.

3Cf. Bond (1973) on duration differences between homophones
based on morphological structure (e.g. laps vs. lapse) and
Whalen (1991) on duration differences based on lexical
frequency (e.g., ewe vs. you).

40f course, heel and heal originally were not homophones. Cf. the
discussion in the text of meet and meat.

5Our original intention had been to split the analysis so that
approximately half the data would be analyzed at each site.
However, it proved much less time consuming to analyze data
on the Haskins VAX cluster than on the Macintosh available at
the University of Utah.

6Formant measurements for the subjects analyzed at Haskins
were made via the ILS LPC-based root solving algorithm
(RS0); for the subject analyzed at the University of Utah,
formant measurements were made from narrow-band DFT
spectra produced by Signalyze. F0 for the Haskins subjects was
arrived at by a co,r.L oation of the ILS subprogram API and
hand-measuring of individual pitch periods; for the Utah
subject, fp was determined using the Signalyze cepstral

10J
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analysis routines. For all subjects, VQI was computed from
narrow band DFT spectral cress-sections, produced either by
Signalyze or by the Haskins Laboratories program HADES, by
subtracting the amplitude of the strongest harmonic in Fl from
the amplitude of the first harmonic. While it would have been
desirable to include duration measurements, as well, this was
not possible. Vowel duration could not be measured because of
the difficulty of reliably segmenting between a vowel and a
following /I /. Combined duration of the vowel and the
following consonant could not he measured for all tokens, as
some final stops for most subjects were not released, providing
no release burst on the basis of which to make the
measurements. For subject Cl, only formant measurements are
available. Background noise in the recording (the first done in a
new set-up) made fo measurement difficult and made
amplitude measurements dangerous.

7The data were standardized with the z-transform in order to
simplify interpretation of the Two Speaker analyses, in which
each Utah female speakers' vowels were classified in terms of
C2's vowel space and in terms of those of the other two Utah
females. Even though the Two Speaker analyses only involved
the female speakers, the male speakers' data were standardized
as well. We computed separate z-scores for each of the four
measured parameters for each speaker. For example, we
computed the mean and standard deviation for U6's Fl across
all three measurement locations and all 440 tokens, ;:.nd, on that
basis, converted each Fl value to its corresponding z-score, and
so forth fcr the other three parameters and for all speakers.

8Even thouh our purpose is to determine which dependent
variables make substantive contributions to each discriminant
function, the stepwise procedure that program 7M defaults to,
which would ostensibly select all and only the variables that
make such a contribution, is inappropriate. This is because the
stepwise procedure provides non-unique solutions. That is,
multiple runs using the same data may arrive at different dis-
criminant functions (discriminant functions containing differ-
ent variables), depending on the order in which variables are
entered into the analysis. In the present series of analyses, the
non-uniqueness problem was avoided by forcing all dependent
variables into the discrirninant function, and then eliminating
from further consideration those variables that had a partial F
value of less than 3.00 at the final step in the analysis.

9Discrirninant analysis is one of a family of multivariate statisti-
cal techniques that can be used for assessing the reliability of an
a priori division of a data set into subgroups, and for concen-
trating the variability in a multi-dimensional data set onto a
smaller number of (derived) dimensions. Related techniques
include factor analysis, cluster analysis, and principal compo-
nents analysis. Our choice of discriminant analysis rather than
one of these other techniques was based on its generality, in al-
lowing simultaneous consideration of the group membership
of individual tokens and of the dimension(s) along which these
groups differ. While other techniques (e.g., principal compo-
nents analysis: Harrington & Cassidy, 1994) may give compa-
rable accuracy in distinguishing among groups in a data set, we
are equally interested in the dimensions along which these
groups differ.

10For example, given three input variables length, width, and
height, the equation deriving a given canonical variable from
the input variables will be of the form:

CV (x length) + (y * width) + (z height) + k,

where k is a constant. The greater the coefficient x, y, or z, the
greater the contribution of the variable it is associated with to
discriminant function CV.

11This is Pattern 3 of Labov, Yaeger, & Steiner (1972), observed in
British and Southern United States dialects. Labov (1991) notes
an expansion of this 'Southern Shift' to other United States
dialects.

12For discussio.l. of maintenance of a minimal /a/-/a/ contrast
despite the overt norm in which the contrast is absent, see
DiPaolo (1992a, 1992b).

131n this class, / / and to/ reflect different developments from
Middle English u. When followed by /1/, the common
Northeastern US reflex is /A /, except in a handful of words,
typically described (e.g., Wells, 1982) in terms of their initial
labial consonants. Thus, for most speakers, full and cull indeed
have different vowel nuclei (/ful/ vs. /kA1/). However, pockets
of apparent lack of contrast, in which bulge, for example, is
/bulj/ rather than AA /, have been observed in New England
(Kurath & McDavid, 1961; LANE, map 362). Subject Cl is from
Middletown, one of the areas in Connecticut where this pattern
was observed in the 1930's. Cl's overlap of /al / with Al/-lull
may he a result of her substituting (All for /al / in the (to her)
novel items Sol, Col, pol.

14Because only formant measurements were available for Cl, no
discriminant analyses were performed on her data.

13Some colleagues of ours from throughout the US have reported
to us that they, too, tend to group he'll with hill rather than with
heel, but we have no evidence for how widespread this pattern
might be and what it correlates with.

16These significance levels should be interpreted as follows:
Given that the 11 vowels before /I/ give rise to 55 pairwise
comparisons, for an overall significance level of .05, the
criterion for each individual comparison is .05/55 or .0009.

17These rankings represent independent contributions to the
discriminant function. Given that Fl amplitude is dependent
on Fl frequency (Pant, 1956), regardless of underlying
laryngeal configuration, VQI values will tend to be correlated
with Fl frequency. However, Fl frequency does not account for
all of the variance in VQI. When VQI is included in derivation
of a canonical variable, it is on the basis of the residual variance
not resulting from variation in Fl.

18The canonical variables in the more general VC Rhyme analyses
serve to distinguish among VC rhymes on the basis of C as well
as of V. In the present instance, our interest is in how vowels
before /1/ differ, and it is easier to glean this information from
the /1/-final analyses than from the general VC Rhyme
analyses.

19It is essentially arbitrary which end of the vector is treated as
negative and which as positive (Klecka, 1980); thus, signs have
been changed on some coefficients and vectors to simplify
inter-subject comparisons.

20Vowels with low frequency Fl will also have low Ll (Fant,
1956) and may also have high LO, if Fl is low enough that the
fundamental will fall within its bandwidth. Thus, high vowels
will naturally tend to have spectral cross-sections that arc
comparable to those of vowels (of any height) produced with
breathy phonation. As a result, if VQI were varying only as a
function of vowel height, high breathy vowels (those with low
Fl and high VQI) and low creaky vowels (those with high Fl
and low VQI) would be expected to occupy extremes of the
vectors defined by the canonical variables whose derivation
they contribute to. In such cases, Fl and VQI should have
opposite signs. Of the 18 VQI-Fl pairings observable in Table 8
(two each for C2, C4, U5, U8, and U12, and four each for U6
and U9), this natural association only occurs four times, for
C2's d2, 115's dl, and U8's dl and d2. In three additional cases,
the VQI coefficient is near 0, and hence irrelevant: VQI-early for
U6's d2, VQI-mid for U9's dl, and VQI-early for U12's d2. The
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Fl -mid coefficient is near 0 for Uti's dl, while the VQI-mid
coefficient is negative. In the other 9 cases, at least one for all
subjects but U8, low Fl and creaky VQI comparably increase or
decrease the canonical variables whose derivation they
participate in. This covariation necessarily reflects active
control of phonation type independently of variation in tongue
position, as reflected in Fl frequency.

21Th1s analysis was restricted to the female speakers because
of the possibility that female speakers in general have
larger vowel spaces than males do, even after normalization
designed to compensate for females' generally higher
frequency resonances (Henton, 1992; Johnson, 1989).
C2 was used as representative of Connecticut speakers,
because of the restriction of Cl's data to formant measurements
alone.

22The full data for the Single Speaker analyses appear in
Appendices D and E and for the Two Speaker analyses in
Appendices F and G.

23We are extremely grateful to Cathi Best for this observation.

24This follows from the view of sound change outlined in Faber
(1986,1992).

5The general and the alternative patterns are the only two for
which we have even anecdotal evidence outside our main
study area.

26We cannot categorize our balanced word list speakers, BW and
NM (described in Di Paolo & Faber, 1990), along this
dimension, since the balanced word list contained no words
with loll. Also, given that we have not studied the /All-/oll-
lull problem in any great depth, we prefer not to talk about
merger or lack of contrast; we merely note that for some
speakers, some nuclei are closer together- than they are for other
speakers. In particular, the distinction between the / /ol /
overlapping and the /All- /oll overlapping groups may be
artifactual, since there were very few data points for any one
nucleus in the Di Paolo & Faber (1990) samples.

27The vowel /ur/ in this dialect, as in others, reflects earlier /ur/
and /ur/, just as /or/ in the perceived standard of the area
reflects earlier /or/ and /or/.
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APPENDIX A
Classification of words with high back vowels before /1/ from Single Speaker target Word discriminant
analyses. Figures represent the number of tokens (out of 8) for which each classification occurred. The
panel for U8 appears also in Table 5.

Class\
Tar et

fool pool full pull whole hull / poll / other
cull ole

C2 fool 2

pool 3 5. .

full 2

ell 1 2
C4 fool 1 1

pool 2 1

full 3 3 1 I

pull 3 5
U5 fool 2

pool 5 a
full 2 1

pull 2 3 1 1 1

U6 fool 2 I

pool a
full 3 1 2 I 1

pull 1 2 I 2 2

U8 fool 2 1 2 1 1

pool 2 2 2 I

full I I 2 2 I

pull 1 2 2 2
U9 fool 5, 1 2

pool 6 1 1

full 1 2 3 1 1

pull 2 4 2

U12 fool 1 2 1

pool 4 4
full 2 3 2 1

ult..... 1 2 1 1 2
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APPENDIX 13
Classification of words with mid front vowels before /1/ from Single Speaker target Word discriminant
analyses.

Class /
Tar et

hail hale pail pale hell pell hill / other
ill

C2 hail 5. 3

hale 2 1 1

pail 1 2 5

pale 1 6 1
hell 4 4
pell 3 /

C4 hail 2 4 1 1

hale 3 a 2

pail 2 1 4 1

pale 2 2 3 1
hell 5. 2 1

pell a
U5 hail 1 1 4 2

hale 2 4 1 1

pail 2 2 2 2

pale 5 1 2
hell / 3

11

U6 hail 2 1 1 I

hale 3. 3 2

pail 1 2 4 1

pale 3 1 1 1 2
hell 3 3 2
pell 1 2 /

U8 hail / 1 1 1

hale 1 2 2 2
pail 2 2 1 1 2
pale 2 3 2 1

hell 1 2 1 1 2 1

pell 1 1

U9 hail / 3

hale 2 4 1 1

_pail 2 2 2 1 1

palet 2 4
hell 1 4. 1

pell 1 I

U12 hail 4 I 1 1

hale 1 1 2 3

pail 2 I 1 4
pale 3 4 1
hellt 2 3

pell , 3 /
t indicates fewer than 8 tokens.
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APPENDIX C
Classification of words with high front vowels before /I/ from Single Speaker target Word discriminant
analyses. Data for C4, U8, and U9 are repeated from Table 6.

heal heel he'll peal neel hill ill other
C2 heal 1,___ 3 3

heel 2 2
he'll I 2 2 1

_peal 1 1 1

_peelt
hill

ill ,...........
C4 heal

heel 2 1
he'll

_peal
_peel

hill

bill

U5 heal

heelt I 1 4
he'll I 3 2

_peal 4 3 I

_peel
hill

pill ti
U6 heal

heel 1 3

he'll 2 2 2
3__Peal

peel 1

1

.__
1 1

2
4_____.

4hill

.11 1 1

U8 heal 2 3 1

heel _ 2 1 I

he'll 3 1 1

Pealt 1 1 1 I 2
_peel 2 1

hill

ill 2 2 _
U9 heal L1 1 2

heel 1 3 I

he'll 1 3 2
3

I

.__2

1___
_peal
_peel I I

hill
Dill

U12 heal

heclt 2 1 1 3

he'll 3 1 1 1 1

_peal 3 1 1 __,I.
peel 3

hill

pill I 1

t indicates fewer than 8 tokens.
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APPENDIX D
Classification of words with back vowels before /1/ from Single Speaker VC Rhyme discriminant analyses.
Figures represent the proportion of the total number of tokens containing a given vowel that received a
particular classification.

N lull lull /31/ loll /a / /ad/ lod/ /o / /od/ other
C2 Ail/ 16 LQQ

r
lul/ 16 j.4_ .06

/A1/ 16 32 .06 .06 .06
/al/ 24 A91 .08

lol/ 32 J. .12

/o1/ 32 1.00

C4 lull 16 1 .1311 .12
lul/ 16 .U12
/A1/ 16 .06 ,12 .06 .06
loll 20 .04 al .04 .09
/31/ 32 .04 ,2§
lol/ 32 .09 ,91

U5 /ul/ 16 1,00
,

/uU 16 (2,2 .19 .12

/AU 16 11 .19

/al/ 23 .04 .17 ,2,k .30 .13 .09
lot/ 32 .03 .03 .03
/ol/ 32 .06 .03 34 .06

U6 All/ 16 ,L4 .06

lul/ 16 ,. .13 .44

/Al/ 15 .19 a .06 .56 .06 .06
/al/ 23 .08 la .29 .08 .08 .08
/pl./ 32 .06 .06 .22 .09 .06
/oU 32 .03 .35 .16 .03 A

U8 luU 16 a .37

lull 16 .31 .0.2

/Al/ 16 jj .19 .06
/al/ 24 .04 .13 AL .29 .13 .08
/DU 32 .03 .03 ,24 .03
lol/ 32 .03 .06 .03 11. .03

U9 Ad/ 16 j3,2 .13
lull 16

16

.25

.06

aa .25

11
.13

.13/AU

/al/ 24 IQ .50
/DU 27 .30 4,k .04
loll 32 .16 .13 .09 .03 . .5.6 .03

U12 luU I 16 .1,,02

luU 16 ji .38 .25 .06
/AI/ 16 .31 11. .38
/al/ 23 A .48 .04
loll 32 .41 1¢ .03
loll 30 .07 .23 .20 .03 ,42
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APPENDIX E
Classification of words with fror yv els before /1/ from Single Speaker VC Rhyme discriminant
analyses. Information on U8 is repeated from Table 7.

/1U All /el/ JU lap/ led- / hid/
C2 /11/ 40 Sii .02

hi/ 16

/eV 32 1.00
/El/ 16 1.22
lx1/ 16 ,24 .06

C4 /11/ 40 al .15 .

/i1/ 16 1.00
lel/ 32 .03 .17
/El/ 16 .12 a .

/mLi 16 .06 .94
U5 /11/ 40 ,2,1 .05

/II/ 16 1,00
/el/ 32 SI .03
/El/ 16 la .12
lx1/ 16 .19 AI .12 .06

U6 /11/ 40 IQ .15 .03 .03
/Ill 16 .19 J.
/el/ 32

16

.03 SI
.06 J. .13

.06
/el/
Ix 1/ 16 .06 ,¢2 .06 .13 .06

U8 /ill 40 ZIQ .40
/II/ 16 .38 £22

/el/ 31 ,§1 .35
/El/ 16 .06 .25 .(22

/al/ 16 II .06 .13
U9 /ill 40 ,2a .02

/II/ 16 L.QQ
/el/ 31 .07 49,1

kl/ 16 .06 ,2,1

/zel/ 15 21 .07
U12 /11/ 40 ,21 .05

/El/ 16 .06 al. .13
/el/ 32 .03 S1
/el/ 14

/m1/ 16 1.00
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APPENDIX F
Pooled classification of words with back vowels before /1/ from Two Speaker VC Rhyme discriminant
analyses. The top part of each panel represents the average of separate classifications based on the other
two Utah female speakers, and the bottom part classification based on the Connecticut female speaker.

lull lull /Al/ /al/ /31/ loU lo / loci/ ludl ludl lu I l Adl other

U6 NI/ Q,I .03 .09 .29 .50

<U8 lull .07 ,,5_Q .09 .32 .03

+ /Al/ .18 .03 Qa .65 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03

U9 /al/ .06 .02 ,2a .19 .10 .04 .02 .06 .16 .09

/31/ .03 .08 .13 IQ .02 .11 .17 .14

loll .19 .03 L7,1 .01

U6 lull ,c2a .13 .16 .06 .06

<C2 lull .06 ,n .69 .06

/Al/ .19 .06 .50 .06 .06 .13

/al/ .24 ,24 .14 .10 .05 .05 .10 .05 .03

/31/ .13 .50 ,..Q.4 .06 .04 .16 .09

loU .03 .06 ,75 .03 .13

U8 luu .,55 .22 .09 .13

<U6 lull .50 ,..Qa .41 .03 .03

+ /Al/ .06 .54 .22 .10 .06 .03

U9 /al/ .05 .02 .20 a51, .11 .02 .07 .02

/31/ .10 .55 ,2a .02 .02 .03

/LW .11 .45 .38 ,..Q.6

U8 hi/ .06 .13 .06 .75

<C2 lull ,15.4 .06 .44

AV .06 ,Ea .06 .19 .06

/al/ .48 la .04 .09 .17

/DI/ .63 .09 .2a .03

lol/ .53 ,22 .03 .03 .19

U9 lull la .40 .35 .12

<U6 lull .06 la .13 .03 .46 .10 .09

+ //.1/ .06 Isc.i .22 .06 .25 .13

U8 /al/ .09 ,411 .28 .02 .13

/31/ .03 .42 AI .02 .10
lol/ .06 .03 .14 .02 .02 2¢ .31 .16

U9 /al/ IQ .38
-

.31 I .06 .19

<C2 lull ..15..6 .13 .19 .13

/All .31 ,la .13 .44

/al/ .63 ,2E .04 .08

/31/ .67 .19 .13 .13

/of/ .03 .13 .03 ,..52 .09 .13
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APPENDIX G
Pooled classification of words with front vowels before A/ from Two Speaker VC Rhyme discriminant
analyses. The top part of each panel represents the average of separate classifications based on the other
two Utah female speakers, end the bottom part classification based on the Connecticut female speaker.

/id /el/ /EU IV / other.....,
U6 In/ 0 .38 .27 .09 .02
< U8 /Ill .65 ,22 .03 .03 .06
+ /el/ .06 4.8& .05 - .03
U9 /EU .06 .Z2 .22

ImU .10 ,.(2.2 .17 .11

U6 /11/ 1.00
< C2 fill .L.Q4

/el/ .13 .63 ,25

/E1/ .44 ,3_11 .19
41/ .06 al .19

U8 /11/ jf .39 .06
< U6 /11/ .45 56

+ /ell .32 .11 IA .23
U9 /c1/ .22 .06 .13 ,...0

/m1/ .07 ,(22 .10 .14
U8 till .67
< C2 /11/ .12 &a

/el/ .74 i.0.3. .23
/El/ .31 ..42
/x1/ 3.I. .19

U9 /11/ a .34 .05 .03
< U6 Ill/ .47 a .28 .19
+ /el/ .21 ,-(2.2 .10
U8 /El/ .03 .03 ,25. .06 .12

imil .27 .10
U9 /11/ la .80 .08
< C2 h1/

/el/ .03 .67
/el/ .19 E2.2 .12
/ill ..-...... .07 .91
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The Role of Fundamental Frequency in Signaling
Linguistic Stress and Affect: Evidence for a Dissociation*

Gerald W. MCRoberts,t, :11: Michael Studdert-Kennedy, and Donald P. Shankweilei4

The fundamental-frequency (F0) of the voice is used to convey information about both
linguistic and affective distinctions. However, no research has directly investigated how
these two types of distinctions are simultaneously encoded in speech production. This
study provides evidence that FO prominences intended to convey linguistic or affective
distinctions can be differentiated by their influence on the amount of final syllable FO rise
used to signal a question. Specifically, a trading relation obtains when the FO prominence
is used to convey emphatic stress. That is, the amount of final syllable FO rise decreases as
the FO prominence increases. When the FO prominence is used to convey affect, no trading
relation is observed.

INTRODUCTION
Speech communications often convey both

linguistic content and the speaker's affective state.
It is sometimes supposed that linguistic
information and affect are independently encoded
in the acoustic speech signal, since the same
sentence may be spoken with varying affective
tones of voice and, in consequence, take on
different meanings (e.g Scherer, Ladd, &
Silverman, 1984). Indeed, studies showing that a
speaker's intended affect can be identified in
languages unfamiliar to the listener, or when the
verbal content is removed by filtering, support
this assumption (e.g., Kramer, 1964; McCluskey,
Albas, Niemi, Cuevas, & Ferrer, 1975; Davitz,
1964; Starkweather, 1961). Further support comes
from studies of hemispheric specialization, which
suggest different degrees of involvement of the left
and right hemispheres for linguistic and affective
aspects of speech (e.g., Zurif, 1974; Ley & Bryden,
1982; Shipley-Brown, Dingwall, Berlin, Yeni-
Komshian, & Gordon-Salant, 1988; Tucker,
Watson, & Heilman, 1977; Weintraub, Mesulam,
& Kramer, 1981; Heilman, Bowers, Speedie, &

This work is based on the doctoral dissertation of the first
author, and was supported by NICHD grant HD-01994 and
NIDCD grant DC-00403.

Coslett, 1984; Blumstein & Cooper, 1972).
However, little research has directly addressed
the issue of how linguistic and affective aspects of
speech are encoded during speech production. The
purpose of this study was to investigate the
relation between linguistic and affective uses of
voice fundamental frequency (FO).

Speakers use fundamental frequency to convey
several linguistic distinctions, including both
segmental features such as consonant voicing and
vowel height, and prosodic, or suprasegmental
features, which typically extend over more than a
single segment. Intonation belongs to the prosodic
aspect of language; the term refers to variation of
FO for linguistic purposes. The acoustic
manifestation of intonation is the fundamental
frequency of the voice, which contributes to such
linguistic distinctions as sentence type. For
example, questions and statements are
characterized by different fundamental frequency
contours in English and in many other languages:
Declaratives typically have a gradual decline in
FO from beginning to end, while questions
(especially syntactically unmarked yes-no
questions) tend to have an elevated or rising
intonation contour (e.g., Bolinger, 1978; Ultan,
1978), either over the entire utterance, or over i. 1
final syllable(s). A further linguistic use of FO in
production is contrastive stress, in which one or
more words in a sentence may carry added stress

113
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to denote contrastive emphasis. Increases in
degree of emphasis are associated with increases
in FO (Fry, 1955, 1958; Bolinger, 1958).

Fundamental frequency also conveys
paralinguistic information, such as the affective
state of the speaker. Few studies of
spontaneously-produced affective speech have
been done. However, in those cases where
spontaneous emotional utterances have been
recorded and analyzed, both average FO and FO
range are typically increased in comparison with
less affectively marked speech (e.g., Williams &
Stevens, 1969, 1972, 1981). Affective expressions
simulated by actors are consistent with the results
obtained for spontaneous speech in showing
higher FO for happiness, anger, and sometimes
sadness (e.g., Fairbanks & Pronovost, 1939;
Fairbanks & Hoag lin, 1941; Williams & Stevens,
1972; see Scherer, 1986 for a review).

Despite the fact that FO is used to convey both
linguistic and affective information, there appear
to have been no controlled, experimental studies
to investigate how linguistic uses of FO may be in-
fluenced by the simultaneous use of FO to convey
affect. The present study addresses this question
by investigating how linguistic and affective influ-
ences on FO are encoded in yes-no questions. A
dissociation is demonstrated between the use of
FO variation in the production of stress contrasts
and its use to mark positive and negative affect.

Question Intonation in English
The intuition of traditional phonetics that the

distinction between declaratives and questions in
English is signalled by a difference in terminal FO
glide (e.g., Pike, 1945; Uldall, 1960), specifically a
final syllable FO rise for questions and FO fall for
declaratives, is only partially supported by data
from production. Whereas declarative utterances
reliably show a decrease in FO over the duration of
the utterance (Pierrehumbert, 1979; Cohen,
Collier, t'Hart, 1982; Cooper & Sorenson, 1981),
the final syllable FO rise for questions is not
obligatory (Cohen, 1972; Fries, 1964). Attempts to
relate variation in question contour to syntactic
categories (e.g., "wh" questions, tag questions, yes-
no questions) have not proved successful (Cohen,
1972). For example, in investigations of yes-no
questions produced during radio and television
shows (e.g., Fries, 1964; Lee, 1980), only 40% to
55% of the questions had a rising intonation
pattern.

Various researchers hve suggested that
differences in the amount of final rise for
questions may be associated with paralinguistic
factors, such as the attitude or emotion of the

speaker (Crystal, 1969; Lee, 1956, 1960; Jassem,
1972). Thus, Lee (1956, 1960) finds that questions
with falling endings tend to have a firm and
insistent quality. Crystal (1969) suggests that
rising endings are more friendly and interested,
and Jassem (1972) finds fall-rise endings to be
more friendly, familiar, informal or intimate than
rising endings.

These observations suggest a relation between
the perceived shape of question contour and
judgments of the speakers' attitude or emotion.1
Unfortunately, these suggestions are not based on
controlled experiments. Rather, in most cases
judgment of the speaker's attitude was based
solely on the investigator's impressions, rather
than on judgments by a group of listeners. In
addition, since listener judgments often differ
from measured FO contours (Hadding-Koch &
Studdert-Kennedy, 1964; Jassem, 1972), the
relation of the perceived intonation contours to the
actual FO contour for a specific attitude or emotion
is unclear.

While careful investigation of the use of final
rise in various affective contexts might shed light
on this issue, it appears that no systematic
acoustic and perceptual study of question
intonation has been carried out in which speakers
used FO to convey a linguistic distinction and
simultaneously to convey contrasting attitudes or
emotions. The present investigation is intended to
clarify the effect of positive and negative affect on
question intonation in English.

Trading Relations in Intonation for Yes-No
Questions

A series of perceptual experiments by Hadding-
Koch & Studdert-Kennedy (1964, 1965 a,b;
Studdert-Kennedy & Hadding, 1973) broke new
ground by investigating the whole intonation con-
tour of an utterance, rather than just its terminal
glide, and by calling both for linguistic judgments
of the whole utterance and for psychophysical
judgments of the glide. Thus, in their second ex-
periment, Studdert-Kennedy and Hadding (1973)
used a speech vocoder to impose parametric varia-
tions in FO on the naturally spoken utterance,
November [no 'vem lye]. They constructed a set of
72 contours that included patterns typical of a
male speaker's intonation in both Swedish and
American English yes-no questions. The principal
variations were in the height of the peak FO on
the stressed second syllable, and in the extent of
the rise or fall in FO on the final syllable. They
also prepare ets of pulse-train analogs and sine-
wave analogs with FO contours identical to those
of the speech stimuli.
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These stimuli were presented in random test or-
ders to groups of Swedish and American listeners,
who made both linguistic judgments of the whole
utterance (question/statement) and psychophysi-
cal judgments of the terminal glide (rise/fall) on
the full speech stimuli, and for psychophysical
judgments of the terminal glide on the sine-wave
and pulse-train analogs. The results on the lin-
guistic judgments confirmed the findings of their
previous study (with a different utterance) in two
respects. First, for both groups of listeners, termi-
nal glide was the single most powerful determi-
nant of question/statement judgments: all con-
tours judged as question over 90% of the time had
a rising terminal glide. Second, for both groups of
listeners, the height of the peak FO on the medial
stressed syllable also affected linguistic
judgments: a peak of 200 Hz, starting from an
initial FO of 130 Hz, required less terminal rise
than a peak of 160 Hz for listeners to judge the
utterance a question. Studdert-Kennedy and
Hadding dubbed this effect a reciprocal trading
relation between stress peak and terminal rise.

The psychophysical judgments of the full speech
stimuli were less consistent than the ques-
tion/statement judgments, for both groups of lis-
teners. Overall, contours heard as terminally ris-
ing were judge to be questions; but not all con-
tours judged to be questions were heard as termi-
nally rising. This asymmetry arose because the ef-
fect of the peak FO was less consistent both within
and between subjects for the psychophysical than
for the linguistic judgments. Moreover, the effect
of the peak F 0 was entirely absent from
judgments of the terminal glide on the sine-wave
and pulse-train analogs. The authors therefore
concluded that the peak FO-final rise trading
relation was specifically linguistic in its origin.

If this is so, we might suspect that listeners'
perceptual systems are attuned to properties that
normally obtain in speech, and a parallel trading
relation might be found in speech production; i.e.,
as peak FO is raised to convey stress or emphasis
in a question, the amount of final rise should be
reduced. In fact, an account of the trading relation
based on physiological constraints on speech
production was proposed by Lieberman in 1967,
but the matter has not been pursued further.

The importance of specifying the perception-
production link should not be underestimated.
The perceptual studies of Studdert-Kennedy and
Hadding (1964, 1973) used hybrid stimuli formed
by imposing various synthetic intonation contours
on a single utterance. In making these stimuli, the
investigators manipulated FO without regard to

the constraints of natural speech production. For
example, although the range of FO values used in
constructing the experimental intonation contours
was based on spectrographic data from natural
productions (Haddiiig-Koch, 1961), the combina-
tions of FO values were arbitrary. Moreover, all
the stimuli had the same overall duration. As a
result, the stimulus set was artificially
constrained and much of the variability in
frequency spectrum, amplitude envelope, duration
and FO characteristic of naturally produced speech
was absent in these hybrid stimuli.

The first goal of the present study was then to
determine whether the relation noted in the
Studdert-Kennedy and Hadding perceptual
studies normally obtains in naturally spoken
utterances by testing for a peak FO-final rise
trading relation in speech production. To pursue
this goal, Experiment I determined whether a
trading relation occurred when the peak FO on the
syllable preceding a question final rise was
elevated to convey contrastive stress. The
expected effect was observed, and Experiment II
therefore explored whether the trading relation
occurred also when FO was raised for a reason
other than stress placement; i.e. in conjunction
with variation in affective tone. We predicted that
it would not and our prediction was confirmed.

A more stringent test of the relation between
peak FO and final rise among contrastively
stressed and affectively-toned productions would
examine only that subset of tokens for which
listener judgments coincided with the speakers'
intent. Therefore, Experiment III elicited both
question-statement and emotional polarity
judgments for the utterances produced in
Experiment II, and then reanalyzed the data of
that experiment for just those tokens that were
perceived by naive listeners in agreement with
speaker intent.

EXPERIMENT I
The purpose of this ex?eriment was to explore

the influence of peak FO on the amount of final
rise in the production of questions. Specifically,
this study attempted to confirm by analysis of
male speakers' productions the conclusions of
Studdert-Kennedy and Hadding that a trading re-
lation exists between peak FO and final rise, such
that FO peaks at 200 Hz require less final rise
than tokens with peak FO of 160 Hz or below.
Linguistically relevant variations in peak FO were
induced by having speakers produce questions
with varying degrees of contrastive stress and
without contrastive stress. We hypothesized that
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variations in peak FO resulting from differences in
contrastive stress would influence the amount of
final rise used by speakers when producing ques-
tionsin other words, we predicted a trading re-
lation between the peak FO and the amount of fi-
nal rise. To test this hypothesis, acoustic analysis
was performed to determine the relation between
second-syllable peak FO and final-syllable FO rise.

Methods
Subjects. Four adult males, native speakers of

American English and ranging in age from 23 to
35 years were the talkers. All were from the
nortneastern or midwestern regions of the United
States and without marked regional accents.

Test Utterances. Two Utterances were used in
this study: November and I did it. November was
included to enable a direct comparison with the
findings of Studdert-Kennedy and Hadding (1973).
The sentence I did it was included for the
following reasons: 1) it is meaningful as both
question and statement, both with and without
contrastive stress; 2) it is voiced throughout; 3) it
serves as a phonetic control on November by
eliminating the difference in vowel quality
between the second and third syllables and the
nasalization and frication, which might interact
with FO; 4) its three constituent syllables are
independent morphemes, as opposed to the three
syllables in November which are not. Only the
questions are considered in the following analyses.

Procedure. The experimenter and each talker
were seated in a sound booth, with the talker
positioned approximately 24 inches from a
microphone. The microphone provided input to a
remotely controlled tape recorder in an adjacent
sound booth. Brief descriptive scenarios provided
contettual support for the subject in each
condition. For example, in one scenario the
speaker responds to a young child who says that
Christmas is in November. The response is a .

contrastively stressed question"November?...
Don't you mean December?" The November
scenarios were described by the experimenter and
each talker produced his responses to each
scenario. The experimenter, without resorting to
models or examples, encouraged the talkers to
vary emphasis over a range of values in the
contrastive stress condition. The procedure was
repeated for the I did it scenarios.

Each speaker produced the two sentences in
each of three conditions: 1) declarative (statement)
with neutral stress; 2) question with neutral
stress; 3) question with contrastive stress. Each
speaker produced 4-5 repetitions of each sentence

in each condition for a total of approximately 30
tokens per subject and 120 total tokens, of which
one-third were statements and the two-thirds
subjected to analysis were questions.

Acoustic Analysis. Each talker's recorded tokens
were digitized at a 10 KHz sampling rate using
the Haskins Laboratories PCM (Pulse Code
Modulation) system. Input levels were held con-
stant across each talker's entire session. The digi-
tized tokens were stored on disk. Individual to-
kens were prepared for analysis using the Wave
Form Editing and Display (WENDY) software at
Haskins Laboratories. Fundamental-frequency
analysis was performed using Interactive
Laboratories Systems (ILS) software (Signal
Technology, Inc., 1978). The parameter settings
for initial analysis of all tokens included a 10 mil-
lisecond sampling window with a 50% overlap
between adjacent windows, minimum and maxi-
mum FO values of 75 Hz and 400 Hz, respectively,
and a voicing threshold value of -400. (The sam-
pling window and overlap parameters provide for
some smoothing of the cycle-to-cycle variation in
FO, especially at higher frequencies. The voicing
threshold setting increases the likelihood that pe-
riodicity will be found throughout the token.)

The result of the acoustic analysis for each
token was displayed in the form of an FO contour,
where each value in the contour represented an
analysis frame corresponding to a 10 millisecond
sampling window (Figure 1). The contours were
inspected to insure that the analysis provided
plausible FO values. When suspect values were
encountered, the token was re-analyzed using FO
values obtained by counting pitch pulses in the
waveform display as a guide to resetting the ILS
analysis parameters.

The following measurements were taken from
the contour of each token: 1) second-syllable peak
FO; 2) FO at third-syllable onset; 3) third-syllable
peak FO. The amount of final rise was defined as
the difference between FO at the third-syllable
onset and the third-syllable peak FO. Syllable
onset was determined by inspecting the F 0
contour for a down-turn .which resulted from
closure (for /b/ or /di) at the boundary between the
second and third syllables (see Figure 1). The
frame containing the lowest po nt in the down-
turn was taken as the onset of the third syllable.
On the few occasions in which the FO down-turn
did not occur, the waveform was inspected and the
average ff the pitch periods over the first 10
milliseco.....A of the third syllable, beginning with
the first pitch period following the release of the
/b/ or /d/, was used as the value of FO at onset.

1 r
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Figure 1. Fundamental-frequency contour for November indicating values at second-syllable peak FO (frame 41: 185 Hz),
third syllable onset (frame 45: 169 Hz) and final syllable peak (frame 58: 303 Hz).

Results

Median peak FO and final rise. The distributions
of peak FO and final rise values for each speaker
in the Sentence x Stress Conditions were
examined and typically found to be skewed or
polymodal. Therefore, median peak FO and final
rise values were determined for each of the four
speakers in each condition. These values are
presented in Table 1. Mean median peak FO is
higher for contrastive than for neutral stress in
both utterances, but there seems to be no
systematic effect of stress on the final rise.

Separate two-way ANOVA's (Sentence x Stress)
were performed on these median peak and final
rise values. As expected, this analysis indicated
that median peak FO was significantly higher for

Table 1. Median Peak FO and Final Rise in Hz.

questions with contrastive stress than for ques-
tions with neutral stress (210.7 Hz vs. 140.5 Hz;
F(1,3)=102.79, p <.001). This was consistent for all
four speakers on both utterances. Median peak FO
did not differ between the utterances (172.4 vs.
186.2; F(1,3)=0.09) and the Stress x Utterance
interaction was not significant (F(1,3)=0.79). The
analysis of final rise indicated no significant ef-
fects and no significant interactions.

Peak FO-Final Rise Relation. Correlation
coefficients (Pearson r) between peak FO and final
rise were computed for the 4-5 tokens produced by
each speaker in each condition and are shown in
Table 2. In the Neutral Stress Condition, mean
correlations ranged from r=-.52 to r=.80, while in
the Contrastive Stress Conditi( n all correlations
were negative, ranging from r=-.60 to r= -.75.

November I did it

_Speaker

Neutral

Peak Rise

Contrastive

Peak Rise

Neutral

Peak Rise

Contrastive

Peak Rise

L R 126.5 108.5 172.0 98.0 148.0 90.5 204.0 135.0
R M 159.5 78.5 278.5 73.5 129.5 72.0 159.0 188.0
J S 159.0 74.0 211.0 67.5 162.5 116.5 256.0 81.0
G B 123.0 93.5 204.2 1 1 i .0 116.0 81.0 202.0 143.5

Mean Median 142.0 88.6 216 4 87.5 139.0 90.0 205.2 136.9
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Table 2. Correlations between Peak FO and Final Rise for Two Utterances Produced with Neutral and Contrastive
Stress.

Speaker
November I did it Mean

Neutral Contrastive Neutral Contrastive Neutral Contrastive

L R .53 -.54 -.86 -.65 -.34 -.60

R M .88 -.28 .69 -.93 .80 -.75

J S -.36 -.88 .70 -.44 .39 -.73

G B -.53 -.84 -.52 -.22 -.52 -.62

m .41 -.o4 .19 -.68 t
SE (.40) (.26) (.54) (.31) (.40) (.07)

*p <.10, one-tailed. tp <.05, one-tailed.

Mean correlation coefficients across utterances for
each speaker, and across speakers, were obtained
by converting each speaker's correlation
coefficient in each condition to zr using Fisher's
transform (Ferguson, 1981). The zr values were
then averaged and re-converted to r's. Since each
speaker produced only 4-5 tokens per Sentence x
Stress Condition, individual speaker's mean
correlations were not tested for significance. The
'lignificance of the deviation of the group mean r's
from zero was tested for each utterance and for
the average of the two utterances by t-tests for
samples of N=4, df=3. Tests of significance in the
Contrastive Stress Condition were one-tailed,
since the hypothesis was that these correlations
would be negative. In the Neutral Stress
Condition, tests of significance were two-tailed.

Group mean correlation coefficients (again
determined through Fishes transformation) are
shown with the standard errors of the means in
parentheses in the bottom row of Table 2. In the
Neutral Stress Condition, the mean correlation is
near zero for I did it and positive for November.
However, in the Contrastive Stress Condition
significant negative correlations occurred for both
utterances. The overall mean correlation (across
utterances and speakers) in the Contrastive
Stress Condition was r=-.68 (p <.001) and in the
Neutral Stress Condition the overall mean
correlation was r=.19 (ns). The peak and final rise
values for each speaker's tokens in each Sentence
x Stress Condition were converted to z-scores and
are plotted in Figure 2 for November and I did it
questions, respectively.

Intonation contour shape. The shape of the
intonation contours used by the speakers was
generally the continuously rising form typical of
Amr-Acan-English Yes-No questions (e.g., Pike,

1945). All tokens of each speakers' Neutral Stress
questions were of this form, as were most of their
tokens of Contrastive Stress questions (See Figure
3). However, two speakers (JS & RM) used rise-
fall-rise contours for some of their Contrastive
Stress questions. Speaker JS used this pattern for
two Contrastive Stress tokens of "November."

Discussion
The results of this experiment support the

hypothesis that the trading relation observed by
Studdert-Kennedy and Hadding (1973; Hadding-
Koch & Studdert-Kennedy, 1965a,b) in the
perception of question intonation also occurs in
production. A significant negative correlation was
found between stressed syllable peak FO and the
amount of final rise for questioris produced with
contrastive stress. The overall group mean
correlation for questions with contrastive stress
was r=-.68. The group mean correlations were of
similar magnitude for each of the two utterances
November and I did it (r=-.70 and r=-.65,
respectively), suggesting that the segmental
make-up of the utterance is probably not a major
determining factor. The occurrence of the trading
relation in the contrastive stress condition was
consistent across speakers: negative correlations
were found for all four speakers.

For questions with neutral stress, the mean
peak FO-final rise correlation did not differ
significantly from zero (r=.19) overall or for either
utterance individually. For these questions,
individual speakers varied from a strong negative
to a strong positive peak-final rise relation. This
variability may be due to the limited range of peak
FO values for questions without contrastive stress,
or it may reflect the fact that the trading relation
is related specifically to contrastive stress.
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A potential concern with the results in the
Contrastive Stress conditions is that although
most of the tokens in this condition had
continuously rising contours, two speakers
produced some tokens with.rise-fall-rise contours.
If the peak F0-final rise relation differs for
different contour shapes, combining data across
these patterns could lead to invalid conclusions.
Thus, for example, if the amount of final rise for
rise-fall-rise contours was generally less than for
continuously rising contours, then the finding of a
negative peak FO-final rise correlation could be
spurious. This seems unlikely for two reasons.
First, note that all the correlations in the
Contrastive Stress condition for every subject
were negative (see Table 2). Thus, it is not the
case that subjects who produced variant contour
shapes were spuriously causing the negative
correlation in the Contrastive Stress condition.
Second, the correlations for subjects that used the
rise-fall-rise pattern were not consistently in a
direction to influence the overall pattern of
results. For example, speaker JS, who used the
rise-fall-rise contour for all of his Contrastive

Stress tokens, had peak-final rise correlations of
r=-.88 and r=-.44. And speaker RM, who produced
two tokens with rise-fall-rise contours for the
"November" utterance had a correlation of r=-.28
for that utterance, but had a correlation of r=-.94
in the "I did it" condition that included only
continuously rising contours. Thus, our finding of
a negative correlation between peak FO and final
rise for Yes-No questions with contrastive stress
does not appear to be influenced by the presence
of multiple contour shapes in the data.

The detailed pattern of results in this experi-
ment corresponds closely to that obtained by
Studdert-Kennedy and Hadding (1973) for the
perception of question intonation. For example,
changes in peak FO between 130 and 160 Hz had
no consistent effect in perception, but changes
from 160 to 200 Hz reliably reduced the amount of
final rise listeners required to judge an utterance
to be a question. In the current investigation, the
mean median peak FO in the neutral stress condi-
tion was approximately 140 Hz for each of the two
utterances (November and I did it) and no trading
relation was found. On the other hand, in the con-
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trastive stress condition, the mean median peak
FO was greater than 200 Hz and a trading relation
was found. The close parallel between the present
results in production and those of Studdert-
Kennedy and Hadding in perception strongly sug-
gests that the perceptual trading relation reflects
listeners' attunement to patterns of speech pro-
duction. This is consistent with the interpretation
by Studdert-Kennedy and Hadding (1973) that
their listeners perceived increases in peak F 0
above 160 Hz as due to contrastive or emphatic
stress, but does not rule out the possibility that
the trading relation occurs whenever peak FO in-
creases to a high value. Experiment II addressed
this possibility by investigating whether the trad-
ing relation occurs when peak FO increases to con-
vey a difference in affect.

EXPERIMENT II
The goal of this experiment was to replicate the

trading relation found in Experiment I and
explore its limiting conditions. It will be recalled
that in their perceptual studies, Studdert-
Kennedy and Hadding found that the influence of
peak FO on the amount of fmal rise was limited to
linguistic (question-statement) judgments. It was
not found for judgments of the direction of pitch
change (terminal rise or fall). Studdert-Kennedy
and Hadding interpreted the dissociation between
quc.ition-statement and rise-fall judgments with
regard to the influence of peak FO as evidence that
the trading relation was a linguistic phenomenon,
not a general psychoacoustic effect. Accordingly,
in the present study it was hypothesized that in
production a trading relation would occur when
peak FO varied to convey a linguistic distinction,
but not when it varied to convey an affective state.
Trained actors were engaged to produce questions
(and statements) with and without contrastive
stress, as in Experiment I. In addition, the same
actors produced utterances without contrastive
stress, but conveying positive and negative affects.
It was predicted that the trading relation between
peak FO and amount of final rise in question
intonation would occur in the contrastive stress
condition, but not in the affective conditions.

Methods
Subjects. Trained speakers were used as

subjects. The speakers were four male actors, aged
23-28 years, recruited from the Yale Drama
School. All were native speakers of American
English from the northeastern and mid-Atlantic

L
paregion. Each speaker was paid for his

rticipation in a single 1 1/2 - 2 hour session.

40.

Test utterances. The test utterances were those
used in Experiment I: November and I did it.

Procedure. A general description of the
experiment was given to each speaker, followed by
a 3-5 minute calibration period (Cosmides, 1983)
during which each speaker read a dramatic script
from a science fiction novel (LeGuinn, 1968).
Speakers were provided with written descriptions
of the scenarios and given 10-15 minutes to study
them and to prepare their productions. They were
instructed to make four or five repetitions as
nearly identical as possible for each scenario and
to use facial gestures appropriate for each affect
condition, since speaking with and without
smiling has been shown to result in acoustic
differences which listeners readily perceive
(Tartter, 1980). Each speaker was seated in a
sound booth approximately 24 inches from a
microphone and a video camera. In an adjacent
sound booth the audio channel was recorded on a
tape recorder and the video channel was recorded
on a VHS video recorder.

Each speaker produced the two sentences in a
set of eight Stress Conditions and a set of eight
Affect Conditions. The Stress Conditions resulted
from crossing two degrees of stress (neutral and
contrastive) with two sentence types (statement
and question) and two listener-speaker distances
(near and far). In the last condition, speakers were
instructed to speak first at an ordinary
conversational level and then to raise the output
level, as if to speak up over a short distance (e.g.,
across a table) or over moderate background noise;
this condition was included to ensure that the
range of peak FO in the Stress Conditions was not
unnaturally constrained. The Affect Conditions
result from crossing two affects (positive and
negative), with two sentence types (question and
statement) and two degrees of intensity (mild and
moderate), was again intended to ensure a full
range of peak FO values. As in Experiment I, brief
descriptive scenarios provided contextual support
for each condition. Each speaker produced 4-5
repetitions in each condition for a total of
approximately 128 tokens per subject and 512
total tokens, of which half were statements and
half were questions. In the following analyses only
the 256 questions are considered and the data are
collapsed across the near-far and mild-moderate
dimensions of the design providing 8-10 trials for
each subject in each condition.

Subjects completed all Stress Conditions before
going on to the Affect Conditions. Within the
Stress Conditions, all the November tokens were
spoken first (neutral-contrastive statements,
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neutral-contrastive questions), followed by the I
did it tokens in the same order of conditions.
Within the Affect Conditions, positive affect
tokens of both test sentences were spoken first in
the order statements-questions, then negative
affect tokens of both test sentences in the same
order. After the Stress Conditions, and after the
Affect Conditions, speakers reviewed the tapes of
their productions. If a speaker expressed
dissatisfaction with any of his productions, an
opportunity was provided to produce additional
tokens.

Acoustic analysis. The data were treated as in
Experiment I. Thus, the following measurements
were made on each token: 1) second-syllable peak
FO; 2) FO at third-syllable onset; 3) third-syllable
peak FO. The amount of final rise was defined as
the difference between FO at third-syllable onset
and the third-syllable peak F O. Third-syllable
onset was determined as in Experiment I.

Results
Median peak FO and final rise. As in

Experiment I, median peak FO and final rise
values for each speakers' questions were
determined and are shown for the Stress
Conditions in Table 3. Mean median peak FO was
greater for tokens with contrastive stress than for
those with neutral stress. This was the case for
each speaker and each sentence, with one
exception (speaker PN's median peak FO is about
equal for November tokens with neutral and
contrastive stress). Mean median final rise is
greater for tokens with contrastive stress than for
those with neutral stress for the sentence
November, but the reverse is true for the sentence
I did it. Two-way ANOVA's, Utterance (November

vs. I did it) x Condition (Neutral Stress vs.
Contrastive Stress or Postive vs. Negative), were
performed separately on the median peak FO and
fmal rise data for the Stress Conditions and the
Affect Conditions. For peak FO in the Stress
Conditions, the main effect of Stress was
significant (F(1,3)=14.92; p <.05), reflecting the
fact that median peak F 0 was higher in the
Contrastive Stress Condition than in the Neutral
Stress Condition. The main effect of Utterance
was not significant (F(1,3)=4.98; p >.10), nor was
the Condition x Utterance interaction
(F(1,3)=0.04). For final rise, a two-way .ANOVA,
Utterance (November vs. I did it) x Condition
(Neutral Stress vs. Contrastive Stress) indicated
no significant main effects and no significant
interactions.

Median peak FO and final rise values for each
speakers' questions in the Affect Conditions are
shown in Table 4. Mean median peak F 0 is

. greater for positive than negative affect for the
sentence I did it, but for the sentence November,
the mean median peak FO is slightly greater for
negative affect tokens than for positive affect
tokens. Mean median final rise is greater for
positive than for negative affect tokens for both
utterances, a result that is seen for all but one
speaker (speaker RR produced slightly greater
final rise for negative than positive affect tokens
of I did it). A two-way ANOVA (Utterance x
Affect), performed on median peak FO indicated no
significant effects and no significant interactions.
For Final Rise, the ANOVA indicated a main
effect for Utterance (F (1,3)=13.29; p <.05),
reflecting more final rise for I did it questions
than for November questions. No other main
effects or interactions were significant.

Table 3. Median Peak FO and Final Rise for Stress Conditions in Hz.

November
Neutral

I did it
Contrastive Neutral Contrastive

Speaker Peak Rise Peak Rise Peak Rise Peak Rise

E 104.5 60.0 153.0 40.5 131.0 48.0 146.5 45.0

P N 124.5 62.5 123.5 69.0 118.5 112.5 136.0 48.5

R R 133.5 75.7 164.0 149.9 162.0 112.0 173.5 101.5

S B 110.0 95.0 135.5 52.0 101.0 48.0 149.0 96.0

Mean Median 118.1 73.3 144.0 77.8 128.1 80.1 152.2 72.7
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Table 4. Median Peak FO and Final Rise for Affect Conditions in Hz.

November
Positive Negative

I did it
Positive Negative

Speaker Peak Rise Peak Rise Peak Rise Peak Rise

E 129.5 48.5 137.5 12.5 138.5 45.5 134.0 26.0
P N 260.5 72.0 256.5 65.0 219.5 140.0 133.5 23.5
R R 200.0 77.0 192.0 106.0 263.0 94.0 186.0 97.0
S B 139.0 53.5 171.5 48.0 137.0 98.0 169.5 57.5

Mean Median 182.2 62.7 189.4 57.9 189.5 94.4 155.7 51.0

Peak FO-final rise relation. Correlations between
peak F 0 and final rise for the 8-10 tokens
produced by each speaker in each of the four
Stress and each of the four Affect Conditions are
shown in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. Mean
correlation coefficients were computed across
conditions within speaker and across speakers
using Fisher's tray...dorm. The significance of the
deviation of the group mean r from zero was
tested on samples of N=4, df=3. As in Experiment
I, one-tailed significance tests were performed in
the Contrastive Stress Condition and two-tailed
tests were performed in all other conditions.

For individual speakers, mean correlations
across the test sentences in the Contrastive Stress
Condition ranged from r=-.42 to r=-.78, while the
correlations in the Neutral Stress Condition
ranged from r=-.11 to r=.35 (see Table 5). In the
Affect Conditions, mean correlations for individual
speakers averaged across test sentences ranged
from r=-.36 to r=.83 for the two affects separately
(see Table 6). Overall mean correlations for
individual speakers averaged across the test
sentences and affects ranged from r=-.27 to r=.55.
In summary, every 'speaker demonstrated
negative mean correlations in the Contrastive
Stress conditions, while correlations in the
Neutral Stress and Affect Conditions ranged over
positive and negative values.

The group mean correlations between peak F 0
and final rise in the Stress Conditions appear with
their standard errors in parentheses in the bottom
row of Table 5. In the Neutral Stress Condition
the overall mean correlation was r=.15, which did
not differ significantly from zero. For the two
utterances sep -irately, both correlations were
positive, but neither was significant. However, in
the Contrastive Stress Condition, the overall
mean correlation was r=-.67 (p <.001), and
significant negative correlations were found for
each test sentence.

Table 6 presents the corresponding correlational
data for the Affect Conditions. The mean peak FD-
final rise correlation across speakers, test
sentences, and affects was r=.34, which is not
significantly different from zero. Mean
correlations across the two Affect Conditions for
each of the test sentences were r=.44 (ns) and
r=.05 (ns) for November and I did it, respectively.
Mean correlations across test sentences for the
Positive and Negative Affect Conditions were r=-
.11 (ns) and r=.52 (ns), respectively. For the two
test sentences individually, mean correlations
were r=.33 and r=.55 for November and r=-.57 and
r=.50 (all ns) for I did it in Positive and Negative
Affect Conditions, respectively. Thus, across
subjects in the Affect Conditions there were no
correlations which differed significantly from zero.

Table 5. Correlations between Peak FO and Final Rise for Each Speaker in Each Stress Condition.

Speaker

November I did it Mean

Neutral Contrastive Neutral Contrastive Neutral Contrastive

E 0 .18 -.65 .05 -.78 .11 -.72
P N -.20 -.51 -.03 -.33 -.11 -.42
R R .25 -.84 .27 -.47 .26 -.70
S B .69 -.94 -.12 -.33 .35 -.78

.26 -.79** .o4 -.51** .15 -.67t
(.22) (.26) (.08) (.17) (.10) (.13)

1p <.05, one-tailed. tp <.01, one-tailed.
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Table 6. Correlations between Peak FO and Final Rise for Each Speaker in the Affect Conditions.

Speaker

November l did it Mean
Overall

MeanPositive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative

E -.23 -.34 -.41 -.10 -.32 -.23 -.27
P N .37 .83 -.25 .83 .06 .83 .55
R R .72 .88 -.93 .66 -.36 .79 .34
S B .31 .25 .07 .30 .19 .28 .24

.33 .55 -.57 .50 -.11 .52 .34
SE (.23) (.41) (.37) (.28) (.14) (.34) (.09)

The peak FO and final rise values for each
speaker in each Sentence x Stress and Sentence x
Affect Condition were converted to z-scores and
are plotted in Figures 5 and 6 for the Stress and
Affect Conditions respectively.

Intonation Contour Shapes. All tokens included
from all four speakers in both the Neutral Stress
and Contrastive Stress conditions had the
continuously rising pattern typical of American-
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Discussion

The purpose of Experiment II was to confirm the
findings of Experiment I and to investigate
whether the trading relation would also occur
when peak FO varied to convey affect. To that end,
the experiment included the same test sentences
and the same Neutral and Contrastive Stress
Conditions as Experiment I. In addition,
conditions were added in which speakers conveyed
positive and negative affect.

The results of this experiment replicate the
findings of Experiment I. The trading relation
between peak FO and final rise occurred among
questions with contrastive stress, where
significant negative mean correlations were found
between peak FO and final rise overall (r.-.67;

p <.001), and for each test sentence (r.-.79, p <.05;
r=-.51, p <.05). However, among questions without
contrastive stress, the overall correlation was
nonsignificant (r=.15).

In the Affect Conditions no evidence of a trading
relation was found. Rather, the peak FO-final rise
relation among questions conveying affect was
characterized by an overall mean correlation
which did not differ gignificantly from zero (r=.34).
Since the trading relation did not occur in the
Affect Conditions despite a higher mean peak FO
among these affectively-toned questions than
among questions with contrastive stress, it may be
seen that the effect is not a result of raising peak
FO generally. Instead, the trading relation
appears to be specific to the use of FO to convey
contrastive stress.
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As in Experiment I, these results are clear in
their indications. Each speaker demonstrated
negative correlations in the Contrastive Stress
Condition for both utterances (r.-.33 to r=-.94),
while in the Neutral Stress Condition, correlations
varied from small negative to moderate positive
(r=-.20 to r=.69). Similarly, in the Affect
Condition, speakers' overall correlations ranged
from small negative to moderate positive (r=-.27 to
r=.55). Considering the two emotions separately
for each speaker, five out of eight mean
correlations were positive.

These results demonstrate a dissociation in the
trading relation between linguistically driven and
affectively driven variations of FO. That is, when
FO is increased to convey contrastive stress, the
amount of final rise used to signal a question de-
creases. However, when FO increases to convey af-
fect, the amount of final rise tends to increase.
This dissociation supports the hypothesis that the
trading relation is specifically a linguistic phe-
nomenon. This specificity raises the possibility
that the articulatory actions used to raise FO for
contrastive stress may differ from the actions that
raise FO to convey positive and negative affects. In
short, elevation of FO for contrastive stress ap-
pears to interfere with the production of the final
syllable rise in FO, whereas elevation of FO to con-
vey affect does not impede production of final rise.

EXPERIMENT III
This experiment seeks to validate the results of

Experiment II by ascertaining that naive listeners
could apprehend the speakers' intent. Therefore,
in Experiment III listeners were asked to rate
each token from Experiment II as either a
question or statement. The affective polarity and
degree of affect of each token were also rated. Of
special interest was whether the differential
occurrence of the trading relation would be
maintained in those specific tokens for which
listeners correctly apprehended the speaker's
intentions. The subset of tokens for which the
majority of listeners apprehended the speaker's
intent with regard to question-statement and
affect were examined for the relation between
peak FO and final rise.

Methods
Subjects. Eighteen adult native English

speaking subjects participated in Experiment III.
Subjects were graduate and undergraduate
students from the University of Connecticut. All
subjects indicated they had normal hearing.

Stimuli. The stimuli were all of the November
questions and statements produced by each of the

four speakers in Experiment II. Each speaker's
productions were randomized separately and
arranged in blocks of ten tokens with seven-
second interstimulus intervals and 15-second
interblock intervals.

Procedure. Subjects were tested individually in a
sound attenuated room. Each subject heard the
productions of two speakers in separate tests with
a five minute break between tests. Before each
test, subjects were instructed that they would
hear a single speaker saying the word November
as either a question or statement and in various
tones of voice. Each token was rated as a question
or statement and then rated for the polarity and
degree of affect on an eleven point scale (-5 to +5),
where -5 indicated very negative and +5 indicated
very positive. Each token was presented once
without feedback. Stimuli were presented over
headphones at a comfortable loudness level. Each
session lasted approximately 40 minutes.

Results
Those tokens correctly labelled by the majority

of listeners as questions and having an average
rating consistent with the speaker's intended
affect were selected for further consideration. The
criterion for inclusion of tokens rated on the
affective scale was an average rating of +1.5 to +5
for positive affect, -1.5 to -5 for negative affect,
and +1.0 to -1.0 for tokens from the non-affective
stress conditions. In general, the listeners' ratings
were in good agreement with the speakers' intent.
Question-statement judgments were in very high
agreement with the speakers' intent, with 98% of
the questions and 100% of the statements rated
appropriately by the majority of listeners. In
addition, 50% of the questions from the neutral
and contrastive stress conditions, 62% of the
positive and 75% of the negative affect questions
met the affective rating criteria for inclusion in
the following analysis.

Peak FO-final rise relation among questions. The
mean correlations between peak FO and final rise
for the questions that met the inclusion criteria
are shown in Table 7 along with the correlations
for the total number of tokens from Experiment II.
Only in the Contrastive Stress Condition is the
correlation negative (r=-.59), while the correlation
in both the Positive and Negative Affective
Conditions is positive (r=.26 and r=.43,
respectively). Thus, the differential relation
between peak FO and fmal rise for linguistic vs.
affective distinctions is maintained for this
selected subset compared to the values obtained in
Experiment II, where no selection criteria were
imposed.
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Table 7. Mean Correlations between Peak FO and Final Rise for November Utterances Judged as Questions.

Experiment

Condition

Neutral Stress Contrastive Stress Positive Affect

Affect

Negative Affect

AIM

2 .15 -.67 -.11 .52 .34
3 .25 -.59 .26 .43 .35

Discussion
The results of Experiment III show that listen-

ers were generally able to apprehend simultane-
ously the affective and linguistic intentions of
speakers, despite the fact that the utterances were
very brief (consisting of only three syllables). With
respect to the trading relation between peak FO
and final rise in questions, the listener judgments
in this experiment provide further evidence
supporting Studdert-Kennedy and Hadding-
Koch's hypothesis that the trading relation is
specifically linguistic in nature. The dissociation
of the trading relation between questions convey-
ing linguistic and affective contrasts found in
Experiment II is confirmed when only those to-
kens are considered for which listeners appre-
hended the speakers' intent.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The two major hypotheses of this study were

supported by the results. The prediction of a
trading relation between peak FO and the amount
of final rise in questions conveying contrastive
stress was confirmed by the results of both
Experiments I and II. In addition, the differential
occurrence of the trading relation demonstrated in
Experiment II and upheld by listeners in
Experiment III suggests that increases in FO as-
sociated with contrastive stress are produced dif-
ferently from the increases used to convey affect.

Studies of trading relations in speech have
hitherto been solely concerned with perception
(e.g., Fitch, Halwes, Erickson, & Liberman, 1979;
Best, Morrongiello, & Robson, 1981; Summerfield,
1975; Bailey, Summerfield, & Dorman, 1977).
Although many investigators have tended to
regard trading relations as a reflection of
perceptual attunement to the dynamics of
articulation (e.g., Repp, 1982), there has been
little attempt to test this notion or develop its
implications, so that the relation between
perception and production has remained a matter
of speculation.

Investigation of the perception-production link
is particularly important because perceptual

trading relations are particular to synthetically
produced or altered speech, in which acoustic
variables are manipulated without regard to the
constraints of natural speech production. The
perceptual studies by Studdert-Kennedy and
Hadding (1973; Hadding-Koch & Studdert-
Kennedy, 1964, 1965a,b) used hybrid stimuli
formed by imposing synthetic intonation contours
on a single natural utterance. Although the range
of FO values used to construct the contours was
based on spectrographic data from natural
productions (Hadding-Koch, 1961), the
combination of F 0 values in any particular
stimulus was arbitrary, and all the stimuli had
the same duration, to which a stylized contour
was fitted. As a result. much of the variability in
frequency spectrum, amplitude envelope, duration
and FO of naturally produced speech was missing.
By contrast, the present study analyzed
utterances constrained only by the scenarios
devised to elicit questions with appropriate
patterns of stress and affective inflections. Given
the difference in experimental conditions, the
closeness with which the results of the present
production study match those of the perceptual
studies attests to the functional reality o: the
trading relation between peak FO and fmal rise. In
demonstrating the trading relation in production,
these results give evidence that perceptual
trading relations can indeed reflect listeners'
sensitivity to patterns of speech production.
Moreover, this study provides specific information
about the organization of FO in speech, by
establishing the set of circumstances under which
production patterns result in a trading relation.

Two types of explanation for these findings are
possible. On the one hand, both the trading rela-
tion and its limitation to a context of contrastive
stress may be linguistic conventions. That is, they
may be arbitrary associations, established by
members of a linguistic community and learned as
rules by speakers as they acquire the language (in
this case, English and, presumably, Swedish).
This explanation is less than satisfying, however,
because it fails to address why or how the trading
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relation originated. Its presence in both languages
means either that it evolved in each language
separately, or that English and Swedish share the
trading relation as a result of their distant com-
mon ancestry in Germanic. Furthermore, this ex-
planation requires that speakers acquire a rule for
decreasing the final rise as peak FO increases,
only when FO peaks increase to convey contrastive
stress, not when they are used to convey affect.
While this is not impossible, it is difficult to
motivate.

On the other hand, the trading relation may
reflect the articulatory dynamics of raising FO.
Two articulatory hypotheses will be considered.
Both assume that the production of the final rise
is accomplished by the action of laryngeal
muscles, primarily cricothyroid (CT), which
controls the tension of the vocal folds, and thus FO
(Lieberman, Sawashima, Harris, & Gay, 1970;
Atkinson, 1973). They differ on the mechanism
that underlies the production of the FO rise
associated with stress. Lieberman (1967) proposed
that the production of questions and statements in
English involves the distinction between marked
and unmarked breathgroups. In the unmarked
breathgroup used for statements, FO is strictly a
function of subglottal pressure (Ps). Ps and FO are
typically highest at the beginning of an utterance
and as Ps is used up over the course of the
utterance to maintain voicing, Ps and FO decrease
over the duration of the breathgroup. In the
marked breathgroup used for yes-no questions, a
rise in FO at the end of the breathgroup is effected
despite falling Ps by an increase in laryngeal
tension. Lieberman further proposed that a
speaker effects any FO rise in the middle of an
utterance by increasing the flow of air through the
glottis, and thus using up some of the finite
subglottal-pressure reserve. In the case of a yes-no
question, this loss of Ps results in a final rise that
is reduced relative to what it would have been
without the (previous) stress.

This hypothesis has some advantages over the
"convention" explanation. For example, since it
proposes an explanation based on an articulatory
constraint, it does not require speakers to acquire
a complex rule for when and how much to reduce
the final rise. However, this proposal also has
several problems. First, stress related FO rises are
not produced solely by using Ps, as Lieberman
originally proposed. Rather, some combination of
Ps and CT activity are involved (Atkinson, 1973;
Gelfer, 1987).2 Second, even if it was the case that
stress production involves primarily Ps, it is
unclear that the effect Lieberman suggests would

occur on utterances as short as three-syllables
(such as those used in this study). If it did, it
would suggest a gross lack of planning in speech
production; how would speakers ever get to the
end of longer utterances with multiple stresses?
Finally, it is not clear how Lieberman's hypothesis
would account for the dissociation of the trading
relation seen in Experiment II.

An alternative articulatory account of the
trading relation is based on EMG studies of
speech production which indicate that, in addition
to Ps, CT activity is involved in the F 0 rise
associated with stress (Atkinson, 1973; Gelfer,
1987), as well as in the final FO rise signaling
questions (Hirano, Ohala, & Vennard, 1969;
Lieberman, Sawashima, Harris, & Gay, 1970;
Atkinson, 1973). Perhaps the need for CT activity
on two adjacent syllables underlies the reduction
in final rise following a syllable with contrastive
stress. For example, based on studies of single-
unit motor activity in humans, it is known that
the peak effect of CT contraction on FO has a
latency of 70-80 ms. (Baer, 1978; 1981).
Furthermore, the relaxation time of CT is longer
than its contraction time (LOfqvist, Baer, McGarr,
& Story, 1989). Thus, CT contractions on adjacent
syllables required to produce the continuously
rising question contours seen in Experiments I &
II would very likely overlap in time, with the
initiation of the second contraction occurring
before the muscle had completely relaxed from the
first contraction. This would reduce the force of
the second contraction, resulting in a reduction in
the amount of FO rise. The lack of a trading
relation for the affectively inflected questions
suggests that the rise in FO on the second syllable
of these utterances may be produced by a
mechanism different from that used for affectively
neutral contrastive stress. Perhaps the most likely
mechanism (especially in the case of p sitive
affects, such as happiness) is an overall increase
in Ps across the utterance, sufficient to override
the effect of overlapping CT contractions.

The mechanism proposed above to account for
the trading relation in intonation suggests that
the production of intonational units may share
certain features with the production of segmental
units of speech. Because speech production is
dynamic, upper-vocal tract articulatory gestures
for phonetic segments often overlap temporally
with the gestures for preceding or following
segments. One result of this coarticulation is
context-dependent variation of articulatory
trajectories and ultimately of the acoustic output.
Thus, for example, the direction of second and
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third formant transitions for stop consonants may
rise or fall depending on the relevant formant
frequencies of the preceding or following vowel
(Ohman, 1965). This is due to a physical
(physiological) constraint on the trajectory of thc
tongue in moving between the positions required
to produce the vowels and consonants. Ohman
(1965) concluded that the neural commands for
consonants and vowels in VCV sequences must be
active simultaneously. The suggestion we mean to
make is that an analogous phenomenon may occur
in the case of intonation. That is, in the context of
a preceding FO prominence associated with stress,
the production of fmal rise is altered because of a
physical (physiological) constraint on the ability of
the cricothyroid muscle to produce temporally
overlapping gestures which raise FO. The result is
a reduction in the magnitude of the second
gesture, and therefore a reduction in the final rise.

This proposal has several advantages over both
linguistic convention and Lieberman's Ps hypoth-
esis as an explanation for the data presented in
this paper. As with Lieberman's hypothesis, this
proposal reduces the acquisition problem to one of
discovering articulatory dynamics, for which in-
fants seem to be qu'te well suited. It also elimi-
nates the need to posit a scenario regarding how
the trading relation and its specific use arose in
languages as diverse as English and Swedish; pre-
sumably, thuse languages use the same mecha-
nisms to raise FO for stress and question final
rises. This hypothesis has advantages over
Lieberman's Ps hypothesis, not the least of which
is that it is consistent with current data on physio-
logical mechanisms underlying the production of
stress. In addition, it offers a plausible and parsi-
monious explanation for both the trading relation
and its specific occurrence. It may also be related
to other phenomena, such as the tendency to avoid
equally stressed adjacent syllables3 and the use of
rule-based substitutions in tone languages.

Although the present experiments were not
specifically designed to test the question, the
results are consistent with other data suggesting
that speech FO may be differently controlled for
linguistic and affective purposes. For example, a
variety of evidence suggests that the two
hemispheres of he brain have somewhat different
roles in the control of affective behavior both in
humans and other mammalian species
(Denenberg, 1981). In humans, dichotic studies
with normal subjects have shown a left-ear (right-
hemisphere) advantage for affective prosody
(Zurif, 1974; Blumstein & Cooper, 1972; Ley &
Bryden, 1982; Shipley-Brown, Dingwall, Berlin,

Yeni-Komshian, & Gordon-Salant, 1988), as
against the usual right-ear (left hemisphere)
advantage for segmental judgments. Perceptual
disorders involving emotional prosody following
right-hemisphere brain injury have also been
demonstrated, but deficits of linguistic prosody
apparently occur following injury to either
hemisphere (e.g., Tucker, Watson, & Heilman,
1977; Weintraub, Mesulam, & Kramer, 1981;
Heilman, Bowers, Speedie, & Coslett, 1984;
Blumstein & Cooper, 1972). Some studies of the
production of linguistic intonation have found that
patients with right-hemisphere damage produce
normal linguistic stress and sentence intonation
(Emmorey, 1987; Behrens, 1988), but others have
reported deficits after right hemisphere damage
(Shapiro & Danly, 1985; Weintraub, Mesulam, &
Kramer, 1981). Although far from unanimous in
their indications, these studies point to a different
degree of involvement of the left and right
hemispheres in linguistic and affective prosody,
including intonation. The results of the present
study are consistent with the hypothesis that the
control of linguistic intonation is functionally
separable from the affective use of FQ
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ilndeed, it might be argued that any use of final rise to convey
questions reflects the emotional state of the speaker, since in
most languages syntactic devices are available which can be
used to indicate questions without the use of final rise. For
example, question words, tags, word order, and particles are
among the structures used to express interrogation in many of
the world's languages, including English titan, 1978; Bolinger,
1978). Alternatively, it may be that the use of final rise was, at
some stage of prehistory, an unequivocal indication of the
affective state of the speaker, but has undergone historical
change, such that it is now used as a formal device, an
alternative to syntactic devices, such as wh-movement, without
necessarily implicating the speaker's emotional state.

2Lieberman seems to have accepted some role for CT in stress-
related FO rises in his recent book with Blumstein (Blumstein &
Lieberman, 1988).

3We do not mean to suggest that this is the only reason for
avoiding equally stressed adjacent syllables. Metrical factors are
also likely to be relevant.
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Orthographic Representation and Phonemic Segmentation
in Skilled Readers: A Cross-language Comparison*

Ilana Ben-Dror,t Ram Frost,t and Shlomo Bentint,

The long lasting effect of reading experience in Hebrew and English on phonemic
segmentation was examined in skilled readers. Hebrew and English orthographies differ
in the way they represent phonological information. Whereas each phoneme in English is
represented by a discrete letter, in unpointed Hebrew most of the vowel information is not
conveyed by the print and, therefore, a letter often corresponds to a CV utterance (i.e., a
consonant followed by a vowel). Adult native speakers of Hebrew or English, presented
with words consisting of a consonant, a vowel and then another consonant were required
to delete the first "sound" of each word and to pronounce the remaining utterance as fast
as possible. Hebrew speakers deleted the initial CV segment instead of the initial
consonant more often than English speakers, for both Hebrew and English words.
Moreover, Hebrew speakers were significantly slower than English in correctly deleting
the initial phoneme, and faster in deleting the whole syllable. These results suggest that
the manner in which orthography represents phonology not only affects phonological
awareness during reading acquisition, but also has a long-lasting effect on skilled readers'
intuitions concerning the phonological structure of their spoken language.

Phonological awareness is the ability t3
recognize and manipulate internal phonemic
constituents of spoken words. Previous research
has provided ample evidence that this ability is
necessary for reading acquisition and is related to
skilled reading performance (for recent reviews
see Bentin, 1992; Goswami & Bryant, 1990). For
example, reliable correlations were found between
children's ability to manipulate subword units and
the rate and efficiency of learning to read
(Goswami & Bryant, 1990; Libernaan,
Shankweiler, Liberman, Fowler, & Fisher, 1977;
Mann & Liberman, 1984; Treiman, 1985). In
addition, phonological awareness in kindergarten
was found to be a good predictor of reading
success in the early school years (Bradley, 1989;
Bradley & Bryant, 1983; Lundberg, Olofsson, &
Wall, 1980; Mann, 1984; Stanovich, Cunningham,
& Cramer, 1984).

This study was supported by a grant from the Israeli
Foundation Trustees and partly by National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development Grant HD 01994 to Haskins
Laboratories. Ilana Ben Dror was supported by post-doctoral
stipends from the Lady Davis and Golda Meir Foundations.

A causal connection between phonological skills
and reading acquisition has been supported kr
studies showing that intervention aimed at
improving phonological skills facilitates reading
acquisition (Ball & Blachman, 1988, 1991; Bentin
& Leshem, 1993; Blachman, 1989; Bradley &
Bryant, 1983; Lundberg, Frost, & Peterson, 1988).
Other studies have shown, however, an inverse
causal connection, that is, that exposure to
literacy enhances phonological awar81990;
Morais, Bertelson, Cary, & Alegria, 1986).
Together, these results suggest a strong
bidirectional influence between reading
acquisition and phonological awareness. Probably,
the exposure to clearly defined orthographic
segments triggers awareness of coarticulated
phonemic segments, while at the same time this
awareness fosters the acquisition of grapheme-to
phoneme correspondence rules. This
interpretation is further supported by comparing
the effects of different reading instruction meth-
ods on reading skills. Alegria, Pignot and Morais
(1982) reported that children who learned to read
by analytic methods emphasizing letter-sound cor-
respondences, performed better on tests of
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phonemic segmentation than children who
learned by holistic methods.

These results suggest that the manner in which
the writing system represents the spoken
language may influence phonological awareness.
Support for this claim is gained from cross-
linguistic studies. Mann (1986) compare ?
phonological awareness of syllables and phonemes
in Japanese and American first graders and found
that Japanese children performed more poorly
than American children on tests assessing
awareness of phonemes but not of syllables. Mann
argued that Japanese children's performance was
influenced by their reading experience in a
syllabary orthography, whereas American
children were affected by their reading experience
in an alphabetic ortl ography. Her conclusions are
supported by Read, Zb.ang, Nie, and Ding (1986)
who showed that literate Chinese adults who
learned to read the alphabetic (pinyin)
orthographic system performed better in
phonemic segmentation tests than literate adults
who read only the logographic (kanji) system.

A possible conclusion from these studies is that
the size of the phonological unit that the
beginning reader becomes aware of is affected by
the size of the speech segment into which
orthographic units are mapped. In the present
study, we investigated this hypothesis b;
comparing phonological sensitivity of skilled adult
readers trained initially to read either Hebrew or
English. We sought to examine the influence of
different orthography-to-phonology mapping rules
on the ability of mature readers to manipulate the
various segments of the spoken words.

The Hebrew writing system is characterized by
several properties that make it interesting for
comparison with other alphabetic orthographies
such as English orthography (e.g., Frost & Bentin,
1992). In Hebrew, letters represent mostly conso-
nants while most of the vowels are represented by
diacritic marks (dots and dashes). Some vowels
however are represented by letters (which have
dual function and represent either a consonant or
a vowel). There are two modes of writing Hebrew:
pointed and unpointed. The pointed writing sys-
tem contains all the diacritical marks and is used
mainly for children books, holy scripts and poetry.
The unpointed print uses the same letter charac-
ters as the pointed system (including the vowel
letters) but omits the diacritic marks. The pointed
sy stem is initially taught in the early elementary
grades. However, starting in the third grade, the

vowel marks are gradually omitted from text-
books, and adult readers use the unpointed writ-
ing system almost exclusively. Hence, although
Hebrew has an alphabetic orthography, its basic
orthographic units usually represent more than
single phonemes. Because the letters are mostly
consonants onto which vowels are subsequently at-
tached, these orthographic units usually corre-
spond to consonant-plus-vowel (CV) utterances.

In the present study, we examined whether the
size of the unit represented by the orthography
affects the size of the segments that mature
readers are aware of. Specifically, we
hypothesized that reading in Hebrew, where
alphabetic units represent mostly CV segments,
should foster awareness of spoken word segments
of that size (CV). In contrast, reading in English,
in which most letters are mapped into phonemic
segments, should enhance awareness of single
phonemes. We were interested in the intuition of
adult readers concerning the phonemic structure
of their spoken language, as well as in their ability
to manipulate single phonemes.

Several studies have suggested that for skilled
readers, orthographic and phonological
representations interact so that orthographic
knowledge affects the recognition of words in the
auditory modality. It has been shown that lexical
decisions to spoken words are facilitated if
successive words share the same spelling
wammik, Cole, & Rudnicky, 1980). Similarly,
using the naming task, Tanenhaus, Flanigan, and
Seidenberg (1980) have demonstrated a visual-
auditory interference in a Stroop paradigm.
However, although it seems evident that reading
and listening could share one lexicon, allowing
identical messages to be understood in the two
modalities in the same way, it is possible that
phonological awareness and the basic phonological
skills of adult native speakers are independent of
the special characteristics of their writing system.

If orthographic knowledge affects phonological
skills, such as phonemic segmentation, then
English and Hebrew speakers should differ, for
example, in their ability to omit the first
consonant of a spoken word and pronounce the
remaining phonemes (a phoneme deletion task).
Whereas this task should be fairly simple for
readers of English, the reading experience of
Hebrew readers would cause them to delete the
initial CV units of Hebrew words. Moreover, even
a correct deletion of the initial phoneme instead of
the initial CV unit would involve greater cognitive
effort for Hebrew readers and, consequently,
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would result in slower deletion latencies for
Hebrew than for English speakers. In contrast,
similar performance of the two subject groups
would support a view that basic phonological
skills of literate adults are not affected by their
reading experience. A second aim of the present
study was to examine the effect a first language
may have on phonemic segmentation in a second
language, that is, how Hebrew bilingual readers
segment words in English, and vice versa.

Method
Subjects. Fifty two subjects participated in the

experiment for course credit or for payment.
Twenty six subjects were bilingual native
speakers of Hebrew from The Hebrew University,
and 26 subjects were bilingual speakers of English
from a 1- year Hebrew program for overseas
students.

Tests and Materials. Phonemic sensitivity was
measured by a phoneme deletion test, a task that
is commonly used to assess phonological aware-
ness. There were two word lists, one containing
English words and one containing Hebrew words.
Each list contained 28 monosyllabic items consist-
ing of a consonant, then a vowel and a final conso-
nant (CVC). Half of the items in each word list
were words that have identical phonological struc-
tures in the two languages (but obviously differ in
the pronunciation of their surface phonetics). For
example, English words such as but and gun are
homophonic with Hebrew words that have the
same phonemic sequence but have, naturally, dif-
ferent meaning (/bitt/ meaning "daughter" and
/pm/ meaning "garden" ). However, whereas in
English the vowel of each of these words is repre-
sented by an independent letter, in Hebrew the
vowels are omitted in print (e.g., BT for /bAt/, and
GN for /gAn/). Comparing performance on deletion
tests for words that "sound the same" across
languages, may provide strong evidence
concerning the influence of orthographic
representation on phonemic awareness. The other
half of the items in the lists were pairs of CVC
Hebrew and English words that were matched on
the first and second phonemes. The distribution of
types of final consonants was similar across
languages.

In addition to the above between-language com-
parison, the study included a within-language
comparison of performances for two types of words
within the Hebrew orthography. Fourteen of the
28 Hebrew stimuli were words that are written
with a vowel letter (i.e., the vowel is explicitly rep-

resented in print as in the word KIR, (meaning
wall) in which the vowel /V is represented by the
Hebrew letter "I"). The other fourteen words were
words in.which the vowels are not represented in
print (such as BT or GN). Comparing phonemic
deletion performance, within the same language
for words that have the same internal phonologi-
cal structure (CVC) but differ in their ortho-
graphic representation may provide further in-
sight into the influence of orthographic represen-
tations on phonemic segmentation.

Procedure and apparatus. Each subject was
tested individually. Half of the subjects in each
native language group heard the English words
first and the Hebrew words second. The other half
heard the Hebrew words first and the English sec-
ond. Subjects were told that they were about to
hear some words in Hebrew (or in English) and
were instructed to delete the first "sound" of each
word and say as fast as possible "what is left of it".
The first "sound" was not specified by the
experimenter, and no feedback was given to the
subjects following their responses. This allowed
intuitive judgments about the size of the phonemic
segment that subjects deleted. Reaction time (RT)
was measured from the onset of the
experimenter's uttered stimulus (in each trial) to
the onset of the subject's response using a voice
key. The voice key was attached to an electronic
counter-timer and RTs were logged manually by
the experimenter along with the subject's
response.

Results
"Correct" response in the present study was

considered to be a VC utterance reflecting deletion
of the initial consonant only (e.g., /At/ following the
word BUT). Errors consisted mainly of omitting
the CV segment, thereby producing the final
consonant. For each word in each language, the
percentage of correct responses and the mean
reaction time (RT) were calculated separately for
Hebrew and English native speakers. These data
were further categorized by the order of
presentation (i.e., whether the subject was
presented with Hebrew followed by English words
or vice versa). The RT analysis was based on
correct trials only (see Table 1).

These data were analyzed by three-factor analy-
sis of variance (ANOVA) in an item analysis.1
The effect of the language of the stimulus was
averaged within subjects groups, find the effects of
the native language of the subjects and the order
of presentation were assessed within items.

Lu
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Table 1. Reaction time (in milliseconds) and percentage of correct responses for deletion of the first phoneme in
Hebrew and English words.

Measure of
performance

Native Hebrew speakers
Presented Presented

first second

Native English speakers
Presented Presented

first second

Hebrew Words
Reaction time 1,149 (41) 904 (34) 736 (11) 678 (9)
Percentage correct 63 (2.3) 76 (1.3) 92 (0.7) 100 (0.0)

English Words
Reaction time 933 (25) 1,040 (25) 742 (18) 664 (14)
Percentage correct 79 (1.4) 74 (0.9) 100 (0.0) 92 (0.0)

Note. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors of the means. Reaction times are for correct trials only.

The analysis of the accuracy data showed that the
percentage of correct responses was higher for
English words (86.25%) than for Hebrew words
(82.75%), F(1,54) = 16.53, MS, = 43.2, p < .001;
that native English speakers were more accurate
than native Hebrew speakers (97.5% and 73.2%,
respectively), F(1,54) = 678.7, MS, = 42.9, p < .001;
and that the percentage of correct responses was.
higher for the second test (85.5%) than for the
first test (83.5%), F(1,54) = 8.82, MS, = 26.9, p <
.005. Both the effect of native language of the sub-
ject and the effect of the order of presentation in-
teracted with the effect of the stimulus language,
F(1,54) = 14.19, MS, = 42.9, p < .001; and, F[1,54)
= 155.6, MSe = 26.9, p < .001; respectively.
Finally, a significant interaction of order of pre-
sentation and native language of the subject sug-
gested that the order of presentation affected the
performance of native Hebrew speakers more than
that of native English speakers, F(1,54) = 5.82,
MS, = 30.7, p < .025. The three-way interaction
was not significant, F(1,54) < 1.0. Because of in-
sufficient variation in the accuracy scores of the
native English speakers (i.e., many subjects hav-
ing zero errors), the nature of the interaction
could not be reliably investigated any further in
this group. For native Hebrew speakers, a two-
way ANOVA showed that the order of presenta-
tion influenced performance with Hebrew and
English words, but in opposite directions, F(1,54)
= 44.8, M S, = 54.5, p < .001. For the Hebrew
words accuracy was lower when they were pre-
sented first than when they were presented sec-
ond, t(55) = 2.058 p < .05]; for English words the
accuracy was not significantly different regardless
of whether they were presented before or after the
Hebrew words, t(55) = 0.244.

The analysis of RTs showed that overall,
responses were equally fast for English (845 ms)

and Hebrew (867 ms) words, F(1,54) = 0.965.
However, native English speakers were much
faster to respond (705 ms) than native Hebrew
speakers (1006 ms), F(1,54) = 338.63, MSe =
15055, p < .001], regardless of the language of the
materials. Overall, responses were slower in the
first test (890 ms) than in the second test (821 ms)
F(1,54) = 22.93, MSe = 11429, p < .001]. But order
of testing interacted with the stimulus language
F(1,54) = 33.64, MSe = 11429, p < .001].
Furthermore, a significant three-way interaction
suggested that the interaction between the effect
of word language ar the effect of the order of
presentation was different for native Hebrew and
native English speakers F(1,54) = 43.36, MSe =
11064, p < .001.
To clarify the source of the three-way

interaction, we conducted two-way ANOVAs for
Hebrew and English speakers separately. These
analyses revealed that order of presentation and
stimulus-language interacted for native Hebrew
speakers, F(1,54) = 44.3, MSe = 19452, p < .001,
but rot for the native English speakers, F(1,54) <
1.01. Hebrew speakers responded to Hebrew words
more slowly when they were presented first than
when they were presented following the English
materials, t(55) = 1.955, p < .06. In contrast, they
responded faster to English words when they were
tested first than when they followed the Hebrew
words, t(55)=6.5, p < .001.

Table 2 presents subjects' performance with
the subset of stimuli that were phonologically
identical in Hebrew and English. The pattern
of results for this subset of words is very similar
to the pattern found for the entire set.
That is, native Hebrew and English speakers
differed in their performance in segmenting words
that are pronounced similarly in the two
languages.
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Table 2 Reaction time (in milliseconds) and percentage of correct responses for deletion of the first phoneme in
phonologically identical Hebrew and English words.

Measure of
performance

Native Hebrew speakers
Presented Presented

first second

Native English speakers
Presented Presented

first second

Hebrew Words
Reaction time 1,272 (55) 875 (28) 730 (17) 668 (12)
Percentage correct 37 (3.7) 76 (2.6) 92 (0.8) 100 (0.0)

English Words
Reaction time 942 (33) 1,100 (32) 769 (23) 684 (16)
Percentage correct 76 (2.2) 73 (1.0) 100 (0.0) 92 (0.0)

Note. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors of the means. Reaction times are for correct trials only.

Finally, we compared performance for Hebrew
words in which the vowel is represented in print
only by dots and words in which the vowel is
represented by a letter (Table 3).

Table 3. Reaction time (in milliseconds) and
percentage of correct responses for deletion of the first
phoneme in Hebrew words that do and do not include
printed vowels.

Measure of
performance

Reaction time
Percentage correct

Reaction time
Percentage correct

Native Hebrew Native English
speakers speakers

Words with vowels
985 (45)

84 (1.0)
715 (11)

Words without vowels
699 (12)

96 (0.4)
1,074 (34)
: 65 (2.0)

96 (0.5)

Note. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors of the
means, Reaction times are for correct trials only.

ANOVA showed that the effect of word type on
performance differed for Hebrew and English
native speakers. For Hebrew speakers, the
percentage of correct deletions of initial phonemes
in CVC words was higher when the vowel was
represented in print by a letter than when it was
represented only by points, and RTs to the
correctly segmented words were faster if the vowel
was represented by a letter than if it was not. In
contrast, for English speakers, the percentage of
correct deletions was not influenced by the word
type, and RTs for words with vowel letters were
even slower than RTs for words without vowel
letters. The interaction of word type by subjects'
native language was significant for both accuracy

and speed of responses, F(1,26) = 18.18, MS, =
18.9, p < .001 and F(1,26)=4.48, MS, = 8732, p <
.05, respectively.

Before drawing firm conclusions from these
results, we had to examine whether the poorer
performance of Hebrew than of English speakers
does not stem from simple group differences in
verbal skills, which are related to differences in
academic background. For example, Treiman,
Fowler, Gross, Berch, and Weatherston (in press)
have shown that performance in the phoneme
deletion task is correlated with university
selectivity. To address this methodological issue,
Hebrew and English native speakers were tested
in a syllable deletion task. Using an identical
method and apparatus, 24 Hebrew and 24 English
speakers were presented with 24 Hebrew and
English bisyllabic words and were explicitly
required to omit their initial syllables instead of
their initial "sounds." The results are presented in
Table 4.

Table 4. Reaction time (in milliseconds) and
percentage of correct responses for deletion of the first
syllable in Hebrew and English words.

Measure of
performance

Reaction time
Percentage correct

Reaction time
Percentage correct

Native Hebrew Native English
speakers speakers

Hebrew words
790 (15.9)

98.5
912 (15.5)

97.8

English words
846 (15.9) 915 (14.7)

97 94

Note. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors of thc
means. Reaction times are for correct trials only.

1 1 4,,
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In contrast to results for the deletion of initial
phonemes, Hebrew speakers were overall faster
than English speakers in deleting the initial
syllable for both Hebrew and English materials,
F1(1,46) = 141, MS, =1551, p < 0.001. There was
no significant difference in RT between omitting
the first syllable of Hebrew and English words,
F1(1,46) = 2.0, MS, 0, p < 0.15. The interaction
between speakers and material was significant:
Native Hebrew speakers were faster in deleting
the first syllable of Hebrew than of English words,
whereas language did not affect the Native
English speakers F1(1,46) = 10.7, MS, = 1551, p <
0.002. The small percentage of errors did not allow
a reliable statistical analysis. Nonetheless, it is
evident that in contrast to the phoneme deletion
task, Hebrew speakers were not less accurate
than English speakers in syllable deletion. In fact,
most errors were made by English speakers for
English words, and consisted of omitting the
initial phoneme rather than the first syllable.

DISCUSSION
The results of the present study indicate that

the phonological sensitivity of fluent readers and
their ability to manipulate phonemic segments
may be influenced by the way phonological
information is represented by the orthography.
When asked to remove the first sound of English
and Hebrew words composed of CVC trigrams,
native Hebrew speakers tended to remove the
initial CV combinations rather than the initial
consonants more often than native English
speakers. Two findings reveal that this difference
reflects not merely different understandings of the
deletion test (e.g., confusing the removal of the
first "sound" with the removal of the first letter)
but a genuine cognitive difference in manipulating
phonemes. First, native Hebrew speakers made
more errors in both languages, suggesting that
they did not just omit the first letter and produce
the remaining utterance. Second, and more
important, they were overall much slower than
native English speakers in correctly deleting only
the initial phoneme for both Hebrew and English
materials. This outcome suggests a genuinely
greater difficulty in detaching single phonemes in
the phoneme deletion task. The results from the
syllable deletion task strongly reinforce this
conclusion. When it was not the initial phoneme
that had to be detached, but the initial syllable,
Hebrew readers performed significantly better
than English readers.

Within-language-group comparisons revealed a
marked difference in the way Hebrew and English

speakers were affected by the language of the
presented stimulus. Whereas English speakers
performed almost identically with Hebrew and
English materials, Hebrew speakers tended to
isolate CV segments more often with Hebrew than
with English words, even when the words had
identical phonemic sequences in the two
languages. Hebrew speakers also differed from
English speakers in their susceptibility to the
order of material presentation. The RTs analyses
suggest that the order of presentation reflects
mostly a practice effect for English speakers, who
were faster in the second test block than in the
first, regardless of the stimulus language. In
contrast, performance of Hebrew speakers
depended heavily on the language of their initial
test session. An initial exposure to English
materials had a beneficial effect on Hebrew
speakers' subsequent performance with Hebrew
words; RTs to Hebrew words were 245 ms faster if
the first testing session was conducted in English.
A similar pattern was revealed in the accuracy
scores. However, an opposite effect was found with
English materials: An initial exposure to Hebrew
words hindered performance in the subsequent
presentation of English words. Thus, Hebrew
speakers were some 100 ms slower to detach the
first phoneme of English words if they were first
tested with Hebrew materials.

This result provides some insight concerning the
cognitive procedures used by the subjects in the
phoneme deletion task. When asked to delete the
first sound of the word, subjects probably invoked
the word's orthographic representation and based
their decision, in part, on the deletion of the first
letter. Thus, because in all of the English words
that we employed, the second letter was a vowel,
Hebrew subjects probably correctly realized that
what should be deleted was the initial consonant
and generalized this strategy to the Hebrew words
as well. An opposite effect occurred when Hebrew
words were presented first; in this case, the
previous exposure to Hebrew materials was
detrimental to segmenting the English words
correctly. This interpretation is supported by the
performance with Hebrew words that contain
vowel letters. Hebrew speakers deleted the first
phoneme of these words more often and much
faster than words that do not include a vowel
letter. This within-language effect reflects a
strategy of invoking an orthographic
representation in the phoneme deletion task.

The results, however, cannot be explained only
in terms of invoking an orthographic representa-
tion in the task. First, performance of English
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speakers was similar across sessions and across
stimuli, and did not reflect a fine-tuning to the dif-
ferent orthographic structures of the spoken word
in the two languages. More important, regardless
of the order of presentation and the materials to
be segmented, Hebrew speakers were always
slower than English speakers in the phoneme
deletion task, even when they performed the task
correctly. Therefore, we suggest that the different
trends observed in the two groups' abilities to
delete the first consonants of words, represents a
cognitive difference in manipulating phonemes.
This cognitive difference is probably influenced by
the basic phonemic awareness developed early in
life and modulated by the nature of the grapheme-
to-phoneme rules specific to the languages' or-
thography. This view is consistent with the results
obtained in the syllable deletion test. Because the
Hebrew unpointed graphemes often represent syl-
lables, Hebrew speakers performed better than
English speakers in this test, in sharp contrast to
their performance in phoneme deletion.

The results of the present study may clarify the
mechanism by which reading acquisition fosters
the development of phonological skills, and the
ability to segment words into their phonemic
constituents during the early school years. In
contrast to speech, in which the phonemes are
coarticulated and cannot be easily disentangled
from one another, in writing the phonemes are
represented by discrete unitsthe letters. When
children are aware of the fact that words are
composed of smaller meaningless units (i.e., have
basic phonological awareness), exposure to an
alphabet may help in determining the size of these
units. In an alphabetic orthography, letters are
mapped onto single phonemes, and therefore
exposure to the alphabetic principle may help
children realize that the smallest phonological
unit is the phoneme. A writing system in which
letters represent single phonemes has apparently
long lasting effects that extend to adult readers as
well as children. When the native English
speakers in our study were asked to delete the
first sound in words, they isolated the initial
sound most of the time, in English as in Hebrew.
They did this because in English letters always
represent single phonemes. In Hebrew, in
contrast, although letters denote mainly single
consonants, these consonants are combined and
pronounced with the following vowels because the
orthographic symbols that denote vowels are
usually absent. Therefore, the basic subword
phonological unit Induced by exposure to Hebrew
letters may take the form of a CV phonological

unit. This may have caused the enhanced
tendency of the native Hebrew speakers in the
present study to isolate CV units in the deletion
task both in Hebrew and in English.

In summary, our results support the claim that
the way in which orthography represents
phonology affects phonological awareness (Mann,
1986; Read et al., 1986). However, the present
study suggests that this effrzt is not restricted to
the phase of reading acquisition. Rather, it has a
long lasting influence on skilled readers intuition
concerning the phonological structure of their
spoken language, and even on their basic
phonological skills.
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Expressive Timing in Schumann's "Träumerei": An
Analysis of Performances by Graduate Student Pianists*

Bruno H. Repp

Statistical analyses were conducted on the expressive timing patterns of performances of
Schumann's "Träumerer by 10 graduate student pianists who played from the score on a
Yamaha Disclavier after a brief rehearsal. A previous study of acoustic recordings of
"Traumerei" by 24 famous pinnicts [B. H. Repp, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 92, 2546-2568 (1992)1
provided "expert" timing data for comparison. In terms of group average timing pattern,
individual shaping of ritardandi, and within-performance consistency, the students turned
out to be quite comparable to the experts. This demonstrates that precision in expressive
timing does not require extensive study and practice of the music at hand, only general
musical and technical competence. Subsequent principal components analyses on the
students' timing patterns revealed that they were much more homogeneous than the
experts'. Individual differences among student pianists seemed to represent mainly
variations around a common performance standard (the first principal component),
whereas expert performances exhibited a variety of underlying timing patterns, especially
at a detailed level of analysis. Experienced concert artists evidently feel less constrained
by a performance norm, which makes their performances more interesting and original,
hence less typical. Since the norm may represent the most natural or prototypical timing
pattern, relatively spontaneous performances by young professionals may be a better
starting point for modelling expressive timing than distinguished artists' performances.

INTRODUCTION
Musical performance is one of the most intricate

and highly developed skills humans are capable
of. It requires hundreds of hours of instruction
and thousands of hours of practice to reach a high
level of competence. This competence includes not
only technical mastery of the instrument of choice,
but also a thorough acquaintance with stylistic
and expressive norms. That is, musicians must
not only know how to play the right notes, in tune,
in tempo, with the correct rhythm, and at an
appropriate dynamic level, but also how to
continuously vary tempo and dynamics (and on
some instruments, intonation and timbre as well)

This research was supported by NIH grant MH-51230. I am
grateful to Charles Nichols and Ilan Berman for assistance, to
Jonathan Berger (Director, Center for Research in Music
Technology, Yale University) for permission to use the Yamaha
Disclavier, to José Bowen, Nigel Nettheim, and two
anonymous reviewers for helpful comments on an earlier
version of the manuscript, and to the pianists for lending their
skills to this project.
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so as to produce an expression that captures
listeners' attention and emotions. This is
particularly true of Western art music of the
Romantic period, which often calls for extreme
modulations in tempo and dynamics which, for the
most part, are not notated.

On the piano, expressive timing and dynamics
are the two principal dimensions that make a
performance interesting and appealing. The
present study focuses on expressive timing only.
This term denotes continuous modulations of the
basic tempo which can be measured and described
in terms of the temporal intervals between
successive tone onsets (tone interonset intervals
or IOIs).1 The pattern of IOIs, normalized to a
fixed nominal note value and plotted as a function
of metrical score position, defines the expressive
timing profile of a performance.2 A number of
earlier studies have analyzed the expressive
timing of pianists' performances; for a summary of
this literature, see Repp (1992a). In most of these
studies, as in the present one, technical difficulty
or fingering were not important factors; the music

.1 .1c 0
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was relatively slow and easy to play, so that the
timing profile was a relatively pure measure of
expressive intention (though the precise
realization of that intention does require fine
motor control!). The most extensive analysis of
this kind included 28 recorded performances of
Robert Schumann's well-known piano piece,
"Traumerei" (Repp, 1992a). Various statistical
techniques were applied to assess within-
performance consistency, commonalities and
differences among individual timing patterns,
relationships of timing to musical structure, and
the precise shaping of temporal detail (such as
ritardandi).

The present investigation was modeled closely
after this earlier analysis. It was based on a new
set of 29 performances by 10 advanced student pi-
anists ("students" henceforth), which had been
recorded on a Yamaha Disclavier in MIDI format
after only a brief rehearsal. These recordings sat-
isfied the minimal requirements of a professional
performance in that they were fluent and expres-
sive. Whereas the "expert" performances studied
by Repp (1992a) represent the pinnacle of artistic
achievement and insight (in many instances at
least), the student performances analyzed here
represent expressive performance in a more pris-
tine state, as it were. They result from the rela-
tively spontaneous application of acquired techni-
cal and musical skills to a score, albeit one famil-
iar from listening and, in some cases, from past
study. Such performances are of interest in their
own right because they may be more representa-
tive of a standard or norm that guides the expres-
sive shaping of timing (and dynamics) than are
the highly individual and refined interpretations
of famous concert artiStS. Whether that is the
case, however, is an empirical question that the
present study meant to address. In principle, it
could well be that student performances are as di-
verse or more diverse than expert performances,
due to large variation in students' competence and
degree of musical understanding. Considering the
minimal preparation preceding the present record-
ings, the students' expressive timing might also be
more variable than the experts' finely honed pro-
files, and it might show lapses of control or taste
in the shaping of temporal detail. If so, the stu-
dent performances would probably not be a good
basis for studying principles of expressive timing.
It will be argued below, on the contrary, that these
performances in fact reveal a high level of compe-
tence and may actually provide a better starting
point for modelling expressive microstructure
than the performances of the most famous artists.

The aspects of expressive timing that will be
considered may be grouped under four headings:
(1) consistency, (2) commonalities, (3) execution of
local details, .and (4) individual differences.

The pianists' consistency was assessed by
comparing their timing profiles across repeated
performances and across identical or similar
musical passages in the same performance.
Consistency may be regarded as a measure of
technical precision, provided that the pianist did
not intend to play the music differently when it
was repeated. A low correlation may indicate a
change of interpretation, but since the students
had been asked to provide three similar
performances, their between-performance
consistency was taken as an indication of their
ability to reproduce the same expressive intention.
A comparison of between- with within-
performance consistency was expected to reveal
the extent to which the students intended to play
repeated sections the same way. High within-
performance consistency would also indicate
precision of expressive intent and execution.

The group average timing profile gives a picture
of what most performances have in common. The
relative similarity of the average student and
expert profiles was of interest. The students might
be expected to show a less differentiated or less
varied profile, due to a less thorough structural
understanding of the music and a less developed
ability to convey that interpretation through
expressive timing. As Todd (1985), Palmer (1989),
and others have demonstrated, the peaks and
valleys in the timing profile are an index of the
hierarchical phrase structure of the music, as
understood by the performer.

In the execution of local details, the temporal
shape of ritardandi was of special interest.
Several studies have found evidence that the
sequence of IOIs during well-executed ritardandi
tends to follow a parabolic or possibly cubic curve
(Kronman & Sundberg, 1987; Repp, 1992a, 1992b;
Feldman, Epstein, & Richards, 1992; Epstein,
1995), and Todd's (1995) recent characterization of
expressive timing in terms of linear changes in
tempo is consistent with that fmding also (Todd,
submitted). The extent to which ritardando timing
fits such a curve may thus serve as an index of the
individual performer's skill or taste, and the
question was whether the students would live up
to the examples set by the experts.

Last, but certainly not least, was the issue of
individual differences. The experts exhibited
various timing strategies, but they were also a
very heterogeneous group, representing a wide
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range of ages, nationalities, and recording dates.
Would the students show similar diversity, or
would they be more homogeneous and hark closer
to a common norm? This was perhaps the most
interesting question of this study, and it was
addressed primarily by means of principal
components analysis, which gives an indication of
the number of statistically independent timing
patterns underlying a set of performances.

Although the expert data will be summarized
and occasionally reproduced here in a new format,
frequent reference will be made to Repp (1992a),
particularly its figures and tables. The reader
should have a copy of that article available.

METHOD
The music

The score of "Traumerei" is reproduced in Repp
(1992a: Figure 1), and a brief analysis is presented
there also. The piece consists of six 4-bar phrases,
the first two of which are repeated. Phrases 1 and
5 are identical and similar to the (abbreviated)
final phrase, whereas phrases 2, 3, and 4 are
structurally similar to each other. Positions in the
music will be referred to by Using the convention
"bar-beat -halfbeat "; thus, "15-3-2" refers to the
second eighth note of the third beat in bar 15.3

The pianists
Nine of the participating pianists were graduate

students of piano performance at the Yale School
of Music; the tenth was about to enter the same
program. Five students were in their first year,
one in her second year, and three were third-year
students. Their age range was 21 to 29, and they
had started to play the piano between the ages of
4 and 8. Seven were female, three male. They will
be referred to here by numbers prefaced by the
letter P (for pianist).

Procedure
The pianists were sent a copy of the music prior

to the recording session. Given their extremely
busy schedules, however, most of them came to
the recording session without advance
preparation. The recording took place in a room
housing an upright Yamaha MX100A Disclavier
connected to a Macintosh computer which
recorded the keyboard and pedal actions in MIDI
format. The pianist was given the music and
asked to rehearse it at the Yamaha for one hour.
There were three other pieces to be played in
addition to "Träumerei," about 13 minutes of
music altogether. After the rehearsal hour, the
pieces were recorded one at a time, in whichever
order the pianist preferred, and then the cycle was

repeated twice. If something went seriously wrong
in a performance, it was repeated immediately.
One pianist, P4, as a result of multiple retakes
and a computer problem, was able to record only
two performances of each piece; all others
recorded three, as planned. At the end of the
session, each pianist filled out a questionnaire and
was paid $50.

The responses to the questionnaire revealed
that Schumann's "Träumerei" had been previously
studied by three pianists (P5, P7, P8) and played
informally by two; the rest knew it well from
listening only. The pianists were also asked to
indicate how satisfied they were with their
performances, choosing from the categories "best
effort," "good effort," "average," "below average,"
and "poor." For "Träumerei," the distribution of
choices was 0, 4, 5, 1, 0.

Data analysis
The MIDI data were imported as text files into a

Macintosh spreadsheet and graphics program
(Deltagraph Professional), where the note onsets
were separated from the other events (note offsets
and pedal actions) and labeled with reference to a
numerical (MIDI pitch) transcription of the score.
Only the highest note in each chord received a
label, and grace notes were excluded.4 The labeled
note onsets were subsequently extracted, and the
IOIs between them were computed. Those IOIs
which represented intervals longer than a
nominal eighth note were divided into equal
eighth-note parts, so that all IOIs represented
nominal eighth-note intervals. While this
subdivision of longer IOIs is useful for graphic
purposes, it may be debated whether they should
enter statistical procedures as single or multiple
data points. Repp (1992a) used the single data
point format in some analyses and also applied a
logarithmic transformation to the IOIs. The
present analyses instead used the multiple data
point format without transformation. Analyses of
the expert data were redone in the present format,
with minimal differences.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Basic tempo

To begin with, the tempo choices of the students
were compared with those of the experts, which
provided an opportunity to correct faulty tempo
estimates reported in Repp (1992a). Estimating
the basic tempo of a performance whose tempo is
continuously modulated is not straightforward in
view of the asymmetric distribution of IOI dura-
tions caused by ritardandi at major structural
boundaries. Repp (1994a) demonstrated, however,
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that listeners' subjective tempo estimates for
music not containing extreme ritardandi (in fact,
for the initial 8 bars of "Tranmerei") are very close
to the reciprocal of the average beat duration
(expressed in fractions of a minute). The tempo
estimates (beats per minute, or bpm) employed
here are therefore based on the average beat
duration of bars 1-8 of each performance
(including the repeat). The estimates given in
Table 3 of Repp (1992a), which were derived by a
different method, are almost certainly too high
and are superseded by the present estimates.
Figure 1 shows these estimated tempi for all ex-
pert and student performances, rank-ordered ac-
cording to average tempo in the case of multiple
performances.5 They span a wide range (from 42
to 67 bpm) but are much slower than the 80 bpm
recommended by Clara Schumann in her edition
of the music, not to mention the 100 hpm at-
tributed to the composer himself.
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Figure. 1. Average tempi of the various performances,
based on bars 1-8.

The tempo choices of the student pianists cover
as wide a range as those of the experts. Most

students, however, turned in relatively fast
performances. Those of P4 were slightly faster
than the fastest expert performance, which was by
Clara Schumann's one-time pupil, Fanny Davies.
P6, P1, and P10 played faster than the next-
fastest expert, French pianist Reine Gianoli, and
P5, P2, and P3 were still in the faster half of the
distribution. P7 was near the center, P9 was
somewhat on the slow side, and only P8 was near
the slow end of the distribution. It can also be
seen that no student played all three
performances at exactly the same tempo, though
P4 (who played only two performances) came
close. The two experts who provided three
performances each (Cortot, Horowitz) varied more
than most student pianists, but their recordings
were separated by years whereas the students'
performances were only about 20 minutes apart.

One reason for the students' faster tempo
choices could have been that they performed the
piece in isolation, whereas most of the experts
played it in the context of the complete
"Kinderszenen" suite. Four of the expert
recordings, however, represent performances of
"Traumerer by itself (Katsaris, Capova, Klien,
Horowitz-3), and none of them is very fast.
Another possibi:s explanation is that the students,
especially those who had not studied the piece,
were somewhat tense in the recording situation
and therefore tended towards faster tempi. The
three who had studied "Traumerei" previously
(P5, P7, P8) indeed produced some of the slower
performances.6

Stability of timing patterns across repetitions
High stability of a pianist's expressive timing

across repeated performances of the same music
seems to be the rule. Although it is often said that
artists rarely play the same music the same way
twice, or that repeats within a piece should be
played differently, such differences seem to be
more the exception than the rule with regard to
timing. For the student pianists, the stability of
timing profiles could be assessed both across
repeated performances and across repeats within
performances, whereas for the experts (with the
exception of Cortot and Horowitz, whose three
performances were years apart) only within-
performance stability could be assessed.

Within-performance stability can be assessed in
three ways in "Träumerer: (a) between bars 1-8
and their repeat ; (b) between bars 1-4 and their
literal repeat in bars 17-20; and (c) between bars
9-12 and their almost literal transposition in bars
13-16. The focus will be on the first comparison
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here; the others can be made informally in Figure
2 below. Between-performance stability may be
determined for complete performances, but in that
case the long IOIs associated with major
ritardandi will have a dominant influence on the
correlations; a better choice are bars 1-8, which do
not end with an extreme ritardando. The
comparison of within- and between-performance
stability can then also be carried out for bars 1-8.

The between-performance timing profile
correlations, averaged over the three pairwise
correlations among each pianist's three
performances, are shown in Table 1 (columns a
and b). Evidently, the student pianists had a high
degree of control over their expressive timing
patterns. Computed over the whole piece, the
correlation was 0.947 on the average. For bars 1-8
alone, the correlations were somewhat lower, due
to the absence of very long IOIs, but still quite
high (average of 0.907). There is little doubt from
these correlations that all students intended to
play the piece the same way each time, as they
were asked to do. They succeeded in controlling up
to 90% of the timing variance, which represents
impressive evidence of a cognitive plan that
guides rhythmic microstructure.7

Table 1. Average correlations of timing profiles in
Schumann's "Treiumerei" (a) between entire
performances (n = 21A), (b) between performances of
bars 1-8 only, including the repeat (n = 107), and (c)
within petformances, between the two renditions of
bars 14 (n = 53).

Pianist (a) (b) (c)

PI 0.928 0.871 0.857
P2 0.961 0.924 0.931
P3 0.936 0.916 0.892
P4 0.963 0.925 0.928
P5 0.958 0.913 0.907
P6 0.974 0.917 0.908
P7 0.965 0.903 0.906
P8 0.974 0.953 0.958
P9 0.942 0.877 0.849
PIO 0.868 0.867 0.858

The average within-performance correlations for
bars 1-8 (Table 1, column c) are as high as the
between-performance correlations for the same
bars (average of 0.899), indicating that the
student pianists did not vary the repeat. The
expert pianists' analogous correlations ranged
from 0.51 to 0.95 (Repp, 1992a: Table 4, second
column).8 They may have been underestimated
slightly, due to human measurement error in the
data. Nevertheless, it is clear that the students as

a group were as consistent as the most consistent
experts. Of course, the experts were free to play
the repeat differently, and the lower correlations
of some probably reflect such a strategy.9 Others,
however, clearly intended to maintain their
original timing pattern; they included such
outstanding artists as Arrau, Ashkenazy, and
Brendel. P8's correlation of 0.96 may well
represent the upper limit of timing accuracy
achievable in this portion of the music.

The grand average timing profile
A grand average timing profile was obtained by

first averaging the timing profiles (sequences of
IOIs) of each student pianist's three performances
(two in the case of P4) and then averaging across
all 10 students. Subsequently, the profiles for the
two renditions of bars 1-8 were averaged, as they
were extremely similar and did not differ in
average tempo. The resulting timing patterns are
shown in Figure 2, which uses the format
established in Repp (1992a: Figure 3). Eighth-note
101 durations are plotted on a logarithmic scale to
reduce the graphic excursions of the large
ritardandi and make the detailed variation of the
shorter IOIs more visible. The abscissa shows bar
and beat numbers for bars 1-4 and 5-8 (left and
right panels), corresponding to the initial two 4-
bar phrases. The patterns for the remaining four
phrases are overlaid on those of bars 1-4 and 5-8;
the bar numbers of the abscissa need to be
incremented accordingly. IOIs longer than a
nominal eighth note are represented as multiple
data points or "plateaus."

The left panel of the figure shows that the aver-
age timing profiles of bars 1-4 and 17-20 virtually
coincide. Since they represent identical music, this
is another illustration of the student pianists' high
consistency. Bars 21-24, which start out similarly,
soon deviate because of the approach to the fer-
mata in bar 22; then, from the middle of bar 23
onwards, the fmal ritardando holds sway. In the
right panel of the figure, the close timing similar-
ity of bars 9-12 and 13-16 may be observed; these
phrases are notationally almost identical but in
different keys. Their profiles deviate only during
the second half of the last bar, where bar 16 ex-
hibits a greater ritardando than bar 12, due to the
"deeper" structural boundary following bar 16.
The profile for bars 5-8 partially coincides with
those of bars 9-12 and 13-16, precisely where the
musical material is highly similar. It deviates at
points of structural difference, particularly in the
second and fourth bars of the phrase, where its lo-
cal tempo is slower. The final ritardando is highly
similar in bars 8 and 12.

L.
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The students' average timing profile may be
compared with that of the experts, which is
reproduced in Figure 3.10 The similarity is quite
remarkable; in fact, there is not a single
qualitative difference between the two profiles.
One must look carefully to detect some small
quantitative differences: Apart from playing
somewhat slower overall than the students, the
experts tended to play bars 17-20 a little slower
than bars 1-4 whereas the students did not; their
initial upbeat was a little shorter relative to the
following chords than the students'; they
lengthened the IOIs less in positions 4-4-2, 20-4-2,
and 23-3-2; and they slowed down a little earlier
and made a more pronounced ritardando in bar 16
compared to bar 12. The correlation between the
student and expert grand average profiles was
0.964, and that between their profiles for bars 1-8
only was 0.922. These correlations show that, on
the average, the students played with almost
exactly the same expressive timing as the experts.
This is especially remarkable in view of the fact
that most of the students had practiced the piece
only for a few minutes.

Intercorrelations among performances
The timing similarities among all individual

pianists' performances were assessed by
computing the correlations between their timing
profiles. As already mentioned, when such
correlations are computed over all IOIs, the very
long IOIs associated with major ritardandi
dominate and lead to high correlations of
restricted range, since all pianists mark major
phrase boundaries in this manner. It was more
informative, therefore, to examine the
intercorrelations for bars 1-8 only (including the
initial upbeat), where very long IOIs are absent.

Inspection of the intercorrelation matrix for
experts and students combined (n = 38) revealed
that all students showed high correlations with all
other pianists' performances, except with
Argerich, Bunin, Horowitz, Moiseiwitsch, and
especially Cortot. These highly individual artists
in turn showed lower correlations with other
experts' performances. For each pianist's
performance, the three most highly correlated
performances were determined.11 This tally
revealed that the students' performances were
more similar to each other than to the experts'
performances. Twenty-two of the 30 correlations
(73%) represented other 0.udents, even though
they constituted only 9/37 = 24% of the possible
candidates. Of the 8 expert performances in this

set, four were by one pianist (Capova) and two by
another (Ashkenazy). In fact, for five students the
most similar expert performance was that of
Capova, and for three that of Ashkenazy. All ten
students showed relatively high correlations with
Capova, eight with Ashkenazy, and nine with Zak,
another Russian pianist.12

Conversely, and perhaps more surprisingly, the
experts' timing profiles tended to correlate more
highly with the students' profiles than with those
of other recording artists. Fifteen of the 28 expert
performances correlated most highly with a
student performance. Forty-two (50%) of the 84
"highest three" correlations were with students,
even though they constituted only 10/37 = 27% of
the candidates. Nine student pianists were
represented among those correlations; the one
absent was P8, who had conspicuously lower
correlations with most experts' performances. Two
factors may account for the experts' higher
correlations with students than with other
experts: First, it is possible that the students'
profiles were more representative of the grand
average timing profile, so that they were closer, on
the average, to most other performances than
were the more eccentric expert performances. This
will be investigated further below. Second, the
absence of measurement error and the reduction
of random variation by averaging over three
performances made the student profiles
statistically more reliable than the expert profiles,
which contained some random error; this may
have enhanced the correlations with the student
performances. It should also be noted that the
expert performances' correlations with other
performances were generally lower than the
students' correlations with other performances.

Finally, it was evident that each student's own
three performances were more similar to each
other (Table 1) than their average was to any
other pianist's performance. Likewise, as already
noted by Repp (1992a), Cortot's and Horowitz's re-
spective three performances, even though they
had been recorded years apart, were more similar
to each other than to any other pianist's perfor-
mance. Thus, each pianist, whether expert or stu-
dent, seems to have a replicable "timing signa-
ture," part of his or her individuality. However,
the similarity to other pianists' performances may
be nearly as great.

Extent of timing variation
Correlations are sensitive only to differences in

shape among the timing profiles, not to the
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magnitude of the expressive tempo modulation (a
scale factor). A measure of the range of individual
timing variation is the standard deviation of the
IOIs, or even better, the coefficient of variation,
which is the standard deviation divided by the
mean. This measure corrects for the natural
tendency of absolute timing variation to increase
at a slower tempo (cf. Repp, 1994b); thus it is a
measure of relative timing variation. Individual
coefficients of variation for bars 1-8 ranged from
0.14 to 0.31 across the 38 performances. Both the
least modulated (Schnabel, mien, Eschenbach)
and the most highly modulated performances
(Argerich, Demus, Horowitz-3, Cortot-1, Arrau)
were by experts; the students' values extended
over a narrower range from 0.17 (P7) to 0.24 (P3).

Principal components analysis
Following Repp's (1992a) procedures, principal

components analysis (PCA) with Varimax rotation
was employed to determine whether more than
one shared pattern of variation underlies the
individual pianists' timing proffies.13 The analyses
were conducted on expert and student profiles
combined as well as separately.14 Analyses
conducted on the complete performances yielded
single-component solutions, which basically
showed that all pianists marked the major phrase
boundaries with ritardandi, even though there
were individual differences in their extent. It was
again more informative to restrict the analyses to
bars 1-8 (including the initial upbeat), which did
not contain any extreme ritardandi and thus
permitted the performance intercorrelations to
vary over a wider range.

The PCA on the experts yielded results similar
to those reported in Repp (1992a: Table 5, Figure
4), except that the fourth component fell just short
of significance. Three significant components (i.e.,
with aigenvalues greater than 1) accounted for
72% of the variance. Before rotation, the first
principal component (a kind of grand mean)
accounted for most of this variance, but Varimax
rotation redistributed this variance among the
components so as to maximize discrepancies
among component loadings, which usually
facilitates interpretation. The first rotated
component still represented the most common
timing pattern, with Schnabel showing the
highest loading (profile-component correlation) by
far and many other pianists showing substantial
loadings. The second component was the
"Horowitz component," with several other pianists
(especially Argerich) showing moderate loadings,

and the third component was virtually unique to
Cortot

The separate analysis on the students, by con-
trast, yielded only a single significant component
that accounted for 80% of the variance.
Component loadings ranged from 0.94 (P2) to 0.82
(P8). Thus it is evident that the students showed
much less individual variability than the experts.

In the combined analysis of experts and
students, five significant components emerged
which together accounted for 80% of the variance.
Before Varimax rotation, the first principal
component explained 62%, and the others 7%, 5%,
3%, and 3%, respectively. Clearly, the first
component was again a sort of grand mean, and
all individual performances loaded on it with
values of 0.51 or higher. The student pianists in
particular had high loadings (0.73-0.91), and
among the experts Capova (0.93) and Ashkenazy
(0.86) had the highest loadings. This confirms that
these pianists' timing profiles were all close to the
grand average timing pattern. The five rotated
components accounted for 25%, 20%, 14%, 11%,
and 10% of the variance, respectively. The rotated
component loadings of the 38 performances are
shown in Table 2. Values of less than 0.4 are
omitted.

The first of these rotated components was
similar to the grand average, but there was a
much wider range of component loadings now.
Still, 8 of the 10 student pianists had their highest
loading on this component, and even the
remaining two (P3, P10) showed a modest
correlation with it. Interestingly, P8, who seemed
least typical in the separate analysis on the
students, had the highest loading of all. Expert
pianists represented most strongly by the first
component were Kubalek, Schnabel, Zak, Capova,
and Davies. The second component was the
"Horowitz component." Other moderately high
loadings v ere all by experts; only three students
showed small correlations (between 0.4 and 0.5)
with this component. The third component was
new (compared to the analysis on the experts
alone), and six experts as well as two students had
their highest loadings on it, with three additional
students showing small correlations. The highest
expert loadings were by Katsaris, Demus,
Ashkenazy, and Shelley. The fourth component
was the idiosyncratic "Cortot component," with no
students and only two other experts minimally
represented. The fifth component, defined by
Novaes and Brendel, among others, also showed
little student representation.
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Table 2. Component loadings of the Varimax-rotated 5-component solution for bars 1-8. Only correlations above 0.4
are listed; the highest loading of each petformance is in bold face.

Pianist Comp I Comp II Comp III Comp IV Comp V

P8 0.831
Kubalek 0.751
P7 0.750
Schnabel 0.710 0.436
P2 0.690 0.462
Zak 0.677 0.442
P9 0.672 0.431
Capova 0.665 0.409
P5 0.664 0.499
Davies 0.656
P6 0.630 0.406
P4 0.603 0.522
PI 0.572 0.464 0.411
Ortiz 0.532 0.400
Horowitz-2 0.858
Horowitz-3 0.850
Horowitz-1 0.834
Argerich 0.727
Eschenbach 0.658
Klien 0.514 0.641
Gianoli 0.413 0.575
Ney 0.563 0.551
Katsaris 0.697
P3 0.423 0.670
Demus 0.434 0.669
PI 0 0.445 0.495 0.575
Ashkenazy 0.455 0.559
Shelley 0.557 0.496
Bunin 0.496 0.529
Cortot-3 0.873
Cortot-1 0.873
Cortot-2 0.868
Novaes 0.509 0.619
Brendel 0.463 0.457 0.564
Moiseiwitsch 0.491 0.539
Krust 0.444 0.481 0.536
Arrau 0.421 0.406 0.474
Curzon 0.432 0.422

These results confirm the general impression
that the students were relatively conservative in
their timing patterns and stayed close to the most
representative timing profile, though the
combined analysis revealed some influence from
Katsaris and Horowitz type patterns (Components
III and II, respectively). Several student pianists
actually mentioned that they had been impressed
and possibly influenced by Horowitz's famous
performances of "Traumerer (his favorite encore).
On the whole, however, the students were
decidedly "mainstream" in their timing strategies.

The components just discussed represent ab-
stractions from the data. Each rotated component
represents a particular "underlying" timing profile
that is only similar to, but not identical with, cer-
tain individual performances. Each individual

performance can be represented as a linear com-
bination of these underlying (orthogonal) profiles,
plus variation unique to the performer (i.e., vari-
ance not accounted for). Rather than focusing on
these abstract patterns (see Repp, 1992a: Figure
4), we will now examine individual differences in
the execution of detailed timing maneuvers.

Upbeats
Each phrase in "Traumerei" begins with an

upbeat, which appears in the score as an
unaccompanied quarter note (bar 0), an
accompanied quarter note (bars 4 and 20), an
accompanied eighth note (bars 8 and 12), or a
grace note (bar 16). It is followed by a melody note
an interval of a fourth higher (accompanied by a
bass note) and, on the next beat, by a four-note
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chord, which is in turn followed after one beat and
a half by a melody note that initiates the next
melodic gesture. In Repp (1992a: Figure 5), the
expert pianists' timing behavior was portrayed in
terms of two ratios among the three normalized
IOIs (A, B, C) defined by these four events.15 The
first ratio, 5A/(2B+3C), describes the timing of the
upbeat relative to the 5-eighth-note MI between
the two subsequent melody notes, whereas the
second ratio, BIC, describes the relative placement
of the chord in this long MI. In each case, a ratio
of 1 implies that the local tempo (the underlying
beat) remained constant. The students' ratios are
shown in Table 3.

The expert pianists had a strong tendency to
shorten the initial unaccompanied upbeat (bars 0-
1) by various degrees; their ratios ranged from
about 0.4 to 1.1. The student pianists showed a
similar tendency, but their range of ratios was
much more restricted (0.83 to 1.05) and thus
closer to the nominal value of the quarter-note
upbeat. The experts' relative timing of the accom-
panied quarter-note upbeats in bars 4-5 and 20-
21 also showed a wide range (ratios from about 0.7
to 1.4), with a slight tendency towards lengthen-
ing the upbeat, due to its overlap with the end of
the preceding phrase. The students were again
more conservative, with ratios between 0.90 and
1.22. The eighth-note upbeats in bars 8-9 and 12--
13 were almost always lengthened by the experts,
again due to their straddling a phrase boundary;
the ratios ranged from 0.7 to 1.8 in bars 8-9, and
from 0.8 to 2.4 in bars 12-13. The students also
exhibited lengthening and considerable variation
here, with ratios from 1.09 to 1.99 in bars 8-9, and
from 1.09 to 2.20 in bars 12-13. The most interest-
ing upbeat is the grace note in bar 16 (consider 1
nominally an eighth note here), which in expert
interpretations ranged from the equivalent of a

sixteenth note (0.4) to that of a quarter note (2.2),
with many gradations in between. The students,
too, showed a variety of ratios ranging from 0.52
to 1.66. P1 and P5 played the grace note effec-
tively as a sixteenth note, P6 and P8 as a literal
eighth note, and the others as an eighth note
lengthened by various degrees.

As to the relative placement of the following
four-note chord, expert pianists showed an over-
whelming tendency to lengthen the preceding
(two-eighth-note) MI relative to the follow-
ing(three-eighth-note) IOI in all positions in the
music, though there were some exceptions, most
notably Cortot (Repp, 1992a: Figure 5). Their B/C
ratios were generally between 0.8 and 1.6. Here
the students show again a more restricted range,
from 0.95 to 1.34 in terms of average ratios (from
0.88 to 1.49 in terms of ratios for individual in-
stances). It should be acknowledged that previous
averaging over the students' three performances
may have contributed to a relative narrowing of
their range of ratios in these comparisons.
However, the students never exhibited the rather
eccentric upbeat timing of some of the famous pi-
anists (such as Cortot or Argerich).

The ascent to the melodic peak
The apex of each phrase is reached by an as-

cending melodic gesture composed of 5 eighth
notes and a long note, thus comprising 5 IOIs. The
gesture recurs eight times in the music, or six
times after averaging over the two renditions of
bars 1-8. Repp (1992a) showed that, for most ex-
pert pianists, the sequence of MI durations in this
gesture can be described by a quadratic (parabolic)
function that first descends and then ascends to
the pitch peak. As Todd (1992, 1995) has shown,
this time course corresponds to physical motion
with a constant deceleration and acceleration.

Table 3. Ratios 5A/(2B+3C) and B/C of the three normalized 101s between the first four events in each phrase. The
B/C ratios are averaged over all 8 occurrences, the first two 5A/(2B+3C) ratios over the two renditions of bars 1-8.
The grace note in bar 16 is considered a nominal eighth note.

5A/(2B+3C) B/C
Bars: 0-1 4-5 8-9 12-13 16-17 20-21
PI 0.92 1.17 1.49 1.18 O.( 1 1.10 1.34
P2 0.93 1.06 1.42 1.73 1.31 0.98 1.07
P3 1.05 1.14 1.99 2.20 1.62 1.22 1.22
P4 0.89 1.14 1.55 1.52 1.66 1.07 1.29
P5 0.83 0.90 1.15 1.09 0.52 0.89 1.04
P6 0.91 1.03 1.47 1.31 0.92 1.02 1.19
P7 0.87 0.98 1.09 1.19 1.14 0.91 1.01
P8 0.83 0.92 1.27 1.16 0.98 0.97 0.95
P9 0.98 0.99 1.34 1.42 1.18 0.99 0.96
P10 0.95 1.14 1.47 1.59 1.30 1.14 1.31

1 5 5
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Thus, pianists' ability to follow such a timing
curve may be taken as an index of their ability to
shape a phrase, as long as it can be assumed that
no atypical timing pattern was intended. In the
case of Cortot, who consistently shortened the last
IOI (except in bars 21-22), this assumption was
clearly not warranted, and a few other pianists
(Argerich, Bunin, Curzon) occasionally showed a
pattern similar to Cortot's. The large majority of
experts, however, showed good to excellent fits to
a parabolic curve, with individual variations in its
elevation and degree of curvature.16

The students' average timing functions for the
six instances of the melodic gesture are shown in
Figure 4. They are quite similar in pattern to the
averages of the expert pianists (Repp, 1992a:
Figure 6), and the quadratic fits are satisfactory
(r2 ranged from 0.970 to 0.985, versus 0.949 to
0.999 for the experts), though it may be noted that
the fourth MI tends to be too short. This was
mainly due to one pianist's atypical functions, just
as a tendency for the fifth IOI to be too short in
the average expert data was mainly due to Cortot
and a few others.
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Figure 4. Parabolic curve fits to the students' average
timing patterns in the "ascent to the melodic peak" in six
different positions in the music.

The student pianists' individual fits to parabolic
timing curves were good to excellent. Only P4
repeatedly showed a tendency to shorten the
fourth 101, resulting in fits (r2 values) between
0.851 and 0.922. P7 also showed relatively poor
fits in the middle section (r2 = 0.916, 0.804). All
other goodness-of-fit indices ranged from 0.924 to
0.999. By comparison, the experts' performances
included some much poorer fits, ranging from

0.027 to 0.694 for Cortot (except in bars 21-22),
for example, and from 0.073 to 0.779 for Curzon in
the same positions. These distinguished pianists
apparently had some unconventional ideas about
how the melodic gesture should be shaped.
However, most of the experts' fits were in the
same range as the students', suggesting that the
students (with the possible exception of P4) had
mastered the art of shaping a phrase in the
conventional manner.

The ranges of curvatures of the parabolic
functions may also be compared. Repp (1992a:
Figure 9) plotted average curvatures in bars 1-2,
5-6, and 12-18 against those in bars 21-22 for
those cases that yielded a good parabolic fit; the
respective ranges (the values represent the
coefficients of quadratic equations, with the five
IOIs numbered serially) were 30 to 160 and 20 to
150, respectively. The comparable ranges for the
students were 33 to 90 and 70 to 168, respectively.
These ranges were more restricted, but this
difference was mainly due to Demus's extremely
high curvatures, and to Horowitz's abnormally flat
functions in bars 21-22. For the most part,
experts and students showed similar degrees of
curvature, or temporal inflection.

The average relative timing of the long IOI at
the melodic peak, even though it varied with
context, was extremely similar for experts and
students, as can be seen in Figures 2 and 3.

Grace notes
The final long note of the melodic gesture just

discussed (the peak of the phrase) is preceded by
two grace notes in the left hand, basically a
written-out arpeggio, in bars 2, 6, and 18. The
conventional way of playing this passage,
suggested by the notation, is to fit the two grace
notes into the preceding KR, so that the third and
fmal left-hand note coincides with the melody note
(and its lower octave) in the right hand. Thus the
NH can be divided into three portions, A, B, and
C, and ratios can be calculated which reflect the
relative placement of the first grace note in the
IOI, A/(B+C), and the relative "durations" of the
two grace notes, B/C.17 Repp (1992a: Figure 10)
discovered that only about half of the experts
played this passage the conventional way. At least
five variants were observed, some of which made
it impossible to calculate the ratios just described.
For those instances where the ratios could be
determined, they varied widely but tended to
cluster around modal values of 0.4 and 0.5
respectively (Repp, 1992a: Figure 11). In other
words, the first grace note tended to occur after
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about 30% of the MI had elapsed, and the second
grace note shortly after the middle of the WI.

The students, too, did not all play the passage
the conventional way. P7 played the first grace
note at the same time as the preceding melody
note (as did Schnabel), so that the A/(B+C) ratio
was close to zero. P10, on the other hand, played
the second grace note very close to the following
melody note (as did Bunin and Kubalek), so that
the B/C ratio became very large. Both P8 and P10
delayed the top note in the left hand and P9
advanced it, but this did not affect the ratios,
since the IOI was measured to the onset of the
melody note in the right hand. With P7 and P10
omitted, the student pianists' average ratios
ranged from 0.22 to 0.57 for A/(B+C), and from
0.33 to 0.77 for BIC.19 These ranges coincide
precisely with the main cluster of expert values
(Repp, 1992a: Figure 11). Again, the students can
be seen to be similar to the experts in their
microtiming but more conservative on the whole,
as a larger number of deviant ratios and
strategies was observed among the experts.

The music contains two other, isolated grace
notes. One of these, the upbeat in bar 16, has
already been discussed. The other one is the
melodic grace note in bar 8, whose onset falls
within the fourth eighth-note RN (position 8-2-2)
in that measure. Most expert pianists played it
near the middle of the IOI; its relative position
ranged from 33% to 70%. Two pianists (Cortot-3,
Davies) omitted the grace note, and in other
performances Cortot played E instead of C. (One
must be a very great pianist to take that kind of
liberty!) Two student pianists also were deviant:
P10 consistently omitted the grace note, whereas
P9 sustained the grace 'note and thus omitted (or
effectively advanced) the following melody note.
For the other 8 student pianists, the average
relative timing of the grace note ranged from 33%
to 42% (from 27% to 46% across individual
instances). Here, at last, is a clear difference
between experts and students: The students
tended to play the grace note earlier. Only four
expert pianists (Capova, Cortot-2, Gianoli, Krust)
fell within the students' range of timing.

The descent from the melodic peak
The second half of each phrase consists of a se-

ries of falling melodic gestures or "phraselets."
There are two versions of this descent, one instan-
tiated in bars 2-4, 18-20, and 22-24, and the
other in bars 6-8, 10-12, and 14-16. They will be
referred to as Type A and Type B, respectively.
The average timing patterns for the three occur-

rences of each type were very similar, except for
varying extents of the phrase-final ritardandi (see
Figs. 2 and 3). To obtain a more detailed picture of
individual variability in the temporal shaping of
these complex passages, they were subjected to
separate principal component analyses.

The analysis of the Type A phrases did not
include bars 22-24 because the very long IOIs of
the final ritardando would have dominated the
intercorrelation structure. The relevant IOIs thus
ranged from position 2-4-1 to 4-4-2, and from 18-4-
1 to 20-4-2. The PCA on the experts yielded six
significant components which accounted for 82%
of the variance. The analysis on the students,
however, yielded only a single component,
accounting for 76% of the variance. This provides
a particularly striking demonstration of the
greater homogeneity of the students' timing
patterns. The combined analysis yielded seven
components, accounting for 86% of the variance.
After Varimax rotation, the variance was
distributed among the components as follows:
23%, 15%, 15%, 10%, 9%, 9%, and 4%. The
component loadings are shown in Table 4. Six of
the components resembled those obtained for the
experts alone (cf. Repp, 1992a: Table 6), though
their order had changed somewhat. The new
component, remarkably, was the first and most
important one. All 10 student pianists, but only
three experts (Capova, Bunin, Shelley), had their
highest loading on this component. This suggests
that the students as a group represented a
particular style of timing in this musical passage.
Two students showed modest loadings on the
second component (the "Horowitz component"), six
showed affinities with the third component
(defined by Ney and others), and one with the
fourth component (the "Cortot component"). The
remaining three components, though they showed
high loadings by some expert pianists
(Moiseiwitsch; Novaes and Schnabel; Argerich)
had no significant student representation.

The timing profiles corresponding to
Components II-VI, reconstructed from the
standardized component scores, can be seen in
Repp (1992a: Figure 12).19 The new Component I
pattern is shown in Figure 5. This underlying
timing profile is characterized by relatively even
timing through bar 3, with only slight ritardandi
during the first two phraselets, followed by a huge
ritardando towards the end of the third phraselet
(positions 4-1-2 and 4-2-1), and a pronounced
lengthening of the last KM, which marks the end
of the fourth phraselet in the bass voice and
accompanies the upbeat to the following phrase.20
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_ Table 4. Component loadings of the Varimax-rotated 7-component solution for bars 2-4-1 to 4-4-2 and 18-4-1 to 20-
4-2. Only correlations above 0.4 are listed; the highest loading of each poformance is in bold face.

Pianist IV V VI VII

P7 0.874
Capova 0.823
P8 0.798
P6 0.759 0.464
P5 0.738
Bunin 0.683
P2 0.681 0.533
P9 0.646 0.535
P3 0.645 0.622
P5 0.634 0.504 0.420
Shelley 0.594 0.426 0.563
PI 0.589 0.435
PI 0 0.507 0.427 0.443
Horowitz-2 0.912
Horowitz-1 0.859
Horowitz-3 0.783
Klien 0.767
Zak 0.503 0.625
Demus 0.592
Ney 0.775
Eschenbach 0.443 0.684
Ashkenazy 0.681
Brendel 0.651
Katsaris 0.472 0.638
Arrau 0.551 0.626
Cortot-1 0.851
Cortot-2 0.810
Cortot-3 0.683 0.462
Ortiz 0.471 -0.659
Moiseiwitsch 0.876
Davies 0.578
Gianoli 0.462 0.417 0.559
Krust 0.510 0.428
Novaes 0.837
Schnabel 0.829
Kubalek 0.560 0.686
Curzon 0.554 0.596
Argerich 0.463 . 0.445 0.608
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Figure 5. Timing pattern of Component I for the "descent
from the melodic peak" in Type A phrases in the
combined analysis of students and experts.

All students exhibited high within-performance
consistency by playing bars 2-4 and bars 18-20
very similarly. Most experts, on the othevhand,
played bars 18-20 more slowly than bars 2-4, and
their timing profiles for these two musically
identical passages also often diverged
considerably, especially in Horowitz's and Cortot's
renditions. There were some experts, however,
who, like the students, played the two passages
almost identically (most notably Arrau, Capova,
Kubalek, and-surprisingly-Horowitz-3).

The PCA of the Type B phrases included posi-
tions 6-4-1 to 8-1-2, 10-4-1 to 12-1-2, and 14-4-1 to
16-1-2. The fmal six IOIs of each phrase had to be
excluded because of the large ritardandi they car-
ried, which will be analyzed separately below. The
analysis of the expert performances again yielded
six components, accounting for 80% of the vari-
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ance, whereas the student analysis once again
gave rise to only a single significant component,
accounting for 65% of the variance. Eight compo-
nents emerged in the combined analysis, account-
ing for 84% of the variance. The component load-
ings for the first 7 components are shown in Table
5. Again, the addition of the students to the ex-
perts resulted in a new first component. The five
highest loadings on that component represent
student pianists; four additional students had
loadings above 0.4. No expert loaded very highly
on this component; Arrau, Capova, and Argerich
showed moderate correlations with it. The other
novel component was Component V, defined by
Curzon and Schnabel. Two students had small
loadings on this component, though for one of
them (P1) it was the highest on any component.21

The remaining six components resembled those
obtained in the analysis on the experts alone, with
the .order of the first two components reversed (see
also Repp, 1992a: Table 7). Two students (P3, P6)
had their highest loadings on Component II,
defined by Krust and two of Cortot's perfor-
mances; P2 loaded weakly. No student was repre-
sented on Component III, associated most strongly
with Klien and Moiseiwitsch, as well as with two
of Horowitz's performances. Four students were
represented on Component IV, defined by Zak,
Ney, and Davies. Only P1 was marginally associ-
ated with Component VI, which was almost
unique to Ortiz. Component VII, defined by Bunin
and Shelley, and Component VIII, unique to
Cortot-3 (with a loading of 0.818), showed no stu-
dent affiliation.

Table 5. Component loadings of the Varimax-rotated 8-component solution for bars 6-4-1 to 8-1-2, 10-4-1 to 12-1-2,
and 14-4-1 to 16-1-2. Only correlations above 0.4 are listed; the highest loading of each performance is in bold face.
Component VIII is not shown.

Pianist Ill IV V VI VII
P4 0.833
P8 0.823
P9 0.777
P2 0.765 0.434
P10 0.587 0.511
Capova 0.585 0.438 0.408
Argerich 0.527 0.470
Krust 0.827
Cortot-1 0.775
Cortot-2 0.742 0.460
P3 0.437 0.630 0.401
Brendel 0.593 0.407
Kubalek 0.586
Novaes 0.455 0.568
P6 0.509 0.530 0.521
Klien 0.777
Moiseiwitsch 0.732
Arrau 0.629 0.678
Horowitz-2 0.677
Horowitz-3 0.435 0.665 0.400
Gianoli 0.427 0.568
Zak 0.727
Ney 0.716 0.469
Davies 0.656
Curzon 0.411 0.732
Schnabel 0.726
Katsaris 0.574 0.598
Ortiz 0.889
Eschenbach 0.412 0.509
Bunin 0.691
Shelley 0.411 0.537 0.548
Cortot-3
Horowitz-1 0.407 0.426
P5 0.422 0.456
Demus 0 403 0.457
Ashkenazy 0.490
P I 0.495 0.408
P7 0.407 0.425
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The diversity of patterns in this part of the
music is noteworthy, with even Horowitz's and
Cortot's performances varying significantly
amongst themselves. Most pianists were not
strongly associated with any single component but
showed contributions from several; this was true
for the students as well as the experts.
Nevertheless, the students did tend to cluster on
Component I. It should also be noted that the
similarity structure captured by the component
loadings is entirely different from that for the
Type A phrases; there are hardly any expert
pianists that "stayed together" in terms of their
primary component affiliations (exceptions are
mien and Horowitz; and Capova, who stayed with
the students). The distribution of the variance
accounted for among the rotated components was
also less skewed than in the Type A analysis,
which indicates that there were no strongly
dominant patterns.

The timing pattern associated with Component I
is shown in Figure 6. It shows a clear (and
representative) tendency for the phrases in the
middle section (bars 10-12, 14-16) to be played
faster than bars 6-8. Otherwise, the timing
profiles are fairly parallel, showing a tendency to
accelerate during the phrase (before the final
ritardando) and a pronounced lengthening of the
IOIs preceding downbeats (positions 6-4-2 and 7-
4-2), which also precede salient harmonic changes.
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Figure 6. Timing pattern of Component I for the "descent
from the melodic peak" in Type B phrases in the
combined component analysis of students and experts.

Again, the students showed considerable simi-
larity among each other, while the expert profiles
were much more diverse. Most students played
the three instances of the Type B phrase similarly,
whereas experts more often varied their timing.
The secondary components which influenced the
students most, II and IV, differed from

Component I more in overall trend than in quali-
tative detail, hence the apparent homogeneity of
the student group. Component III, which showed
a pronounced lengthening of downbeat rather
than pre-downbeat IOIs, was peculiar to a small
group of experts (including two of Horowitz's per-
formances), as were Components V and VI.

K. Phrase-final ritardandi
There are three major ritardandi in the piece, in

bars 12, 16, and 23-24, respectively. The ones in
bars 12 and 16 comprise four IOIs each, whereas
the final ritardando exhibits a structural and
agogic break (a "comma" in the score) that sets the
final two IOIs apart from the four preceding ones
(cf. Figures. 2 and 3). Repp (1992a: Figure 14)
found that each of the 4-101 progressions was fit
very well by a parabolic function, at least when
the average across all expert pianists was
considered. Individual fits were not always so
close, especially in bar 12, but satisfactory on the
whole. These fits were re-examined quantitatively
here, to compare them to those for the students.

Figure 7 shows the parabolic fits to the students'
average ritardando curves. All three fits were
remarkably close, with r2 greater than 0.999 in
each case. The curvature of the functions was
greater than that of the experts' average functions
in bars 12 and 23 - 24, but less in bar 16.
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Figure 7. Parabolic curve fits to the students' average
timing patterns in the major phrase-final ritardandi. The
beat numbers in parentheses refer to bars 23-24.

To compare the individual fits, the following
classification of r2 values was made: excellent (>
0.999), very good (0.99 - 0.999), good (0.95 - 0.99),
moderate (0.90 - 0.95), poor (0.80 - 0.90), and un-
acceptable (< 0.80). Table 6 shows for each of the
three ritardandi the distribution of fits among
these categorieE for experts and students.

1 Li
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Table 6. Comparison of r2 values of parabolic fits to ritardando functions.

Quality of fit Bar 12 Bar 16 Bars 23 - 24
Experts Students Experts Students Experts Students

r2 > 0.999 6 0 5 2 3 2
0.99 - 0.999 4 4 11 5 10 5
0.95 - 0.99 6 2 10 1 8 3
0.90 - 0.95 4 1 2 2 4 0
0.80 - 0.90 5 3 0 0 1 0
r2 <0.80 3 0 0 0 1 0
Min. curvature -98 -15 7 -80 -27 -21
Max. curvature 117 76 447 183 239 236

They are quite comparable. Both groups showed
poorer fits in bar 12 than in the other locations.
Instances of unacceptable fits were observed only
among the experts, as were excellent fits in bar
12; thus the experts again exhibited somewhat
greater diversity.

The range of curvatures (considering only fits of
better than 0.90) was also greater for the experts
than for the students in bars 12 and 16. Among
students and experts alike, there were instances
of negative curvature, i.e., ritardandi about to
change into accelerandi. However, no pianist
exhibited such a function in all three positions.

Finally, the last two IOIs (positions 24-2-1 and
24-2-2) were examined in terms of their ratio.
Among the experts, the ratios varied from 1.22 to
2.24, among the students from 1.33 to 1.93again
a somewhat smaller range.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The performances of Schumann's "Traumerei"

examined here were obtained under conditions
thatsome might arguemake a comparison
with commercially recorded expert performances
futile. Not only were the student pianists younger,
less experienced, and probably less talented than
the famous pianists, but they also were less
prepared, played from the score on a mediocre
piano, and even committed some errors (though
none that affected timing). It is the more
remarkable, therefore, that the students were
fully the equal of the experts in terms ofmeasures
of timing precision and consistency. If anything,
they were more consistent than the experts, since
the least consistent artists were all from the
expert camp. What this demonstrates is that even
a minimally prepared performance by a competent
pianist has a precisely defined underlying plan
that governs its expressive timing pattern. This
plan presumably derives from tacit knowledge of

general rules of expressive timing that can be
implemented quickly and accurately, perhaps
even in a first reading. Since application of these
rules is contingent on a structural analysis of the
score into phrases and their gestural
substructure, the present results also imply that
the student pianists carried out an appropriate
structural analysis, efficiently but presumably
without explicit awareness. The expressive timing
profile is evidence of their structural analysis.

The consistency of the students relative to the
experts may have been overestimated slightly
because the expert timing profiles contained
human measurement error whereas the students'
MIDI data did not; moreover, in most subsequent
comparisons the student timing data were further
stabilized by averaging over three performances,
which reduced random "motor error" and brought
out more clearly the pianists' intentions. While
this may have tilted the comparison in favor of the
students at the "high end" of the continuum, it
cannot account for the large differences in
consistency at the "low end." They can only be
explained by assuming that some expert pianists
did not wish to be highly consistent. Their
intention must have been to vary their timing of
repeated or similar material, and this is quite in
line with what many artists say about their
performance strategies. The students were much
less prone to such strategies, presumably because
their limited preparation (or possibly their limited
experience or smaller artistic imagination) did not
allow them to include multiple strategies in their
performance plans. Their plans were more rigid
and circumscribed; they were also safer. The
experts' greater intra-individual variability
carried a certain risk with it: The more different
timing patterns are tried out, the more likely it is
that one or the other will strike the listener as odd
or mannered (see Repp, 1992a).

1 u 1
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The students were not only as consistent as the
more consistent experts in their timing, but they
were equally matched in their ability to shape a
ritardando. This ability was assessed at four
different places in the music (one phrase-internal,
three phrase-final), and no student consistently
failed the litmus test of the parabolic curve fit.
Only one pianist (P4) produced a somewhat
awkward ascent to the melodic peak, though her
phrase-final ritardandi were quite normal. Again,
it was the experts who sometimes had different
ideas about the shaping of these local gestures,
not all of them convincing to this listener. It may
still be controversial to take a curve fit to a
sequence of IOIs as a measure of temporal
shaping skill, but there is increasing evidence that
a certain manner of changing local tempo is
generally adhered to by performers and is also
perceived as optimal by listeners (Sundberg and
Verrillo, 1980; Repp, 1992b). This manner seems
best characterized by a quadratic (or possibly
cubic) function of score position (in terms of IOIs),
or equivalently by a linear change in velocity
(position as a function of time), all being allusions
to biological motion in space (Truslit, 1938;
Kronman and Sundberg, 1987; Todd, 1985, 1992,
1995, submitted; Feldman, Epstein, and Richards,
1992; Repp, 1992a, 1993; Epstein, 1995). Although
an artist always has the option of deliberately
deviating from such a "natural" form, (s)he does it
at the (perhaps well-considered) risk of being
perceived as anomalous.

The results discussed so far demonstrate that
the student pianists, despite the unfavorable
circumstances in which they had to play, exhibited
considerable agogic skill and taste. It would not
have been surprising, however, to find that their
performance plansand the structural analysis
they reflectwere less detailed and zomewhat
impoverished compared to the experts'. It was
impressive, therefore, to find that, on the average,
the students' and experts' timing profiles were
virtually the same. While some small quantitative
differences existed, together with some average
differences in basic tempo choices, there were no
qualitative differences at all between the shapes
of the respective average timing profiles. Even
though the average profile is a statistical
construct and not a real performance, it is a
representation of significant commonality among
performances and hence of a common standard or
norm.22 From this perspective, it is significant
that the average profiles of students and experts
were so highly similar. The finding points to a
shared standard of expressive timing for this

particular music, and hence also to a shared
structural analysis. While there may be
innumerable ways of deviating from the normin
fact, the norm may never be realized in any
particular performanceit nevertheless serves as
a guiding force that "pulls" performers towards
some center. This center is not pre-defined but
probably has evolved through the history of
performance, both of Romantic pieces in general
and of "Traumerei" in particular, and it may keep
changing. Precisely such an "evolutionary" theory
of performance standards was recently proposed
by Bowen (1993). What the present results
demonstrate is that, despite differences in age,
generation, and year of recording, today's student
pianists seem to share the same performance
standard as the very heterogeneous group of older
expert pianists. This may indicate that the
performance standard for "Traumerei," at least,
has not changed much in recent decades. Analysis
of the expert data has not revealed any obvious
historical trends (Repp, 1992a).

The most important and convincing result of the
present study concerns the one way in which the
students differed from the experts: By several
measures, but particularly in terms of the tempo-
ral organization of the intricate descent from the
melodic peak in each phrase, the students' timing
profiles were much more homogeneous than the
experts'. The experts, even though they seemed to
adhere to the same abstract standard as the stu-
dents, felt much more free to deviate from it and,
in doing so, showed greater individuality (and, oc-
casionally, eccentricity) than the students. The
students' individuality was a more limited and
cautious one; the students seemed more strongly
constrained by their common standard than many
of the experts. Agam, it is Bowen (1993) who has
formulated a pertinent model which he in turn
credits to the Russian literary critic Bakhtin
(1981). Bakhtin spoke of "centripetal" and
"centrifugal" forces in the everyday and artistic
use of language; in Bowen's paraphrase, "the one
[tends] toward unity and the need to understand
each other, and the other toward the specific and
the desire to express our uniqueness.... This di-
chotomy can also be expressed as the tension be-
tween individual expression and communication
or between innovation and tradition" (Bowen,
1993, p. 143). The expert pianists, therefore, were
more innovative than the students; or, more pre-
cisely, they included a number of innovative
artists, for some of them were quite traditional in
outlook (as far as "Triiumerei" is concerned), per-
haps deliberately so. Music performance thus
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seems to be comparable to composition: It is gen-
erally agreed that the greatest composers, of past
centuries at least, deviated in many ways from the
then current compositional standards, which may
have been followed religiously by lesser contempo-
raries and particularly by composition students.

This difference between experts and students
does not come as a surprise, of course. It is its
rigorous demonstration by means of objective
performance analysis that is novel and deserves
attention. It may be asked, however, whether the
students would have produced more diverse
performances if they had had the opportunity to
study and rehearse the piece more carefully before
the recording was made. We enter the realm of
speculation here, but a negative answer seems
likely. Music critics and other observers of the
contemporary classical music scene often comment
on the relative loss of diversity in performance,
and the author can confirm this impression on the
basis of having heard the present student pianists
(as well as many others) in recital, playing
carefully prepared programmes. One component
that may contribute to the reduced originality of
young artists is the competitive nature of the
music business today. Music competitions, by
their very nature, discourage deviation from the
norm because the jury decides by consensus, and
the consensus most often is the norm.23 The
training of today's young pianists, whether or not
they have the talent to capture a top prize, is
oriented towards making them successful
competitors, not unique individuals. Their
teachers probably assume that individuality will
emerge spontaneously, and indeed it does;
however, the range of the resulting individual
variety is relatively restricted.

There are many other components that
contribute to this phenomenon of relative
uniformity among young performing artists today:
The universal availability of many note-perfect
recordings of the standard repertoire, which has
raised expectations of technical accuracy
enormously, to the detriment of interpretive
originality; the increasing uniformity of these
recordings as more and more young artists enter
the Schwann catalogue while historical recordings
fade into the background; the lack of originality in
popular classical "mainstream" artists who serve
as role models; the disappearance of national and
regional performance traditions; the enormous
influx of highly competent musicians from
countries without any performance traditions in
Western music; the increasing remoteness of the
cultural and historical contexts that gave rise to

the masterpieces that constitute the standard
repertoire; and the lack of incisive life experiences
in an increasingly uniform and commercialized
world. It must also be remembered, however, that
student pianists obviously differ from expert
pianists in age and experience. It is possible that
individuality increases with age and experience,
and if so, there is little reason for concern. Did the
great individualistic pianists of the past, such as
Cortot and Horowitz, play more conventionally
when they were young? This would be an
interesting topic for further investigation, as
would be a longitudinal follow-up study of the
student pianists of today.

While the students' relatively conservative in-
terpretations may lack the aesthetic refinement of
great artists' renditions, they are interesting in
their own right. Precisely because they do not
stray too far from a common standardbecause
they are played as "correctly" as possiblethey
define that standard mPre precisely. Efforts to
understand and model the basic principles of ex-
pressive timing would best start with prototypical
profiles, leaving the modelling of originality to a
later stage. Student performances are also much
easier to obtain than performances of famous con-
cert pianists in MIDI format. Furthermore, stu-
dent performances may provide important infor-
mation about the nature and origin of individual-
ity in expression. For despite their relative homo-
geneity, the student pianists each had their own
individual timing pattern, replicable (within the
limits of motor control) only by themselves. These
timing patterns may represent the interaction of a
common structural interpretation and a common
set of implicit performance rules with an individ-
ual organism whose cognitive and kinematic pa-
rameters determine the precise surface pattern of
a performance. In the students' case, this interac-
tion may be relatively uncontaminated by explicit
desires to differ from the norm; the individual
differences may be obligatory, as it were. Perhaps
there is a relatively small set of parameters that,
once determined, can predict individual variations
in timing patterns and can serve as a characteri-
zation of an artist's personality. Such a parame-
terization of individualityan explanation of the
unexplained variance among performancesre-
mains a project for the distant future.
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FOOTNOTES
*Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, in press.
I As the term is used here, expressive ("horizontal") timing does

not include the asynchronies among nominally simultaneous
tone onsets ("vertical" timing), which are an order of
magnitude smaller than the 10Is considered here. In any chord,
the onset of the highest tone (usually part of the principal

melody and played by the pianist's right hand) is taken as the
reference for computing 10Ls.

2There are other ways of representing timing information-as
tempo curves (see Desain and Honing, 1992), as cumulative
functionS of real time (Todd, 1994, 1995), or as percentage
deviations from the average 101 (Gabrielsson, 1987; Palmer,
1989)-but normalized IOIs as a function of score position
remain this author's preference.

3This is a departure from Repp (1992a), where only bar numbers
and eighth-note numbers were used: "15-3-2" was "15-6" there

4The performances did contain some inaccuracies-a few wrong
notes and a larger number of missing and extra notes-nearly
all of which were in secondary voices. (See Repp, submitted,
for an error analysis.) There was no evidence that errors
affected expressive timing; all performances were fluent and
without hesitations.

5There was no evidence for a historical trend towards faster
tempi in the expert data (the oldest recordings, by Davies and
Cortot, were among the fastest), nor did the age at which the
experts were recorded seem to be related to their tempo
choices.

6There was no evidence for a historical trend towards faster
tempi in the expert data (the oldest recordings, by Davies and
Cortot, were among the fastest), nor did the age at which the
experts were recorded seem to be related to their tempo
choices.

7Such high precision should not be equated with performance
quality, however; the quality of a timing profile is probably
unrelated to its replicability.

8These correlations, like the present statistics, were computed on
the subdivided, untransformed IOls.

9Interestingly, the less consistent experts (Argerich, Bunin,
Cortot, Ortiz, Schnabel) were those who had somewhat
unusual timing patterns to begin with (see Repp, 1992a, and
below). Of course, it is not known whether their inconsistency
was deliberate 0- happenstance. It could be that less typical
timing patterns are less replicable in principle (see Clarke,
1993).

I0This figure is similar to Figure 3 in Repp (1992a), but the
average profile here represents arithmetic rather than
geometric means, and the abscissa has been relabeled in terms
of beats rather than eighth notes.

"Only one of Cortot's and Horowitz's three performances was
allowed among the three.

I2While Vladimir Ashkenazy is world-famous and the late Yakov
Zak was a well-known teacher in the USSR, the author has no
information at all about Sylvia Capova.

I3Repp (1992a), following the terminology of the BMDP statistical
software manual, considered PCA a species of factor analysis
and referred to components as "factors." The author now
prefers to talk about "components," in accord with the SYSTAT
software manual, but the technique is the same.

I4Each student was represented by the average timing profile of
his or her three (or two) performances, but the three
performances of Cortot and Horowitz were kept separate. In
each performance, the 10Is of the two renditions of bars 1-8
were averaged, and long 10Is were represented as multiple
eighth-note 101s. Thus each complete performance contained
190 IOIs. No transformation was applied. Because of the
different data format, the analysis of the expert data yielded
results that differed in some details from those reported in
Repp (1992a).

I5The first ratio was described somewhat awkwardly as A /(114C)
with subsequent normalization; it is equivalent to the
5A/(2B+3C) ratio reported here.

16Goodness of fit values (r2) were not reported in Repp 0992a)
but were computed for the present comparison.
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"Unlike the normalized IOIs (A, B, C) used in the ratios of Table
3, these fractions of a single IOI are not normalized.

18The ratios for the five instances of the grace note passage in the
music (the two renditions of bars 1-8 were treated individually
here) were averaged. Individual pianists were fairly consistent
across the five instances, and they all differed from each other
in their precise grace note timing patterns, which is additional
evidence for stable individual differences, despite relative
homogeneity ovei all.

19The present Components II, III, IV, V, and VI correspond to
Factors II, I, III, V. and IV there, and the resemblance is close.
Only the marginally significant Component VII differs from the
previous Factor VI.

2°It is not in bold face in the table because the highest loading of
that pianist (as well as of others at the bottom of the table)
probably was on a factor that did not reach significance in the
analysis.

321 It is not in bold face in the table because the highest loading of
that pianist (as well as of others at the bottom of the table)
probably was on a factor that did not reach significance in the
analysis.

22In a recent stUdy (Repp, in preparation), the average timing
profile was synthesized and presented to listeners for aesthetic
judgment. It was found to be perfectly acceptable but lacking in
individuality.

23A perceptive analysis of piano competitions is provided by
Joseph Horowitz in his book, The Ivory Trade. Here is how he
described the winner of the 1989 Van Cliburn International
Piano Competition: "For one thing, he chose repertoire to
highlight what he played least controversially. ...He readied
his pieces not toward spontaneous, inspirational performances
but toward performances that would leave nothing to chance,
even under abnormal pressure. His only goal was to win"
(Horowitz, 1990, pp. 101-102).
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Quantitative Effects of Global Tempo on Expressive
Timing in Music Performance: Some Perceptual Evidence*

Bruno H. Repp

This study examines the question of whether global tempo and expressive timing
microstructure are independent in the aesthetic judgment of music performance.
Measurements of tone interonset intervals in pianists' performances of pieces by
Schumann ("Trtiumerei") and Debussy ("La fille aux cheveux de lin") at three different
tempi show a tendency toward reduced (relative) expressive timing variation at both faster
and slower tempi, relative to the pianist's original tempo. However, this could reflect
merely the pianists' discomfort when playing at an unfamiliar tempo. Therefore, a
perceptual approach was taken here. Experimental stimuli were created artificially by
independently manipulating global tempo (3 levels) and "relative modulation depth" of
expressive timing (RMD, 5 levels) in MIDI-recorded complete performances of the
Schumann and Debussy pieces. Skilled pianists rated the quality of the resulting two sets
of 15 performances on a 10-point scale. The question was whether the same RMD would
receive the highest rating at all three tempi, or whether an interaction would emerge, such
that different RMDs are preferred at different tempi. A small but significant interaction
was obtained for both pieces, indicating that the listeners preferred a reduced RMD when
the tempo was increased, but the same or a larger RMD when the tempo was decreased.
Thus, they associated an increase in tempo with a decrease in (relative) expressive timing
variation, which, in general agreement with the performance data, suggests
nonindependence of the two temporal dimensions.

INTRODUCTION
Whether and how certain object or event

properties remain physically and/or perceptually
invariant under varioua kinds of transformation is
an important theoretical issue that pervades
psychological research (see, e.g., Warren & Shaw,
1985; Perkell & Klatt, 1986; Heuer, 1991). The
psychology of music is no exception (Hulse,
Takeuchi, & Braaten, 992). For example, it is
well known that musical pitch intervals and
melodies remain invariant under transforrnationb
of register (i.e., transposition); that is, they both
retain their frequency ratios in performance and
are perceived as constituting the same melody.

This research was supported by NIH grant MH-51230. I am
grateful to Charles Nichols and Linda Popovic for extensive
assistance, to Jonathan Berger (directo,.., Yale Center of
Studies in Music Technology) for allowing me to use his
facilities, to the participating pianists for their patience, and to
Jamshed Bharucha, Stephen Handel, Henkjan Honing,
Caroline Palmer, and Burt Rosner for helpful comments on an
earlier draft.
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Some other forms of invariance in music are less
well established or are in doubt. Thus, although it
may seem that rhythm should scale proportionally
and remain perceptually invariant across changes
in global tempoand certainly the relative note
values of simple rhythms can be reproduced and
recognized across changes in tempo, several
studies have suggested that subjective rhythmic
organization changes with tempo (Handel &
Lawson, 1983; Monahan & Hirsh, 1990; Handel,
1992; Parncutt, 1994), so that rhythms may not be
executed in exactly the same way at different
tempi and listeners can find it difficult to match or
recognize proportionally scaled rhythmic patterns
when the tempo is changed substantially (Sorkin
& Montgomery, 1991; Handel, 1993).

The present study is concerned with the relative
invariance or noninvariance of expressive timing
microstructure across global tempo changes in
music performance. Timing microstructure
consists of continuous modulations of the local
tempo, resulting in unequal intervals between

.1 0
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successive tone onsets, even if the corresponding
notes have the same value in the score.1 In the
absence of timing microstructure, these tone
interonset intervals (I0Is) would be identical; in
an expressive performance, however, IOIs vary
considerably and lawfully in a fashion determined
both by the musical structure and the performer's
interpretation and individuality (see, e.g.,
Gabrielsson, 1987; Palmer, 1989; Repp, 1992).
Relational invariance (also called proportional
scaling, ratiomorphic timbag, or the homothetic
principle; see Gentner, 1987; Heuer, 1991; Viviani
& Laissard, 1991) is a key concept in research on
timing control in skilled motor performance,
though the tasks investigated have rarely been as
complex as music performance. Relational
invariance has been interpreted as evidence for a
"generalized motor program" (Schmidt, 1975) that
adjusts to tempo variations by means of a
multiplicative rate parameter. Applied to
expressive timing in music, this hypothesis
implies that a change in global tempo results in a
uniform compression or expansion of the timing
pattern, leaving the ratios of successive IOIs
constant.

Clarke (1982), following up on earlier
observations by Michon (1974), has suggested that
timing microstructure does not remain
relationally invariant as the tempo of a
performance changes, due to rhythmic
reorganization. Although Clarke's data are weak
(see Repp, 1994a), his discussion is reasonable: If
global tempo changes are large enough to cause
rhythmic reorganization, then this will probably
be reflected in expressive timing and cause
deviations from relational invariance. Desain and
Honing (1994) presented stronger evidence for
noninvariance of timing microstructure in a piano
piece played at three different tempi. However,
they did not make clear what, if any, systematic
principle underlay the deviations from invariance.
Some of the clearest deviations occurred in the
very brief IOIs associated with grace notes, where
some perceptual or motoric lower limit may have
been reached that prevented proportional scaling.
The present study, in contrast, focused on the
timing microstructure of relatively long IOIs,
where such limits presumably do not play any
role. More importantly, the present study was
concerned with a relatively limited range of global
tempi, over which a perfbrmer might reasonably
be expected to maintain a particular rhythmic
organization. Thus, while better demonstrations of
qualitative changes in expressive timing as a
function of changes in global tempo are needed,

the research reported here focuses on the
orthogonal dimension of quantitative changes in
timing microstructure.

A qualitative change is one that affects the
shape of the timing profile (I0I duratiOn as a
function of metrical position) and thus suggests a
change in the underlying rhythmic structuring
(e.g., a peak appears in the timing prefile where
previously there was none, or a peak disappears
completely while other features remain relatively
constant), whereas a quantitative change affects
the magnitude of all peaks and valleys in the
profile, suggesting relatively understated or
exaggerated expression of the same underlying
organization. Different degrees along this
quantitative continuum are captured by the
concept of relative modulation depth (RMD),
which will be defined more precisely below. Note
that absolute modulation depth (i.e., the absolute
range of variation of the IOI durations) is likely to
increase as global tempo decreases (i.e., as the
average RH duration increases). However, if
relational invariance holds, then the variation
increases simply by a multiplicative factor and the
RMD remains constant. The question addressed in
the present research, then, was whether the RMD
does in fact remain constant when the tempo of a
performance is changed. A less formal way of
posing this question is: Does a change in overall
tempo affect the degree of expressiveness of a
performance (in the timing domain)?

Some Relevant Performance Data
Repp (1994a) investigated whether relational

invariance of expressive timing microstructure
held in two pianists' performances of Robert
Schumann's famous miniature, "Träumerei,"
played at three different tempi. Even though the
timing profiles of all performanzes by the same
pianist were highly similar, statistical analysis
did show significant deviations from relational
invariance. A subsequent regression analysis
revealed systematic trends in these deviations,
which are illustrated in Figure 1.2

This figure plots the logarithms of the IOIs (n =
254) at the original preferred (medium) tempo
against the logarithms of the same IOIs at faster
and slower tempi, for each of the two pianists
(LPH and BHR). To reduce random variability,
the ICH durations were averaged over three per-
formances at the same nominal tempo before the
logarithms were computed. All IOIs are nothinally
eighth notes, so that all variability is due to
expressive timing alone. (Notationally longer IOIs
in the music were subdivided into equal parts cor-
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responding to eighth-note IOIs.) If relational in-
variance holds, then corresponding IOIs at two
different tempi (T1, T2) should be pronortional, so
that IOIT2 = diDIT1, where g is a constant repre-
senting the tempo change. It follows that
log(IOIT2) = log(g) + log(IOIT1); that is, the rela-
tionship between the logarithms of the IOIs
should be linear with a slope of 1 (parallel to the
solid diagonal in Figure 1) and the intercept log(g).
However, the slopes of the dotted lines fit to the
data in Figure 1 are significantly less than 1, more
so for LPH (Figure la), a professional pianist,
than for BHR (Figure lb), an amateur.3
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Figure /. Relationships between logarithms of 101s at a
medium tempo and at a fast and slow tempo,
respectively, in performances of Schumann's
"Träumerei" by two pianists (LPN and BHR). Data from
Repp (1994a).

This alone would not be sufficient evidence for a
deviation from proportionality because the slope of
a regression line declines in proportion to the
correlation between two variables. The relevant
evidence is the fact that the slopes in Figure 1 are
smaller than the correlations, implying that the
standard deviations of the log(I0I) values were
reduced at slow and fast tempi relative to medium
tempo. (The slope divided by the correlation
equals the ratio of the standard deviations.) In
other words, when the tempo was increased, long
IOIs decreased proportionally more than did short
IOIs; when the tempo was decreased, long IOIs
increased proportionally less than did short IOIs.
In each instance, a change of tempo resulted in a
reduced RMD, or a compression of the timing
profile relative to the original tempo. The measure
of RMD is the slope of the regression line divided
by the correlation.

These observations suggest that expressive
timing is not independent of global tempo.
However, the nature of this dependence is
surprising: Instead of there being a unidirectional
change in "expressiveness" with tempo (with a
relative decrease in expressiveness as the tempo
gets faster being much more plausible than the
reverse), it seems that the two pianists, especially
LPH, played less expressively at both slow and
fast tempi.4 This could have a relatively trivial
explanation, however: When a musician is asked
to play at a tempo other than the preferred one,
(s)he may feel less comfortable and/or may have to
devote some attention to sticking to the prescribed
tempo, which then may result in a restricted
RMD.5 Alternatively, it could be that there is an
optimal (medium) tempo for a piece of music,
which somehow permits the greatest expressive
freedom. Either of these possibilities may be
called an "optimal tempo" hypothesis. The
alternative hypothesis, which is not supported by
the performance data, may be called "the faster,
the less expressi7e." The null hypothesis, of
course, is that relational invariance holds.

A Perceptual Approach
In order to circumvent possible artifacts due to

performers' tempo preferences, the present study
took a perceptual approach. If RMD tends to vary
with global tempo in performance, then musicians
should have corresponding expectations as
listeners. These expectations were assessed here
by varying global tempo and RMD independently
in a performance, and by asking skilled pianists to
evaluate the quality of the resulting versions.
Given that a particular RMD is preferred at the
medium (original) tempo, then it may be asked
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whether the same RMD is also preferred at a
slower or faster tempo. Such a result would be
consistent with the null hypothesis that
expressive timing is relationally invariant across
tempo changes. In that case, the variations in
RMD observed in the "Traumerer performances
could be regarded as artifacts related to pianists'
tempo preferences. Alternatively, the pianist
judges might prefer a larg-ir RMD at the slow
tempo and a smaller RMD at the fast tempo. This
would support the hypothesis of "the faster, the
less expressive" and would suggest that only the
reduction in RMD at a slow tempo is a
performance artifact. Finally, it is conceivable
that the perceptual judgments will mirror the
performance data, with a smaller RMD being
preferring at both a slow and a fast tempo. This
would support the "optimal tempo" hypothesis.
Statistically speaking, both of the latter findings
represent an interaction between global tempo
and RMD, whereas the null hypothesis predicts no
Mteraction.

In his earlier related study, Repp (1994a)
focused on performance measurements but also
included a perceptual test. He took the first 8 bars
of each of the two pianists' "TrAumerei"
performances at the three tempi and changed
their tempo artificially by stretching or shrinking
all IOIs proportionally, so that RMD remained
constant. These modified performances were then
paired with unmodified performances having the
same global tempo (i.e., the same total duration),
and pianist listeners were asked to indicate which
performance in each pair was the original one
that is, which sounded more natural. This was a
very difficult task, and accuracy was barely above
chance level. These results were interpreted as
supporting the hypothesis of relational invariance:
Changing the tempo while keeping RMD constant
did not seem to result in a noticeable deterioration
of expressive quality. The present study went two
steps further by varying both global tempo and
RMD orthogonally in complete performances of
piano pieces.

Experiment 1 was preceded by a very similar
experiment that yielded unclear results and there-
fore will not be reported in detail. It differed from
the experiment reported below in that both global
tempo and RMD varied over a smaller range,
which probably made the stimuli too difficult to
discriminate and judge reliably. It also presented
the listeners with integral performances rather
than with 8-bar excerpts, as described below. Nine
pianists participated as listeners, one of them be-
ing LPH, whose medium-tempo performance had

formed the basis of the experimental materials.
The single remarkable result was that LPH was
the only listener who showed a striking interac-
tion of global tempo and RMD in her ratings,
which fit the pattern of "the faster, the less ex-
pressive."6 LPH was the most experienced pianist
among the listeners, but she may also have been
specially attuned to her own expressive mi-
crostructure. While not much could be concluded
from this intriguing finding, it gave rise to the
hope that more consistent results from a group of
pianist judges might be obtained when global
tempo and RMD were varied over a wider range.

EXPERIMENT 1
Method
Listeners

Ten pianists participated as listeners. Seven of
them were graduate students of piano at the Yale
School of Music, one was a graduate student of
music theory, one was an undergraduate, and one
was a serious amateur (the author).7

Materials
Fifteen complete versions of Schumann's

"Traumerei' were generated by transforming a
single original performance by LPH. That
performance was one of three recorded at LPH's
preferred ("medium") tempo on a Roland RD-250s
digital piano with DP-2 pedal switch (see Repp,
1994a, 1994b, for details). The performance was
technically accurate and had fine artistic
expression; despite the slightly synthetic sound
("Piano 1"), it was a pleaeure to listen to. The
performance data were stored in MIDI format
(note onsets and offsets, velocities, and pedal
onsets and offsets).

The transformation method involved several
steps and decisions. Following Repp's (1992,
1994a) methods of data 4nalysis, eighth-note IOIs
were derived from the onsets of the tones with the
highest pitch in each cluster of nominally simul-
taneous tones. IOIs nominally longer than one
eighth note were divided into eighth-note IOIs of
equal length, to be added up again after transfor-
mation. This part was straightforward. The tricky
question was how to deal with onset asynchronies,
grace notes, note offsets, and pedal information
when manipulating tempo and RMD.

Repp (1994a), in his analyses of LPH's and
BHR's performances of "TrAumerei," has provided
some evidence suggesting that onset asynchronies
in chords and overlap times (degree of legato)of
successive tones do not change systematically
with changes in global tempo. However, since it

"W
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proved technically cumbersome to keep these
small intervals constant while transforming the
primary IOIs, the MIDI score of LPH's original
performance was first edited to eliminate all onset
asynchronies and overlaps. Thus, all notes with
nominally simultaneous onsets were made to start
at the same time as the note from which the IOI
was computed, viz., the one with the highest pitch.
Similarly, all note offsets in the MIDI score were
"regularized" by making them coincide with fol-
lowing note onsets, according to their nominal
value in the score. This eliminated overlaps be-
tween successive legato notes (the original per-
formance was almost entirely legato) as well as
gaps between notes played non-legato, such as re-
peated notes of the same pitch.9 Subsequent lis-
tening suggested that the performance did not
suffer in expressive quality from these manipula-
tions. Since pedaling was almost continuous and
created extensive acoustic tone overlaps (see
Repp, 1995b), the elimination of overlaps and gaps
in the MIDI score had few audible consequences.

After this regularization, the remaining MIDI
events that did not coincide with tone onsets were
a few grace notes and the ubiquitous pedal onsets
and offsets. According to earlier analyses, grace
note timing in this music was relationally
invariant and pedal timing often changed with
tempo, although it did not always exhibit
relational invariance (Repp, 1994a, 1995b). It was
decided to keep the timing of both these events
relationally invariant. That is, after transforming
the IOIs, the grace note onsets and pedal events
were moved so that they remained in the same
relative temporal position within the IOI in which
they occurred.

The eighth-note IOIs themselves were trans-
formed by first computing their natural loga-
rithms, then multiplying them by a constant h and
adding a constant A, and finally taking the an-
tilogarithm of the result.9 The values of h (the
measure of RMD) were chosen to be 0.6, 0.8, 1.0,
1.2, and 1.4, where a coefficient of less than 1 rep-
resents a compression and a coefficient larger
than 1 represents an expansion of RMD compared
to the original performance (cf. Figure 1). Starting
with the original medium-tempo performance (a
(), h = 1), two values of the intercept Li were chosen
to generate slower and faster versions whose
tempo still seemed aestheticaliy acceptable. The
total durations of the resulting fast, medium, and
slow performances differed by increments of 25%.
A different 12 coefficient was then applied to the
medium-tempo performance, and an accompany-
ing value of a was found by trial and error, so as

to keep the total duration constant. The a coeffi-
cients for the remaining versions could then be de-
termined arithmetically, as they were a simple
linear function of the h coefficients. All these coef-
ficients are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Additive (a) coefficients used in Experiment I.
These are the intercepts of the linear functions relating
the original and transformed ln(101) values, with the k
coefficients being their slopes.

Tempo h coefficient

AMMO=

DI [ration

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 (s)
Fast 2.319 1.046 -0.227 -1.504 -2.781 115.0
Medium 2.546 1.273 0.000 -1.277 -2.554 144.3
Slow 2.767 1.494 0.221 -1.056 -2.333 180.0

All data manipulations were carried out in a
spreadsheet/graphics program (DeltaGraph
Professional) into which the original MIDI data
had been imported as text files. After
transformation, the IOIs were cumulated back
into absolute onset times, and the data were
reconverted into MIDI files for audio output via
the Roland RD-250s digital piano. To get multiple
ratings of each version, the 24-bar piece was
divided into three 8-bar sections (excerpts) that
were presented and evaluated separately.19

Procedure
The 45 8-bar sections were recorded onto DAT

tape, together with the complete original
regularized medium-tempo performance, which
served as familiarization. All listeners were tested
individually in a quiet room and heard the music
over Sennheiser HD5401I earphones. The DAT
recorder was programmed to deliver the excerpts
in a different order to each listener.

Each listener first heard the complete perfor-
mance. (S)he was asked to consider it approxi-
mately 7 or 8 on a 10-point scale (1 = poor, 10 =
excellent.) and to judge tin quality of the following
performances relative to it, as well as relative to
any other preceding versions of the same tempo.11
The test excerpts were presented in three groups
of 15, corresponding to the ttree 8-bar sections of
the piece, which were presented in the same natu-
ral order to all subjects (i.e., first bars 1-8, then
bars 9-16, and finally bars 17-24). Each group was
divided into three blocks of five versions each,
with the global tempo being constant within each
block. The order of blocks (global tempi) within
groups, and the order of excerpts (RMD values)
within each block, were variable and approxi-
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mately counterbalanced across listeners. Each in-
dividual listener, however, received the same or-
der of global tempi within each group, and the
same order of RMD values within tempi in any
given group (but different orders in different
groups), in order to equate any sequential context
effects across tempi.

The listeners were asked to assign a rating at
the end of each performance excerpt. They were
asked to try to use the whole range of the scale
and to avoid giving the same rating to two ex-
cerpts in the same block; decimals and ratings
outside the 10-point range were permitted (but
rarely used). It was emphasized that discrimina-
tion among the excerpts within a block was much
more important than the relative ratings of the
performances according to tempo (i.e., between
blocks). The listeners were thus asked specifically
to focus on the RMD dimension and to indicate
their relative preference among excerpts having
the same global tempo. Each group of 15 excerpts
was followed by a short break.

Results and Discussion
The average ratings of the 10 judges are shown

in Figure 2 as a function of RMD (i.e., the 12 coeffi-
cient), separately for the three global tempi. As
expected, at the medium tempo the highest rating
was given to the original (regularized) perfor-
mance (12 = 1). At the fast tempo, however, the
highest rating was given to the performance with

= 0.8, whereas at the slow tempo it was given to
the performance with 12 = 1.2. The tempo by RMD
interaction was significant in a repeated-measures
ANOVA [F(8,72) = 3.41, p < .003]. In addition,
there was a significant main effect of RMD
[F(4,36) = 4.81, p < .0041. The apparent preference
for the medium tempo over the other tempi was
not reliable due to large individual variability, and
there were no differences or interactions due to
the three 8-bar sections of the piece. Pairwise
comparisons of tempi suggested that the interac-
tion with RMD was reliable for slow vs. fast
[F(4,36) = 4.09, p < .008] and for slow vs. medium
tempo [F(4,36) = 3.33, p < .03], but not quite for
medium vs. fast tempo [F(4,36) = 2.32, p < .081.

These results support the hypothesis of "the
faster, the less expressive": Listeners exhibited a
preference for a reduced RMD at a fast tempo and
for an enhanced RMD at a slow tempo. The effect
is small, however. It was possible to assess the
reliability of each individual subject's results by
considering the three 8-bar excerpts as a random
factor crossed with the fixed factors of RMD and
tempo. In these individual repeated-measures
ANOVAs, eight of ten listeners showed significant

(p < .05) main effects of RMD and nine showed
significant main effects of tempo, which suggests
that they could discriminate among the different
performances. However, only three subjects
showed a significant RMD by tempo interaction.
Of course, these individual ANOVAs had less
statistical power than the overall analysis, but
they demonstrate the relative fragility of the
crucial interaction.

a)
cr)

0.6 1 1.2
modulation depth

1.4

Figure 2. Average ratings by 10 subjects of 15
performances of Schumann's "Taumerei" varying in
global tempo and in RMD.

Experiment 2 represents an attempt to replicate
this interaction with a different piece of music.

EXPERIMENT 2

Some Perfroamce Data
The music in this study was "La fille aux

cheveux de lin," from Book I of Debussy's pre-
hides. The complete prelude was performed 7
times by a talented young pianist, a second-year
graduate student at the Yale School of Music. The
first three times she played it at her preferred
tempo, alternating with three other pieces that
were recorded in the same session. At the end of
the session, she was asked to play the Debussy
piece twice each at the slowest and fastest tempi
that she found aesthetically acceptable. The in-
strument was a Yamaha MX100A Disclavier (an
upright acoustic piano with added electronic com-
ponents, connected to a microcomputer) located at
the Yale Center for Studies in Music Technology.
The performances were recorded in MIDI format.

The "primary" note onsets (i.e., of the note with
the highest pitch in each cluster) were identified
in the MIDI scores, and IOIs were calculated. The
IOIs were then averaged across the two or three
performances with the same nominal tempo, to
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reduce random variability. In contrast to
Schumann's "Traumerei," which contains mainly
eighth-note IOIs, the Debussy piece contains a va-
riety of nominal 101 durations: sixteenth notes,
eighth notes, and longer notes. To eliminate the
contribution of nominal differences in UM dura-
tion and leave only expressive timing variation, all
IOIs were "normalized" to sixteenth-note units by
dividing longer IOIs by the number of sixteenth-
note units they contained. The scatter plot of
log(I0I) values comparing the different tempi is
shown in Figure 3a. The deviation of the slopes of
the regression lines from unity was even more
striking here than in Figure 1, though there was
also greater variability.12 However, the slopes of
the regression lines were clearly smaller than the
correlations, indicating again a reduction in RMD
at both fast and slow tempi.

Figure 3b shows a comparison of the most preva-
lent short IOIs, those of sixteenth and (here not
normalized) eighth notes. Although both types of
IOIs had regression lines with slopes of less than
1, sixteenth notes had especially shallow slopes.13
The slopes were smaller than the correlations in
all but one case (eighth notes at the fast tempo). It
seems that the reduction in RMD was most
pronounced for the shortest notes in the music.

These observations confirm the trends found in
the "Traumerer performances. Again, it seems
that the pianist played more expressively at her
preferred tempo than at either a faster or a slower
tempo. The more complex inventory of IOIs raised
the question, however, how the RMD
transformation in the perceptual test materials
should be handled: Should it be carried out on the
original undivided IOIs or on the IOIs divided into
sixteenth notes? Should sixteenth notes be treated
differently from the others? It was decided,
somewhat arbitrarily, to use the same method as
in Experiment 1, viz., to divide all IOIs into
sixteenth-note units before transformation and
then to add up the transformed fractions to
reconstitute the longer I0Is.

Method
Listeners

Nine pianists participated as listeners. They
included four graduate students of piano at the
Yale School of Music (one of whom had provided
the performances just described), three excellent
undergraduate pianists (all had performed as
soloists with the Yale Symphony Orchestra the
same season), one semi-professional accompanist,
and one amateur (the author). Ail indicated that
they knew the music well.

3.2

All 101s (divided)

2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0
Log(101), medium tempo

Short 101s (undivided)

3 2

3.0-

2.8-

slow tempo:
eighth notes:
y = 0.83x + 0.59
r= 0.91
sixteenth notes:
y = 0.65x + 0.99
r= 0.91

.
.

..*.

fast tempo:
2.4- eighth notes:

y = 0.90x + 0.15
r = 0.90

2.2- sixteenth notes:
y = 0.77x + 0.41
r = 0.86

2.0 I I I I

2 0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3:2
Log (101), medium tempo

Figure 3. Relationships between logarithms of IOIs at a
medium tempo and at a fast and slow tempo,
respectively, in performances of Debussy's "La fille aux
cheveux de lin" by one pianist. (a) All IOIs divided into
sixteenth-note units. (b) Sixteenth notes (circles and
squares, dashed regression lines) and undivided eighth
notes (triangles and diamonds, dotted regression lines).

Materials
One of the original medium-tempo performances

was selected as the basis for the experimental
manipulations. This performance and all its
descendants were reproduced on the Roland RD-
250s digital piano used in Experiment 1, which
sounded very acceptable and avoided problems
connected with acoustic recording.14 As in
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Expe iment 1, the performance was then
"regularized" by synchronizing all note onsets and
offsets according to their notated values. In each
cluster of nominally simultaneous events, the
onset of the note with the highest pitch again
served as the reference. Regularization did not
seem to affect performance quality. Note events
that were left in their original relative temporal
positions within IOIs included two arpeggiated
chords (bars 12 and 35), three "split" left-hand
chords (bars 6, 16, 30), and two broken octaves at
the end of the piece (bars 36 and 37). Pedal onsets
and offsets also remained in their original relative
positions. The damper pedal was used extensively
throughout the music.

Transformation of the IOIs was carried out
according to the same design and regime as in
Experiment 1. All IOIs were divided into
sixteenth-note intervals before transformation.
The a and 12 coefficients and the overall durations
of the performances are shown in Table 2. The
slow and fast tempi were those chosen by the
pianist herself in her slow and fast performances.
While the 23% increase in duration from medium
to slow tempo was comparable to that in
Experiment 1, there was a larger (44%) increase
here from fast to medium tempo.

Table 2. Additive (a) coefficients used in Experiment 2.
These are the intercepts of the linear functions relating
the original and transformed ln(101) values, with the &
coefficents being their slopes.

Tempo b coefficient Duration

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 (s)
Fast 1.931 0.784 -0.365 -1.518 -2.675 93.8
Medium 2.297 1.150 0.000 -1.153 -2.310 135.1
Slow 2.505 1.358 0.209 -0.944 -2.101 166.4

Procedure
The procedure was the same as in Experiment

1, except that the performances were presented in
integral form, so that each was judged only once
by each subject. The original medium-tempo
performance again served as familiarization, and
subjects were asked to assign it a "9" on the 10-
point rating scale. It was followed by three blocks
of 5 performances each. The order of blocks (global
tempi) and of performances (RMD values) within
blocks was varied across subjects, but the same
order of RMD values was used in the three blocks
for any given subject (except for the first two
subjects who received different orders in the three
blocks).

Results and Discussion
The average ratings are shown in Figure 4. As

expected (and instructed), subjects gave a high
rating to the original mediu i-tempo performance,
but they liked the performance with slightly
exaggerated timing variation (12 = 1.2) just as
much, and even the most exaggerated
performance (h = 1.4) received a rather high
rating.15 Performances with reduced timing
variation (h = 0.8, 0.6) were liked much less. The
slow performances present a rather similar
picture, though with lower ratings overall. At the
fast tempo, however, this asymmetry was absent,
and understated performances were actually rated
slightly higher than exaggerated ones. This
pattern of results again represents a significant
RMD by tempo interaction [F(8,64) = 3.23, p <
.004]. In addition, there were significant main
effects of tempo [F(2,16) = 10.29, p < .002] and of
RMD [F(4,32) = 6.30, p < .0008]. Pairwise
comparisons of tempi showed the interaction to be
highly significant for medium versus fast tempo
[F(4,32) = 6.52, p < .0007], marginally significant
for slow versus fast tempo [F(4,32) = 2.9'7,p < .04],
and nonsignificant for medium versus slow tempo
[F(4,32) = 0.69].16

0.6 0.8 1 1.2
Relative modulation depth

14

Figurc 4. Average ratings by 9 subjects of 15
performances of Debussy's "La fille aux cheveux de lin"
varying in global tempo and in RMD.

The results for medium versus fast tempo, and
especially for slow versus fast tempo, are in
agreement with those of Experiment 1 and thus
support the hypothesis of "the faster, the less
expressive." The comparison of slow and medium
tempo, however, tends in the opposite direction. A
significant effect in this comparison might have
given support to the "optimal tempo" hypothesis,
but the nonsignificant trend does not warrant any

1 7 3
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conclusions. The fact that the tempo difference
between slow and medium was smaller in this
experiment than that between medium and fast
may have been partially responsible for the result.
Thus, on the whole, the results of Experiment 2
are consistent with those of Experiment 1,
especially if only the extreme tempi are
considered. Again, however, the interaction
represents a relatively small effect.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present results suggest, tentatively, that

expressive timing microstructure is not completely
independent of global tempo, even when the tempo
variations do not affect rhythmic organization
(i.e., do not lead to interpretable qualitative
changes in the timing profile). Although the
timing profiles of performances played at different
tempi may be highly similar (Repp, 1994a), they
do exhibit statistically reliable differences (see
also Desain & Honing, 1994). Correspondingly,
listeners seem to expect the timing pattern to
change with global tempo. This change, as long as
the tempo stays within aesthetically acceptable
limits, seems to be quantitative rather than
qualitative in nature: It takes place along the
continuum of RMD or degree of expressiveness.

There is a discrepancy, however, between the
(admittedly limited) production and perception
data presented here. The perceptual judgments
suggest that listeners expect the RMD to be
reduced at a fast tempo, and this is in agreement
with the performance measurements. At a slow
tempo, however, listeners seem to expect the RMD
to be increased (Exp. 1) or unchanged (Exp. 2),
whereas pianists appear to reduce the RMD when
playing at a slow tempo. However, as already
pointed out, this reduction may be due to the
exigencies of playing at an in familiar tempo: The
pianist may have to devote ittention to keeping
the tempo, at the expense of expression. Perhaps
this effect would disappear if a pianist practiced a
piece at a slow tempo. Although tempo preferences
may also affect perceptual evaluation, the
perceptual data came from a larger sample of
pianists whose tempo preferences presumably
were both diverse and less pronounced (unless a
pianist had studied the piece recently). Therefore,
the perceptual data may be more representative
than the performance data.

The present results must be considered prelimi-
nary for a number of reasons. First, they derive
from only two compositions, both relatively slow
and lyrical in character; it remains to be seen
whether the results generalize to other pieces.

Second, the transformations were applied to only
one specific performance of each piece, which may
also limit the generality of the findings. Third, the
RMD transformation procedure involved certain
decisions that future research may call into ques-
tion. While the elimination of tone onset asyn-
chronies and overlaps is relatively uncontroversial
and did not seem to harm performance quality,
due in part to extensive pedal use, the treatment
of longer IOIs, arpeggi, and grace notes is more
critical. There is good evidence from earlier stud-
ies (Repp, 1994a, 1995b) that the timing of the
relatively slow grace notes in "Traumerei" remains
relationally invariant with changes in global
tempo; however, faster grace notes may behave
differently (see Desain & Honing, 1992, 1994). The
timing of the arpeggi in the Debussy piece was
allowed to vary proportionally with global tempo,
though this was perhaps not the optimal
procedure. Most importantly, the treatment of
nominally long IOIs in terms of equal subunits is
in need of a firmer empirical and theoretical basis.

The present study explored a new methodology
that endeavors to stay as close as possible to gen-
uine artistic performance and aesthetically in-
formed listening. There have been few if any
previous studies in which integral performances
have been subjected to computer-controlled
transformation that preserved their human
quality and general aesthetic acceptability. Power-
function transformations of expressive timing and
the concept of RMD seem to have ecological
validity in that they appear to preserve important
characteristics of artistic time management while
moving along a continuum from understatement
to exaggeration. Desain and Honing's (1992)
calculus for expressive transformations
incorporates a very similar procedure. While the
present approach was motivated by empirical
observations, theirs was based mainly on
theoretical considerations or common sense.
However, their system, which makes possible
much more sophisticated, structure-sensitive
transformations, has not been used in formal ex-
periments so far. The power-function transforma-
tion also seems intuitively compatible with Repp's
(1992) finding of parabolic timing functions and
Todd's (1992, 1995) recent model of expressive
timing, which represents tempo modulations as
linear changes in the velocity of musical motion
over time. The MIDI-based manipulation of hu-
man performances seems a promising technique
for certain purposes, as long as music performance
synthesis is not sufficiently developed to produce
truly human-like outcomes.
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A final issue that needs to be commented on
relates back to the introductory paragraph on
transformational invariance. The invariance of a
melody across changes in pitch register can be
demonstrated by (1) asking musicians to play the
same melody in a different key and measuring the
resulting pitch relationships and (2) by asking
listeners to identify the transposed melody as
being the same as the original. The same method
may be applied to a rhythmic pattern played at
different tempi. When it comes to expressive
microstructure, however, we are dealing with a
subtle, complex, and subcategorical form of
variation whose invariance across transformations
is difficult to judge directly, especially when
quantitative rather than qualitative differences
are at stake. That is, if a musician were asked to
play a piece with exactly the same degree of
expressive timing but at a different tempo, (s)he
would either deny that this is possible or go ahead
but not really know whether (s)he is following the
instructions. What a musician can do is play the
same music at a different tempo with the
expression that seems best at that tempo, and this
is what the pianists in the present study did.
Similarly, even highly experienced listeners would
fmd it extremely difficult to judge whether two
performances differing in global tempo have
exactly the same degree of tempo modulation.17
What these listeners can do is judge the
expressive quality of performances varying in
tempo, and this is what the present listeners were
asked to do. The interdependence of tempo and
RMD demonstrated here thus resides in the
domain of artistic performance and aesthetic
evaluation, not in that of psychophysical
judgment. Therefore, the present results do not
demonstrate that the intended or judged degree of
expressive timing variation depends on tempo, but
rather that the aesthetically most satisfying RMD
shows such a dependency.
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FOOTNOTES
Music Perception, in press.
Timing microstructure, as defined here, does not include other
temporal aspects of performance, such as asynchronies among
the onsets of nominally simultaneous tones, overlaps among
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successive tones, and pedal timing. All these phenomena may
be subsumed under the category of temporal microstructure.

2This figure was not included in Repp (1994a) and reflects
analyses conducted after that paper went to press. See Repp
(1994b) for detailed information about the pianists' tempo
choices.

3The significance of the deviations of the slopes of the regression
lines from unity was tested by computing the correlations
between the log(IOI) values at the medium tempo and the
differences between corresponding log(I0I) values at the fast
and medium, or the slow and medium, tempi. These
"difference correlations" were -0.50 and -0.43 (p < .0001),
respectively, for LPH, and -0.18 (p < .01) and -0.21 (p < .001),
respectively.

4Actually, the evidence for the slow tempo is somewhat
ambiguous, for the following reason: There is noise in the data,
as reflected in the imperfect correlations. Some or all of this
noise may be due to imperfect motor control, whose variability
may be independent of tempo, or nearly so. If so, then this
random variance will be larger relative to the systematic
variance at a fast tempo than at a slow tempo, which leads to
the prediction that the total variance of Iog(IOI) values should
decrease with tempo. This is clearly counter to the finding of a
smaller variance at the fast than at the medium tempo, but it is
consistent with the smaller variance at the slow than at the
medium tempo and May partially account for it.

5The tempi were set by a metronome which was turned off
before the performance began. The medium tempo, however,
corresponded to each pianist's spontaneously chosen tempo in
an initial performance (see Repp, 1994b, for details of
procedure).

60f course, this implies "the slower, the more expressive" which,
paradoxically, contradicted her own performance (Figure la).

7Although the author had had prior experience with the stimuli,
he was blind to their order in the test and had no bias in
favor of a particular hypothesis. It may be assumed that all
listeners were familiar with Schumann's "Träumerei," which is
perhaps the most famous piano composition of the Romantic
period.

8These overlaps and gaps are defined with respect to the note
onsets and offsets in the MIDI score. Acoustic and perceptual
overlaps and gaps are a different matter which need not be
considered here (see Repp, 1995a). Despite the elimination of
gaps in the MIDI score, the onset of a repeated tone remained
clearly perceptible, due to the acoustic decay of the preceding
tone prior to its nominal offset.

9This is equivalent to ? 'plying the power function y = eax12, also
suggested by Desain .< Honing (1992). Natural logarithms were
used here for a trivial technical reason; note that the

performance data (Figure 1) are displayed in terms of base 10
logarithms.

IC/Actually, each complete performance consisted of 32 measures,
as bars 1-8 were repeated. This repeat was not used in the
experiment. The duration of an 8-bar excerpt at any tempo thus
was roughly one fourth, not one third, of the total duration
given in Table 1. Each excerpt started with an upbeat, and some
slight adjustments were made in the MIDI scores to achieve
smooth beginnings and endings of each excerpt when
presented separately.

I ISince an artificial transformation can hardly improve a fine
artistic performance, it seemed highly likely that the original
would be rated higher than any other version when it recurred
as a test stimulus. Therefore, it seemed appropriate to anchor
the rating scale initially by asking listeners to assign a relatively
high rating to the original performance, which made it likely
that similarly high ratings would be assigned to its 8-bar
sections when they recurred during the test, so that most of the
steps of the rating scale were available for evaluation of the
transformations. Also, to observe a shift of the peak rating as a
function of global tempo, it was desirable that there be a clear
central peak (i.e., at 12 = 1) in the ratings of the five medium-
tempo versions.

12The "difference correlations" (-0.70 and -0.39 for medium vs.
slow and medium vs. fast tempo, respectively) were highly
significant.

13A11 difference correlations were significant, reaching a
remarkable -0.77 for sixteenth notes at the slow tempo.

"The only necessary modification was elimination of the soft
pedal, which caused unpleasantly abrupt changes in dynamics
on the Roland. An apparent misreading by the pianist of three
eighth notes as sixteenth notes was also corrected at this stage.

15Unlike pianist LPH, who seemed exceptionally sensitive to
modifications of her own timing microstructure in the earlier
version of Experiment 1, the pianist who had provided the
original performance for this experiment did not give ratings
that were radically different from those of the other subjects.

16Since individual subjects gave only a single rating of each
performance, individual results could not be analyzed
statistically and were somewhat variable. There was every
reason to believe, however, that the listeners were able
discriminate among the different versions.

17In informal pilot work, the author has explored this issue with
very short musical excerpts. It seems that, in judging the
relative similarity of timing patterns across changes in tempo, a
listener would not only be biased by the tempo difference as
such but also would rely merely on local features (especially
the initial and final IOIs) in making the judgment. (See also
Handel, 1993.)
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Detectability of Duration and Intensity Increments in
Melody Tones: A Partial Connection between Music

Perception and Performance*

Bruno H. Repp

Two experiments demonstrate positional variation in the relative detectability of,
respectively, local temporal and dynamic perturbations in an isochronous and isodynamic
sequence of melody tones played on a computer-controlled piano. This variation may
reflect listeners' expectations of expressive performance microstructure (the "top-down
hypothesis"), or it may be due to psychoacoustic (pitch-related) stimulus factors (the
"bottom-up hypothesis"). Percent correct scores for increments in tone duration correlated
significantly with the average timing profile of pianists' expressive performances of the
music, as predicted specifically ')3, the top-down hypothesis. For intensity increments, the
analogous perception-performance correlation was weak and the bottom-up factors of
relative pitch height and/or direction of pitch change accounted for some of the perceptual
variation. Subjects' musical training increased overall detection accuracy but did not affect
the positional variation in accuracy scores 4.n either experiment. These results are
consistent with the top-down hypothesis for timing, but they favor the bottom-up
hypothesis for dynamics. The perception-performance correlation for timing may also be
viewed as being due to complex stimulus properties such as tonal motion and
tension/relaxation that influence performers and listeners in similar ways.

Music played by human performers, Western
tonal art music in particular, exhibits rich and
finely differentiated variation that cannot be cap-
tured by conventional notation. This variation
contributes vitally to the naturalness, expressive-
ness, and individuality of a performance.
Collectively, it is known-as expressive microstruc-
ture (Clynes, 1983). Its two most important di-
mensions are agogics and dynamics. The agogic
(or timing) microstructure represents continuous
modulations in local tempo or tone interonset in-
tervals, whereas the dynamic (or intensity) mi-
crostructure represents the pattern of relative
tone intensities (see Todd, 1992, 1995). The varia-
tion is not random but to a large extent rule-gov-
erned, despite much individual variability (see,
e.g., Gabrielsson, 1987).

This research was supported by NIH Grant MH-51230. The
author is grateful to Charles Nichols for his expert assistance,
to Jonathan Berger for his permission to use the Yamaha
Disclavier at the Yale University Center for Studies in Music
Technology, and to Peter Desain, Henkjan Honing, Neil
Macmillan, and particularly Mari Riess Jones for many helpful
comments on the manuscript.

The primary purpose of performers' expressive
devices is to elucidate the musical structure
(Clarke, 1985; Palmer, 1989) and to create an al-
lusion to physical or biological motion within this
structural organization (Todd, 1992, 1995).
Musically experienced listeners have correspond-
ing expectations about how an Ixpressive perfor-
mance of a particular composition should be
shaped. Experienced musicians' tacit knowledge of
the rules governing expressive microstructure en-
ables them to play expressively even when
sightreading a new piece; experienced listeners'
analogous knowledge enables them to appreciate
and evaluate a performance, even of music not
heard previously (as long as it is in a familiar
style). The mental sound image of music imag-
ined, remembered, or read from a score is almost
certainly expressive, not mechanically rigid.
Musical listeners' specific expectations about the
expressive microstructure of a specific piece of
music may account for the fact that expressive
variation in well-performed music is usually not
noticed as such; attention is drawn to the agogics
or dynamics only when the variation is excessive
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or goes in unexpected directions. Researchers
working on computer synthesis of expressive per-
formance have also observed this informally.

Based on these observations and considerations,
Repp (1992a) devised an experimental method to
assess listeners' specific microstructural
expectations. He presented listeners with multi-
voiced excerpts from the piano literature, which
were played with isochronous timing (i.e., with
mechanically regular tone interonset intervals or
IOIs) and legato (i.e., without any silent intervals
between tones) on a computer-controlled digital
piano. In each of the repeated presentations of an
excerpt, one or two nonadjacent IOIs (as well as
the tones filling them, to maintain legato
articulation) were lengthened by a small amount,
and the musically trained listeners' task was to
detect and report the position of the lengthened
tone(s). All IOIs in each musical excerpt were
"probed" in this way, and the percentages of
correct responses were p:ntted as a function of
position to yield a detection accuracy profile (DAP)
for each excerpt. A false alarm profile (FAP) based
on incorrect responses was also derived. False
alarm rates were thought to be a more direct
(though less reliable) measure of subjects'
expectations: An (unchanged) RH expected to be
relatively short should sound relatively long and
hence attract false alarms. Finally, a
representative performance timing profile was
obtained from measurements of the expressive
timing patterns of expert performances of the

Repp's hypothesis was that the relative
difficulty of detecting lengthening and the relative
fraquency of false alarms for each tone would both
be inversely related to its relative degree of
lengthening in a typical expressive performance).

Correct response and false alarm rates indeed
varied dramatically across positions and were
positively correlated, indicating variable
expectations or perceptual biases. Moreover, the
predicted negative correlation between the DAP
(and the FAP) and the performance timing profile
was obtained: Lengthening was more difficult to
detect in those positions where musicians were
likely to slow down. Since performance timing was
related to the musical structure, so was
perception: Lengthening was observed in
performance and was more difficult to detect (in
an isochronous context) in metrically accented
positions, close to the end of the excerpt, and at
the ends of structural units (phrases and
subphrases); moreover, both the extent of
observed lengthening and the difficulty of

detection increased with the depth of the nearest
boundary in the hierarchical grouping structure
(Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983).

These findings seemed to provide impressive
evidence for the existence of microstructural
expectations, at least with regard to timing (and
lengthening in particular). However, the
mechanisms by which these expectations reveal
themselves in the laboratory remain a matter of
speculation. It must be assumed that an
isochronous musical excerpt, despite its deadpan
quality and repeated presentation, automatically
and instantly accesses a mental representation of
which the expected microstructure is an integral
part. Moreover, the expectations thus generated
must interact immediately with veridical
perception of timing, either directly by distorting
the perceived durations of the IOIs or indirectly by
affecting response decisions at some early,
unconscious stage. These assumptions, although
they are in the spirit of popular interactive
processing models, are not without problems. For
example, it is not clear why listeners do not
establish a deadpan mental representation of the
music after hearing it many times in the course of
the experiment. In Repp's (1992a) study, there
was no indication that the positional effects
decreased over time. Also, according to his
hypothesishenceforth the "top-down
hypothesis"musically inexperienced subjects
should not have well-defined microstructural
expectations; yet, his experiments did not reveal a
clear effect of musical experience.

A possible alternative account of his findings
must therefore be considereda "bottom-up
hypothesis," according to which the variation in
the DAP and FAP arises from psychoacoustic
stimulus factors, without any reference to higher-
level knowledge about musical structure and
microstructure (cf. Monahan & Hirsh, 1990;
Drake, 1993). Repp (1992a) made an attempt to
assess the role of simple stimulus factors (pitch
height and distance, absolute and relative
intensity, tone density) in his materials via
multiple regression analysis, but without any
clear result. Yet, such bottom-up variables deserve
further attention in view of recent findings that
even young infants are sensitive to major phrase
boundary cues in music (Krumhansl & Jusczyk,
1990; Jusczyk & Krumhansl, 1993).

The bottom-up and top-down hypotheses are not
mutually exclusive, and they are difficult to
separate conceptually and methodologically when
the music is complex, because there are many
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bottom-up cues to the higher-level structural
representations that constrain observed
microstructural variations in performance as well
as listeners' expectations about these variations.
In fact, it is arguable to what extent musical
structure is in the sound pattern and to what
extent it is a cognitive construct of performers and
listeners (see the General Discussion).

The purpose of the present study was to re-ex-
amine the two hypothes&. using simpler musical
materials, where potential bottom-up accounts for
variations in detection performance were more
limited and could be defined more clearly. Instead
of original piano compositions played with expres-
sive dynamics (Repp, 1992a), the present experi-
ments used simple monophonic tunes composed of
piano tones of equal duration and intensity
(except for tones that were detection targets), at
the risk of attenuating the microstructural varia-
tions and expectations elicited by the materials
and thus undermining the top-down hypothesis.
In Experiment 1, the task was again the detection
of duration increments, whereas Experiment 2 ex-
tended the investigation to the detection of inten-
sity increments.

Because the only variable stimulus property
(apart from the change to be detected) was pitch,
specific bottom-up hypotheses were restricted to
effects that pitch may have on perception of
relative IOI duration or on the relative loudness of
piano tones. In principle, such effects can take two
forms: The pitch variation can result in variations
in sensitivity across positions in the tune, such
that changes in duration or intem ty are more
difficult to detect in some positions than in others,
or it can introduce position-specific perceptual
bias, such that some IOIs (tones) are perceived as
a priori longer or louder than others. Both effects
will affect the DAP, but only bias will affect the
FAP as well. Thus the bottom-up hypothesis can
account for a positive correlation between the DAP
alici the FAP (indicating variation in bias), but it
is also compatible with the absence of such a
correlation (indicating variation in sensitivity
only).2 The top-down hypothesis, on the other
hand, necessarily implies a directioncl bias and
hence is only compatible with a positive DAP-FAP
correlation.

The major prediction of the top-down hypothesis
is the negative correlation between the DAP and
the performance profile. The bottom-up hypothesis
does not predict such a correlation an,: has
difficulty accounting for it. The correlation would
have to be either coincidental or due to
performers' attempts to compensate for perceptual

biases introduced by bottom-....p factors (Drake,
1993). At first blush, this seems implausible:
Agogic and dynamic variation in expressive
performance is generally much larger than seems
necessary from this viewpoint, and performers do
not generally have the goal of making their
performance seem mechanically precise, as a
compensation account would imply. However, it
could be that bottom-up perceptual effects provide
the seeds from which expressive strategies sprout
as a form of deliberate exaggeration or
overcompensation. While this suggestion is quite
speculative, the bottom-up hypothesis deserves
attention precisely because it could offer
explanations for some expressive conventions. The
top-down hypothesis, within the present
experimental context, takes these conventions as
given and inherent in cognitive structural
representations of the music.

Specific bottom-up hypotheses for the present
tasks can be derived from the existing
psychoacoustic literature, despite considerable
differences in stimuli and methodology.
Psychoacoustic research characteristically uses
extremely simple stimuli and highly practiced
listeners. For example, studies of duration
discrimination typically present silent intervals
delimited by the onsets of very brief sounds, so
that WI and silent gap duration covary. In the
present materials, however, long (600 ms),
gradually decaying tones of varying pitch followed
each other without intervening silence, and tone
duration covaried with MI. Moreover, the present
listeners received no special training and were
faced with high uncertainty about the location of
the change to be detected.

An increase in the difficulty of duration
discrimination with the pitch distance between
two marker tones has been obtained in many
studies using very short silent intervals (e.g.,
Perrott & Williams, 1971; Williams & Perrott,
1972; Collyer, 1974; Fitzgibbons, Pollatsek, &
Thomas, 1974; Divenyi & Danner, 1977; Neff,
Jesteadt, & Brown, 1982; Formby & Forrest,
1991). These intervals were an order of magnitude
shorter than the filled IOIs in the present musical
paradigm; also, short gaps are generally perceived
as interruptions (i.e., as offset-onset intervals)
rather than as onset-onset intervals. Moreover,
Divenyi and Sachs (1978) found that the effect of
pitch distance on the discrimination of silent
intervals decreased with interval duration and
was essentially absent at durations beyond 50 ms.
Therefore, the relevance of these results to the
present study is questionable.3 However, there are

1 7
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some indications that pitch distance effects also
occur at longer IOIs.

Hirsh, Monahan, Grant, and Singh (1990: Exp.
2) presented their subjects with sequences of six
20-ms tones at IOIs of 200 ms and determined the
just detectable delay in the onset of a single tone,
which sometimes also differed in pitch from the
other tones. The pitch difference tended to raise
the discrimination threshold, but not consistently
so; there were complex interactions with position
in the sequence, and with the direction and
magnitude of the pitch change. In a much earlier
study with three-tone sequences, Divenyi (1971)
already observed that the detectability of timing
perturbations was not a simple function of the
frequency separation between tones. In particular,
he found that lengthening of the silence between
tones was more difficult to detect when the
frequencies formed a simple ratio, i.e., a common
musical interval. These effects, however, again
tended to wash out at slower rates of presentation.

In a recent experiment similar in motivation to
the present study, Drake (1993) presented listen-
ers with simple melodic sequences composed of six
50-ms pure tones at IOIs of 300 ms. The sequences
contained either two pitch jumps (C-C-G-G-C-C)
or a pitch turn (D-E-F-E-D-C). The (untrained)
subjects' task was to detect and locate changes in
duration (both increments and decrements) in any
of the five IOIs. Changes at pitch jump locations
were more difficult to locate (but not more difficult
to detect) than changes in other positions; there
was no effect in the pitch turn sequence. Thus
there is no very clear evidence so far that pitch
distance has an effect on sensitivity to temporal
change at relatively long IOIs.

More convincing evidence that pitch distance
can create a perceptual bias comes from studies of
the auditory "kappa effect" (Shigeno, 1986, 1993;
Crowder & Neath, 1995). In this paradigm,
listeners are asked to compare the durations of
two time intervals delimited by three tones of
different frequency. The consistent finding is that,
when the frequency of the second tone is closer to
that of the first tone than to that of the third tone
an i the two time intervals are equal, subjects
perceive the first time interval to be shorter than
the second. The interval durations in these tasks
were comparable to those employed in the present
study, but the tones were separated by silence
rather than contiguous. It is not clear whether the
kappa effect applies to the IOIs or to the silences
between tones.

Despite these difficulties of generalization, there
seems to be only one reasonable bottom-up
hypothesis for the present duration increment
detection task: An increment in IOI duration may
be more difficult to detect if the tones delimiting it
are widely separated in pitch than if they are close
in pitch. This could be due either to reduced
sensitivity or to a bias (viz., the kappa effect), with
different consequences for the DAP-FAP
correlation. There should be a negative correlation
between the DAP and the absolute pitch distances
(i.e., regardless of direction) between successive
tones in the tune.

As to the possible effect of pitch distance on
intensity discrimination, there is surprisingly
little relevant psychoacoustic literature. Nearly all
intensity discrimination tasks have used carriers
with identical spectral characteristics. Dai and
Green (1992) have demonstrated that intensity
differences between two successive pure tones are
more difficult to detect when the tones fall into
different critical bands. However, it is not known
whether this finding would generalize to complex
tones differing in fundamental frequency, whose
spectra overlap extensively.4 Drake (1993)
included an intensity discrimination task in her
study (referred to above) and found poorer
detection of intensity increments, but better
detection of intensity decrements, on the high
notes in her pitch jump sequence. This suggests a
perceptual bias to perceive higher tones as less
loud than lower tones, but again, the
generalizability of these results to complex
musical sounds is not guaranteed. It is
noteworthy, however, that the generative rules for
music performance developed by Sundberg and his
collaborators include a 3 dB/octave increase in
sound level with pitch (see Sundberg, 1988;
Friberg, 1991). This rule could represent either a
deliberate effort to compensate for a reduced
perceived loudness of higher complex tones (a
bottom-up effect), or an attempt to satisfy
listeners' expectations about typical performance
dynamics (a top-down effect). Such expectations
could derive from a correlation of pitch and
dynamics in music performance.

It may be hypothesized, then, that intensity
increments will be more difficult to detect in a
high tone than in a low tone, and perhaps also
that detection scores will be in inverse proportion
to the pitch distance from the preceding tone.
These bottom-up hypotheses predict negative
correlations between the DAP and the absolute
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pitches cf or the absolute pitch distances between,
successive tones in the tune. While pitch distance
may affect sensitivity, absolute pitch may cause a
bias to hear lower tones as louder. However, if
there is also a tendency to play higher tones
louder in performance, the resulting negative
DAP-performance correlation would be compatible
with either a bottom-up or a top-down account.

Additional, local bottom-up effects predicted for
each task are that detection of a change in the
first and last IOI or tone of a melodic sequence
should be impaired, due to the absence of one
adjacent MI or tone for comparison. In duration
increment detection, the fmal NH should suffer
especially (Hirsh et al., 1990; Monahan & Hirsh,
1990). In intensity discrimination, the initial tone
may be more affected. (Moreover, the final long
tone was not "probed," as explained below.) A
gradual increase in detection scores over the first
four or five positions may be predicted on the
basis of increasing perceptual definition of the
standard ICH duration (Drake & Botte, 1993; Ivry
& Hazeltine, 1995).

The melodies used included two features that
were intended to provide additional fuel for the
bottom-up and top-down accounts, respectively. As
will be seen shortly, each melody was composed of
three similar parts, each reaching an apex at a
successively higher pitch and with a larger
upward jump to that pitch. This systematic
variation of pitch height represented a bottom-up
factor that might affect duration and/or intensity
increment detection. The two melodies also had
almost identical pitches but had different metrical
properties, induced by differences in the notation
and in the exact sequence of pitches. Metrical
structure (by which is meant here the placement
of the theoretical downbeats in the pitch sequence)
was a pure top-down variable since no temporal or
dynamic accents were present in the stimuli;
therefore, any effect of metrical structure on the
DAP and FAP was going to be an additional
indicator of top-down expectations, provided that
metrical structure also affected performance. If
performance microstructure happened to be
unaffected by metrical structure, then, according
to the top-down hypothesis, listeners should be
insensitive to it also. Effects of metrical structure
on performance but not on perception, or vice
versa, would be inconsistent with the top-down
hypothesis. The bottom-up hypothesis, of course,
does not predict any effects of meter.

Finally, an important factor relevant to both
hypotheses was re-examined in the present study,
namely the role of listeners' musical experience.

According to the top-down hypothesis, musically
experienced listeners should have more clearly de-
fined expectations about performance microstruc-
ture and thus should show a more finely differen-
tiated DAP that is more highly correlated with the
relevant performance profile than the DAP of mu-
sically untrained subjects. The hypothesis makes
no predictions about absolute accuracy, as strong
expectations may actually hinder detection. The
bottom-up hypothesis, on the other hand, predicts
only higher accuracy for musically experienced
subjects, because of their trainuLg or superior au-
ditory abilities, but no difference in the DAP. As
mentioned earlier, Repp (1992a) did not find any
very clear effects of musical training on either
overall accuracy or on the DAP, despite a wide
range of accuracy scores. In precursors to the pre-
sent experiments, Repp (1992b) found a correla-
tion between musical experience and the overall
intensity increment detection score, but no effect
on the DAP in either duration or intensity incre-
ment detection, which was problematic for the top-
down hypothesis. These previous studies used
heterogeneous groups of subjects and examined
correlations with questionnaire measures of musi-
cal experience. Here, a more focused approach was
taken by sorting subjects into groups according to
musical training and comparing them by means of
ANOVA.

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
Musical materials

The two experimental tunes (which may also be
considered as two versions of a single tune),
labelled Tune A and Tune B, are shown in Figure
1 in musical notation. They were composed by the
author with the intention of providing melodies
that invited expressive performance. Both began
with a staccato note which served to mark the first
downbeat in the perceptual experiment. This
initial note was followed by a quarter-note rest
and a double upbeat in Tune A, but by two
quarter-note rests and a single upbeat in Tune B.
By defining the duration of the rest, the initial
tone thus served as a prime for the metrical
structure of the tunes. All subsequent notes were
quarter notes, except for the final long note.

The pitches in the two tunes were almost identi-
cal; they described three cycles of an up-down
pitch motion, corresponding to three subphrases.
As can be seen, however, the turning points in the
pitch contour were shifted by one beat in Tune B
relative to Tune A: In Tune A, they always oc-
curred on a downbeat; in Tune B, they always oc-
curred on the metrically weak second beat.
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3

2 3

Tune A
4

Tune B

4

5 7

6 7

Figure 1. Musical materials for both experiments. The small digits are bar numbers.

Similarly, the subphrase boundaries occurred at
different metrical points in the two tunes: follow-
ing positions 3-2 and 5-2 in Tune A, but following
positions 3-3 and 5-3 in Tune B.5 However, the
subphrase boundaries occurred at the same points
within the pitch structure of each tune. In other
wo ds, the grouping structure was aligned with
the pitch structure, but the metrical structure was
shifted with respect to these two.

The three subphrases differed in the height of
the upper turning point, which represents an
upward excursion of a third in the first subphrase,
of a fifth in the second subphrase, and of an octave
in the third subphrase. The following note,
however, was always a (major or minor) third
lower, so the downstep from the pitch peak was
essentially held constant. The focus thus was on
upward pitch jumps.

The small differences in pitch structure
between Tunes A and B., together with the
notation and the initial priming tone, served to
force listeners into a particular metrical
framework. If the pitches had been identical in the
two tunes, their metrical structure would have
been ambiguous. In the present materials,
although a listener could start out hearing one
tune with the metrical structure of the other, this
interpretation would lead to what are arguably
less well-formed melodies, and at the end there
would either be an extra note or a missing note. It
was expected, therefore, that such an awkward
metrical interpretation would be abandoned after
a few hearings.

Method
Fi e pianists performed the experimental tunes.

Four of them were graduate students of piano
performance at the Yale School of Music, and the
fifth was the author, a serious amateur. After a

short practice period, each pianist played the two
tunes from the notation (Figure 1) three times in
alternation, with the right hand, at a moderate
tempo, legato, and "with expression." The
expressiv e shaping was done intuitively, without
conscious deliberation of the musical structure or
microstructure. The different metrical structure of
the tunes was obvious from the notation and was
not pointed out specifically.

The graduate students played on a Yamaha
MX100A Disclavier, which is a real (i.e.,
mechanical-acoustic) upright piano with added
electronic components that enable computer
recording and playback of performances. The
author played on a Roland RD-250s digital piano
with "Piano 1" sound, monitored over earphones.
The onset times and velocities of all keystrokes (as
well as their offset times, which are irrelevant
here) were registered by a microcomputer in MIDI
format. Interonset intervals (I0Is) were calculated
from the onset times. Velocities were represented
by numbers between 0 and 127 which, in the
relevant mid-range, correspond to steps of about
0.25 dB in peak rms sound level (Repp, 1993a).

Results and discussion
The IOIs and velocities were averaged, first over

the three repetitions and then across the five
pianists' performances of each tune.6 Figure 2
shows these average timing and intensity profiles.
In view of the extensive pitch commonality of the
two tunes, their profiles have been superimposed
in each panel of the figure. The subphrase
boundaries are indicated by vertical dotted lines.
The abscissa shows the sequence of musical
pitches. Pitches that occur in only one tune are
represented by gaps in the other tune's profile. Of
course, these pitches had to be omitted from
statistical analyses comparing the two profiles.
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Figu?e 2. Average IOIs and MIDI velocities of five pianists' performances of the two tunes used in Experiments 1 and
2, aligned according to musical pitch (assuming the key of C major). Vertical dotted lines indicate subphrase
boundaries. Lower case letters indicate "an octave higher," not a particular octave.

The average timing profiles (Figure 2a) were
fairly flat,, except for a pronounced ritardando at
the end. Presumably, this was one price to be paid
for using such simple materials. The most striking
difference between the timing profiles for the two
tunes occurred on the last shared pitch (g), which
occupied the penultimate 101 in Tune A but the
final 101 in Tune B. This difference thus occurred
because the final ritardando was differentially
aligned with the common pitches, due to the extra
note (E) in Tune A. The time course of the
ritardando was in fact quite similar in the two
tunes. Therefore, the last shared note (g) was
omitted from the ANOVA.

A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA on the
IOIs (fixed factors: tune, position; random factor:

pianists) revealed significant effects of position
[F(17,68) = 3.30, p < .0003] and of tune [F(1,4) =
33.46, p < .005], as well as a position by tune
interaction [F(3.7,68) = 3.43, p < .0003]. The
posi.4ion main effect indicates that there was
reliable timing variation, apart from the final
ritardando. The tune main effect indicates that
Tune B tended to be played faster than Tune A,
which is of little interest. The interaction, which is
the effect of prime interest, seems to be mainly
due to a shortening of the IOIs immediately
foAlowing the subphrase boundaries in Tune A, but
not in Tune B. In Tune A, the notes corresponding
to these TOIs (pitch B) initiated double upbeats on
the third beat, whereas in Tune B they formed
single upbeats on the fourth beat (see Figure 1).

1S 3
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Their shortening in Tune A suggests that they
were treated as upbeats to upbeats, as it were. A
tendency present in both tunes is the progressive
lengthening of the tone preceding the upward
pitch jump in each subphrase (pitch C), as if it
took longer to reach a higher pitch. There was also
a slight acceleration at the beginning of each tune,
which seemed to last longer in Tune A than in
Tune B. Somewhat unexpectedly, there was no
noticeable ritardando preceding subphrase
beundaries. Thus the effects of metrical structure
on performance timing were quite limited, being
restricted to the onsets of subphrases.

The relationship between IOI duration and the
absolute pitch distance between the tones defining
the IOI was also examined. These correlations
were positive but fell short of significance (0.37
and 0.40 for Tunes A and B respectively).
Omission of the extended final Kg made the
correlation significant in Tune A (0.60, p < .01)
but not in Tune B (0.34). Thus there was a weak
tendency to lengthen the IOI between tones far
apart in pitch.

It appears that the pianists made greater use of
dynamics than of agogics in performing the exper-
imental melodies. The intensity profiles (Figure
2b) show striking variation across positions
[F(18,72) = 5.40, p < .00011, but there was no
significant tune by position interaction [F(18,72) =
1.00] and hence no effect of metrical structure.7
The profiles show a pronounced peak on the tones
involved in the upward pitch step at the beginning
of each subphrase, and this peak increases in
height from the first to the second subphrase, but
little thereafter. Correlations between absolute
pitch height and dynamics were positive but
small. Somewhat larger, but still nonsignificant
positive correlations were obtained with the
absolute pitch distance from the preceding tone.
The measure that correlated most strongly with
dynamics was the directional pitch distance from
a preceding tone (Tune A: 0.57, p < .01; Tune B:
0.43, p < .05). Thus there was a tendency to play
louder when the pitch went up than when it went
down.

To the extent that these performance profiles
are representative, they provide an estimate of the
expectations that the top-down hypothesis
attributes to musically experienced listeners. The
virtual absence of effects of metrical structure on
performance was surprising, given that the
pianists (including the author!) were well aware of
the difference and played the tunes in alternation,
which should have encouraged contrasting

interpretations. Sloboda (1983, 1985) found that
pianists could convey metrical structure through
performance parameters, but more so through
dynamics than through timing. However, his
bouncy melodies were of a very different character
than the present "expressive" tunes, which moved
much more slowly, at a beat rate close to the
optimal pulse (Fraisse, 1982; Parncutt, 1994),
with only one tone per beat. This slow event rate
and the resulting absence of a hierarchical
rhythmic structure may have been responsible for
the near-absence of metrical effects in the present
case. It was predicted, therefore, that meter would
have little effect in perception also. Even without
metrical effects, there was enough variation in the
performance profiles, especially in the intensity
profile, to permit a fair assessment of the top-
down hypothesis.

EXPERIMENT 1
Method

Subjects. Twenty-four paid volunteers partici-
pated in the study. They were divided into three
groups of eight: musicians (M), amateur musicians
(A), and nonmusicians (N). Subjects in group M
had had at least eight years of formal training on
an instrument and still played that instrument.8
They included four graduate students at the Yale
School of Music and four Yale undergraduates.
They represented various instruments and ranged
in age from 18 to 25. Subjects in group A had had
some formal musical training (2-10 years) and
were able to read music, but most of them did not
play an instrument any more. They were mostly
Yale undergraduates and ranged in age from 18 to
28 years, except for one subject who was 43.
Subjects in group N had had little or no musical
training, and only one of them could read music.
They ranged in age from 19 to 33 years and were
Yale undergraduates or employees.8

Materials. The tunes (Fig. 1) were realized on a
computer-controlled Roland RD-250s digital piano
with "Piano 1" sound, legato articulation, a
standard DM duration of 600 ms, and a constant
MIDI velocity. The initial staccato tone only
helped to establish the meter; the relevant IOIs
were those between the subsequent tones.
Completely isochronous versions were used for
initial familiarization only. Experimental stimuli
contained one or two IOIs that were lengthened by
delaying the nominal offset of the t:me occupying
it and the onsets of all following tones in the MIDI
instructions. The MI following a target 101 thus
remained unchanged. The lengthening of the tone
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filling the target 101 was necessary to maintain
legato articulation; otherwise, there would have
been a salient alternative cue in the detection
task. There were 22 target IOIs in Tune A and 21
in Tune B; these were "probed" in 15 and 14 trials,
respectively. Thus about half the trials had two
target IOIs which always occurred in different
subphrases and were never very close to each
other; also, they always occurred in different
metrical positions. The assignment of target IOIs
to trials was random. The duration increment to
be detected was 8.3% (50 ms), 6.7% (40 ms), 5%
(30 ms), and 3.3% (20 ms) during four consecutive
test blocks, each containing 15 or 14 trials. The
four test blocks of progressive difficulty were
preceded by three completely isochronous
examples of the tune and three demonstration
trials with 10% (60 ms) lengthening. There were
separate tests for Tune A and Tune B, which were
identical except for the difference in number of
trials. Trials were separated by a silent interval of
about 4 seconds. To create variety, the tune was
randomly transposed from one trial to the next
within an octave range centered on the pitches
shown in Figure 1. The test sequences were
recorded directly from the digital piano onto
digital tape.

Procedure. Subjects were tested individually in a
quiet room. They listened over Sennheiser HD 540
II earphones and entered their responses on
answer sheets that showed the tune in musical
notation for each trial. The notated tune was
always in C major, but the random transposition
of the test stimuli was pointed out to the subjects.
Subjects whc could not read music were told that
note height represented pitch height, and were
asked to follow the score with their pencil as they
listened. For the three demonstration trials, the
correct responses had already been filled in. If
subjects had difficulty hearing the lengthened
tones, they were allowed to listen to these trials
again. For the subsequent test blocks, the subjects
were informed that there could be either one or
two lengthened tones on each trial (never the first
or last tone), and were asked to circle the note(s)
correspo-,ding to the lengthened tone(s). They
were speafically asked not to circle the following
note (a very common occurrence in the earlier
studies of Repp, 1992a, 1992b) and not to guess
randomly but to place a question mark at the end
of the line if they could not hear any lengthened
tone. Half the subjects in each group listened to
the Tune A test before the Tune B test; the others
listened in the reverse order. Before the second
test, the different metrical structure of the new

tune was explained carefully. Each test took about
22 minutes, and there was a break in between.

Results and discussion
Overall accuracy. Despite the explicit

instructions, subjects again had a strong tendency
to circle the note following the correct one ("late
responses"), though individual differences were
very large in that respect and no subject gave late
responses exclusively . Therefore, responses were
accepted as correct if they were adjacent to the
correct position. Overall, among the 49.6%
responses scored as correct, there were 32.8%
"direct hits," 14.5% late responses, and only 2.3%
"early responses."

There was a difference between the musicians
and the other subjects in the incidence of late
responses: Late responses were less than half as
frequent in group M than in groups A and N, and
since musicians gave more correct responses, this
difference was even larger in terms of the average
percentage of correct responses that was late:
14.8% (range: 1% to 48%) in group M versus 36.9%
(range: 8% to 89%) in group A and 36.8% (range:
1% to 79%) in group N. Because of the enormous
individual variability, the group difference did not
reach significance in an ANOVA. However, 5 of
the 8 subjects with rates below 10% were
musicians, whereas none of the 6 subjects with
rates above 50% was a musician. Two factors may
underlie the late response tendency: (1) Listeners
obviously hear the following tone when they
realize that a lengthening has occurred, and they
may circle the tone they hear instead of
backtracking on the answer sheet. (2) They may
attribute the perceived hesitation to the following
tone because of its delayed onset, or possibly
because the delayed onset makes it seem slightly
accented (cf. Clarke, 1985).10 Recent experiments
(Repp, 1995c) suggest that both factors play a role.

The overall percentages of correct responses,
averaged across positions and tunes, are shown in
Figure 3 as a function of duration increment (test
block), separately for the three groups of subjects.
A repeated-measures ANOVA was carried out
with the fixed factors group, block, tune, and
order; subjects nested within groups constituted
the random factor. Not surprisingly, performance
declined significantly across test blocks [F(3,18) =
168.49, p < .0001]. There was also a significant
main effect of subject group [F(2,18) = 4.16, p <
.041: Musicians performed better than amateurs
and nonmusicians, with little difference between
the latter two groups.11 Since the guessing
probability in this task is very small, it is clear
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that subjects can detect 3.3% increments with
better than chance accuracy.12

8.3 6.7 5.0 3.3
Duration Increment (Percent)

Figure 3. Percent correct scores for the three subject
groups in Experiment 1, averaged across positions, as a
function of duration increment (test block).

Detection accuracy profiles. Figure 4 shows the
DAPs for Tunes A and B, separately for the three
groups of subjects. Separate repeated-measures
ANOVAs were conducted on each tune, with the
fixed factors of group and position and the random

factor of subjects nested within groups. Detection
scores varied significantly as a function of position
in both Tune A [F(21,441) = 11.71, p < .0001] and
in Tune B [F(20,420) = 11.32, p < .00031. There
was a significant main effect of subject group for
each tune, but the group by position interactions
were far from significance. Figure 4 shows that,
contrary to the prediction of the top-down
hypothesis, the average DAP of the musicians was
not more differentiated than that of the
nonmusiciansif anything, it was a little flatter.

Figure 5 compares directly the average DAPs for
Tunes A and B. The data are collapsed here over
all subjects, as there were no significant
interactions involving subject groups. The two
tunes are aligned here by pitch normalized to the
key of C, as in Figure 2. Any pitches that occur in
one tune but not in the other are visible as gaps in
the graph; they were omitted from the ANOVA
reported below. The common subphrase
boundaries are indicated by vertical dotted lines.

The similarities between the two profiles are
more striking than the differences: Accuracy was
low at the beginning, highest during the second
subphrase, and declined during the final sub-
phrase. The final decline replicates earlier find-
ings (Repp, 1992a, 1992b) and may be attributed
to listeners' expectation of a fmal ritardando,
in agreement with the top-down hypothesis.
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Figure 4. Detection accuracy profiles for Tunes A and B in Experiment 1, separately for each of the three subject
groups.
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Figure 5. Average DAPs for Tunes A and B in Experiment
1, aligned according to pitch. Vertical dotted lines
indicate subphrase boundaries.

The bottom-up hypothesis predicts only the poor
performance in the final position, but not the pre-
ceding decline. The poor performance in the initial
two positions is consistent with a bottom-up ex-
planation, though a more gradual increase in ac-
curacy was expected. There are small dips in the
profiles at analogous points in the second and
third subphrase, immediately preceding the up-
ward pitch jumps (pitch C); the low performance
in the second position may also reflect this bot-
tom-up factor. The magnitude of the jump, how-
ever, did not seem to matter. Note also that the
direction of the effect is not consistent with the
kappa effect, according to which IOIs at pitch
jump locations should sound longer to begin with,
thus making duration increments easier to detect.

The most obvious difference between the two
DAPs is at the last common pitch, g, where
detection scores were 31% lower in Tune B than in
Tune A. This tone fills the final Kg in Tune B, but
it is followed by another IOI in Tune A. For that
IOI, performance was as low as for the final 101 in
Tune B. Note the corresponding (inverse)
difference in the average performance timing
profiles (Fig. 2a) and its discussion above. As in
the performance analysis, the last common pitch
was omitted from the ANOVA.

A repeated-measures ANOVA (fixed factors:
group, tune, position; random factor: subjects
nested within groups) yielded, in addition to the
expected main effects of position and subject
group, a marginally significant tune by position
interaction [F(17,357) = 1.72, p < .04]. The largest
remaining difference between the profiles occurred
in the second 101 of the second subphrase (pitch
C), where performance was 18% lower in Tune A
than in Tune B. This looks like an effect of

metrical structure (the tone falls on a downbeat in
Tune B but on the weak fourth beat in Tune A),
and it also mirrors an effect noted in the perfor-
mance timing profile (Fig. 2a); however, the anal-
ogous positions in the first and third subphrases
show no such difference. Thus, there are no con-
sistent effects of metical structure. Since metrical
effects were also rather weak in performance, this
finding does not upset the top-down hypothesis.13

As predicted by the top-down hypothesis, the
average DAPs (Fig. 5) were significantly
correlated with the average performance timing
profiles (Fig. 2a). The correlation was -0.74 (p <
.001) for each tune. It seems that the last data
point must have contributed substantially to these
correlations. With that data point omitted,
however, the correlations were still significant:
-0.66 (p < .001) for Tune A and -0.57 (p < .01) for
Tune B. A local inverse correspondence may also
be seen in the performance and accuracy profiles
for Tune A at the beginnings of the second and
tbird subphrdses. However, while the performance
data suggested a possible effect of metrical
structure at this point because Tune B showed
less of a timing perturbation than Tune A, the
DAPs show similar results for the two tunes. Thus
the perceptual effect is probably not metrical in
nature; it may reflect expectation of lengthening
preceding an upward pitch jump. The height of
the jump seemed to matter little, however.

The top-down hypothesis also predicted that
musicians would show stronger perception-per-
formance correlations than nonmusicians. A ten-
dency in that direction was in fact obtained, but
only when the final data point was included. In
that case, the correlations for the three subject
groups were -0.79, -0.66, and -0.64 for Tune A, and
-0.80, -0.76, and -0.52 for Tune B. With the final
data point omitted, however, this tendency disap-
peared. Thus it cannot be given much weight.

The main prediction of the bottom-up hypothesis
was that the relative detectability of lengthening
would be inversely related to the pitch distance
between the tones delimiting an RN. The correla-
tions of the DAPs with this variable (expressed in
semitones) were indeed negative but significant
only for one tune (Tune A: -0.27, n.s.; Tune B:
-0.62, p < .01). This gives only weak snpport to the
hypothesis. Moreover, since a weak positive corre-
lation between absolute pitch distance and 101
duration was observed in performance, the pre-
sent negative correlation is compatible with a top-
down as well as a bottom-up nccount.

False alarm profiles. Because of the possibility
of two target IOIs on a trial, subjects were free to
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give two responses on each trial, if they wanted.
However, false alarms (circling of any note not
adjacent to a correct position) were relatively
infrequent: Relative to the total number of target
positions, only 8% false alarm responses were
given; relative to the number of missed targets
(50.4%), the false alarm rate was 16%.14
Individual differences were considerable, ranging
from 0.6% to one exceptional case of 36.9% false
alarms relative to the number of target positions.
There were no pronounced differences among the
three subject groups, but for some reason Tune A
elicited consistently more false alarms (8.9%) than
Tune B (7.2%) [F(1,21) = 5.83,p < .03].

The FAPs are shown in Figure 6. Note that this
figure plots numbers of responses, not percent-
ages. The profiles for the two aligned tunes were
quite similar, except for the very high false alarm
rate on the first g in the second subphrase in Tune
A. It is possible that the "nincidence of that tone
with a downbeat enhanced tilt false alarm ten-
dency, but there are no such meter-related differ-
ences in other corresponding locations. It appears
that the high-pitched notes following pitch skips
attracted false alarms, but the octave jump in the
third subphrase caused fewer false alarms than
the jump of a fifth in the second subphrase. Apart
from these locations, false alarms were also fre-
quent on pitches A and G in the second subphrase,
where G fell on a downbeat in Tune B, but A fell
on the weak fourth beat in Tune A. Thus, again,
there is no clear evidence for any effect of metrical
structure. Because of the large individual differ-
ences in false alarm rates, no ANOVA was con-
ducted on the FAPs.

SCEC BAGF#GBCgECAGF#G13CcagE
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Figure 6. Average false alarm profiles for Tunes A and B
in Experiment 1, aligned according to pitch.

The peaks and valleys in the FAPs match those
in the DAPs (Figere 5) rather well, though their
relative height differs. The correlations were

significant, 0.57 for Tune A and 0.60 for Tune B,
both p < .01. These correlations are consistent
with the top-down hypothesis: False alarms tend
to occur on those IOIs that, because they are not
expected to be lengthened, sound relatively long to
begin with. The correlations would also be
consistent with the bottom-up hypothesis if false
alarm rates showed a positive correlation with the
absolute pitch distance between tones delimiting
the IOIs (i.e., the kappa effect). However, these
correlations were negative and nonsivificant
(Tune A: -0.11; Tune B: -0.31). Thus, if anything,
subjects perceived IOIs as longer when they were
between tones close in pitch. This finding suggests
that the kappa effect did not operate in the
present tunes, and hence it provides no support
for the bottom-up hypothesis.

Summary. The results of Experiment 1, ob-
tained with much simpler materials than used by
Repp (1992a), provide additional support for the
main prediction of his top-down hypothesis:
Detectability of lengthening was negatively corre-
lated with lengthening in performance, and false
alarm frequencies (a more direct but less precise
index of listeners' expectations) correlated posi-
tively with detection accuracy. Subjects with ex-
tensive musical training performed better overall
but did not have more differentiated DAPs, con-
trary to a secondary prediction of the hypothesis.
The finding that effects of metrical structure were
generally absent in both perception and perfor-
mance, while disappointing, is not inconsistent
with the top-down hypothesis. The bottom-up hy-
pothesis is consistent with these secondary results
but does not provide a convincing account of the
main findings. In particular, it provides no expla-
nation of the gradual decline in detection perfor-
mance towards the end of a tune, and it provides
no rationale for the false alarm distribution be-
cause the kappa effect seems to be absent.

EXPERIMENT 2
This experiment was quite analogous to

Experiment 1, except that intensity increments
rather than duration increments were to be de-
tected. The very distinctive performance intensity
profile (Figure 2b) provided a good basis for re-
examining the top-down hypothesis for intensity
increment detection, which had not received much
support in a pilot study (Repp, 1992b).

Method
Subjects. Twenty new subjects were recruited

from the Yale community and divided into three
groups Ezcording to the same criteria as in
Experiment 1. There were 8 musicians (aged 20-
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33), 6 amateurs (aged 21-38), and 6 nonmusicians
(aged 29-45). The differences in mean age among
the groups [F(2,17) = 4.52, p < .03] were
inadvertent (volunteers were taken as they came)
but were not considered a serious problem.15 The
subjects were paid for their services.

Materials. The tunes and the test arrangement
were the same as in Experiment 1; even the same
random sequences were used. The only difference
was that intensity increments occurred instead of
duration increments.16 The initial staccato tone
and the fmal long tone were not possible targets.
The increment was 11 MIDI velocity units (about
2.75 dB) in the three demonstration trials, and 9
(2.25 dB), 7 (1.75 dB), 5 (1.25 dB), and 3 velocity
units (0.75 dB) in the four test blocks. Tunes were
again randomly transposed from trial to trial,
which was especially important in this
experiment, as there was some random variability
in peak sound level among digital piano tones of
different pitch (Repp, 1993a).

Procedure. The procedure was the same as in
Experiment 1, except that the subjects were asked
to circle the notes corresponding to tones that
seemed louder than the others. The possibility of
two targets on a trill was pointed out.
Instructions not to circle the following note were
omitted, as no such tendency was expected in this
task. The order of the two tunes was nearly
counterbalanced: In the nonmusician group, four
subjects happened to listen in one order and two
in the other.

Results and Discussion
Overall accuracy. As in the previous experi-

ments in this series, a liberal scoring criterion was
adopted, accepting responses to adjacent positions
as correct, even though they were quite rare: Of
the 45.7% correct responses, 2.6% were early and
1.9% late. The decision to count these responses as
correct seems justified, for although they probably
included some random guesses (as did direct hits,
of course), individual and group differences in
their frequency suggested that they were at least
partially made up of misplaced correct responses.
Individual percentages of such responses ranged
from 0 to 10.5. They were twice as frequent in
groups A and N than in group M, though that
group difference was not significant. The differ-
ence in frequency of ezzly and late responses was
not significant either. Surprisingly, however,
there was a main effect of tune and a tune by
group interaction [F(2,17) = '7.2'7, p < .006]. These
effects were due to the fact that nonmusicians
were much more likely to misplace their responses
in Tune B than in Tune A, for unknown reasons.

The overall percentages of correct responses are
shown in Figure 7. Not surprisingly, detection
performance declined as the increment got smaller
[F(3,42) = 92.82, p < .0001]. However, even in the
most difficult condition scores were still above
chance, certainly for the musicians.17 As in
Experiment 1, there was a significant difference
between subject groups, with musicians perform-
ing best and nonmusicians worst [F(2,14) = 7.58, p
< .006]. Because of the unintended confounding of
musical experience with age, age was entered as a
covariate in a follow-up analysis. The group dif-
ference remained significant [F(2,14) = 6.56, p <
.009], -andahe correlation between age and accu-
racy scores was nonsignificant. (Among the non-
musicians, the oldest subject had the highest
score.)

2.25 1.75 1.25 0.75
Intensity Increment (dB)

Figure 7. Percent correct scores for the thrPe subject
groups in Experiment 2, averaged across posihons, as a
function of intensity increment (test block).

Detection accuracy profiles. The DAPs of the
three subject groups are shown separately for
each tune in Figure 8. It can be seen that there
was dramatic variation in accuracy across
positions; the position main effect was highly
significant for both Tune A [F(21,357) = 14.12, p <
.0001] and Tune B [F(20,340) = 12.34, p < .0001).
In addition, each tune showed a group main effect
[Tune A: F(2,17) = 4.39, p < .03; Tune B: F(2,17) =
8.92, p < .003]. However, even though Figure 8
seems to suggest that group differences were
larger during the second half of each tune than
during the first half, the position by group
interaction was far from significance in each case.
Again, there is no evidence that musicians showed
a more differentiated DAP than amateurs or
nonmusicians.
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Figure 8. Detection accuracy profiles for Tunes A and B in Experiment 2, separately for each of the three subject
groups.

The average DAPs of the two tunes are shown
aligned according to pitch in Figure 9. As in
Experiment 1, the two profiles were very similar.
The subphrase boundaries are indicated by
vertical dotted lines. In each tune, intensity
increments were difficult to detect at the
beginning of a subphrase and much easier during
its second half (which was missing in the third,
abbreviated subphrase).
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Figure 9. Average DAPs for Tunes A and B in Experiment
aligned ac.cording to pitch.

The ANOVA on the aligned profiles naturally
showed a highly significant effect of position
[F(18,306) = 30.03, p < .0001] as well as a main
effect of subject group [F(2,17) = 10.37, p < .002],
with no main effect of tune. However, the tune by
position interaction was significant [F(18,306) =
3.67, p < .00011, indicating that the two functions,
while similar, were not identical. Could these
differences have been due to effects of metrical
structure? Even though such effects were not
evident in performance, a possible prediction was
that intensity increments should be more difficult
to detect on downbeats or in strong metrical
positions in general (i.e., the first and third beats
in each bar). Tune A shows a zigzag pattern
during the last subphrase that is consistent with
this prediction, as the valleys in the DAP coincide
with strong metrical positions. However, Tune B
does not show the complementary pattern.
Moreover, there is no evidence of metrical effects
elsewhere in the tunes. Consider, for example, the
adjacent pitches C and E in the first subphrase
(second and third data points): E fell on the
downbeat in Tune A, C on the downbeat in Tune
B, yet there is no interaction. The analogous pair
of pitches in the second subphrase, C and g, shows
a difference on C in favor of Tune B; that

Li
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difference is in the wrong direction, however, as C
was on the downbeat in Tune B and should have
shown lower performance than in Tune A. Only
the third analogous pair in the last subphrase, C
and c, shows the predicted interaction. Overall,
however, there is no convincing evidence for
effects of metrical structure, whichin view of the
absence of metrical effects in performanceis
consistent with both hypotheses under
consideration. The origin of the significant
differences between the accuracy profiles for
Tunes A and B is not clear at present.

There appears to be an inverse correspondence
between the DAPs and the performance intensity
profiles (Fig. 2b) in qualitative terms. However,
the perception-performance correlations were
small and nonsignificant: -0.23 for Tune A and
-0.05 for Tune B. This was due to the absence of
increased detection accuracy at the beginnings
and ends of the tunes, where intensity was
markedly reduced in performance. Also, the
enormous increase in detection accuracy during
the first subphrase has no correspondence in
performance. Nevertheless, the two broad peaks
in the accuracy profiles correspond to valleys in
the performance intensity profile. It is difficult to
conclude, therefore, that perception and
performance are unrelated, but the parallelism
certainly is less striking than in the case of
timing.

The partial correspondence between the DAP
and the performance intensity profile could have
been mediated by bottom-up factors: either
absolute pitch height, or the pitch difference
between adjacent tones. Accuracy scores indeed
correlated negatively with absolute pitch (Tune A:
r = -0.68, p < .001; Tune B: r = -0.49, p < .05) and
with directional pitch change (Tune A: r = -0.52, p
< .05; Tune B: r = -0.44, p < .05). Intensity
increments thus were more difficult to detect on
higher-pitched tones, and/or when the pitch went
up rather than down. Moreover, it can be seen in
Figure 9 that accuracy scores kept increasing as
the pitch went down (middle portions of first and
second subphrases), whereas they were low and
relatively stable when the pitch went up. In a

epw is e regression analysis, however, pitch
change made no significant contribution beyond
the effect of absolute pitch height, which showed
the stronger correlations with detection scores.
The performance intensity profiles, however, had
shown stronger correlations with pitch change
than with pitch height. Thus pitch height seemed
to be more of a factor in perception than in
performance, whereas pitch change affected both.

Effects of pitch height may be due to lower piano
tones being perceived as louder than higher tones
of equal intensity, due to their larger spectral
bandwidth and slower decay times. This was
confirmed in a recent study which required
listeners to adjust the relative loudnesses of piano
tones differing in pitch (Repp, 1995b), and it
probably represents a genuine psychoacoustic
effect that is not mediated by musical experience.
Effects of pitch change, on the other hand, may
reflect a more complex relational stimulus
property of "pitch motion," which may or may not
be purely bottom-up in nature (see the General
Discussion below).

False alarm profiles. False alarm responses
were much more frequent in this experiment than
in Experiment 1.18 The average percentage,
relative to the number of target positions, was
24.8; relative to the number ef misses (54.3%) it
was 45.7%. That is, almost every other time that a
target was missed, a false alarm response was
given. Individual differences were considerable:
Individual false alarm rates ranged from 5.2% to
47.7% (relative to the number of target positions).
A few subjects actually had more false alarms
than hits. (Note that this does not imply chance
performance in the present paradigm.) Musicians
gave somewhat fewer false alarms than the other
subjects, but the difference was not significant.
Surprisingly, however, there was a main effect of
tune: False alarms were more frequent in Tune A
than in Tune B [F(1,17) = 4.71, p < .051, just as in
Experim nt 1.

The aligned FAPs bor the two tunes are shown
in Figure 10. It can I seen that the profiles were
quite similar, though response rates in some
positions were elevated in Tune A relative to Tune
B. The two sharp peaks on pitches Flt (second
subphrase) and c (third subphrase) in Tune A
correspond to downbeats. This cannot be evidence
for a role of metrical structure, however, because
the effect goes in the wrong direction: Downbeats
should be expected to be louder, if anything, and
hence should not attract faRe alarm responses.
The most striking fact about the FAPs, of course,
is their similarity to the DAPs shown in Figure 9.
The correlations between these profiles were 0.69
for Tune A and 0.72 for Tune B, both p < .001.
False alarms were frequent precisely in those
positions where detection of intensity increments
was easy. This is in accord with the top-down
hypothesis, but it could also represent a
psychoacoustically based bias. Since pitch height
and pitch change have already been identified as
relevant stimulus factors, it seems plausible that
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the false alarm distribution reflects the operation
of these factors as well. Their correlations with
the FAPs were not impressive, however, due in
part to the lower reliability of the FAPs, which
reflected mainly the results of a II w subjects with
very high false alarm rates. Still, there were
t3ndencies to give false alarms to low tones (Tune

r = -0.30, n.s.; Tune B: r = -0.49, p < .05) and to
tunes lower than the preceding tone (Tune A: r =
-0.13, n.s.; Tune B: r = -0.37, n.s.). The strong
DAP-FAP correlation thus cannot be taken as
unambiguous support for the top-down
hypothesis; it is consistent with the bottom-up
hypothesis as well.
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Figure 10. Average false alarm profiles for Tunes A and B
in Experiment 2, aligned according to pitch.

Summary. As already suggested by Repp
(1992b), it appears that detection of intensity
increments is not governed by top-down
expectations of perforniance microstructure to the
same extent as may be the detection of duration
increments. The perceptual results seem to reflect
primarily a perceptual bias due to an interaction
between pitch and perceived loudness, which may
be specific to piano tones. The relation between
perception and performance remains unclear in
the case of dynamics.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present experiments explore a middle

ground between traditional psychoacoustics and
music perception. They deal with situations that
are unusually complex and informal from a psy-
choacoustic perspective but unusually primitive
and constrained from a musical perspective. Thus
they are open to criticism from both sides. Yet it is
necessary to begin to fill the yawning gap between
these different research traditions in order to bet-

ter understand the relevance of psychoacoustic
findings to the perception of realistic music. The
present research used melodies that, even though
they were quite simple, lent themselves to expres-
sive and aesthetically pleasing performance and
could be listened to in a correspondingly musical
mode. Thus they were not merely auditory se-
quences but also could be expected to call on lis-
teners' aesthetic sensibilities and musical experi-
ence. The experimental task, although it was de-
manding and repetitive, also deliberately deviated
from typical low-uncertainty psychoacoustic
paradigms in order to get somewhat closer to real-
istic music perception.

To some extent, the very simplicity of the
musical materials counteracted these efforts.
However, the purpose of Experiment 1 was to
attempt to replicate Repp's (1992a) findings on
duration increment detection with materials that
gave only limited room for purely stimulus-based
(bottom-up) effects. The experiment was
moderately successful in achieving this goal.
Although neither the performance timing profile
nor the DAP were as intricately structured as in
the earlier study, due to the reduced complexity of
the music, they were negatively correlated, and
both were positively correlated with the FAP,
suggesting an underlying bias. The auditory
kappa effect could have provided an explanation
for this bias, but there was no convincing evidence
that this effect operated in the present melodies.
In the absence of such a bottom-up explanation for
the perceptual results and of a bottom-up
rationale for a connection between perception and
performance, the data lend support to the top-
down hypothesis that listeners expected a certain
timing microstructure, and that these
expectations interacted with perception of
duration increments. The absence of any effect of
musical experience on the shape of the DAP or
FAP is troublesome from that perspective, for it
suggests that musically untrained people, too,
have expectations about expressive timing, even
though they have had little exposure to
expressively played music. It is possible, however,
that film music and the softer styles of popular
music provide fairly universal exposure to the
basic phenomena of expressive performance. The
presence of corresponding effects of metrical
structure in both perception and performance
would have given a strong boost to the top-down
hypothesis, but the general absence of clear
metrical effects, attributed to the slow tempo and
primitive rhythmical structure of the materials, is
at least not inconsistent with the hypothesis.

n
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The conclusions from Experiment 2 are differ-
ent. It appears that perception of intensity incre-
ments is governed more by the bottom-up factors
of pitch height and pitch distance than by any top-
down expectations about dynamic performance
characteristics. The absence of a strong percep-
tion-performance correlation, the obtained signifi-
cant correlations of the perceptual results with the
relevant stimulus factors, and the absence of ef-
fects of metrical structure and of musical experi-
ence are all consistent with a bottom-up explana-
tion. This does not mean that top-down expecta-
tions about dynamics never play a role, only that
they could not be convincingly demonstrated in
this experiment, despite a highly varied perfor-
mance intensity profile that provided a good basis
for such expectations. In view of the strong DAP-
FAP correlation, the observed bottom-up effects
(greater detectability of intensity increments in
low tones, and in tones following higher tones)
probably represent variations in perceptual bias
(directional) rather than variations in sensitivity
(nondirectional). Subsequent studies bear more
directly on this distinction (Repp, 1995c).

One reason for why perception of timing may be
governed more by top-down processes than
perception of intensity is that agogics provide a
more important correlate of musical structure
than do dynamics. Performers use a local slowing
of tempo to mark structural boundaries, often in
proportion to the depth of the boundary in the
grouping hierarchy (Todd, 1985; Repp, 1992a).
Dynamics, although they often are correlated with
tempo modulations (Todd, 1992), may be only a
secondary and less reliable indicator of structure.
Since listeners' microstructural expectations
presumably are driven by a structural
representation of the music heard, they would
then naturally carry much stronger biases with
regard to timing than to dynamics. Performers,
too, presumably have more freedom in varying the
dynamic shape of a performance, without
obscuring the structure in the process.
Constraints on dynamics may arise primarily from
the linear pitch sequence as such, rather than
from a higher-level hierarchical representation.

For heuristic reasons, it has been attempted to
draw a clear distinction between bottom-up
(stimulus) and top-down (cognitive) factors in this
research. However, this distinction can easily be-
come blurred. For example, as already mentioned,
whenever there is a consistent stimulus correlate
of some perceptual effect (such as the apparent ef-
fect of pitch height on perceived loudness), the
correlation can become part of listeners' expecta-

tions. Any bottom-up effect thus can simultane-
ously be a top-down effect, and other arguments
(such as parsimony or even more elementary
stimulus factors, such as the distribution of en-
ergy acr.--.7s critical bands and its effect on the au-
ditory computation of loudness level) need to be
invoked to establish the heuristic priority of the
bottom-up account. Conversely, what seems like a
top-down effect may actually reside in the stimu-
lus structure, because this structure may be richer
than has been granted. Ultimately, the division
between bottom-up and top-down, like the analo-
gous one between perception and cognition, is a
variable determined by how much structure a the-
orist is willing to impute to the stimulus. The
more structure is said to be in the world, the less
needs to be attributed to the listener's cognitive
processes and past experience; the structure is
simply "picked up" rather than constructed or in-
ferred (Gibson, 1966).

Jones (1976, 1987, 1990; Jones & Boltz, 1989)
has been a prominent advocate of such a stimulus-
structure-oriented approach to music. According
to her, the pitch, loudness, and time dimensions of
auditory patterns (including music) are
"inextricably bound together and cannot be evalu-
ated separately" (Jones, 1976, p. 329). More re-
cently, she has proposed a two-component model
of music performance which combines a rigid
"vertical" timing component with a flexible
"horizontal" component that generates expressive
timing variation (Jones, 1987, 1990). The horizon-
tal component "captures the shape and pacing of a
melodic line, the velocity profiles of melodic
phrases" and is controlled by a "motion generator"
(Jones, 1990, p.227). Jones does not discuss how
velocity profiles are aligned with the pitch struc-
ture of the music, but she leaves little doubt that
the alignment is not arbitrary and to a large ex-
tent governed by the pitch structure of the melody
within structural units ("melodic phrases").
Indeed, the notion that sequences of musical tones
have inherent dynamic properties such as tension-
relaxation or "tonal motion" has long been a staple
of musicologists and philosophers of music (see,
e.g., Truslit, 1938; Zuckerkandl, 1956; Repp,
1993b; Shove & Repp, 1995).

Such a view of musicas being invested with
holistic and relational properties that go beyond
the mere sequence of pitches and that appeal
directly to the kinematics of the human body
provides a new perspective on the relationship
between perception and performance that is at the
heart of the present research. The traditional top-
down and bottom-up hypotheses contrasted here
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basically assume that a causal relationship
underlies any observed perception-performance
correlation: According to the top-down hypothesis,
expectations about performance govern
perception; according to the bottom-up hypothesis,
perceptual distortions presumably underlie
expressive performance strategies. Without the
assumption of such causal connections, parallels
between perception and performance cannot be
explained by these hypotheses. However, an
enriched view of the music itself makes it possible
to see perception and performance as two parallel
kinds of reactions (the listener's and the
musician's) to the same complex information;
hence the causality goes from the music to both,
not from one to the other. Thus, for example, the
gradual decline in the DAP towards the end of the
musical excerpt as well as the performer's
ritardando may both be reflections of the
dissipation of tension in the music as it
approaches its end, which is signalled both
temporally and melodically (by the falling pitch
and the harmonic cadence implied by the
monophonic melody). In other words, the
performer slows down because the music asks for
it, and the listener "expects" the ritardando for
the same reason. Of course, the musical structure
does not completely determine perception and
performance, but it exerts significant constraints
on them, perhaps more so on perception than on
performance, and-as the present research
suggest-more on timing than on dynamics.
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FOOTNOTES
*Perception & Psychophysics, in press.
IThe sign of the correlation is due to the preferred representations
of the data: percent correct rather than percent errors for the
DAP, and 101 duration rather than local tempo for the
performance profile.

2While the magnitude of the DAP-FAP correlation provides an
indication of whether presumable bottom-up effects are due

mainly to variations in bias or sensitivity, a better way of
distinguishing these two possibilities is to compare increment
and decrement detection. This was done in subsequent
experiments (Repp, 1995c). The present paradigm does not lend
itself to a *signal-detection-theory analysis because the false-
alarm rates are too unreliable and difficult to convert into the
proportions needed for calculation of d' and beta.

3Similarly, the well-known demonstrations by Noorden (1975)
and others of stream segregation as a function of pitch distance
(see Bregman, 1990) typically involved faster rates of
presentation than used here, simple rather than complex tones,
and silent gaps between tones. Stream segregation is not likely to
occur in the present paradigm.

4Results of a recent study do suggest that two piano tones are
easier to compare with respect to loudness when they have the
same pitch than when they differ in pitch (Repp, 1995b).
5Positions are denoted by a bar number followed by a beat

number. It is assumed here that the subphrases have the same
upbeat structure and the same length.

6Naturally, there were individual differences among the pianists
in their timing and velocity profiles. These differences, which
were more quantitative than qualitative, will not be discussed
here in detail. The average profile is an estimate of what all
performances have in common, and hence an estimate of what
the average musical listener may expect to hear.

7Some individual pianists showed differences between the two
profiles, but they were different in nature for each pianist and
thus averaged out.

8The second criterion was relaxed for one subject who had had
12 years of piano and 9 years of violin instruction but did not
currently play either instrument.

9Eight additional subjects were excluded because of difficulties
in performing the task. Three were excused from the
experiment because they could not hear any lengthening in the
initial examples; of the five who completed the test, three
responded randomly, one was close to chance and often gave
more than two responses per trial, and one performed near
chance during the first but not the second half of the test
(which was highly atypical). Of these five subjects, three would
have been classified as amateurs and two as nonxnusicians. It is
noteworthy that they ranged in age from 29 to 57; thus age may
be a handicap in this task. Repp (1992b) similarly observed that
musically untrained listeners often have great difficulty
hearing timing differences.

I°When an KM is lengthened, the tone occupying it has extra time
to decay before the next tone comes on, and the final decay
following its nominal offset (the simulated key release) is
correspondingly shortened (see Repp, 1995a). Thus there is less
energy of the preceding tone at the onset and during the initial
portion of the following tone, which may well enhance its
perceived loudness.

ItThe superiority of the musicians would have been even clearer
if one subject in that group had not performed rather poorly.

2In a forced-choice task, chance level would be about 1 /7,
considering that responses in three adjacent positions were
accepted as correct. However, subjects responded only 16% of
the time when they could not detect a target (see false alarms
below), so the actual chance level was about (1/7)2, or 2%
correct.

"Starting with the last two tones in the first subphrase, every pair
of successive 10Is in Tune A shows higher performance in the
first (metrically strong) than in the second (metrically weak)
position. (This is seen more clearly in Fig. 4.) However, since
Tune B generally shows a similar (pitch-aligned) pattern (Fig.
5), it is difficult to attribute it to metrical alternation, which was
just the opposite in Tune B than in Tune A.
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"Incorrect responses could not simply be divided into false
alarms and misses, because of occurrences such as a single-
target trial with two false alarm responses, or with one correct
response and one false alarm response.

15No subject had to be excluded because of inability to hear the
intensity increments or because of random performance on the
test, even though the task was quite difficult. (The same was
true in Repp's, 1992b, Experiment 2.) It appears that intensity
increment detection is a more straightforward tdsk for
untrained subjects than is duration increment detection.

I6There was also a change in spectrum along with the intensity
change, as the instrument used modelled the natural
covariation between dynamics and spectral structure in piano
tones. However, the resulting change in timbre (increase in

brightness) was almost certainly too small to be detected as
such.

"Given a basic guessing probability of about 1/7 and an average
false-alarm rate of close to 50% (see below), the chance level in
this experiment was roughly 7%.

18It seems unlikely that this higher incidence of false alarms was
due to random variations in the perceived loudnesses of the
different piano tones as a function of pitch (even though some
random variability in peak intensity was found by Repp,
1993a). In that case, the FAP distributions (Figure 10) should
have been flatter, and absolute detection accuracy should have
been considerably worse than it was. The cause of the frequent
false alarms probably was a systematic effect of pitch variation
on perceived loudness.
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This study investigated the perception and pro-
duction of legato ("connected") articulation in re-
peatedly ascending and descending tone se-
quences on a digital piano (Roland RD-250s).
Initial measurements of the synthetic tones re-
vealed substantial decay times following key re-
lease. High tones decayed faster than low tones,
as they did prior to key release, and long tones de-
cayed sooner than short tones .because of their
more extensive pre-release decay. Musically
trained subjects (including pianigts) were asked to
adjust the key overlap times (KOTs) of successive
piano tones so that they sounded optimally, mini-
mally, or maximally legato. The results supported
two predictions based on the acoustic measure-
ments: KOTs for successive tones judged to be
optimally or maximally legato were greater for
high than for low tones, and greater for long than
for short tones, so that auditory overlap presum-
ably remained more nearly constant. For minimal
legato adjustments the effect of tone duration was
reversed, however. Adjusted KOTs were also
longer for relatively consonant tones (3 semitones
separation) than for dissonant tones (1 semitone
separation). Subsequently, KOTs were measured
in skilled pianists' legato productions of tone Fe-
quences similar to those in the perceptual experi-
ment. KOTs clearly increased with tone duration,
an effect that was probably motoric in origin.
There was no effect of tone height, suggesting that
the pianists did not immediately adjust to differ-
(mces in acoustic overlap. KOTs were slightly
shorter for dissonant than for consonant tones.

This research was supported by NIH grant MH-51230. I am
grateful to Charles Nichols for his extensive assistance, to
Janet Hander-Powers and Nigel Nettheim for comments on an
earlier draft, and to the participating pianists for their
patience.

They also varied with position in the ascending-
descending tone sequences, indicating thE,i the pi-
anists exerted strategic control over KOT as a con-
tinuous expressive dimension. There were large
individual differences among pianists, both in the
perceptual judgment and in the production of
legato.

INTRODUCTION
A. Modes of articulation

On most musical instruments, successive tones
can be produced in two basic modes of
articulation: unconnected and connected. In the
unconnected mode, perceptible intervals of (what
seems to be) silence separate successive tones. On
the piano, this is achieved by releasing a key
before the next key is depressed. It is appropriate
whenever the score indicates a rest or staccato
articulation, and also at the ends of phrases or
slurs as an aspect of "phrasing." The connected
mode is generally referred to as legato
articulation. Here the preceding tone seems to end
at the same time as the following tone begins.
Correspondingly, the pianist releases a key at
about the same time as the next key is depressed.

The piano ia one of a number of instruments
that permit the simultaneous sounding of several
tones. This is achieved by depressing several keys
at the same time.l The possibility of this third
mode of articulation, the simultaneous or chordal
mode, has implications for legato articulation: In
order to achieve a very smooth connection between
tones, a pianist may release a key after depressing
the key for the following tone, so that there is a
small amount of overlap. The duration of this
overlap (time of key release minus time of key
depression for the following tone) will be referred
to as key overlap time (KOT) in the following; it is
positive when there is overlap, and negative when
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the key release precedes the following key
depression.2

A small amount of key overlap is not perceived
as a simultaneity but rather as an increased
connectedness of the tones. One reason why some
amount of key overlap can be tolerated is that the
sound level of a piano tone, after a rapid rise,
decays as a function of time, so that the end of the
preceding tone is usually much softer than the
beginning of the following tone. Because of this
discrepancy in relative intensity and the abrupt
rise time of the following tone, masking may
occur, so that a brief acoustic overlap may not be
readily detectable.

However, masking is not likely to provide a full
explanation because the acoustic overlap of suc-
cessive piano tones is actually much more exten-
sive than suggested by the KOT. Although the
damper extinguishes the string vibrations when a
key is released, this process is not instantaneous,
and soundboard vibrations and acoustic reverber-
ation in a room may further contribute to prolong-
ing a tone's acoustic duration. The highest piano
strings (usually starting with F*6) do not have
any dampers at all. Thus, when two tones are per-
ceived as unconnected (i.e., when KOT is nega-
tive), the apparent silent interval between them is
at least partially filled by the decaying energy of
the first tone, and there may in fact be some
acoustic overlap. In typical legato articulation,
where one key is released shortly after the de-
pression of the next key, the acoustic overlap may
be quite substantial, yet listeners do not complain
about hearing simultaneous tones. This is proba-
bly due to auditory grouping of a tone's "tail" with
its "body," and consequent perceptual segregation
of the simultaneous tones, within limits (see
Bregman, 1990).3 Here we note only that a short
KOT corresponds to a much longer tone overlap
time, whose precise duration depends on the in-
tensities and decay rates of the tones and on the
ambient noise level.

These considerations give rise to a number of
interesting questions about the acoustics,
perception, and production of legato articulation
on the piano--questions that the present study
was intended to address in a preliminary way:

(1) Acoustics: What are the decay characteristics
of piano tones, particularly after key release?

(2) Perception: How much key overlap (and con-
sequent tone overlap) can listeners tolerate when
judging the articulation of successive tones to be
legato, before they start hearing simultaneities?
Does experience as a pianist affect these judg-

ments? What factors influence the amount of key
overlap listeners are willing to tolerate?

(3)Production: What are the typical KOTs when
pianists play legato? Is there variation among
individual pianists in this respect? Do pianists
vary their timing of key depressions to
compensate for factors that affect perceptual
overlap? Are there differences in degree of legato
between pianists' right and left hands, and
between pairs of fingers on each hand?

There is not much previous research addressing
these questions; what little is known to the author
is summarized in the following sections.

B. Acoustics

The acoustic decay characteristics of sustained
(undamped) piano tones are fairly well understood
(see, e.g., Martin, 1947; Weinreich, 1990; Wogram,
1990). After a brief rise time and early amplitude
peak, the sound decays slowly, typically with an
initial faster rate of decay giving way to a slower
rate. These two decay rates seem to represent the
respective contributions of vertical and horizontal
string motion: The vertical component is initially
larger but is transmitted to the vertically moving
soundboard and hence decays to below the level of
the horizontal component within a few seconds
(Weinreich, 1990). The decay rate of the vertical
component can be altered radically, however, by
interactions among the two or three strings struck
by the same key (Weinreich, 1990) and by the
relative impedance of the soundboard at the
vibrating frequencies (Wogram, 1990); thus the
two components may not always be clearly
distinguishable in the amplitude envelope. Tones
above roughly 700 Hz (about F5) seem to have
only a single decay rate (Martin, 1947). The fact
most relevant to the present study is that the
decay rate increases with fundamental frequency:
While a low tone such as C2 takes about 4 s to
decay by 20 dB (1/10 of the amplitude) on an
upright piano, C4 takes only about 2 8, and C6
about 1 s (Wogram, 1990). Because of the complex
resonance characteristics of the soundboard and
other factors, however, the decay rates of tones
close in pitch may differ substantially (Benade,
1990; Wogram, 1990). The precise decay
characteristics of individual piano tones thus are
largely instrument-specific and need to be
measured in any particular experimental context.

The literature offers surprisingly little informa-
tion about the decay characteristics of piano tones
following key release, after the damper falls upon
the strings. These post-release decay times are
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likely to depend on the amplitude of string vibra-
tion when the damper touches the strings, on the
thickness of the strings, on the weight and surface
condition of the damper, and on the velocity of key
release (damper lowering), among other things.
Moreover, the post-release decay times of tones
heard by a listener are probably a good deal longer
than those of the strings alone, since they include
the decay of (undamped) sound board vibrations
and reverberation. Therefore, it is necessary to
measure these times in any specific setting used
for research purposes. In the first part of the pre-
sent study, this was done on the output of an
electronic instrument whose sounds presumably
had been modeled on a specific piano recorded un-
der specific conditions. The main concern here was
not the representativeness of these measurements
for pianos in general but an adequate characteri-
zation of the specific acoustic environment in
which the following perception and production ex-
periments were conducted.

C. Perception
In the large literature on auditory psy-

chophysics, there does not seem to be a single
study that investigated listeners' ability to detect
the acoustic overlap between the end of one tone
and the beginning of another tone. However, there
are many studies on the detectability of a silent
gap between two pure tones or noise bursts (e.g.,
Perrott & Williams, 1971; Williams & Perrott,
1972; Collyer, 1974; Fitzgibbons, Pollatsek, &
Thomas, 1974; Divenyi & Danner, 19,7; Neff,
Jestaedt, & Brown, 1982; Shailer & Moore, 1983;
Buus & Florentine, 1985; Formby & Forrest,
1991). Unfortunately, none of these studies em-
ployed complex tones with decaying amplitudes;
amplitude envelopes were rectangular, and gap
detection thresholds were generally on the order
of a few milliseconds. Many studies have shown
that the gap detection threshold increases as the
frequency separation of two pure tones increases,
and Dannenbring and Bregman (1978) have re-
ported perception of illusory overlap when alter-
nating nonoverlapping tones are sufficiently dif-
ferent in frequency to be allocated to separate au-
ditory streams. The intensity of the sounds seems
to have no effect on gap detection, except at very
low levels. However, Plomp (1964) demonstrated
in a widely cited study that the gap detection
threshold increases as the relative sound level of
the second of two noise bursts decreases. He at-
tributed this finding to a decay of auditory sensa-
tion following the offset of the first noise. This in-
ternal decay, in terms of equivalent sound pres-

sure level (dB), was a negative exponential func-
tion of time and reached the sensation threshold
225 ins after noise offset, regardless of noise in-
tensity. That is, the internal decay time was con-
stant, but the decay rate varied with sound level.

Plomp's results are cited here to acknowledge
that a sound often does not end with its acoustic
termination; if its acoustic offset is abrupt, it con-
tinues to resonate for some time in the listener's
auditory system. When a sound decays over time,
however, the physical input generally will deter-
mine the auditory sensation, since acoustic decay
(in dB) generally is a linear rather than negative
exponential function of time (Benade, 1990). Thus,
unless the acoustic decay rate is very high, the
sensation level due to internal decay of auditory
input will generally be below the momentary in-
put level. For this reason (and others), the psy-
choacoustic literature is not very helpful in pre-
dicting what degree of acoustic overlap of piano
tones might lead listeners to judge them as con-
nected (legato) or unconnected. Even a controlled
psychoacoustic study with ramped complex tones
and highly trained listeners would only provide a
partial answer. The question is best addressed
within the realistic sound environment of piano
tones, using listeners with musical experience
rather than extensive laboratory training.

A recent study by Kuwano, Namba, Yamasaki,
and Nishiyama (1994) moved in that direction. In
the initial, more psychoacoustic, part of their
research, they synthesized a 13-note melody with
sounds whose pressure envelopes were either
rectangular or triangular (i.e., linearly decaying).4
The melody was presented at a fixed tempo, and
the overlap of the tones was varied by changing
their total duration. Musically untrained subjects
judged when the tones changed from "separated"
to "connected," and from "connected" to
"overlapping." The average tone overlap times
corresponding to these two boundaries were -56
and 16 ins for steady-state tones but 30 and 104
ms for decaying tones. That is, listeners judged
steady-state tones to be optimally connected when
they had a brief silent gap between them, whereas
decaying tones perceived as connected overlapped
by 67 ms, on the average. Apparently, this overlap
was not heard as such.

In the second, more realistic, part of their study,
Kuwano et al. asked a pianist to play the tune on
an electronic piano in eight different ways, rang-
ing from "markedly separated" to "extensively
overlapping," while keeping the tempo constant.
The recordings were subsequently presented to
listeners who judged them as "separated,"
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"marginally connected," or "overlapping." Their
responses confirmed the pianist's intentions: The
performance intended to be "marginally con-
nected" (i.e., legato) also received the highest
number of judgments in that category. The aver-
age overlap time of successive tones in that per-
formance was 240 ms.

Kuwano et al. calculated overlap times by
reproducing the tones of the pianists'
performances individually on a MIDI system and
measuring the point at which each tone had
decayed to 60 dB below its peak level; this point
was taken to be the end of the tone, and its
distance from the onset time of the originally
following tone was the overlap time.5 Although
this -60 dB criterion is commonly adopted in
measuring reverberation times and, according to
Benade (1990), often corresponds to the threshold
of audibility for decaying isolated sounds, it may
be a rather liberal criterion for tones in context, as
the final part of the decaying tone is probably
masked by the following tone. Still, in the absence
of an independent investigation of masking among
piano tones, the estimate of acoustic overlap of
legato tones provided by Kuwano et al. is the best
currently available. Although the overlap times of
tones judged "connected" were much shorter in
their first experiment, for reasons that are not
quite clear, their second experiment is more
representative of actual piano performance.

D. Production
Key overlap times have been measured in

several studies of piano performance, though none
of them focused specifically on legato playing.
Thus, Sloboda (1983) showed that pianists vary
KOTs (i.e., articulation) to convey different
metrical interpretations of the same sequence of
notes .6 In a follow-up study, Sloboda (1985)
displayed frequency distributions of KOTs for two
pianists playing two tunes. The distributions were
bimodal, with one peak around 40 ms and the
other somewhere between -100 and -220 ms,
corresponding to legato and staccato modes of
articulation, respectively.

KOTs were also measured by MacKenzie and
Van Eerd (1990) in a study of rapid scale playing
at several tempi. When the tempo was 8 tones per
second or faster, average KOTs were 5 rns or less;
the longest times (28 ms) were observed at the
slowest tempo (4 tones per second). KOTs were
about twice as long for the right hand as for the
left hand; however, this difference was confounded
with register, as the two hands played two octave:
apart. Rapid scale playing is not conducive to
optimal legato articulation, but neither does it

permit staccato; thus these data may be
representative of "minimal" legato.

Palmer (1989) reported KOTs, even though she
defined overlap acoustically as "the overlapping
time of two adjacent notes' amplitude envelopes"
(p. 335). Since she used a synthesizer with tones
that had a fixed 80 ms decay following key
release, and since she averaged KOTs across a
number of tones varying in articulation, her data
are not very revealing from the present
perspective. More relevant are average KOT
profiles for 10 pianists playing simple tunes,
presented by Drake and Palmer (1993). Maximum
KOTs were between 0 and 50 ms, presumably
reflecting legato articulation. This study also
included an analysis of a concert pianist's
performance of an excerpt from a Beethoven
sonata, but the KOTs were not reported in detail.
Interestingly, both Palmer (1989) and Drake and
Palmer (1993) found that the KOT was shorter
when one of the two tones, especially the first one,
was relatively long.

The situation most conducive to legato playing,
short of providing explicit instructions, is the
expressive performance of a slow, melodious piece.
Repp (1994, in press) selectively measured KOTs
in two pianists' performances of Schumann's
"Trtiumerei." One pianist (an amateur) generally
showed KOTs around 0 ms, whereas the other
pianist (a professional musician) showed
surprisingly long KOTs, often of several hundreds
of milliseconds. Since her performances did not
sound abnormal, such extreme overlaps are
evidently acceptable to the ear in an expressive
performance of complex music, but they may
represent an extreme case.7

E. The present study
The production data available so far suggest

that legato articulation is most often associated
with KOTs of 0-50 ms, though longer overlaps
may be observed under some circumstances. None
of these measurements were obtained in a
situation in which pianists were instructed to play
legato. Little attention has been given to acoustic
tone overlap and to listeners' perceptual tolerance
for such overlap, with the exception of the
pioneering study by Kuwano et al. (1994). The
present research took an approach similar to
theirs, but it focused in more detail on the acoustic
characteristics of the tones used and on several
factors that may influence KOTs. The study
included an acoustic analysis, a perceptual
experiment, and a production experiment.

The purpose of the acoustic analysis was to
describe the decay characteristics of the digital
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piano tones used in the subsequent experiments.
The analysis was expected to confirm the known
fact that high piano tones decay more rapidly than
low tones before the key is released. Therefore, the
post-release decay times were expected to be
shorter for high tones than for low tones. One
question of interest was whether the post-release
decay times reflect merely a tone's sound level at
the moment of key release, or whether there are
also differences between high and low tones in
their post-release rates of decay.

In the perceptual experiment, the method of
adjustment was used to obtain judgments of
optimal and marginal legato from musically
trained listeners, including pianists. The stimuli
were scales and arpeggi varying along three
dimensions: tempo, register, and interval step size
(correlated in this instance with relative
dissonance versus consonance of successive tones).
It was predicted that more key overlap would be
tolerated at slow tempi and in a high register,
because long and high tones are softer at key
release than are short and low tones, so that
acoustic overlap is both less extensive and less
audible. Listeners' sensitivity to these factors may
reflect perceptual constancy in terms of some
criterion of auditory tone overlap. It was also
expected that more key (as well as acoustic)
overlap would be tolerated with relatively
consonant sequences of tones than with relatively
dissonant ones, both for auditory and aesthetic
reasons. Because of the higher commonality of
partials of consonant complex tones (Kameoka &
Kuriyagawa, 1969), their acoustic overlap may be
less detectable as well as more pleasing to the ear
than the overlap of dissonant tones.

In the production experiment, skilled pianists
provided samples of their best legato by playing
the scales and arpeggi used in the perception
experiment. The question was whether they would
adjust their KOTs in response to factors that
affect acoustic overlap, or whether legato playing
is motorically invariant and insensitive to these
factors, even though they may influence
perceptual judgments. (This hypothesis will be
further qualified below.) Secondary questions
concerned the existence of individual differences
in KOTs, as well as possible differences between
the left and right hands and among pairs of
adjacent fingers.

I. DECAY CHARACTERISTICS OF TIIE
DIGITAL PIANO TONES USED

The purpose of the acoustic analysis was to
characterize the sound pressure envelopes of the
piano tones used in the perception and production

experiments, with particular attention to the
decay following key release. The analysis was
essential because the tones were produced by an
electronic instrument about whose sound
inventory no detailed specifications were available
from the manufacturer. A previous study (Repp,
1993) had focused on their peak sound levels and
on aspects of their spectral structure but had not
considered their decay characteristics.

It would have led too far to investigate in detail
the extent to which these synthetic piano tones
were representative of natural piano tones.
However, it seemed highly likely that they were
modelled on a set of acoustically recorded tones.
Thus, their decay probably represented not only
the decay of string vibrations but also the decay of
soundboard vibrations and acoustic reverberation
in some enclosed space. This was as it should be
because it corresponds to what a listener hears
and because it makes the synthetic tones sound
realistic, especially over earphones.

A. Method
The instrument was a Roland RD-250s digital

piano using a proprietary "adaptive synthesis"
algorithm. "Piano 1" sound was used with a
constant MIDI velocity of 40, because this velocity
was also used in the subsequent perception
experiment.8 To reduce the number of
measurements, only every third tone was
analyzed in the range from C2 (65 Hz) to C7 (2093
Hz). Four series of tones between these two
endpoints were played under the control of a
Macintosh IIvx computer, using the Performer
MIDI sequencing program. The four series
differed in the nominal tone duration, i.e. in the
interval between MIDI "note on" (key depression)
and "note off" (key release) commands, which was
250, 500, 750, or 1000 ms. The nominal intertone
interval (between each MIDI "note off' command
and the next "note on" command) was 500 ms.8

The analog output of the digital piano was input
to a Macintosh IIci computer using AudioMedia
software with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. The
digitized waveforms were then analyzed using
Signalyze software. The RMS amplitude envelope
was computed for each tone using a window size of
30 ms. Since the program does not display dB
values, all measurements were performed on the
RMS amplitude values and subsequently
converted into dB (with an arbitrary reference).
As the output of the digital piano was
deterministic and temporal resolution was very
fine, it was not necessary to perform each
measurement more than once. Apparent
irregularities were double-checked, however.
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B. Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows pre-release decay as a function of

musical pitch, as measured in the 1000-ms tones.
The graph shows each tone's peak RMS level, as
well as the sound levels 250, 500, 750, and 1000
ms from energy onset.10 Peak level was reached
after a variable rise time, which ranged from 24 to
43 ms for C2 to C5 (except for A4, which had an
unusually slow rise time nf 89 ms) but was much
shorter (around 5 ms) from Eb5 on.11 Peak levels
were fairly stable between C2 and C6, although
there was some variation from tone to tone (as al-
ready demonstrated by Repp, 1993). Above C6,
peak level decreased as a function of pitch. The
initial pre-release decay also increased dramati-
cally at high pitches. Tones below C6 decayed by
only a few dB over the first 250 ms, whereas from
C6 on there was a very substantial initial decay.
Beyond 250 ms, the decay rates varied less dra-
matically as a function of pitch, except for the
tones in the lowest octave, which decayed at a
much slower rate. Some individual tones (e.g.,
Eb4, A5) had amplitude envelopes with irregular
characteristics, which may reflect beats caused by
slightly mistuned strings in the original piano
that served as a model. The sound level of C7 be-
yond 500 ms was too low to be measured. It is
clear from Figure 1 that the pre-release decay in-
creased with pitch, as expected, though there were
irregularities in this relationship which presum-
ably reflect the complex acoustics of real pianos.12
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Figure 1. Pre-release decay: Relative RMS sound levels of
digital piano tones at their peaks and at four time points
in their amplitude envelopes (measured from energy
onset).

The four lower functions in Figure 1 represent
the sound levels at the time of key release for the
four tone durations employed here. Since this
sound level decreased as pitch increased and as
tone duration increased, the post-release decay
time must likewise have decreased with increas-
ing pitch and increasing duration. This is con-
firmed in Figure 2, which shows how soon after
key release tones of different nominal durations
reached 1110 (-20 dB) or 11100 (-40 dB) of their
peak amplitude.13 Missing data points indicate
that the specified level was reached before key re-
lease. The post-release decay times were quite
substantial. Even by the conservative -40 dB cri-
terion, the lowest tones took about 300 ms to de-
cay, and tones up to C6 took at least 100 ms.
Tones above C6 decayed somewhat sooner, though
A6 and C7 were abnormal in that they showed
much slower decay when released early than
when released late. The reason for this anomaly
was not clear, as these tones should not have been
affected at all by key release because of the ab-
sence of dampers for the highest strings in a real
piano.
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Figure 2. Post-release decay times: Time after key release
by which the tones had decayed to -20 and -40 dB of their
peak level.

The effects of pre-release decay on the post-
release decay time, shown in Figure 2, would have
been obtained even if the post-release decay rate
had been constant. However, higher-pitched tones
also decayed faster than lower tones, not only
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before but also after key release. Pre-release tone
duration, on the other hand, did not seem to have
any systematic effect on post-release decay rate;
therefore, Figure 3 shows the data averaged over
the four nominal tone durations. The figure shows
the time it took for the post-release sound level to
decay by 20 dB. (This is the time difference
between the -20 dB and -40 dB points in Figure 2.)
This time decreased from about 180 to 90 ms over
the pitch ranre investigated (i.e., the decay rate
increased from about 11 dB/cs to 22 dB/cs), and
the decrease as a function of pitch was much
steeper during the lowest octave than during the
higher octaves. The points for the two highest
pitches have been omitted in the figure because of
their much slower post-release decay rates (cf.
Figure 2). The lines were fitted by hand to
indicate the general trend of the data; again, there
are some irregularities.14
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Figure 3. Post-release decay rates: The time it took for
tones to decay by 20 dB following key release.

Although there seem to be no data in the
literature to compare the present results with, the
complex and somewhat irregular acoustic
characteristics of the present tones suggest that
they were indeed modelled after acoustically
recorded piano tones. It should be noted, however,
that natural piano tones exhibit much greater
variation in peak sound level (Repp, 1993); some
kind of equalization must have been applied in the
proprietary synthesis scheme that generated the
digital tones. To what extent the present findings
are representative of the decay characteristics of
natural piano tones remains to be determined.
However, they adequately describe the acoustic

environment within which the following
experiments were conducted.

II. PERCEPTUAL JUDGMENT OF LEGATO
ARTICULATION

The purpose of this experiment, as already
indicated, was to investigate the influence of three
factors (register, tempo, and relative consonance)
on the amount of key overlap perceived as legato.
An adjustment task was used to determine the
overlaps judged to represent the "best" as well as
"minimal" and "maximal" legato. It was expected
that listeners would tolerate more key overlap in
conditions where there is less acoustic overlap due
to shorter post-release decay times, namely in the
high register and at a slow tempo (long tone
durations). Furthermore, it was pmdicted that
more key (and acoustic) overlap would be
tolerated for relatively consonant than for
dissonant tones. (The consonant tones were also
more widely separated in pitch, which could lead
to the same prediction.) Half of the musically
trained subjects were pianists, and it was of
interest whether their specific experience would
be reflected in different criteria for, and/or
reduced variability of, their adjustments.

A. Method
1. Subjects. Fourteen paid volunteers

participated. All but one were Yale
undergraduates; they ranged in age from 18 to 25.
All subjects were musically trained, having
received between 8 and 15 years of formal
instruction on at least one instrument. Seven were
pianists (though several of them played a second
instrument as well); the others played various
instruments including violin, cello, double bass,
oboe, trumpet, and guitar.

2. Materials and procedure. An interactive
adjustment task was set up using the Roland RD-
250s digital piano interfaced with a Macintosh
IIvx computer. The control program was written
using the Max graphic programming environment.
The program created various random orders of 24
tone sequences resulting from the combination of
three registers, four tempi, and two step sizes (or
degrees of relative consonance). All tones had a
constant MIDI velocity of 40. Each sequence
consisted of a continuously ascending and
descending scale or arpeggio based on five
different tones. The three registers (low, medium,
high) represented starting frequencies of C2 (65
Hz), C4 (262 Hz), and C6 (1047 Hz), respectively.
The four tempi represented tone inter-onset.
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intervals (I0Is) of 260, 519, 779, and 1039 ms.15
The two step sizes were 1 and 3 semitones (st), so
that the tone sequences represented either a short
chromatic scale extending over 4 st (a major third)
or a diminished-seventh-chord arpeggio extending
over one octave. Tones separated by 1 st formed
the highly dissonant interval of a minor second,
whereas tones separated by 3 st formed the
moderately consonant interval of a minor third.
Sequences were started and stopped by clicking
START and STOP "buttons" on the computer
screen. Nominal tone duration (key release time,
and hence also KOT) was controlled by a
horizontal "slider" on the screen that could be
dregged or clicked with the mouse. Each sequence
started with the slider in the left-most position,
corresponding to a nominal tone duration of 150
ms, which made the tones sound definitely
unconnected. Nominal tone durations controlled
by the slider ranged from 150 to 1500 ms in 10-ms
steps; they were not displayed numerically.

Subjects sat at the computer and listened
binaurally to the output of the digital piano over
Sennheiser HD5401I earphones. The volume was
set at the same comfortable level for all subjects.
After receiving written instructions and a few
minutes of free practice, subjects completed four
blocks of 24 trials each, with short breaks in
between. Each block was initiated by the
experimenter who reset the program, which then
generated a new random sequence of the same 24
trials. The current trial number was displayed on
the computer screen. The subject initiated each
trial by clicking the START button and
terminated it by clicking the STOP button after
adjusting the slider according to the criterion
specified. The prograni stored the slider settings,
and the experimenter saved them in a file at the
end of each block. Each block took between 10 and
15 minutes to complete.

Instructions were different for each of the first
three blocks. In the first block, the subject was
asked to adjust the slider so as to fmd the "best"
legato. (S)he was advised to move the slider slowly
to the right until the tones sounded not only
connected but unacceptably overlapping, and then
to reverse direction and try to "zero in" on the
optimal legato setting by moving the slider back
and forth over a narrower region. (S)he was
warned not to "overshoot" the target zone on the
slider when the tempo was fast.16 In the second
block, the subject was asked to zero in on the
boundary between unconnected and connected
tones, and to find the setting that was just barely
acceptable as legato ("minimal" legato). In the

third block, the subject was asked to find the
highest (right-most) setting that was still
acceptable as legato, before the tones started to
sound noticeably overlapping ("maximal" legato).
The fourth block replicated the first, the task
being again to find the best legato.

3. Data analysis. KOTs were determined by
subtracting the IOI durations from the nominal
tone durations adjusted by the subjects. In a few
instances of overshoot, where the KOT exceeded
the 101 (indicating that the subject was oblivious
to the complete overlap of successive tones), the
RH was subtracted once again, yielding the KOT
of tones separated by one intervening tone. Twelve
missing data points (the program occasionally
failed to save the last trial in a block) were
replaced by the group mean for that particular
condition. Repeated-measures analyses of
variance were conducted on the data from each
block, with the three independent variables (I0I,
register, step size) as within-subject factors, and
with pianistic expertise as a between-subject
factor.

B. Results and discussion
The results are summarized in Figure 4.

Consider first the "best" legato adjustments, which
are shown averaged over blocks 1 and 4. There
was substantial between-subject variability. (Note
that standard errors are shown, not standard
deviations.) The variability increased with
register, step size, and IOI. Nevertheless, there
were a number of reliable effects. First, as
predicted, KOT increased with register [F(2,24) =
25.52, p < .0001]; the average KOTs were 14, 62,
and 139 ms, respectively. Second, also as
predicted, KOT increased as a function of step size
or relative consonance [F(1,12) = 20.96, p < .0007];
the averages were 48 and 95 ms for 1- and 3-st
step sizes, respectively. The effect of step size was
reduced in the high register, which was reflected
in a two-way interaction [F(2,24) = 3.65, p < .05].
Third, there was also a main effect of 101 [F(3,36)
= 3.57, p < .03], though it was smaller and
nonmonotonic; the respective average KOTs were
49, 84, 83, and 70 ms. The nature of the ICH effect
varied with both register and step size; the triple
interaction was significant [F(6,72) = 2.43, p <
.04]. Two additional significant effects were the
main effect of blocks [F(1,12) = 6.59, p < .03], due
to shorter KOTs (by 20 ms) in block 4 than in
block 1, and the block by step size interaction
[F(1,12) = 5.42, p < .04], due to a reduced step size
effect in block 4. Variability was also reduced in
block 4. Pianistic expertise had no effect at all.
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Figure 4. Adjusted KOT in three conditions as a function of register, step size, and 10I. The bars represent plus/minus
one standard error.

The results for "maximal" legato judgments
were basically similar, except that the adjusted
KOTs were longer and the effect of MI was
stronger and more nearly monotonic.
Variability was very high and increased with
register and WI, though not with step size. The
effect of register was. pronounced [F(2,24) = 21.45,
p < .00011, with average KOTs of 87, 162, and 235
ms, respectively. The predicted effect of step size
(or consonance) was present [F(1,12) = 8.91, p <
.02], though not very large; the average KOTs
were 137 and 185 ms, respectively. The step size
effect was again absent in the high register,
although the two-way interaction fell short of
significance. The effect of IOI was highly
significant [1'(3,36) = 19.20, p < .0001], due to a
negatively accelerated increase in KOT with IOI
(80, 164, 198, and 204 ms, respectively). There
was a significant ICH by register interaction
[F(6,72) = 3.71, p < .003], due to larger effects of
101 as register increased. There was no effect of
pianistic expertise.

Adjustments of "minimal" legato exhibited much
less variability. The average KOTs were negative,
indicating that nominal gaps of up to 100 ms can
still be acceptable as legato, depending on the

condition. The most striking effect here was that
of WI [F(3,36) = 25.22, p < .00011, though it was
inverted: KO? decreased (i.e., nominal gap time
increased) as IOI increased, the average durations
being -26, -50, -89, and -107 ms, respectively.
There was also a significant effect of step size
[F(1,12) = 9.40, p < .01] in the predicted direction,
with average KOT being less for chromatic scales
(-76 ms) than for diminished-seventh-chord
arpeggi (-60 ms). Finally, there was an effect of
register [F(2,24) = 3.85, p < .041, though it was not
monotonic: KOTs were shortest for low tones (-81
ms) and longest for medium-pitched tones (-57
ms), with high tones in between (-66 ms). No other
effects reached significance.

From. Figure 4 it is clear that the range of KOTs
acceptable as legato increases dramatically with
MI and with register. Since several degrees of
connectedness are probably discriminable within
the larger ranges (though the relevant perceptual
experiments remain to be conducted), the results
imply that, the slower the tempo and the higher
the register, the greater tile variety of possible
legato nuances. The opposite effects of IOI on the
upper and lower boundaries of the legato range
probably account for the irregular effect of UN on

r
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"best" legato judgments, which lie approximately
in the center of the range in the low and middle
registers, but closer to the upper boundary in the
high register.

The effect of MI on "maximal" legato judgments
was as expected, with increasing KOTs being
tolerated as IOI increased. This is almost
certainly due to the lower sound levels at release
and the shorter post-release decay times of long
tones, which result in reduced acoustic and
auditory overlap with the following tone. It is
noteworthy that the 101 effect was largest
between 250 and 500 ms and smallest or absent
between 750 and 1000 ms. This agrees with the
faster initial decay of piano tones, which takes
place during the first 500 ms or so (see Figure 1).

The strong effect of register for both "best" and
"maximal" legato judgments was also in the
predicted direction, with the largest KOTs in the
high register .and the smallest in the low register.
This is consistent with the much faster decay of
high than low tones, both before and after key
release. Unlike the effect of IOI, the register effect
was of simila- magnitude in "best" and "maximal"
legato judgments.

The predicted effect of step size was obtained for
both "best" and "maximal" legato judgments, but it
was virtually absent in the high register. This
interaction is compatible with an interpretation in
terms of relative consonance. The relative
dissonance of complex tones has been attributed to
the interaction of individual partials (Plomp and
Levelt, 1965; Kameoka & Kuriyagawa, 1969), and
since high piano tones have fewer significant
partials than low tones, they are likely to show
fewer such interactions and, hence smaller effects
of perceived dissonance. It is difficult to see how
such an interaction could have arisen from
fundamental frequency separation alone. The
fundamentals of tones separated by 3 st were well
within the auditory filter bandwidth (Moore &
Glasberg, 1983) in the low register but were
separated by more than one critical band in the
high register, whereas frequencies separated by 1
st were always within the same critical band. If
anything, this should have led to a larger step size
effect in the higher register.

The "minimal" legato judgments essentially
represent gap detection thresholds. Of course,
these estimates are much less precise than those
obtained in typical psychoacoustic experiments,
but their ecological validity may be greater. It is
interesting to note that the average adjustments
never corresponded to a key overlap, not even for
high tones whose rapid pre-release decay caused a

substantial drop in sound level before the onset of
the following tone. Moreover, even though this
drop increased with tone duration, more rather
than less of a nominal gap was needed to hear a
separation between long tones, and this was true
regardless of pitch, the effect of register being
rather small and nonmonotonic. Thus it was not
the case that a sufficiently large drop in the
amplitude envelope disrupted perception of
connectedness. Rather, it seemed as if long tones
sounded inherently more legato than short tones,
so that more of a physical separation was required
to hear them as disconnected. Although Kuwano
et al. (1994) did not investigate the effect of
nominal tone duration on perceptual judgments,
their measurements of acoustic overlap times in a
pianist's production show longer overlaps for long
than for short tones when the intention was to
play with various degrees of connectedness or
overlap, but also longer acoustic gaps for long
than for short tones when the intention was to
play in a disconnected mode.17 This pattern seems
congruent with the present perceptual findings of
an increased range of KOTs for long tones and of
an inverted effect of tone duration (i.e., WI) on
nominal gap durations.

Kuwano et al. (1994) did not report KOTs but
only acoustic overlap times, based on a -60 dB
criterion for the end of a tone. According to that
measure, the. acoustic overlap was less than 170
ms when listeners gave predominantly
"separated" responses, about 240 ms when they
judged the tones to be "marginally connected," and
more than 280 ms when they gave mostly
"overlapping" responses. The IOIs were. 600 and
300 nis (Kuwano, pers. comm.; the test melody
contained both quarter and eighth notes), the
pitch steps varied between 2 and 5 st, and the
pitches ranged from F4 to F5. The present 260
and 519 ms IOI conditions in the middle register
with a 3 st step size come closest to their stimuli.
The average post-release decay time to -60 dB
(extrapolated from the -20 and -40 dB points in
Figure 2) of the relevant tones is roughly 250 ms.
This implies acoustic overlaps of about 230 ms for
"minimal" legato, 340 ms for "best" legato, and 400
ms for "maximal" legato. If the "marginally
connected" category of Kuwano et al. is equated
with the present "minimal" legato, then the data
seem in agreement. It seems, however, that the
present "best" legato stimuli would have been
judged by their listeners as "overlapping," and the
present "maximal" legato stimuli, as "extensively
overlapping." There are a number of differences
between the studies, however, that could account
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for this apparently lower tolerance for overlap in
their subjects, such as their use of musically
untrained subjects. Also, their piano tones may
have had decay characteristics different from
those of the present tones; unfortunately, they did
not describe those characteristics.

On a more general level, the present data agree
with their findings in demonstrating that a sub-
stantial acoustic overlap can be tolerated by lis-
teners before they complain about simultaneity of
pitches. However, the results should not be taken
to imply that the overlap is not detectable as such,
even though the end of the "tail" of the decaying
tone is almost certainly masked by the more pow-
erful following tone. To assess the auditory de-
tectability of overlap and the masking between
simultaneous complex tones, precise psychoacous-
tical experiments are required. What matters
more than detectability in a musical context, how-
ever, is perceptual and aesthetic tolerance within
a specific instrumental environment and an asso-
ciated performance tradition.

Because of masking between and/or perceptual
segregation of simultaneous tones, it seems
unlikely that any perceptual criterion (either
"best" or "maximal" legato) corresponds to a fixed
amount of acoustic overlap. This possibility was
explored briefly by adding the post-release decay
times determined in the first part of this study to
the KOTs found in the second part. As expected,
there was no constancy overall, though low-
pitched tones judged to be maximally legato all
overlapped by about the same amount. The
listeners' responses in the adjustment task may be
taken as prima facie evidence for some auditory
constancy in terms of degree of connectedness.
However, there may be no simple acoustic
correlate of this constancy.

A final word is in order about individual
differences. There was no difference between
experienced pianists and nonpianists, but there
was large variability within each group. The most
unusual subject was a guitarist whose adjusted
KOTs were all negative, even for "maximal"
legato. Apparently, he was acutely sensitive to
acoustic tone overlap and employed a criterion
appropriate for his own instrument. Of course, he
contributed strongly to the variability among the
nonpiarnsts. But even when his data were
excluded, there was no clear difference between
the two groups, and pianists themselves
apparently had widely divergent criteria for what
counted as a good legato. This may be related to
individual differences in average KOT during

legato articulation, an aspect of a pianist's "touch."
The final part of this study investigated this
production aspect of legato playing.

III. PRODUCTION OF LEGATO
ARTICULATION BY PIANISTS

The purpose of this experiment was twofold.
One aim was to measure the KOTs pianists
produce when they intend to play optimally legato
and to assess the magnitude of individual
differences, as well as possible differences between
right and left hands and between pairs of fingers.
The second aim was to investigate whether
pianists adjust, consciously or subconsciously, to
factors that affect acoustic tone overlap and
perceptual judgments of legato style, as
demonstrated in the previous experiment. The
pianists were asked to play scales and arpeggi like
those used as stimuli in Part II, on the same
instrument. Thus they were operating under
similar acoustic conditions, and even though the
sounds were synthetic and the keyboard felt
different from that of a real piano, it was expected
that, if adjustments in legato playing occur in
response to acoustic factors on a real piano, they
would also occur on a digital piano.

The same three factors as in Part II were varied
in the materials, and the predictions were the
same: Pianists were expected to show longer
KOTs in high register than in a low register, at
a slow tempo (long IOIs) than at a fast tempo
(short IOIs), and in a relatively consonant than in
a dissonant sequence of tones. A complicating
circumstance, however, was that these factors,
tempo and step size in particular, may also have
purely motoric consequences that are independent
of the auditory feedback about tone overlap. Thus
it seems that a smooth legato is more difficult to
achieve (and perhaps also aesthetically less
desirable) at a fast than at a slow tempo; if so, this
effect reinforces the prediction based on acoustic
considerations, but results supporting the
prediction then cannot be attributed to a single
cause. The situation is different with regard to
step size: It may be more difficult to achieve a
smooth legato when the fingers are spread (3 st
step size) than when they are close together (1 st
step size); if so, this effect counteracts the
predicted effect of relative consonance, so that
attribution of an obtained effect to acoustic-
aesthetic or motoric causes is possible. Only a
change of register seems to have no obvious
motoric implications, as long as each hand stays
within its typical range on the keyboard. Thus an
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effect of register on KOT would provide the best
evidence for an adjustment to acoustic conditions.

Individual differences among pianists in
average KOT were of interest because they may
reflect an aspect of the elusive quality of "touch."
Since in much music the right hand plays the
melody and the left hand the accompaniment, it
was also considered possible that legato style is
better developed in the right hand, leading to
longer KOTs. As noted in the Introduction,
MacKenzie and Van Eerd (1990) observed such a
hand difference in rapid scale playing, but the fact
that the right hand played in a higher register
was not controlled for. In the present design, to
avoid awkwardness, the low register was played
only with the left hand, and the high register only
with the right; however, the middle register was
assigned to either hand, thus making a direct
comparison possible. Finally, it was hypothesized
that there might be more overlap between the
"weak" fourth finger and its neighbors than
between the more independent first three fingers.

A. Method
1. Subjects. The subjects were eight highly

skilled pianists. Four of them (all female) were
graduate students at the Yale School of Music;
three (all male) were seniors in Yale college and,
as winners of the annual undergraduate concerto
competition, had performed as soloists with the
Yale Symphony Orchestra; and one (female, older
than the others) was a semi-professional
accompanist. They were paid for their
participation.

2. Materials. The materials were very similar to
those used in Experiment 1, except that they were
shown in musical notation on separate sheets of
paper. Each scale or arpeggio ascended and
descended three times and ended on a long note.
The step size was 1 or 3 st, and the starting pitch
was C2, C4, or C6. Two identical versions were
prepared for the middle register, one marked
"with the left hand" and the other "with the right
hand." The low register examples were to be
played with the left hand, and the high register
examples with the right hand. Three tempo
conditions were indicated by the note values:
sixteenth notes, eighth notes, or quarter notes. All
examples were to be played at about 60 beats per
minute, so that the tempi corresponded to IOIs of
approximately 250, 500, and 1000 ms,
respectively.

3. Procedure. The subject sat at the Roland RD-
250s keyboard and listened to its output over

Sennheiser HD5401I earphones. A metronome
flashing silently at 60 beats per minute stood
within view. After presenting written instructions
and permitting a brief warm-up period on the in-
strument, the experimenter placed the randomly
shuffled 24 music sheets before the pianist, one at
a time. (S)he was asked to play each example
"with (her or his) best legato" at the tempo indi-
cated but not exactly with the metronome; ex-
pressive timing and dynamics, to the extent that
the simple materials encouraged them, were wel-
come. The overall dynamic level asked for was
mezzoforte. The fingering was prescribed in the
instructions as 5-4-3-2-1-2-3-4-5 for the left hand
and 1-2-3-4-5-4-3-2-1 for the right hand.18 The ex-
perimenter monitored the playing of all examples
to make sure that the instructions were followed.
If either the subject or the experimenter was not
satisfied with an example, it was repeated imme-
diately. All productions were recorded in MIDI
format using Performer software.

4. Data analysis. KOTs were calculated and
subjected to repeated-measures analyses of vari-
ance. Three separate analyses were conducted: on
the left-hand data, on the right-hand data, and on
the middle-register deta for both hands. The fac-
tors in these analyses were step size (2 levels), RN
(3 levels), register or hand (2 levels), fingers (8
levels), and repetitions (3 levels), with subjects as
the random factor yielding the interactions that
served as error terms. Note that the fingers factor
(i.e., pairs of fingers: 5-4, 4-3, 3-2, 2-1, 1-2, 2-3, 3-
4, 4-5 for the left hand, and 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5, 5-4,
4-3, 3-2, 2-1 for the right hand) was not decom-
posed into fmger pairs (4 levels) and order of fin-
gers within each pair (2 levels), for reasons that
will become evident. The repetitions factor was
treated as crossed with the other factors, not as
nested within examples. Analogous ANOVAs were
also performed on each individual pianist's data,
in which case repetitions served as the random
factor.

B. Results and discussion
The main results, averaged across pianists,

repetitions, and fingers, are shown in Figure 5.
The average KOTs ranged from about 50 to 150
ms across the different conditions. The most
striking effect was that of MI, which was
significant in all three analyses [left hand: F(2,14)
= 7.93, p = .005; right hand: F(2,14) = 9.68, p <
.003; both hands: F(2,14) = 9.47, p < .003). KOTs
increased as the tempo decreased, as was
predicted on both acoustic and motoric grounds.

6"
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Figure 5. Legato production: Average KOT as a function of MI, step size, register, and hand.

There was also an effect of step size or relative
dissonance: KOTs were slightly longer for dimin-
ished-seventh-chord arpeggi than for chromatic
scales [left hand: F(1,7) = 4.14, p < .09; right hand:
F(1,7) = 21.76, p < .003; both hands: F(1,7) =
15.11, p = .006]. The effect was reliable only for
the right hand, and in the middle register there
was a significant interaction between hand and
step size [F(1,7) = 5.71, p < .051. Since there is no
obvious motoric reason why arpeggi should be
played more legato than chromatic scales, the step
size effect probably reflects an adjustment to the
relative consonance or dissonance of the
successive tones. The greater sensitivity of the
right hand to this dimension may be due to its
leading role in melodic materia1.19

There was no significant effect of register for
either hand. Although it seems that more overlap
occurred in the high than in the low register, this
difference may be due to hands rather than
register. The absence of a register effect indicates
that the pianists did not adapt their legato
technique to the acoustic decay characteristics of
the tones. The effect of Kg may then also be
motoric rather than perceptual in origin.

There was a significant effect of hand in the
middle register [F(1,7) = 6.82, p < .04]. KOTs were
longer for the right hand (101 ms average overall)
than for the left hand (86 ms). Although seven of
the eight pianists showed a difference in this
direction, it was individually reliable for only
three. Note also that, in the middle register, the
hand difference was apparently restricted to the
arpeggi.

As expected, there were striking individual
differences in average KOTs. Individual grand
averages ranged from 27 ms to 145 ms. There was
no obvious relation to either gender or relative
experience of the pianists. Although experienced
pianists can undoubtedly change their degree of
legato when the music requires it, the fact that
they produced such different KOTs in the same
experimental situation suggests genuine
individual differences in legato technique or
"touch."20

The final effect to consider is that of fingers,
which is portrayed in Figure 6. It was highly reli-
able [left hand: F(7,49) = 7.86, p < .0001; right
hand: F(7,49) = 13.15, p < .0001; both hands:
F(7,49) = 12.93, p < .0001] and was shown by ev-
ery pianist. Its pattern was not what had been ex-
pected, however. Rather than reflecting longer
KOTs for less independent pairs of fingers, it rep-
resented an interaction between finger pairs and
order or, more simply, a main effect of position in
the scale or arpeggio: In each upward movement
and in each downward movement, KOTs started
out long and then decreased until the scale or
arpeggio reversed direction. This decrease was
fairly linear in scales but apparently nonlinear in
arpeggi. The finger by step size interaction was
significant for the right hand [F(7,49) = 4.10, p <
.002] and for both hands [F(7,49) = 7.68, p <
.0001]; for the left hand, the triple interaction
with register was significant instead [F(7,49) =
3.36, p < .006]. Although the two hands are shown
separately in Figure 6, the interaction of fingers
with hand was not significant.
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Figure 6. Legato production: Average KOT as a function
of finger pair, step size, and hand.

The consistency of the finger effect indicates
that it represents an important aspect of legato
articulation, though its exact cause is uncertain at
present. One possibility is that the forearm ro-
tates as the scale or arpeggio is being played,
transferring weight from one part of the hand to
the other; this larger-scale movement may lag be-
hind the fingers, causing decreased key overlap
when moving in a given direction. Another factor
that could contribute to the relatively short KOT
just before a reversal is that the same finger must
be used twice in close succession (2-1-2 or 4-5-4).
However, there was no fmger by MI interaction,
which would be expected if anticipatory lifting of a
finger played an important role. Another possible
factor that apparently can be ruled out is dynamic
variation. The pianists naturally tended to in-
crease the dynamic level as they went up and to
decrease it as they went down a scale or arpeggio.
While the absolute and especially the relative
sound levels of successive tones could have an in-
fluence on the perception and production of KOTs,
note that the obtained parallel trends for the as-
cending and descending halves (Figure 6) is con-
trary to the opposite trends expected on the basis
of dynamics. Most likely, therefore, the finger ef-
fect, like the tempo effect, is not perceptual but
rather motoric or cognitive in origin.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present study combined acoustic analyses,
perceptual judgments, and production measure-

ments in an attempt to obtain some basic informa-
tion about legato playing. Stimulated by the recent
demonstration by Kuwano et al. (1994) that tones
played and judged to sound connected show
considerable acoustic overlap, the present study
extended the investigation to focus on several fac-
tors that influence the amount of this overlap.

The acoustic analyses demonstrated that the
post-release decay times of piano tones decrease
as pitch (register) increases and as the duration of
the tone increases. These effects are due in part to
pre-release decay, which is faster for high than for
low tones and more extensive for long than for
short tones, and in part to an increase in post-
release decay rate with pitch (but not with
duration). This information, previously
unavailable in systematic form in the literature,
led to the prediction that listeners would adjust
their perceptual criteria in judging legato
articulation, and that pianists would adjust their
legato playing, so as to avoid extensive acoustic
overlap. That is, KOTs (the directly observable
variable in MIDI recordings) were expected to be
longer for tones with shorter post-release decay
times (i.e., high and long tones).

These predictions were confirmed in the
perceptual experiment, which was really a study
of "passive" legato production, without
involvement of the fmgers. Listeners' adjustments
were evidently sensitive to acoustic overlap, with
KOTs being longer for high and long tones.
Whether perceptual constancy in terms of some
criterion of auditory (non)overlap was maintained
across conditions could not be demonstrated
directly, but it may be assumed that the subjects
aimed for such a constancy, as this was essentially
what the instructions requested them to do. It
would be naive to expect a simple measure of
acoustic overlap to correspond to such a
perceptual constancy, but application of dynamic
models of auditory processing may uncover an
invariant auditory property in future research.

The results of "active" legato production were
different. Although KOTs were longer for long
than for short tones, this may be attributed to
motoric factors. There was no effect of register;
what seemed like one was probably due to a
difference between hands. Thus pianists' playing
seemed to reflect primarily motoric constraints,
not adjustments to varying acoustic overlap. This
implies, paradoxically, that the pianists' intended
"best" legato might be judged by listeners (even by
themselves!) to be nonoptimal in certain
conditions, for example at a slow tempo in the low
register (compare Figsures 5 and 4). A perceptual
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evaluation of the recorde4 natural legato samples
remains to be conducted. It should be noted that,
unlike the stimuli in the perception experiment,
the natural productions varied in timing and
dynamics, and in KOT from one tone pair to the
next.21 These kinds of natural variation may well
have an effect on the perceptual criterion for what
constitutes a good legato in a melody.

There was one factor that both passive and ac-
tive legato players were sensitive to: When the
successive tones were relatively dissonant (1 st
apart), adjusted and produced KOTs were shorter
than when the tones were relatively consonant (3
st apart). Although, in principle, pitch separation
per se could have been responsible for this differ-
ence, the effect was attributed to relative conso-
nance on grounds of plausibility.22 However, the
effect may not be purely aesthetic in nature: Due
to the larger number of shared harmonics of rela-
tively consonant tones, there may be greater
masking and/or fusion between consonant than
between dissonant tones (see DeWitt & Crowder,
1987), making acoustic overlap more difficult to
detect. There was also a confounding of step size
with pitch range, and hence with average pitch
and average acoustic overlap: On the average,
arpeggi had slightly shorter overlaps than
chromatic scales because they covered a one-oc-
tave range, whereas the latter extended only over
the first 4 st in this range. More detailed investi-
gations will be required to sort out these vari-
ables.

Palmer (1989) and Drake and Palmer (1993) re-
ported that KOTs tended to be shorter when one
of two successive tones was relatively long, espe-
cially the first one. This observation seems to con-
tradict the clear tendency towards longer KOTs
for longer tones in the present study. However,
their finding was obtained in materials containing
both short and long tones, and their pianists were
not instructed to play legato throughout. Most
likely, their finding reflects the fact that long
tones tend to end motives and phrases; the re-
duced KOT following such tones is an aspect of
"phrasing" which was absent in the present homo-
geneous materials, unless the progressive reduc-
tion in KOT during the ascending and descending
portions of the scales and arpeggi is to be inter-
preted in a similar manner.

MacKenzie and Van Eerd (1990) observed longer
KOTs for the right hand than for the left hand in
rapid scale playing. The present production data,
obtained at much slower tempi, tend to support
their interpretation of this effect as one of hand,
rather than of register. It appears that, in some

pianists at least, the right hand is more adept at
playing legato than the left hand.

The absolute KOTs reported here are longer
than those obtained in most earlier studies. This
is probably due to the relatively slow tempi and to
the explicit instruction to play legato, though it is
also possible that the Roland RD250s keyboard,
with its relatively easy action, encouraged an
increased legato. Certainly, replications and
extensions of the present findings on a real
computer-monitored piano are desirable, together
with measurements of the post-release decay
times of natural piano tones.

The relative insensitivity of the present pianists
to acoustic/perceptual factors should not be
interpreted as implying that pianists cannot
adjust their degree of legato when musical
circumstances require it. On the contrary, they
are likely to be quite flexible in that regard.
Kuwano et al. (1994) demonstrated that a pianist
can play with different degrees of connectedness
or separation when instructed to do so, though
their results look somewhat categorical, with little
difference in acoustic overlap between tones
intended to be "marginally connected,"
"overlapping a little," and "overlapping to some
degree." However, these terms are nearly
synonymous and may have been so understood by
the pianist. Whether there is a tendency to
perceive or produce legato in a categorical fashion
is an interesting question for future research, as
are the many factors that may affect KOT, such as
fingering, phrasing, and individual style. All
expressive parameters of music performance are
subject to continuous and systematic modulation,
and KOT is hardly an exception. However, it is a
little studied aspect of piano technique, and much
remains to be learned about it.
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FOOTNOTES
*Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 97, 3862-3874 (1995).
1Alternatively, the damper pedal may be engaged while
depressing keys successively. The present study, however, was
not concerned with pedaling.

2The technique of "partial release," which is possible on grand
_pianos, will not be considered here.
iSonoko Kuwano (Namba, Kuwano, and Yamasaki, 1992) has
pointed out that the overlap is distinctly audible as an
"impurity" at the onset of an isolated tone excerpted from a
legato passage. Note the parallel to the perception of
coarticulation in speech (e.g., Fowler, 1984).

4The spectral composition of the sounds was not reported.
5Although they failed to mention this in their published paper,

Kuwano et al. did include the original key release when
playing back the individual tones (Kuwano, personal
communication). Thus they had information about post-release
decay times as well as about KOTs, but only acoustic tone
overlap times were reported.

6Sloboda seemed to be unaware of the post-release decay of
piano tones, as he stated that "This event [i.e., release of the
key] is simultaneous with the termination of the sound" (p.
383).

7Extreme legato is also referred to as legatissimo or "finger
pedaling." Nearly continuous use of the damper pedal in these
performances further increased the acoustic overlap of tones
and may also have increased the tolerance levels of listeners.

80n the Roland RD-250s, the spectral characteristics of the tones
change with key velocity (intensity), as they do on a real
instrument (cf. Repp, 1993). The choice of the fixed velocity
value was arbitrary.

9The author is striving toward a consistent terminology of
musical events. Nominal tone duration refers to the MIDI level of
description and should be distinguished from (actual, acoustic)
tone duration, which includes the post-release decay time, and
from note duration (better note value) which is not a physical
magnitude at all but refers to the relative values (integer ratios)
of notated symbols, such as 1/4 or 1/8.

1°Since the onset of energy in the amplitude envelope started 15
rns (half the duration of the integration window) before the
onset of energy in the waveform, these measurement points
correspond to 235, 485, 735, and 985 ms, respectively, from
energy onset in the waveform.

11The rise time was the time from the onset to the peak of the
amplitude envelope, minus 30 ms. This estimate was
reasonably accurate because of the fast rise and slow decay of
the energy. A signal with zero rise time and no decay (i.e., a
step function) would have a rise time of exactly 30 ms (the
window duration) in the RMS amplitude envelope.

12In fact, preliminary analyses of acoustically recorded piano
tones suggest that their decay characteristics are even more
irregular than those of the synthetic tones analyzed here.

13These times, too, were adjusted for the window duration by
subtracting 30 ms from the times measured in the envelope.
Resolution of amplitude values was not fine enough to
determine the -60 dB points, which had been used as the
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criterion of tone offset by Kuwano et al (1994) However, those
time points can be extrapolated from the differences between
the -20 dB and -40 dB time points (see also Figure 3), assuming
that the post-release decay (in dB) was linear.

"Very similar results were obtained when, instead of taking the
difference between the -20 and -40 dB time points relative to
peak sound level, the time to decay by 20 dB was measured
relative to the sound level at key release. Additional
measurements showed that an increase in key velocity from 40
to 60 increased this decay time by about 10 ms regardless of
pitch, but a further velocity increase from 60 to 80 had no effect.
Key velocity varied in the legato production experiment,
reported below.

15The intended 10Is were 250, 500, 750, and 1000 ms. However,
when the sound output was later digitized and measured, it
was discovered that the 10Is were consistently too long by
3.9%, due to an unrecognized problem with the Max software.
This problem did not affect the accuracy of timing: The
standard deviation of l0Is within the same sequence was less
than 1 ms, probably representing just human measurement
error. The nominal tone durations (key release times) were not
affected either.

160vershoot was possible (and did occur on a few trials) because
the range of the slider was fixed; thus, fast tone sequences
required an adjustment in the lower (left-hand) region of the
slider, whereas slow sequences required an adjustment in the
upper (right-hand) region.

"The melody used by Kuwano et al. contained both long and
short tones. Presumably, they were referring to the length of
the first tone in short-long and long-short sequences.

18This fingering would not be used for an extended chromatic
scale, but it is quite natural for a 5-note chromatic scale, though
many alternative fingerings are possible.

19This interpretation is very tentative, as there seems to be a step
size effect for the left hand in the low register which is just as
large as that for the right hand in the high register. However,
neither the step size main effect nor the register by step size
interaction was significant for the left hand.

Mit would be interesting to observe the same pianists' KOTs in
more natural playing, without explicit instructions to play
legato. In fact, at the end of the experimental session four of the
present subjects played a simple monophonic tune three times
with their right hand in the middle register, to provide
performance data for a different study. Three of them produced
KOTs that were 40-50 ms shorter than in the most comparable
experimental condition, but the fourth pianist produced times
that were about 15 rns longer, on the average. Their "overlap
profiles" for the tune were quite dissimilar, possibly due to
different choices of fingering. Clearly, there is much more to be
learned about the factors that cause systematic variation in
KOTs.

21The average MIDI velocity in the pianists' playing was a good
deal higher than the fixed velocity in the perception
experiment, but this was partially offset by a relatively lower
volume of the auditory feedback. As mentioned in an earlier
footnote, however, the post-release decay characteristics of the
digital piano tones did not vary much with dynamic level.

22It could be argued that the experiment sho,:ld have been de-
signed to separate these two factors from the outset. However,
this is impossible without a radical change in fingering patterns
and scale construction, which would raise new problems. For
example, a pitch interval larger but more dissonant than the
minor third (3 st) is the tritone (6 st), but it would permit only a
3-tone arpeggio with the fingering 1-3-5-34. Passing the thumb
under the other fingers is undesirable in a study of legato, as it
aLmost certainly reduces KOT.
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Pedal Timing and Tempo in Expressive Piano
Performance: A Preliminary Investigation*

Bruno H. Repp

The timing of pedal depressions and releases was measured relative to key depressions
and releases in two pianists' performances of Robert Schumann's "Träumerei" on an
electronic instrument. Each pianist provided 9 complete performances, 3 at each of 3
tempi, which were analyzed by examining in detail those positions in the music in which
the pedal was used consistently. The principal questions were whether and how pedal
timing adjusts to changes in global tempo (across performances) and in local tempo (within
performances): Do pedal release times, onset times, or change (onset minus release) times
exhibit absolute or relative invariance across either or both of these tempo changes? The
results do not suggest any simple answer, since neither type of invariance was observed
consistently. Pedal timing emerges as having a complex pattern that is sensitive to local
and global tempo changes in varying degrees, yet exhibits consistency across repeated
performances by the same pianist. There were striking differences in pedal timing
between the two pianists, who differed in level of skill.

INTRODUCTION
Modern pianos have two or three pedals, the

most important of which is the damper pedal , re-
ferred to simply as "pedal" here. When depressed,
it raises all dampers, so that the strings vibrating
at that time continue to vibrate until the pedal is
raised or until the vibrations decay naturally. It
also enables other strings to vibrate sympatheti-
cally, thus enriching the timbre of the sustained
sounds. Once the basic skill of hand-foot
coordination has been mastered by a piano
student, pedaling becomes a subconscious,
automatic activity for most players. Concert
pianists and teachers naturally examine and
refine their pedaling skills using auditory
feedback to guide them, and great artists often
exhibit a masterful pedaling technique which
contributes to their characteristic "tone" and
"touch." Interestingly, as Heinlein (1929a) has
observed, listeners tend to attribute the sonic
consequences of pedaling to the pianist's manual

This research was supported by NIH grant MH-51230. I am
grateful to LPH for lending her artistry to this project, and to
Nigel Nettheim, Caroline Palmer, and Henry Shaffer for
helpful comments on an earlier version of the manuscript.
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skill, being unaware of how crucially piano
performance depends on what the right foot is
doing.

Piano scores often indicate when the pedal
should be depressed and when it should be
released. Just as often, composers and editors
omit pedaling instructions from the score or insert
them only at crucial points. Typically, a pianist
pedals much more frequently than is indicated in
the score. One common use of the pedal is to
create smooth transitions between tones or chords
that are difficult or impossible to connect by
fingering alone. These transitional uses of the
pedal (also referred to as syncopated or legato
pedaling) are rarely notated and are at the
pianist's discretion. The present study focuses on
this type of pedaling.

For the psychologist interested in the cognitive
and kinematic processes involved in music
performance, pedaling raises interesting questions
about motor control, coordination, and the role of
auditory feedback, and it offers an opportunity to
study an important component of pianistic skill
about which rather little is known from a
scientific perspective. Qualitative and
quantitative aspects may be distinguished: pedal
use and pedal timing, respectively. Musical
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notation conveys only instructions about pedal
use, if any, and observation of pianists (including
self-observation) with the naked eye and ear
similarly yields only qualitative information.
Empirical questions about pedal use concern the
relative frequency with which pianists depress the
pedal in a given piece of music, where in the music
they use it (and why), and when they depress and
release the pedal relative to the notated musical
events (described in qualitative terms such as
before, after, and between). In contrast, the
precise timing of pedal actions is an aspect of the
expressive microstructure of music performance
(Clynes, 1983), whose measurement requires
special instrumentation. Questions about pedal
timing concern the detailed temporal relations
between hand and foot actions, as measured by
the exact times elapsing between key and pedal
depressions, as well as the timing of successive
foot actions: Are these intervals invariant or
context-dependent? Do they stretch and shrink
with changes in tempo? Do pianists differ in their
pedal timing characteristics? Can pedaling skill be
measured objectively? The basic technology to
address these questions has been available for
some time (e.g., Heinlein, 1929b; Seashore, 1938),
but pedal timing has been little investigated. The
recent proliferation of MIDI technology, however,
greatly facilitates such studies.

The only systematic studies of pedaling in the
psychological literature known to this author were
conducted by Heinlein (1929b, 1930) and recently
by Taguti, Ohgushi, and Sueoka (1994). Heinlein
(1929b) compared pianists' pedaling ,oatterns in a

qualitative way, by counting the number of times
the p3dal was depressed and by examining rough
graphs (kymograms) of pedal actions relative to
the onsets of the musical tones. He pointed out
large differences in pedal use among different
pianists playing the same music and considerable
variability in pedaling even in the same pianists'
repeated performances of the same music (cf. also
Banowetz, 1985: p. 9). Heinlein (1930) asked four
pianists to pedal while playing, tapping, listening
to, or imagining the same music. He found that it
is virtually impossible to produce a good pedaling
pattern without actually playing the music. This
confirms a point made in many discussions of
pedaling in the pedagogical literature, namely
that it is "governed by the ear" (see, e.g., Marek,
1972; Neuhaus, 1973; Newman, 1984; Philipp,
1984; Banowetz, 1985). The recent study by
Taguti et al. (1994), based on 8 pianists'
performances of a Chopin Waltz in three
expressive styles, did not focus on the pedaling
patterns as such but rather on the
multidimensional structure of their dissimilarities
and its relationship to verbal descriptions of
performance quality. At this time, no detailed
study of pedal timing has been reported in the
literature.

To explain how pedal timing was measured in
the present study, Figure 1 schematically illus-
trates a typical legato pedaling pattern in terms of
MIDI events. Two successive legato melody notes
are shown symbolically, and a relatively slow
tempo is assumed, allowing the player to pedal
with each individual note if (s)he so wishes.

Pedal
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off

0 0 * 0
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of MIDI events and temporal intervals in a typical legato pedaling pattern. The
symbols are the ones that will be used in later data graphs (Figs. 6-7). The first "note on" conesponds to time zero.
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The "note on" events (which closely coincide with
the acoustic onsets of the tones represented by the
notes) define a physical interonset interval (101)
within which pedal events may be located. In
legato pedaling, a pedal depression ("pedal on")
typically precedes a key depression ("note on"),
and a pedal release ("pedal off') follows it. Thus
the pedaling serves to prolong the duration of the
preceding tone whose key release ("note off') may
occur before or after the onset of the following
tone, but nearly always before the pedal is re-
leased; thus the legato connection of the tones is
enhanced by the prolongation afforded by the ped-
aling. (If the key release follows the pedal release,
the pedaling is redundant with regard to the
achievement of legato articulation but adds rich-
ness of timbre.) This pedal action is repeated for
the next tone, and so on. Within an IOI defined by
two key depressions, then, there are typically two
pedal events: a release followed by a depression.
This rapid sequence of foot actions is known as a
pedal change.

Three time intervals will be of particular
interest in this study (see Figure 1). The first is
the temporal location of a pedal release within an
MI, referred to as pedal release time (PRT). The
second is the location of a pedal depression within
an DOI, referred to as pedal depression time (PDT).
The third is the interval between a pedal release
and a pedal depression, provided that both occur
within (or very nearly within) the same MI; it will
be referred to as pedal change time (PCT). Each of
these three intervals can be specified in absolute
terms, in milliseconds, or in relative terms, as a
percentage of the WI in which it occurs (PRT%,
PDT%, PCT%).

Because pedaling depends on what the hands
are doing, it seems that it must be rhythmically
coordinated in some fashion with the manual
actions. The nature of this coordination would be
most easily investigated when all successive IOIs
are equal in duration, as might be the case in
simple exercises carried out in a mechanical
fashion. The present study, however, focuses on
the more complex but also more ecologically valid
situation of expressive music performance, in
which WI duration is highly variable (see, e.g.,
Repp, 1992). The duratizm of a given WI depends
on three factors: (1) the note value specified in the
score, (2) the global tempo, and (3) local tempo
(expressive timing, agogic variation). The first
factor played no role in the present study, as all
IOIs examined corresponded to righth notes (half
beats) in the score. Attention thus focused on the
second and third factors. Global tempo accounts

for systematic differences in the duration of the
same IOI across performances played at different
tempi; local tempo accounts for systematic
differences among different IOIs within the same
performance. Variations in local tempo are largely
governed by structural factors (hierarchical
grouping, melodic contour, harmony, etc.),
whereas global tempo is structure independent.
Given that IOIs vary in duration due to these two
sources, the theoretical question addressed in this
study was how pedal timing adjusts to these
variations.

The relative precision of pedal timing is
unknown at present. It could be that pedal timing
(like pedal use) is highly variable, unlike tone
onset timing, which is controlled very precisely
and is highly replicable across repeated
performances of the same music (see, e.g.,
Seashore, 1938; Shaffer, 1981; Shaffer, Clarke, &
Todd, 1985; Repp, 1992). Replicability of pedal
timing patterns across repeated performances at
the same tempo is a prerequisite for the
investigation of systematic adjustments to tempo
changes. Such adjustments may take either (or
neither) of two forms: absolute invariance or
relative (relational) invariance. Absolute
invariance would hold if pedal releases and/or
depressions always followed tom onsets by a fixed
interval, or if pedal change times were
approximately constant, regardless of the duration
of the ICH within which these events are situated.
The possible absolute invariance of pedal change
times in particular seemed an interesting
hypothesis, given the ubiquily, rapidity, and
automaticity of the release-depression action
sequence. These absolute invariance hypotheses
may be contrasted with the corresponding relative
invariance hypotheses, according to which some or
all of the intervals mentioned stretch and shrink
proportionally with changes in MI duration.1
Proportional changes in timing microstructure
with changes in global tempo have been observed
in many other skilled motor behaviors, at least to
a first approximation (see Gentner, 1987; Heuer,
1991). Finally, it is possible that neither of these
simple hypotheses applies, and that adjustments
of pedal timing to changes in manual timing are
more complex, but nevertheless systematic. It is
also conceivable that a given temporal interval
(pedal release time, say) is absolutely invariant
across global tempo changes but relationally
invariant across local tempo changes.

The hypothesis of absolute invariance has some
plausibility b-rmuse the acoustic decay
characteristics oi piano tones do not change with
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tempo. If the purpose of pedaling is to "catch" a
tone at a certain dynamic level and prolong it,
pedal depression times may well be insensitive to
changes in tempo. However, a pianist must also
avoid depressing the pedal when tones that should
not be prolonged are still sounding. For that
reason, pedaling is likely to be sensitive not only
to the timing of key depressions (which served as
temporal reference points in this study) but also to
that of key releases. Piano tones do not cease
immediately following key release but decay over
a few hundreds of milliseconds, with low tones
decaying more slowly than high tones (Repp,
1995). This decay places a constraint on pedal
depression times, and if key release times vary
with tempo, so may pedal depression times.

The time between the key depression for one
tone and the key release for the preceding tone
will be referred to as key overlap time (KOT); it is
positive when there is overlap (as in Figure 1) and
negative when there is a gap. Gaps are usually
bridged by pedaling and thus are inaudible. They
may occur when it is difficult to connect two tones
with the fingers, but also in other places, as finger
legato is not strictly necessary when there is
legato pedaling. However, when finger legato is
possible, it is commonly maintained even when
the pedal is being used; the resulting key overlap
time can be considerable and may vary with
structural factors. For example, two consonant
tones may be overlapped more than two dissonant
tones, and the following pedal change may be
correspondingly delayed. Thus, factors influencing
overlap time may also influence pedal timing. For
this reason, some key overlap times were also
measured in the present study.

Finally, individual differences in pedal timing
were of interest, as previous studies (Heinlein,
1929b, 1930) had focused only on individual
differences in pedal use. Differences in pedal
timing among pianists may reflect differences in
motor organization responsible for differences in
"tone" and "touch," as well as differences in level
of technical skill.

These various issues were examined in MIDI
data obtained from 18 integral performances of
Robert Schumann's well-known piano piece,
"Träumerei" (op. 15, No. 7), which have been the
subject of two previous studies by this author
(Repp, 1994a, 1994b). They derive from two
pianists, each of whom played the piece three
times at c ch of three different global tempi. Repp
(1994a) addressed the question of whether
expressive timing patterns (i.e., ICH durations)
expand and contract proportionally with changes

in global tempo (i.e., whether they show relational
invariance) or whether they change in a more
complex way. (Of course, absolute invariance is
impossible in this case.) Some small but
statistically significant deviations from relational
invariance were noted, and Desain and Honing
(1994) have reported larger deviations from
relational invariance in a different piece of music.
For the present purposes, it is sufficient to note
that variations in global and local tempo were
reasonably independent in the performances
studied, as was re-confirmed in the statistical
analyses reported below.

Although Repp's (1994a) study focused
primarily on tone interonset intervals, it also
included a selective analysis of pedal timing,
restricted to 8 recurrences of one particular IOI in
the musical structure which always contained a
pedal change (bar 1-1 and corresponding locations,
which represents a quarter-note IOI; see Figure 2
below). These data were not very clear with regard
to the two invariance hypotheses, but they
revealed striking individual differences between
the two pianists, both in pedal timing and in its
sensitivity to tempo variation. The purpose of the
present study was to analyze the pedal timing
data from these performances in more detail, so as
to examine more thoroughly the influence of
tempo changes on the timing of hand-foot
coordination in expressive piano performance. The
present study was not concerned with providing a
detailed explanation of pedal use and timing as
such, i.e., with accounting for why and how the
pedal was deployed at particular points in the
music, though some pertinent comments will be
made. The primary focus was on the sensitic.tty of
the pedal timing pattern (whatever it happened to
be) to changes of tempo.

Each pianist's data were analyzed separately.
Based on an initial analysis of pedal use, sets of
structurally similar points in the music ("vertical
slices," cf. Figure 2 below) were selected where the
pedal was changed consistently. Six such sets
were analyzed, capturing about half of all
pedaling events. By conducting statistical
analyses within structurally relatively
homogeneous sets, variation in local tempo was to
some extent dissociated from structural variation
in the music, though even within-set variation in
local tempo, to the extent that it was not random
or id osyncratic, presumably was still determined
by structural features of the music. Within each
analysis set, the effects of global tempo and of
local tempo, as well as their interaction were
assessed for each of the several temporal intervals
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of interest. In E.11 these repeated-measures
ANOVAs, the error term for each effect of interest
was its variation across performances with the
same global tempo. In that way, across-
performance stability provided the criterion for
assessing the statistical reliability of any effect.
Analyses were performed both on absolute and
relative measures of pedal timing (PRT, PDT,
PCT; PRT%, PDT%, PCT%): If an absolute
interval does not vary with (global or local) tempo
but the corresponding percentage does, the
absolute invariance hypothesis is supported. If the
opposite result is found, the relational invariance
hypothe is is supported. If neither measure shows
a significant effect, the results are inconclusive;
high variability may be to blame. If both show a
significant effect, some more complex type of
tempo adjustment is suggested. No statistical
comparisons were conducted between the six
analysis sets, which represented different
positions in the musical structure.

Method
The music

The score of Schumann's "Traumerei" is shown
in Figure 2, laid out on the page so that
structurally similar parts are aligned vertically.
Since the first 8 bars are repeated, the music
comprises 24 measures. There are three 8-bar
sections (the general form is A-B-A'), each of
which contains two 4-bar phrases. The
predominant note value is the eighth note; thus
most IOIs are nominally equal, though their
actual durations varied dramatically, due to
expressive timing (see Repp, 1994a). For a more
detailed discussion of the music and its structure,
see Repp (1992).
Pianists

Two pianists provided the performances: LPH, a
professional musician in her mid-thirties, and
BHR, the author, a serious amateur in his late
forties. Both pianists were thoroughly familiar
with the music and had played it many times
before. Although BHR was capable of playing the
piece accurately, consistently, and with good
expression (cf. Repp, 1994a), his technical skills
were clearly much less developed than LPH's; this
was expected to be reflected in the pedal timing
data.
Recording procedure

The recording procedure is described in detail in
Repp (1994a, 1994b). The instrument was a
Roland RD-250s digital piano with weighted keys
and DP-2 foot pedal switch. Although this simple
pedaling device did not permit degrees of pedal

depression and did not simulate sympathetic
string vibration, it was nevertheless believed that
the pianists' habitual pedaling patterns would be
transferred to the electronic instrument, perhaps
with some automatic adjustments to its acoustic
characteristics (as would also occur with any
unfamiliar acoustic piano). The digital piano was
connected to a microcomputer which stored the
performances in MIDI format (note on and off
times, key velocities, and pedal on and off times),
with a temporal resolution of 5 ms. The pianists
monitored the sound ("Piano 1") over earphones.
Each pianist played the piece 3 times at each of 3
aesthetically acceptable tempi, called "slow,"
"medium," and "fast" in the following. Each tempo
was cued by a metronome, which was turned off
before the performance started. (See Repp, 1994b,
for the exact metronome settings and observations
on the pianists' relative accuracy in following
them.) The performances with'n each tempo
category naturally differed somewhat in global
tempo, but those differences were small relative to
the differences between tempo categories.

Analysis
Following an initial analysis of qualitative pedal

usage, 6 "vertical slices" were taken through the
score, each yielding 8 structurally identical or
similar positions, 4 bars apart and referred to by
bar and eighth-note numbers (e.g., 13-1 denotes
the first eighth note in bar 13). In computing IOIs,
whenever several tone onsets coincided nominally
but their exact onset times were not identical (as
is usually the case), the onset time of the tone
with the highest pitch was taken as the reference.
Pedal release and depression times within these
IOIs were measured, and if there were two pedal
events within the KM, typically a release followed
by a depression, the pedal change time was also
calculated. Furthermore, the key release time of
the preceding melody tone was determined if it fell
within or close to the onset of the Kn. All these
temporal measures were expressed both in
milliseconds and as percentages of the total ICH.
Within each analysis set (vertical slice through
the score), each of these absolute and relative
values was subjected to a mixed-model ANOVA,
separately for each pianist, with the fixed factors
of (global) tempo (3 levels) and position (i.e., local
tempo; 8 levels, or less when there were missing
data), and performances (3 levels, nested within
tempo categories) as the random factor. Because a
very large m.r-.ier of F values was computed, they
will not be rtIported in detail. The statistical
results are summarized in tabular form after a
descriptive presentation of selected data.
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Results and Discussion
Pedal use

Table 1 shows the total frequencies of pedal use
in the 9 performances by each pianist. Each
frequency represents a pair of events: pedal
depression followed by pedal release (regardless of
the interval in between). It is evident that LPH
used the pedal more often than did BHR. Both
pianists show a tendency to use the pedal less
frequently as the tempo increased. However, due
to variability within each tempo category, this
tendency was not significant. Heinlein (1929b)
compared two famous pianists' highly divergent
pedaling in the same music; their total frequencies
were 51 and 135, respectively. The present counts
fall between these two extremes.

Table 1. Frequenc;cs of pedal use in the 18 individual
petformances.

Tempo Perf LPH BHR

Slow 1 88 74

2 93 73
3 91 69

Medium 1 98 75

2 87 68
3 82 75

Fast 1 85 67
2 92 67
3 81 66

The detailed distribution of pedal usage
throughout the music is shown in Figures 3 (LPH)
and 4 (BHR). The layout of these figures matches
that of the score in Figure 2. The frequencies
plotted are summed over the 9 performances of
each pianist; for bars 1-8, moreover, the data have
also been summed over the within-performance
repeat, so that there were 18 renditions
altogether. The white and black bars represent
the frequency of pedal releases and depressions,
respectively, within the ICH starting on the half-
beat indicated on the abscissa. The quarter-note
IOI associated with the initial upbeat of the piece
(bar 0), which usually contained the first pedal
depression, is omitted in these figures. (The initial
depression frequencies are the complement of the
release frequencies in bar 1-1.) It should be noted
that the temporal order of pedal releases and
depressions within each WI is not represented in
these figures. In the vast majority of cases, they
followed the pedal change (off-on) pattern (as

suggested by the relative placement of the bars in
Figures 3 and 4), but there were instances of
depressions preceding releases within IOIs in
BHR's data.

A number of things can be observed in these
figures. First, it is clear that the pedal was used
much more frequently than prescribed in the score
(Figure 2). Second, each pianist showed places
where (s)he used the pedal in all performances
(i.e., where the bars in the figure reach maximum
height), whereas in other places the pedal was
used less consistently. The two pianists' within-
performance consistency may be gauged by
comparing bars 1-4 (panel 1) with bars 17-20
(panel 5), which represent the identical music, and
bars 9-12 (panel 3) with bars 13-16 (panel 4),
which are very nearly transpositions of each other.
BHR was somewhat more consistent than LPH by
that comparison. Third, while there are
similarities in pedal use between the two pianists,
there are also many differences. The most striking
difference is that LPH used the pedal change
pattern all the time, so that the pedal was always
down when a key was struck, whereas BHR
showed some gaps in pedal use (see, e.g., the
intervals 3-3 to 3-5 or 12-1 to 12-3) and also had a
tendency to lift the pedal just before the next key
depression, so that pedal changes sometimes
straddled tone onsets. This may be a reflection of
poor pedaling technique. Finally, it is evident that
the pedaling patterns are relatively simple and
sparse during the first half of each 4-bar phrase,
but considerably more complex during the second
half, which corresponds to changes in the melodic
and harmonic complexity of the music (cf. Figure
2).

Pedal timing
Pedal change time distributions. Unlike pedal

release times (PRTs) and pedal depression times
(PDTs), whose determination was laborious, pedal
change times (PCTs) could easily be obtained from
the raw data by looking at pedal events only.
Therefore, an initial rough analysis examined the
distributions of PCTs across all performances
within each tempo category. If pedal change is a
stereotypical, refiex-like action pattern, the
distribution of PCTs should exhibit a pronounced
peak at some short duration, corresponding to the
time needed to move the foot up and down. If
there is absolute invariance, this peak should be
independent of tempo. If the peak shifted with
tempo, relational invariance would be indicated.
This analysis included all PCTs, not just the ones
in the 6 analysis sets.
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The PCTs across the 3 performances within
each tempo category were sorted into 50-ms bins
for each pianist. Since only short times were of
interest, an upper limit of 500 ms was adopted.
The resulting distributions are shown as line
histograms in Figure 5. It can be seen that neither
pianist exhibited a narrow peak. PCTs were
broadly distributed between 50 and 400 ms. LPH
did show a peak around 100-150 ms, but it was
not narrow enough to suggest a fixed action
pattern. BHR, who yielded fewer short PCTs, did
not show any clear peak at all. Neither pianist's
distributions suggest any shift with tempo.

0 60 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

0 60 100 150 200 250 300 360 400 450 600
Duration (ins)

Figure 5. Line histograms of pedal change times shorter
than 500 ms in each pianist's performances at each of
three tempi. Each data point represents a frequency
count within a 50 ms bin whose upper bound is shown
on the abscissa.

This leaves open the possibility that PCTs, al-
though they are obviously not absolutely invariant
with respect to local tempo, are absolutely invari-
ant with respect to global tempo. The following
analyses examined this possibility and others at
six structurally similar points in the score, which
are aligned vertically in Figures 2-4. Because of
the complexity of these analyses, however, only
two of them will be presented in graphic detail.

Bar 2-2 and corresponding positions. This is the
101 that precedes the apex of each phrase. As the
last IOI preceding a half-phrase boundary, it
exhibits considerable expressive lengthening. It is

special in two additional ways: It is the only
eighth-note 101 bracketed (in the soprano voice)
by tones of the same pitch, and it is the only 10I
that contains two additional tone onsets within
itself: In 5 of its 8 occurrences (bars 2-2, 6-2, 2-2R,
6-2R, 18-2), two grace notes (part of an
arpeggiated chord in the left hand) occur during
the IOI; these notes are identical in bars 2-2(R)
and 18-2 but different in bar 6-2(R). There are also
explicit pedal instructions in the score at these
points. The grace notes are absent in bars 10-2
and 14-2, where the beginning of an imitative
melodic motive appears in the tenor voice (left
hand). Bar 22-2 also lacks the grace notes, and the
chord is not arpeggiated, though LPH chose to
play it in this fashion, which elongated the NM
(measured to the onset of the last and highest tone
of the chord) enormously. For this reason, and also
because BHR did not pedal at all during this WI,
bar 22-2 was excluded.

Figure 6 shows the timing data. Time runs from
bottom to top here. The beginning of the WI (the
onset of the first tone) is on the abscissa, whereas
its end (the onset of the second tone) is signified
by a filled square. Each data point represents an
average across the three performances at each
tempo. Each compartment of the figure shows the
data for the three global tempi, for one particular
position in the music. Thus, effects of global tempo
can be seen within compartments, effects of local
tempo (position) across compartments.

MI duration obviously decreased as global
tempo increased. UM duration also varied across
the five I0Is containing grace notes, being gener-
ally longer in bar 6-2(R) than in bar 2-2(R), and
longer in the repeats than in the first rendition of
these bars (bar 18-2 being effectively a second re-
peat of bar 2-2). These differences represent varia-
tions in local tempo across structurally identical
or highly similar positions in the music.

Both pedal releases and depressions occurred
earlier in the two IOIs without grace notes, bars
10-2 and 14-2, than in the other bars, and some-
what earlier for BHR than for LPH. LPH's data
for the "graceless" bars were not very informative,
as not a single tempo or position effect reached
statistical significance, for either absolute or rela-
tive measures of pedal timing. BHR, too, did not
show any significant effects involving global
tempo in those positions. However, his PRTs and
PDTs occurred significantly earlier in bar 14-2
than in bar 10-2, both in absolute and in relative
time, which contradicts any form of local invari-
ance. Absolute or relative PCTs did not vary be-
tween those two positions.

,
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Figure 6 suggests that, in the IOIs containing
grace notes, pedaling times and grace note onset
times were coordinated. Consider first LPH's data.
Her pedal releases immediately preceded, or coin-
cided with, the onset of the first grace note, and
pedal depressions immediately preceded the onset
of the second grace note. All these times clearly
varied with global tempo, and they also varied
across positions in the music, occurring later in
bar 6-2(R) than in bar 2-2(R). The tempo and
position main effects were significant for all
absolute measures, except for PCTs, which did not
show a tempo effect. The time between grace note
onsets, however, even though it seemed very
similar to PCTs, did decrease somewhat with
increasing tempo. By contrast, tempo effects were
absent for most relative time measures, except for
PRT% and PCT%. These data, then, provide
evidence for relational invariance of grace note
onset times (cf. Repp, 1994a), as well as of PDTs;

paradoxically, however, they suggest absolute
invariance of PCTs, even though these intervals
seemed to be very similar to the intervals between
grace note onsets. Differences across positions
were also obtained for most relative time
measures, except for PDT% and the interval
between grace note onsets. PCT% showed a very
strong position effect, being relatively shorter in
bar 6-2(R) than in bars 2-2(R) and 18-2, whereas
the interval between grace note onsets was
relationally invariant across positions. Thus,
pedaling times and grace note onsets did not
behave quite in the same way, contrary to what
one might conclude from a superficial inspection of
the data.

BHR's results were quite different from LPH's,
even though his pedaling times and grace note
onsets also seemed coordinated. Here, however,
they alternated rather than nearly coincided.
Tempo effects were virtually absent here, both for
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absolute and for relative measures. Significant
tempo effects were observed only for the absolute
and relative onset of the second grace note, which
varied slightly with tempo but not enough to be
relationally invariant. Most timing measures
varied significantly across positions, however, and
these differences tended to be larger for relative
than for absolute measures. In contrast to LPH's
data, most events occurred earlier in bar 6-2(R)
than in bars 2-2(R) and 18-2, except for the
absolute onset of the second grace note and both
absolute and relative PCTs.

In summary, LPH's data suggest relational
invariance of pedal depressions (along with grace
note timing), but absolute invariance of PCTs.
BHR's data are less clear but not inconsistent
with a similar interpretation. Although pedal
timing appears to be coordinated with grace note
onsets, there is also evidence that it is not
completely tied to those events. This was the only
opportunity in these data to observe pedaling
during relatively fast manual actions (grace notes)
within an eighth-note 101.2

1000

Bar 3-1 and corresponding positions. The next
vertical slice through the music was taken at bar
3-1 and the corresponding locations in bars 7-1, 3-
1R, 7-1R, 11-1, 15-1, 19-1, and 23-1. In each case,
the IOI starts with a chord, which accompanies
the melodic line in the soprano voice; the end of
the ICH is marked by the next, unaccompanied
tone in the soprano voice (Figure 2). Figure 7
shows the quantitative results, which also include
the key release ("note off') times of the preceding
tone in the soprano voice that defines the key
overlap time (KOT).

Consider first LPH. Naturally, her RN dura-
tions varied with tempo, but they also varied
across positions: The IOI was shorter in the
middle section (bars 11-1 and 15-1) and longer
near the end of the piece (bar 23-1). Key releases
of preceding tones occurred extremely late,
reflecting a legatissimo playing style. KOTs varied
significantly with tetapo and especially across
positions. PRTs, too, varied with tempo and across
positions, and they usually fell in th e. vicinity of
the key release times for the preceding tone.
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(PRTs were highly variable in bar 15-1, so these
data are not shown in the figure and were not
included in the statistical analysis.) While LPH's
PRTs clearly were not absolutely invariant, they
also did not exhibit relative invariance: In relative
terms, too, the pedal release occureed earlier at
the fast than at the slow tempo. There was also
variation in PRT% across positions. PDTs varied
with tempo and position, and for these times there
was also a tempo by position interaction, with
tempo effects being much larger in some bars (3-1,
23-1) than in others (7-1, 15-1). PDT%, on the
other hand, did not vary with tempo, although it
differed across positions and showed a position by
tempo interaction. PCTs did not show a tempo
main effect, but they varied across positions and
exhibited a tempo by position interaction: It can
be seen in Figure 7 that they decreased with
tempo in some bars (3-1, 19-1) but increased with
tempo in others (1-1R, 7-1R). Similarly, PCT% did
not vary with tempo but did vary across positions
and showed a position by tempo interaction. In
sum, then, these data are more complex than the
simple hypotheses of absolute versus relative
invariance would predict.

BHR's IOIs varied with tempo and across
positions, being somewhat longer in bars 3-1, 3-
1R, and 19-1 than in bars 7-1, 7-1R, 11-1, and 15-
1, and longest in bar 23-1. His preceding tone key
releases and pedal releases occurred much earlier
than LPH's, around the onset of the NH and
shortly afterwards, respectively. KOTs did
not vary with tempo but did differ across
positions. PRTs varied significantly with tempo
and across positions. PDTs were rather variable;
they either immediately preceded the onset of the

second tone or followed it, especially in bar 7-1(R).
Therefore, the means shown in Figure 7 are not
always representative, and the PDTs were not
subjected to statistical analysis. However, it is
clear from Figure 7 that they varied with tempo
and that they were not relationally invariant, at
least not in bars 7-1(R). It is equally evident that
PDTs were not absolutely invariant. However,
PRT% did not vary significantly with tempo, and
PDT%, when the pedal depressions were very
close to second tone onsets, did not either.
Therefore, PCT% must also have been
approximately invariant in those cases. BHR's
data then lend some support to the relational
invariance hypothesis, in as much as pedal events
seemed to be partially coordinated with tone
onsets.

Other analysis sets. The remaining four analysis
sets, whose results are presented in the Appendix,
were bars 3-5, 3-8, 4-1, and 4-3, and their
corresponding positions in the music. The data
were less complete in these sets, due to the
paucity or absence of pedal events in some
positions. In the final analysis set, some
completely Iminformative positions were replaced
with adjacent positions.

Summary of statistical analyses. Tables 2-4
summarize the significance levels of the F-tests in
the 2-way ANOVAs. No adjustment was made for
the number of tests conducted, since the pattern of
the data seemed more important than the
significance levels of particular effects. Table 2
shows the main effects of (global) tempo, Table 3
those of position (i.e., local tempo), and Table 4 the
interactions between these two factors. "No test"
indicates missing or insufficient data.

Table 2. Summary of tempo main effects (i.e., global tempo effects).

Anal. set 101 Pedal release time

LPH
2-2 etc.
3-1 etc.
3-5 etc.
3-8 etc.
4-1 etc.
4-3 etc.
BHR
2-2 etc.
3-1 etc.
3-5 etc
3-8 etc.
4-1 etc.
4-3 etc.

**

**

***
**

**

**IR*
***
****
**I*
**
****

PRT
**

**

no test

PRT%

****

no test

Pedal depression time Pedal change time

PDT PDT% Pcr
1

no test

no test
**

no test

no test

no test
no test
no test
**

PCT%

no test
no test
no test

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001, **** p < .0001

lo
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Table 3. Summary of position main effects (i.e., local tempo effects).

Anal. set 10I Pedal release time Pedal depression time Pedal change thne

LPH
2-2 etc.
3-1 etc.
3-5 etc.
3-8 etc.
4-1 etc.
4-3 etc.
BHR
2-2 etc.
3-1 etc.
3-5 etc.
3-8 etc.
4-1 etc.
4-3 etc.

***
****
****
****
*St*
****

****
****
***
****
****
****

PRT
****
****
**

**

****

****
****

no test
****
****

PRT%
***
****

****
****

**

****

no test
****
****

PDT
***
****
***
**

****
****

**

no test
****

no test

*11*

PDT%

****

*1*

*1*
*11*

***

no test
****

no test

*11*

PCT
1*

**St

****
**It

no test
no test
no test

PCT%
*11*
*Ill

****
*15*

no test
no test
no test

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001, **** p < .0001

Table 4. Summary of tempo by position interactions.

Anal. set 101 Pedal release time Pedal depression time Pedal change time

LPH PRT PRT%
2-2 etc.
3-1 etc.
3-5 etc.
3-8 etc.
4-1 etc.
4-3 etc.
BHR
2-2 etc.
3-1 etc.
3-5 etc.
3-8 etc. no test no test
4-1 etc.
4-3 etc.

PDT PDT% PCF PCT%

**

no test no test

no test no test

5*

no test
no test
no test

no test
no test
no test

* p < .05, **p < .01, *** p < .001,1*** p < .0001

The MI columns in the tables indicate that ICH
duration always varied with global tempo (Table
2), as it should, and also across positions (Table 3),
which demonstrates that local tempo variation
was present in the data, even across positions that
were structurally as similar as possible. Table 4
shows that tempo by position interactions were
generally absent, which indicates that 101
duration was very nearly relationally invariant in
these performances (cf. Repp, 1994a).

For the pedaling times, Table 2 shows 10
instances in which global tempo affected absolute
but not relative times, as predicted by the relative
invariance hypothesis, but only one instance
where the opposite was the case, as predicted by

the absolute invariance hypothesis. In three
instances, both measures were affected by global
tempo, and in the many remaining instances
neither showed an effect. The results for PCT are
particularly inconclusive. The absolute invariance
hypothesis thus can be rejected for both PRT and
PDT; relational invariance seems to hold
occasionally for these events, but not always.

Table 3 shows that both absolute and relative
pedaling times were strongly affected by local
tempo in many instances. Thus, both the absolute
and relative invariance hypotheses must be
rejected with regard to local tempo. The high
significance levels of many effects indicate that
pedal timing exhibited reliable changes as a
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function of local tempo variation, but their pattern
was more complex than predicted by any simple
invariance hypothesis. Table 4 shows that,
furthermore, global and local tempo effects
sometimes interacted in a reliable fashion, which
provides further evidence for the controlled
complexity of pedal timing.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present results demonstrate that pedal

timing in expressive piano performance does not
follow any simple pattern. Yet, the timing pattern
is reproducible by the same pianist. Although
there is variation in pedal use from one
performance to the next, as already noted by
Heinlein (1929b) and Banowetz (1985), whenever
the pedal is used in the same position in the
music, its action tends to be timed similarly.
Although no direct measures of timing variability
across performances of the same nominal tempo
were calculated here, the pianists' relative
consistency is reflected in the high significance
levels of many of the statistical effects (Tables 2-
4), all of which relied on a comparison (F ratio) of
some main effect or interaction with its variability
across performances within the same global tempo
category. A more direct impression of the pianists'
consistency may be gained by visually comparing
the data in the first, third, and seventh
compartments, as well as those in the second and
fourth compartments, of Figures 6 and 7. They
represent replications of the identical musical
material within performances, and they generally
show a very similar pedal timing pattern. (Note
that some of the temporal variability in the raw
data has been eliminated in these graphs by
averaging over the three performances at each
global tempo.)

Since nothing was known about precise pedal
timing before this study began, the author may be
forgiven for entertaining some perhaps simple-
minded but heuristically useful hypotheses, for
example that pedal release and depression times
might be absolutely invariant. These hypotheses
can now be safely rejected. Clearly, neither pedal
releases nor pedal depressions occur at a fixed
time after each key depression. This was
especially clear in their variation across positions
within (and between!) analysis sets. Only BHR's
pedal releases showed some degree of invariance
in that they usually occurred within 100 ms after
a key depression, but their timing, too, varied
significantly across positions. Absolute invariance
did not hold across variations in global tempo
either, although in some analysis sets there was

not sufficient statistical evidence to reject this
hypothesis. Even BHR's very early pedal releases,
which could not be expected to vary much with
global tempo, showed significant tempo effects in
two analysis sets.

Perhaps the most promising hypothesis was
that of absolute invariance of pedal change times.
The rapid sequence of pedal release and
depression is a highly overlearned and automatic
action pattern, and one might think that it would
be executed as quickly as possible without much
regard to context or tempo. This proved to be
wrong also. Both pianists showed a wide range of
pedal change times, which varied especially across
positions (compare also Figs. 6 and 7). The
behavior of pedal change times in the face of
global tempo changes was less clear.

If absolute invariance does not hold, then the
hypothesis of relational invariance seems the next
most plausible candidate. However, it too finds
little support in the present data. The variation
across positions (local tempo) provides the most
striking counterevidence: All relative pedal timing
measures exhibited large position effects, except
for BHR's relative pedal change times. It is clear,
however, from comparisons across analysis sets
that these latter times were not constant either.
Only with regard to variations in global tempo
does the relational invariance hypothesis find
some support: In a number of instances, relative
pedal release and depression times did not vary
with tempo, though their absolute timing did.
However, there are also several counterexamples.

The present study did not attempt to explain the
patterns of pedal timing with reference to the
structural features of the music that govern
expressive manual timing. However, some
attention was paid to the timing of the key release
for the preceding melody note which, in LPH's
case at least, seemed to depend in part on the
harmonic relationship of the overlapping tones.
Delayed key releases seemed to go with delayed
pedal releases and depressions, at least across
analysis sets. Within analysis sets, however, there
seemed to be no precise coordination of key ane
pedal releases, even though they tended to occur
at roughly the same time in LPH's playing (cf.
Figure 7).

A tendency for pedaling events to align
themselves with manual events was observed in
several instances. In the first analysis set (bar 2-2
etc.), pedal actions nearly coincided with grace
note onsets for LPH, and they alternated with
grace note onsets for BHR, as if these actions were
"in phase" in one case and "out of phase" in the
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other. This is reminiscent of the preferred phase
relationships found in studies of bimanual
coordination in simple repetitive movements (e.g.,
Haken, Kelso, & Bunz, 1985), but the present
situation is different in many ways: The moving
body parts are of different sizes (fingers versus
foot), the timing is relatively rapid, and neither
movement is oscillatory in character (although a
pedal change may be considered a single cycle of a
potentially continuous maneuver). In several
other instances there was a tendency for pedal
depressions to coincide with note onsets, and
BHR's early pedal releases may be considered
aligned with note onsets as well. However, there
were also many instances of non-alignment, and
the data are basically inconclusive as to whether
there were any preferred phase relationships
between manual and pedal actions.

There were many differences in pedal use and
timing between the two pianists, LPH and BHR.
While LPH had undergone professional training
as a concert pianist and therefore must have given
considerable conscious attention to her pedaling
technique at various times in her career, BHR is
an amateur who never has given much thought to
his pedaling skills. Yet, the various individual
differences cannot immediately be attributed to
differences in skill level, as individual differences
in pedal timing may well exist between pianists on
the same level of expertise. That is another issue
worthy of further research. One skill-related
difference between LPH and BHR, however, was
in their key overlap times (see also Repp, 1994a):
LPH generally played in a legatissimo style, which
almost certainly enhanced the beauty of her
performances, and which was not within BHR's
capabilities. In fact, BHR sometimes exhibited
gaps between notes that could have been played
legato. This difference in manual playing style
was the likely cause of the most obvious difference
between the two pianists in pedal timing, viz., in
the early (BHR) versus late (LPH) occurrence of
pedal releases within an Kn.

In summary, the present investigation initiated
the study of a little investigated topic, pedal
timing, in the most complex, but ecologically most
valid, situation imaginable: artistic music
performance. The results present a rather complex
picture of pianists' pedaling skill whose
clarification will require considerable further
research. Experiments employing simpler
materials in more artificial situations may help
unravel the factors that influence pedal timing,
but a glimpse of the richness of real-life data is a
good antidote to future oversimplification.
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FOOTNOTES
'Psychology of Music, in press (without the Appendix).
1Several comments are in order: (1) Relative invariance of absolute
durations (in ms) is the same as absolute invariance of relative
durations (percentages or proportions). (2) While the three
intervals considered may be all absolutely invariant or all
relationally invariant, certain other combinations are impossible;
e.g., absolute invariance of PCTs together with relational
invariance of PRTs implies that PDTs cannot exhibit either type
of invariance (PDT = PRT + PCT). Of course, most of these
conceivable "mixed" scenarios are theoretically implausible. (3)

Absolute and relative invariance are the easier to distinguish the
later in the 101 the relevant pedalling event occurs, because early
in the 101 the absolute effect of a portional adjustment to 101
duration may be vanishingly small.

2Key release times of the preceding tone (the C5 in the soprano
voice) were not included in this analysis. In part, they are re-
ported in Repp (1994a: Fig. 6, tone pair 4-5). For BHR, they were
near the beginning of the 101, but LPH often held the key down
much longer than the notation would suggest, even beyond the
onset of the tone terminating the 101 (especially in bar 6-2(R)). In
those instances of "finger pedaling," the key release times are
clearly irrelevant to pedal timing within the 101.

;) 0
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APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL ANALYSES

Bar 3-5 and corresponding 101s. This place in
the music is similar to bar 3-1 etc. In bars 3-5, 19-
5, and 23-5, it again represents an upward pitch
movement (here, of a major third) in the soprano
voice, accompanied by longer sustained notes in
the other voices. In bars 7-5, 11-5, and 15-5,
however, the upward pitch movement (here, of a
perfect fourth) has shifted to the alto voice (Figure
2). LPH again carried out a pedal change in nearly
all instances (Figure 3); BHR, on the other hand,
did so only occasionally in bar 23-5 (Figure 4). In
bars 3-5(R) and 19-5, BHR depressed the pedal
after a short break in pedal use; in bars 7-5(R), 11-
5, and 15-5, he released it and depressed it again
only in the following RN.

The quantitative results are shown in Figure
Al. Consider first LPH. Her IOIs naturally varied
with tempo, despite an anomaly in bar 3-5R, and
also across positions, mainly due to a greatly
elongated IOI in bar 23-5. Her PRTs occurred
relatively early in the MI (earlier than in Figure

1000

7) and did not vary significantly with tempo
(again in contrast to Figure 7), though they
occurred later in bars 7-5(R) and 23-5 than in the
others. Key releases for the preceding melody
tone, which in all instances formed the dissonant
interval of a minor second, occurred also much
earlier than in the preceding analysis set and at
about the same time as pedal releases, though the
two events did not seem to be precisely
coordinated. KOTs did not vary significantly with
either tempo or position, though the interaction
was significant. LPH's PDTs occurred close to
the onset of the second tone, but the effect
of tempo was not significant, indicating
considerable variability; however, they did vary
across positions. PCTs also varied only across
positions, not with tempo. None of the percentage
measures showed a significant tempo effect,
leaving these data ambiguous with regard to the
relational invariance hypothesis. PRT%, however,
varied across positions, being longer especially in
bar 7-5(R), whereas PDT% and PCT% did not
vary.
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BHR's IOIs varied systematically with tempo
and also across positions, again mainly due to the
slowing down in bar 23-5. Pedal changes occurred
only in bar 23-5, where pedal releases and
depressions virtually coincided with tone onsets.
Pedal releases were found in bars 7-5(R), 11-5, 15-
5, and 23-5; they occurred very close to the
beginning of the IOI and did not vary with tempo.
The main effect of positions was significant,
mainly due to the earlier release times in bar 23-
5. Preceding note key releases nearly coincided
with WI onset in bars 3-5(R), 19-5, and 23-5.
In bars 7-5(R), 11-5, and 15-5, the key for the
preceding tone (s prano voice) was released well
before the next tone onset, leaving a gap that
was inaudible due to pedaling. This was probably
caused by BHR's attention to the melodic motive
in the alto voice, resulting in a neglect of legato in
the soprano voice. There was a highly significant
effect of position on key overlap, but
no effect of tempo. Pedal depressions occurred in
bars 3-5(R), 19-5, and 23-5; they did vary with

1000

tempo and across positions. Neither PRT% nor
PDT% varied with tempo, but they differed
strongly across positions, due to earlier releases
and later depressions in the later bars, especially
bar 23-5. These data are not consistent with any
invariance hypothesis, whether absolute or
relational.

Bar 3-8 and corresponding .101S. These positions
may be divided into two structurally different
sets. In bars 3-8(R), 19-8, and 23-8, melodic
upward movement occurs in all four voices, and
the pedal helix establish a smooth legato
transition, which is difficult to achieve through
fingering alone. In bars 7-8(R), 11-8, and 15-8, on
the other hand, there is downward pitch
movement in all active voices; again, the pedal
assists with a smooth legato. LPH executed pedal
changes fairly consistently, though less often in
bars 7-8(R) and 11-8 (Figure 3). BHR did so only
intermittently; in bars 3-8(R) and 19-8, he had
only pedal depressions (Figure 4). The
quantitative results are shown in Figure A2.
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It goes without saying that DX durations varied
with tempo and position for both pianists.
Preceding note key releases again occurred in the
vicinity of pedal releases, though coordination was
not precise. They varied significantly across posi-
tions, but the effect of tempo was not significant.
In LPH's pedaling times, bars 7-8, 7-8R, and 11-8
had to be excluded from analysis due to incom-
plete data. In the remaining five positions, PRTs
varied with tempo, and so did PDTs, but not
PCTs. PDTs also varied across positions.
Relativization of the timing measures did not
eliminate effects of tempo; although the tempo
variation of PRT% was not quite significant,
PDT% declined very significantly with increasing
tempo and also varied across positions. PCT%
showed no significant variation. Again, these data
do not follow a very clear pattern, although they
are consistent with either type of invariance for
PCTs. Note, however, that PCTs we a much
shorter here than in Figure 8. BHR's data were
insufficient for a meaningful statistical analysis.
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Bar 4-1 and corresponding IOIs. This position
is characterized by a melodic upward movement
in all instances, similar to bar 3-1 and its
analogues. The melodic motion occurs in
the soprano voice in bars 4-1(R), 20-1, and 24-1,
in the alto voice in bar 8-1(R), and in the tenor
voice in bars 8-1 and 16-1, with bar 8-1 being
different in that the pitch step is a sixth rather
than a third (Figure 2). In contrast to
the positions analyzed in the two preceding
analysis sets, but in common with the bar 3-1
set, there is no harmonic change here, so that
no pedal change was required. LPH nevertheless
almost always executed this maneuver (Figure 3),
whereas BHR did so only in bars 4-1(R), 20-1, and
24-1; in bars 8-1(R), 12-1, and 16-1, he released
the pedal and resumed it only one or two IOIs
later (Figure 4).

The quantitative results are shown in Figure
A3. For both pianists, IOIs varied significantly
with tempo and also with position, even when the
greatly elongated bar 24-1 was excluded.
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For both pianists, the IOIs in bars 4-1(R) and 20-1
were longer than the others, which reflects a
subtly different (less ambiguous) rhythmic context
in these bars. LPH's pedal releases occurred early
in each MI and did not vary with tempo, though
they did vary across positions. Preceding note key
releases were evident only in bar's 4-1(R), 20-1,
and 24-1, where they were again in the vicinity of
the pedal releases. They did not vary with either
position or tempo. In bars 8-1(R), 12-1, and 16-1,
the prededing soprano voice note was released
early, so that there was no overlap. This was
probably due to fmgering (possibly a jump with
the fifth finger) and attention to the inner voices.
LPH's PDTs were close to the end of the MI and
somewhat irregular, though apparently in a
reliable manner: Both the position main effect,
with bar 24-1 excluded, and the tempo by position
interaction were significant, but the tempo main
effect was not. LPH's PCTs likewise varied across
positions and interacted with tempo but did not
vary with tempo overall. Relativization of PRTs
increased their position dependency without
introducing a tempo effect. Relativization of PDTs
eliminated neither the position main effect nor the
tempo by position interaction. It can be seen in
Figure 10 that LPH's pedal depressions tended to
occur earlier at the fast tempo, but not in all
positions. Predictably, PCT% behaved like PDT%,
varying both with position and interacting with
tempo. In summary, LPH's pedaling times suggest
a global tempo independence (absolute invariance)
of PRTs, but little more.

BHR's pedal releases occurred immediately af-
ter IOI onset, regardless of whether or not a pedal
depression followed soon. Despite this apparent
uniformity, PRTs varied significantly with
position and tempo, and the interaction was
significant as well. Preceding note key releases
were in evidence only in bars 12-1 and 24-1, and
then they preceded MI onset; in all other cases
there were much longer gaps. Pedal depressions,
when present (bars 4-1, 4-1R, and 20-1), nearly
coincided with the onset of the following tone and
therefore clearly varied with tempo but not with
position. The same was true for PCTs. PRT%
varied strongly across positions, and while the
overall tempo dependency disappeared, the
interaction remained. PDT% showed no tempo
effect, nor did PCT%, although there was a trend
towards smaller percentages at faster tempi.
Thus, even though the data look like a clear
example of relative invariance, the actual pattern
is more compli cated. In other words, even when
pedal events are seemingly linked with tone

onsets, they are still subject to tempo and position
effects.

Bar 4-3 and "corresponding" 101s. This last ver-
tical section through the score was not strictly
vertical, due to the structural heterogeneity of
these "corresponding" positions and the resulting
absence of pedaling events in some of them. Bars
4-3(R) and 20-3 exhibit a conjoint upward motion
in the bass voice; LPH executed a pedal change,
whereas BHR only released the pedal. A similar
pitch step occurs in bar 8-3(R); LPH changed
pedal, but BHR did not do anything consistent.
Therefore, his data for bar 8-5(R) were
substituted, where a comparable pitch motion
occurs in the bass voice, and where he rather
consistently executed a pedal change. In bars 12-3
and 16-3, a comparable pitch step occurs in the
tenor voice; BHR showed a consistent pedal
depression here, but LPH did nothing in this MI,
holding the pedal down through it. Therefore, her
pedaling data for the following IOI (bars 12-4 and
16-4) were substituted, where there is a conjoint
downward pitch motion in the alto voice, and
where she consistently executed a pedal change.
Finally, LPH was found to be quite inconsistent in
her pedaling during the extra-long IOI in position
24-3, whereas BHR always changed pedal there.
LPH's data for bar 24-3 were therefore omitted
from analysis; BHR's data for bar 24-3 are shown
in Figure A4 but were not included in the
statistical analysis because of the extra-long IOI
duration.

So, what can be said about this somewhat het-
erogeneous cross-section of data? IOIs naturally
varied with tempo and across positions for both
pianists. LPH showed remarkable variation in
pedaling. Her PRTs varied with tempo and across
positions; the interaction was not significant, even
though it seems that there was no tempo depen-
dency in the "imported" bars 12-4 and 16-4.
Preceding note key releases were relatively late
here, probably due to the harmonic consonance of
the overlapping tones (intervals of fourths, fifths,
and sixths); note that in bar 8-3(R), and possibly
in bars 12-3 and 16-3 as well (depending on finger-
ing), the key overlap was between hands. There
was a significant effect of position only on overlap
times. PDTs varied with tempo and position, and
the interaction was also significant. PCTs did not
vary with tempo but did vary across positions.
PRT% no longer showed a tempo effect, but the
position dependency remained. The same was true
for PDT% and for PCT%. Thus, here there is some
indication of relational tempo invariance of pedal
releases and depressions, together with either
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absolute or relative invariance of PCTs. However,
the variation of pedal actions across positions is
far from simple.

BHR's pedal release times varied across
positions but not with tempo. This was equally
true for the corresponding percentages. Preceding
note key releases were evident only in bars 12-3
and 16-3, where there was in fact some key
overlap (between hands); in bar 16-3, pedal
depression actually preceded the key release, thus
prolonging the preceding tone throughout the 101.
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Appendix

SR # Report Date NTIS # ERIC #

SR-21/22 January-June 1970 AD 719382 ED 044-679
SR-23 July-September 1970 AD 723586 ED 052-654
SR-24 October-December 1970 AD 727616 ED 052-653
SR-25/26 January-June 1971 AD 730013 ED 056-560
SR-27 July-September 1971 AD 749339 ED 071-533
SR-28 October-December 1971 AD 742140 ED 061-837
SR-29/30 January-June 1972 AD 750001 ED 071-484
SR-31/32 July-December 1972 AD 757954 ED 077-285
SR-33 January-March 1973 AD 762373 ED 081-263
SR-34 April-June 1973 AD 766178 ED 081-295
SR-35/36 July-December 1973 AD 774799 ED 094-444
SR-37/38 January-June 1974 AD 783548 ED 094-445
SR-39/40 July-December 1974 AD A007342 ED 102-633
SR-41 January-March 1975 AD A013325 ED 109-722
SR-42/43 April-September 1975 AD A018369 ED 117-770
SR-44 October-December 1975 AD A023059 ED 119-273
SR-45/46 January-June 1976 AD A026196 ED 123-678
SR-47 July-September 1976 AD A031789 ED 128-870
SR-48 October-December 1976 AD A036735 ED 135-028
SR-49 January-March 1977 AD A041460 ED 141-864
SR-50 April-June 1977 AD A044820 ED 144-138
SR-51/52 July-December 1977 AD A049215 ED 147-892
SR-53 January-March 1978 AD A055853 ED 155-760
SR-54 April-June 1978 AD A067070 ED 161-096
SR-55/56 July-December 1978 AD A065575 ED 166-757
SR-57 January-March 1979 AD A083179 ED 170-823
SR-58 April-June 1979 AD A077663 ED 178-967
SR-59/60 July-December 1979 AD A082034 ED 181-525
SR-61 January-March 1980 AD A085320 ED 185-636
SR-62 April-June 1980 AD A095062 ED 196-099
SR-63/64 July-December 1980 AD A095860 ED 197-416
SR-65 January-March 1981 AD A099958 ED 201-022
SR-66 April-June 1981 AD A105090 ED 206-038
SR-67/68 July-December 1981 AD A111385 ED 212-010
SR-69 January-March 1982 AD A120819 ED 214-226
SR-70 April-June 1982 AD A119426 ED 219-834
SR-71 / 72 July-December 1982 AD A124596 ED 225-212
SR-73 January-March 1983 AD A129713 ED 229-816
SR-74/75 April-September 1983 AD A136416 ED 236-753
SR-76 October-December 1983 AD A140176 ED 241-973
SR-77/78 January-June 1984 AD A145585 ED 247-626
SR-79/80 July-December 1984 AD A151035 ED 252-907
SR-81 January-March 1985 AD A156294 ED 257-159
SR-82/83 April-September 1985 AD A165084 ED 266-508
SR-84 October-December 1985 AD A168819 ED 270-831
SR-85 January-March 1986 AD A173677 hD 274-022
SR-86/87 April-September 1986 AD A176816 ED 278-066
SR-88 October-December 1986 PB 88-244256 ED 282-278

SR-117/118 January-June 1994

4,934
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SR-89/90 January-June 1987 PB 88-244314 ED 285-228
SR-91 July-September 1987 AD A192081
SR-92 October-December 1987 PB 88-246798 .1*

SR-93/94 January-June 1988 PB 89-108765
SR-95/96 July-December 1988 PB 89-155329
SR-97/98 January-June 1989 PB 90-121161 ED 32-1317
SR-99/100 July-December 1989 PB 90-226143 ED 32-1318
SR-101/102 January-June 1990 PB 91-138479 ED 325-897
SR-103/104 July-December 1990 PB 91-172924 ED 331-100
SR-105/106 January-June 1991 PB 92-105204 ED 340-053
SR-107/108 July-December 1991 PB 92-160522 ED 344-259
SR-109/ 110 January-June 1992 PB 93-142099 ED 352-594
SR-111/112 July-December 1992 PB 93-216018 ED 359-575
SR-113 January-March 1993 PB 94-147220 ED 366-020
SR-114 April-June 1993 PB 94-196136 ED 37 423
SR-115/116 July-December 1993 PB 95-154936 ED 378-624
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